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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE

This book h offered os a volume of practical inatnictioo, and of deaigng and

examples, covering every phase of the art and craft of wood carving, Moat of tho

matter it contains bus been complied from contributions to '* Work,** and con-

KO()uenily the whole of the instruction hero given in the uae of toola has chal^

Icnged emendation from a wide circle of practical carvers. The majority of the

two hundred and sixty-two reproductions of photographs* howeve(r» are here

pubUsbed for the first umo. Of special inter^t and importance b the intro-

<1uction of a series of illuatrations, made from photograpba* ahowtng carveiB^

tools in actual use
;

the value of this series—especially to the beginnei- who

may net have the opportunity of seeing an experionood carver at work—con

hardly be overseatimated.

The designs shown by the very large number of line drawings are of a

kind from which the carver can easily work; and he ia at perfect liberty to

reproduce in wood any or all of thorn exactly as shown, or to modify or alter

them to suit his own taste or requirements, lb b believed that the instmeriona

arc so exact, and the illustrations so lavish, that the earnest worker is not

likely to meet with acriouR difficulties in making practical application of the

infonnatioD here supplied.

The bulk of the practical inatruction comprised between pagea 26 and

is from the pen of Mr, Herbert Turner* of Scarborough* an expert carver and

designer. To him also are due the sections on ’*The History of Wood Garvbg,^

''Figure Carving*^ Carving for Industrial Purposes," and Classes in Wood

Curving," as well as the text accompanying the half-tone lUustrationa of miBerere
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or lubtidcord seats, Mr* Turner has helped in other ways, notably by supplying

critical and descriptive remarks upon many of the ejcamplea illustrated. The

following carvers and designer hare kindly given permission to reproduce esampics

of their work in these pages? Mr, J. Phillips, Altrincham- Mr. J. P, AVhite,

I^ghtle Works, Bedford
;

and Mr, W, S, Williamson, Taunton. Acknow*

ledgmonts for permission to use certain photographs accompany the illus-

trations to which they refer.
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WOOD CARVING

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS AND DESIGNS

INTRODUCTION

WooP CA&viNO calls for the cx:erci3o of

manual BldU and artUtic feeling, Both
of these are eaaential to the production of

any good piece of carved work. Elanual

skill comes from the knowledge of the shapes

and uaefl of tools and by patting this know
ledge into actual practice. Artistic feeling

is largely mstinciive^ but it can also be in-

culcatod and developed. Thus almost any-

one with strength and eyesight can learn to

carve, and he will find in this one book suffi-

cient instruction to lead him up to an ad-

vanced stage of the art, Beferenoe may be

made to the scheme of this book. The woods
in general use among carvers will be de-

scnbed» and all the necessary tools and the

methods of keeping them in order will be

explained. Then will come practical in*

struction in the actnal cnttLug of the wood,

explanations being given of all processes

in general use. Design in relation to

carving, and the lustorical aspect of the

subject, having been duly considered, a full

range of designs for carving applied to all

kinds of articles will be presented, with
notes on their execution

;
and final chapters

will treat of chip carving, the carving of

foundry patterns, appliqu^ decoration, and
other mattera. It is hoped that the great

value of the photographic illustrations show-

iu{^ the actual manipulations of the tools will

be appreciated by the student, who may
not have the opportunity of watching an
expcriezhced wood carver at work. In this

preliminary chapter, some notes on a few

general matters—largely culled from papers

read before tbe Boys) Institute of British

Architects by Measre. Eomaine-Walker, W.
9. Frith, Aumonier, and J. D. Knox—may
serve as an introduction to an art which
has exercised a fascination for craftsmen
from very early periods in the history of

m&nkmd.

Relation of Designer and Carver

The part of the wood carver is to act as

the exponent of the di^igner^s ideas. The
designer should express on paper his fancy

and the object he wishes to develop, giving

every possible detail to enable the erafte'

man to interpret him successfully ; but
(says Mr. Bomatne-Walker) he shoidd leave

the exponent of bis thoughts certain iibefzty

of action, else he wiU take from the executed
work its soul, and leave tt but a lifeless pro-

duction. Under the infiuence of the Gothic

architects, wood carving was the handmaid
of architecture, and ministered to her un-

obtrusively, Witness the sumptuous choir

stalls of Amiens as a type of the most ornate
period ; in these the most sthidug feature

is the architecture ; the outline and wonder-
ful massing of Li|dit and shade created by a
wealth of delicate moulding and intneate

tracery ; the rich interlacing lines and
grace^ly formed arches, relieved by cusps

and crotchets, pinnacles and brattUhing.

In these the designer trusted for their

beauty. The carver merely heightened the
effect by ermebing the construction with
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carved ciotcheta, finiaLa, apandriU, and

panels.

Wood as a Sculptor’s material

There ia no donhti indeed, that wood was

the ecnlptoi's fust material. It has, howe ver,

for certain purpoflea, given way to other

matoiialA which have more completely met

oertam requiiementa. Wood (aaya Mr. W.
3. Frith) haa not the dignity of marble or

bronze^ or the evenneas of texture and colour

which enables these materiab to convey

reHned delicacy of form and exprcaslon. In

marble or hronse the material allows the form

and expression to dominate, to seize and

bold the attention quite unimpeded by ques'

tions of material while in wood the gram

and colour are always e» marked that delicate

eTpreaeion is more or less diverted by them.

On the other hand, the texture and warmth
of wood are qualities so agreeable that it

is pre-emmently the comfortable materral,

the one above all othenp suited for what

ma^ he called architectural furmturc, that

which fits the building aa a structure sus-

taimng weight aud givitig space, with, that

which mak^ lor mtimate physical comfort

;

and the office of wood carving in this con-^

nection is to provide objects of interest,

to give variation of texture, and otherwise

to contribute to the grace and beauty. The
refined degrees of facial expres^on are un-

suitable to pfioduction in wood, which is,

however, essentially the material for the

display of imagination and fancy. The
expression of action is distinctly invited.

Groups or ornaments with projections and
perforations, which would be inappropriate to

stone or marble^ are quite fitting in wood ; and
its lightness, as far as that can be obtained

without fragility, gives a charm which the

silky and vaiiegated texture heightens. The
knowledge that the object is not friable,

or chilling to the touch, conduces to the quiet

enjoyment of the work.

[n What Does the Beauty of Wood
Carving ConsUt?

Mr, W. Aumonier has said that ail the

beauty of wood carving should be evolved

from the nciaterial itself ; being wood, it

should retain the chaiacteristics of wood,
and not be made to represent marble^ bronze.

silver, or any other material. Wood is

quite capable of taking care of itself properly

if properly treated
;
and by the very indi'

viduality of its treatment it may attain h

charm and beauty equal to that of almost

any substance the hand of man can fashion

into art. It must be cut by someone fully

alive to the capabilities and susceptibilitieA

of his materiaL If he is a good workman,
he will combine freshness and grace : fresh

-

ness, because the work grows under bis

own hand, untrammelled by an}'' mechanical

appliance ; he will show the cuts and
gouge-marks in it freely and fearlessly to

the last i he will concentrate his mind
on the firm aweep of the gouge over all

;

tenderly treat the thin and delicate parts

which fade into the ground^ and boldly

undercut the projections, even to the

extent of cutting right away in places to

make the work stand out free
;

and he
will give grace, because there is no form

the artistic mind can conceive but may l»

obtained in wood, if honestly sought after.

The work should always appear to be

carved out of a solid block ; it should aim
at broad lights and sharp shadows

;
the

high parts should be comparatively smooth,

OT^ at leasts Little disturbed by modelling,

to catch light
;
the depths should be rough

and choppy, the better to hold shadow ;

the ground should be by no means abso-

lutely flat or smooth, hut deepened in

parts where strong shadows arc required

to strengthen the eflect; and the relief

so managed as to incorporate the ground

and the work together os much as possible.

Invention and lightness, combined with

breadth and strength into one harmonious
whole, the work sparkling with gouge-

cuts to give it texture,^ constitute the

essence of wood carving.

How the Appearance of Carving is

Affected

Distance aSects the appearance of wood
carving, and therefore the position carved

work is to occupy should influence the

design. Mr. Aumonier shows that not only

the design, but the actual carving itself

should he carefully considered, with a view

to the position it is te take and the light it

will receive. Thus, even if quite dow to
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the wbore, of course, ita positioD warraats

01 demands a certain amount of finish, it

must be remembered that real finish rather

means perfection of form than emoothness

of Burfaca
;
so that oren there ft should still

show its cuts and its tool-murks fearlesslf^

and be deepened in parta to make it tell its

proper tale in the comblQiSd scheme of

decoration i
while if it is to be placed a great

distance from the eye, it should be left

as rough as ever it can be left. The only

points chat have to be regarded then are

the outlines, varieties of planes, and depths ;

and if these are properly considered, every-

thing else will take care of itself, and then

the whole work cannot be left too rough.

Its ve^ roughness and choppy cuts will

give it a eoftness and quality, when in its

lace, that no amount of smoothing or high

nish can possibly attain to. Any effort

towards more than this, or finicky

Btrl^dng after accuracy of detail, on work
once treated in a rough, masterly manner,

according to its position, will more than
likely result in failure. Tool * marks in

wood carving should not be visible on
figure work in general, says 3£r. W. S.

Frith, since the form is the essential, not

the mazmer of producing it
;

and this

rule necessarily applies wherever exact form
is desired. But, as has already been shown,

the dear cut best displays the quality of the

material, the mastery of the craftsman,

and hia delight in hia work, and makes that

in which the dexterous use of the tool can

be traced one of the most charming phases

of wood carving.

Wood Carvers' Drawings

Drawings for aiciutectural carvings

should he studied at the same distance

from the eye as the finished work will

be, and should be designed especially

for the place and position the work is

to occupy. They should aim at a broad

and vigorous treatment of light and shade,

paying but little regard to small details,

wluch can l>e better worked out on the

carving itseli tow^ards the finish, because

many of the parts will become different in

aixe from the drawings, owing to the varied

planes and angles into which they natu-

rally fall in treatment. If the work is

going up any considerable height, care should
be taken to keep the drawing open In arrange-
ment, as the tendency is for the projecting

parts to appear to fill up the voids or grounds
in looking up at the work, giving it a crowded
effect. If the design is embodied in a
model, it is more than ever necessary to

place it, not only at the right distance, but
also at the right elevation from the ground*
In fact, what is really valuable in the case

of either drawing or model is that the design
should bo judgi^ in as nearly as poeeible

its actual position, with all its surcound-
inge just as they exist.

The Use of Models

The wood carver must, of course, take
every opportunity of examining first-class

examples of the art, but the models
particularly alluded to below are those

made of clay or plastic material for the
guidance of the carver. As to whether
or not euch models are necessary, argu*
ment has raged fiercely. Mr. Hoznaino-
Walker says a word for them, but his re-

marks apply to a carved model in wood,
not to a model in clay or plaster. He holds
that the preliminary model is of vital im-
portance with the larger surfaces to be
carved, such as panels, frieses, and the
like, in order that there may be found
most effective relief to give to the carving

when placed in juxtaposition with its environ^

ment. Six inches square of the most salient

feature, in pine, ia ample ; unless, indeed,

the wood to be used is not a familiar one,

and then it ia aafer to make it the material

of the experiment. The making of a prelimi-

nary model does not increase the total ex-

pense
;

often it conduces to economy, pro-

vided that the models are but amplifications

of the drawings, be they in charcoal, sepia,

or pcncLI, and only made so far as is necea-

sary to show the particular weight, cut,

finish, and character it h wished to adopt,

Again, it is always weU to offer up these

models to the actual position they will hold

in the finished work, and, when possible,

under the same conditions of iight. Many
surprises will be m store for the designer

who adopts this plan. In a certain building

is an effective band of guilloche enrichment.

The right and left of the band have been
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2.~Mirrar Frojna, Carrad by Fuclara Beiuel of 7eiilca.
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ng. 3^—Carted Capital^ ett, from Hindoo Ttmplt.
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carrcd running In opposite directiona, meet-

iag correctly in tlie centre . The result is that

from whichcYer side it ia viewed, one -ha If

appears to be carved and the other half

to be plain. Tins would have been obviated

had the method above suggested been
adopted. On the other hand, hlr. W.
Aumonler condemns models, and says that

the money spent in preparing them might
be better spent on the actual carving. His

strictUTCs apply prindpally to clay models

retain the sldll of maldng an accurate

copy of the dead plaster he sees before him*

Remember, too, that at the best he can

only make a translation of a model in wood,

because some edects which are easily ob<

talned in clay by a skilful modeller belong

to that art alone, and not to wood carving.

But give the carver a rough charcoal draw-

ing to work from, in which is shown in a

broad and direct manner the relative heights

of the different planes, the general e^ect of

Flf. 4.— CarvAd Courts and Corttlt over Capital from atudM Tempi* (i** 3)^

and plaster casts. Utdeas the worker is

sufficiently skilled, and is allowed the neces-

sary freedom to chop boldly at a block with-

out any particularly preconceived design

—

in which Way some very hne work may
be produced—it is best to work from draw'-

ings—rough, full-size charcoal cartoons,

which give the effect wanted by their light

and shade. Mr. Aumonier regards clay

or plaster models as being worse than

useless. Once, he says, put a fuU-si^e

model into a carver^s hand to copj^, and he

easily sinks to the Level of a mere copying

machine, losing the power of concentrating

his mind on bis work as an art, only to

light and shade sought for, and he has to

exercise all his ingenuity from the drst to the

last to interpret it. He has to keep hlo wjts

about him all the time, and has an oppor-
tiimity to Use hia imagnatiou and fancy

with a certain amount of freedom in details,

by following out and developing accidental

forms and cuts which keep arising and sug-

gesting themselves in the progress of the

work. Of course, in working from a draw-
ing, care must be taken, in the firat place,

to decide which are to be the highest points

in the design, and then to work away from
them until the whole work is brought into

a pleasing effect of light and shade.
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Suitability of Carvingf to its

Environment

The necessity of carving being in har-

mony with its Hurroundings is emphasised

powering than the same applied to a enmll

room. Wood carving for a small room
is from its nearness more liable to hard
usage and damage than that in a large

room. The carving, therefore^ should be

Fig. A.—Cured Wood Lattice, copied from Stone Lattice in Old Moiqne-

by Mr, Romaine-Walker. The designer

should he largely guided by the size and
proportion of that part of the building for

whiclr the carving is destined, the height it

is to occupy^ and the consequent risk it will

run. Notning looks nobler than a large,

well-proportioned room treated with carving

in high relief] nothing looks more over-

subdued in relief, and the subject matter
treated so that it can he grasped when
viewed from a short distance. There is

such a room (taken from a house at Exeter)

at the South Kensington Museum. The
lower panels are simply but very characteris-

tically moulded. The upper, which take the

width of two of the lower* are carved in

r
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excdlleat etjle, and yet the total projection

the carver has allowed himaelf ia one -eighth

of an inch. Another room, of Jacobean

workmanship^ h in simple stiapwork, very

free in setting-out and execution—^not

the art England has ever known^ m spite

of all the severe stricturea he has received

at the hands of architects. His creations

show an extraordinary knowledge of light

and shade
»
of texture and quality. Note

Fi^. 6.—CtTTMl Wood Lkitic«, copied from Bton* Lattice In Old Moeque.

a straight line nor a true circle i and
yet what a charm it has I To those who
wish the maximum of effect for the

minimum of coat^ a careful examination of

these apecimens is suggested. Carving in

high relief is suited to a large room. In

thia connectLou, the name of Grinling

Gibbons will occur to many. He, un-

doubted ly^ was the greatest exponent of

w'ith what care he interspersed his sharp

crisp foliage and flowers with soft and
smooth fruit and waving ribbons; how he

gave the impression of great Lightness and
delicacy, yet ever retained the maximum
of strength. But it haa been urged against

him that his work is meretricious, because

it was not carved out of the solid, but was
appliqu^,*' But this fault, if fault it be,
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waa not Donfined to Gibbons, but will be
found in much earlier examples. When
dealing with these great piojectiona, if the

carving la done in the solid, the grain of the

wood will often run counter to the design,

and a blow,, or possibly a natural crack, will

in time cause a portion to fall ofi. On
the other hand, when the work is built up
in appliqu6 style, the grain may be made
to come as required

\
and Mr, Romaine-

Walker believes the carving done thus to

that this style of carving should never be
polished ; indeed, when It is good, it is

impossible. In the early Victorian era it

was attempted., but in so doing it was neees'

saty to retain a uniformity of smoothness and
a coar>ene&8 of detail to take the polish and
stand the rubbing.

Fragrile Carvings

It is a serious mistake in architectural

work, says Mr. Harry Hems, to carve wood

«QRBt7

Fig. T.—Attiarlsl, SpiboUca] of “Tbe Airta" Dfrilgnsd Mid Cuvod liy t)ie lata

Lolgi FiulUm, of flortuca

be much more durable. When this mode
is adopted, it is always well to have the
ground board sufficiently thick to allow of

the deepest part of the carving, and the

tendrilS;, and those portions of the ribbons

in low relief, being cut out of it. Of course,

the difference in expense is very considerable.

Nothing in an English treatment can look

more impressive and dignified than a large

room, some twenty feet or more in height,

carried out in what may be called the Wren
style, with coluznna, pilasters, and large

panels, surrounded by bold and ^ig0I0u^ly

carved mouldings, the whole relieved with
Gibbonses carving. It is needless to say

too fragile, or indeed fragile at all. There

is no real skill, in point of fact, in too much
undercutting. In figure work, too, uplifted

and extended hands or arms, and especially

pointing fingers, are a weakness and a snare.

Much anxious Labour is spent in their crea*

tion, yet In a few years, it may be only

weeks or days, those projecting parts,

obtruding from niche or newd, will surely

be knocked off by some careless duster.

Of course, the broken places may be mended,
stuck together with glue but is there any*

thing more humiliating to an ambitious
craftsman than to see a statuette, the pro^

duct of days or weeks, thus mutilated ?
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Yet the actual fault is not altogether that

of the careless one who does the irretrievable

damage. Surely a much larger amount
of blame muat belong to the craftsman.

Wood Carvinfifs to l>e Poliahed

Wood carvings that are to be polished

(and this applies to the majority of furniture)

should be so treated that all the parts and

every face can be rubbed without fear of

damage, ^\’llen it becomes necessary to

lay polish on with a brush, it may bo taken

for certain that the carving is inappropriate.

Polishing should bo .done with a mixture

of beeswax and turpentine ' and after this

has been repeated several times, it should

be rubbed down with a bard brush. This

polish is very durable, and does not mark.

The modem French polish, though quicker

and cheaper, is not suitable. In the art of

carving to receive polish, the English

masters, the brothers Adam, CThippeudale,

Sheraton, Hepplewblte, and others, were

very successful, for in the greater part of

their work they expressed themselves in

such a manner that the carving could not
only receive real polish, and bear and im-

prove by constant rubbing, but it had the

double advantage of Eieing as pleasing to

the touch as to the sight. It is a golden
rule for the carver, that on furniture, and
partiGularly on chairs, hJs work must be

soft to the touch, and devoid of all sharp

projections which would catch and tear lace

or other fine materials with which it is sure

to come in contact.

Wood Carvings to be Gilt

For wood carvings that are to be gilt,

Mr, Eomaine -Walker says that special con-

sideration and treatment are necessary owing
to the strong and reflected light. A little

more emphasis is required in the shadows,
and the lighta should be left smooth or

strongly defined, only cutting them up
where they begin to reach the shade, but

always bearing in mind that even the deepest

part must be carefully considered, as much
reflected light is sure to reach it. The
ground, too, where to all appearances flat,

plays an important part in the ultimate effect,

and should^ never be really level, but have
an undulating wave in it, the better to catch

the various rays of light and give variety

of tone. (Carving that is to be gilt is

usually treated with a fine coating of whiten*
ing and thin glue, and this is absolntely

necessary where burnishing is to be em-
ployed, This is repeated over and over

again—in really good work as many as ten
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rifn 9^—Cured Tetle, SIxUeDtb Ceotary.

Fl^. ID.—Cured PuLeUlAg fniu Heuee 4t Exeter.
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times—being nibbed down between each

application with pumice-stone and glass-

paper, the parts to be buraLsbed receiving

a thicker layer^ This process naturaUj
takes off much of the crispness and life,, and
it maj be desirable at this stage to return it

to the oarvei to sharpen and leYivify. Bed
gold-eiae Is considered to have an advan-
tage over the ordliiary gold -size, more par-

ticularly when the work is liable to be

handled. Should a little of the gold be

far surpassed them in their delicacy of

treatment* Nothing can exceed the mar-

vellous beauty and finiafa of their work^

which rose under Louis XIV.» and declined

under Louis XV^L

Illustrations in this Chapter

The illustrations included in this chapter

depict carvings of great beauty, and will

serve as models to be emulated by all who
make in these pages their hrst acquaintance

Fig. 11*—Rsndoi ia BoDcisn CatboUc Cliimh, WiubLsdoa* neiigasd bj Jolm EmursTford FoUsa.

Carvwl bj tba fitudcnti in TraUUxig of tho Bchool of Alt Wood Carrtiig.

rubbed, the effect is often enhanced

;

while with white gold-size the result is

exactly tho opposite. For gilt work, it ie im*

perative that the carver shall adopt one or

other of the two extremes, either very high

or very low relief, after the manner of

repousse metal-work. The Venetians and
the Florentines were the most successful

masters in this former branch of the art,

having grasped the value of large masses

boldly undercut, and plenty of voids and
open spaces to give depth. While these

two contended for supremacy of breadth

and vigour, the French, without doubt.

with the art and craft of carving wood. These

illustrations have been selected, as lepre-

sentlng some of the best productions of

Italian, French, English and Elast Indian

carvers*

Tazza*—A tazza is a saucer-shaped vessel

supported by a foot, and Fig. 1 shows a

very fine example carved from a solid

piece of walnut by a workman employed

by Signor Pecchi, of Florence, Italy* It

was shown at an exhibition in the Boyal
Albert Hall, London, held in 1&@0, and
it preaenta a good example of the grace

and ease with which the talented Italtan
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c&tveis Introduce the human figure into

ornament. The three aca-horaea support

B decorated Renaiesance column, in turn

supporting a shell forming a cup. The erect

head of the winged mermaid forms a sort

of handle, and her locks fall into the ehell.

Mirror Frame.—Fig. 2 illnstratea a

mirror frame carved bj Fanclera Beaarel,

The capitals of the pillars are of the bracketed

kind found in the hlU temples in the neigh-

bourhood of Simla. The ornament with

which they are incrusted is so minute
and in such low relief as to present very

much the eSect of embroidery or brocade.

This is not uncommon in Hindoo carving,

even in stone, which has sometimes all the

Fl|:. 13.— Curved Rood, wilti tine Yirrlo and Bt. JobUn Frencb Work In feyre CoUfctkn,

of Venioe. The frame, as can be seen by
a glance at the illustration^ is in the form

of a wreath which is composed of the figures

of nude children carved with a grace and
vigour which are indeed wonderful consider-

ing the character of the material.

East Indian Canrings,—A beautiful ex-

ample of carved work shown at the Colonial

Exhibition in 1386 is represented by Fig. 3.

character of raised needlework studded
with pearls and precious stones. In fact,

if it were gilded and painted, the effect

would be very much that of gorgeous trap-

pings, horse - cloths and elephant * cloths,

belonging to an Indian potentate. The
ornamental course with corbels (of which
a detail is given in Fig- 4) has many
evidences lof its Hindcm origin. Other
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exhibits at the CoLonial Exkibitioa, lS86p

meDtioned at the beginnmg of this para-

graph, are iliuatrated hy Pigs. 5 and fi.

These carvings are executed in Kangoon
teak, and are copies of atone lattices in old

tioea in wood, because the atone architecture

of the Hindoo temples is itself founded u|^n
the forma of wo^en conatructiou. The
student of design will note the great value

of the masaive sterna in the lattioea.

mosques. The epecially Indian character-

istic about their design is that the graceful

lines aeem always to grow, althopgh the

foliated ornament is always more Oriental

than natural—that Is to say, it ia more
strictly ornamental than related to any
known form of foliage. There is nothing

inconsistent in the execution of these lat*

Groups of Children.—The work of Luigi

Frullini, of Florence, ia among the moat
remarkable in modem carving. He worked
without desip, sketch, or preliminaiy model,

and he specially succeeded in the figures of

children fsee Figs, 7 and 8). In the exam-
ples illustrated, every curve in the plump
limbs reveals the acute student, a true
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artist and a clever craftaman. FniLlim's

extubitioa In Paris of
** The Dance nf the

Hours 8)
—" babies that might

have come from Donatello's chisel —
brought him the Legion of Honour ; and

Fig. l4.-'Carved Doer Fuel. Freuch Work,

FlftMLtk Century.

in England, also, he won medals and other

honours.

English Examples.—A sixteenth-century

table (shown by Fig. 9) is supported on a
central row of arches, and has spreading
feet, thus representing roughly a shape
that survives in the Pembroke ” table.

The original of Fig. 9 is to be seen at South
Kensington. Panelling from a house at

Exeter (the actual piece now bdug at South
Kensin^n) is illustrated by Fig. 10. The
mouldings of small panelling of this kind
are in very fme lines. The uprights seem
to have been worked on the bench and then

cut to the required Icagth* while the

top line and the weathering below on
the base of the panel seem to have been
worked w'ith hand tools after the making
up of the whole series. The lower

weathering is a mere bevelling, whose
only purpose is to avoid the accumula-
tion of dust.

Reredos.—A carved pine reredos at

the Wimbledon Roman Catholic Church
ia illustrated by Pig. 11. This was de^

signed by Mr. John Hungerford Pollen,

and carved by the etudents in training

of the School of Art Wood Carving,

London, under the euperintendence of

Mr. W. H. Grimwood I the instructor.

The pine is silvered over and lacquered

to a rich warm colour. The outside

atiles are painted blue, and a blue band
runs round the base and the cornice.

The paintings are copies (by Mi ft*

Helen Blackburn) of the Boigognone in

the National Gallery.

French Examples.—Some beautiful ex-

amples of French earring—all taken

from the collection of M. Emile Peyre
at South Kensington—are shown by
Figs. 12 to 14. The Erst illustration

shows a carved rood or crucihx, from a

rood screen, together with the figures

of the Virgin and St. John. Fig. 13

shows an oak door with a lunette above,

in which are depicted
** The Labours of

Hercules.'* Beneath the lunette is a

delicate scroll-work frieze. This work was
executed during the reign of Francis I.,

who was King of France from 1D15 to 1&47.

Fig. 14 shows a carved panel from a fifteenth

-

century oak door, and represents an amusing
subject of a youth who has apparently

been stealing plates and biding them in

his clothes. The owner has caught him,

and is about to give him a thrashing.
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Although obvioiiaJj there are scorca

of varietiea of wood that can and have
be«np carved, it will bo ioimd that ordinary

wood caTving does not employ more than

about twenty different kinds. These twenty
are favourites because tbeir structure is

such that the carrei^s tools leave a clean,

sharp cut, or because their grain is so

straight as to enable the wood to be worked
with the least amount of trouble and risk

of apLitting. Of the greatest importance

in all woods used for carving is thorough

seasoning ; where time and convenience

allow* it is desirable for the carver himself

to stock the wood for a year or two* so that

when using it he can bo sure that it is

thoroughly dry. This chapter gives a few

notes on the woods which are in common
use by the carver. The woods in moat
general use arc oak, Italian and American
walnut, lime, holly* pearwoed, chestnut,

and mahogany, and these are described

in this order below, after which notes on

a few of the less^used woods are given.

Oak
Oak, the oldest of w‘oods know‘n to be

used for wood carving, is Quercu$ rahur

(natural order CupuLifcr«e), and is the

chief hardwood oi Europe. Many varieties

of oak are grown in North America, India,

Japan* and Australia, It grows to a height

of ftO ft. to 100 ft. and has a diameter of

1 ft. to 22 ft. ; a straight oak stem often

measures from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high and from
*2 ft. to 4 ft, in diameter. When seaeoned,

the specihe gravity of oak is ‘780 or *597*

and when &shly cut 1'230. Its weight

per cub, ft. is 02—43 lb. Fig, 15 is a micro-

pbotograph (multiplied 30 diameters) abow-
iug the formation of oak wood. Oak is

hard, brm and compact, glossy and smooth*
with a variable surWe. It is a good wood
for the Use of experienced carvers, bat on
account of its hardness is not ao suitable for

the beginner. As already mentioned, oak
has great lasting qnaHttes. Most of the

carvings of the Middle Ages in the churches

and abbeys were wrought from the true

British oak. In colour, oak is a Ught fawn
when freshly cut, but on exposure it turns

tc a handsome brown. The sapwood is

very liable to insect attack, but the heart-

wu^ under any conditions is very durable.

Oak can be obtained in logs from 25 ft. to

50 ft. long by 12 in. to 24 in. square.

Bog*oak

Bog-oak is often used for carving, and in

Ireland the carving of this wood is one of

the peasant industries, the work produced
being small hut of go^ quality, Bog*oak
is so called from the fact that it Is found
embedded in the decaying vegetable matter
of the bogs, and the oak Itaeli has often

entered on the first stage of putrefaction

The wood is hard, close-grained, and brittle,

but it is also cajnhle of a very high polish.

When ready for sale, it closely resembles

ebony. It is a very dark-coloured woodi
being almost black. Bog-oak is liable to

violent splitring and checking " after

being excavated, and therefore should the

carver himself dig it* he should remember
not to remove it from the peat water until

a store place is ready for ita reception.

Chip off the eapwood all round down to the

heartwood, following the course of the bends.
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Sttw ofi all broken ends, and cut away nil

rotten places then stand it for a few days

under cover, and allow it to drain. If the

design of the proposed fumitnre is partly

curved, take advantage of the natural

bends of the wood, and so economise material.

Fig. IS,—Mlcro-plioto^pli of Oak Wocd
(MuLtlplicallODp SO dlametoro^

Mark ofi the lengtlis of straight material

in the same way. Then cut up the logs into

the shortest lengths possible, allowing for

w^aste^ of course. Plank the atufi at the

sawyer^s, and rack it. preferably in an
upright bar rack which is tight enough to

prevent much Avarping. Cut the panels.

Beating, etc., out of the large logs, and use

those of smaller dimensiona for the square

stuff. As bog-oak generally takes three or

four years to season, and becomes much
harder (and more brittle) as it dries, it is

desirable to work it out before it gets tho-

roughly seasoned, In conversion little atten^

tion is paid to the silver grain of the

wood. Being black, it does not show much.
When, however, the medullary rays are

rather pronounced, “ pairs ” should be

matched as far as possible.

Walnut

Walnut comes from Jti^Uns regio. L.

(natural order now growing

in Europe, but originally a native of Northern

China and Persia. It grows to a height

of ^ ft. to 50 ft., with a diamet^nr of 2 ft.

to 3 ft. When green, walnut weighs 58*5 lb.

per cub. ft., and when dry 4G*5 lb* A
micro-photograph (multiplied 30 diameters)

is presented by Fig. Hi, It is a mode-
rately heavy, hard, close-grained wood,

and very durable if kept dry. It is dark

brown in colour, and is beautifully marked.

It is susceptible of a high polish. English

-

grown walnut is pale, coarse, and perish-

able, that from the Black Sea being more
valuable (logs of this kind as Imported

measure from G ft. to 9 ft. long, and from

10 in. to IS in. square). Walnut from Italy

(Italian walnut) is the best of the walnuts

;

this is obtainable in planks measuring from

4 in. to 3 in. thick, 10 in. to IG in. wide,

and 5 ft. to 12 ft. long. Italian walnut

is a rich and beautifully marked wood, very

suitable for carving. Close-grained and
hard, it amply repays the extra labour of

working it.

American Walnut

American walnut {Jttglam ntj^ra L.),

or black walnut, is grown chiefly In Eastern

and North America,, and grows to a height

of 60 ft* to 150 ft., with a diameter of 3 ft.
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to S ft* Its specific gra\’ity 13 *611 and its

weight per cub. ft. is lb. It ia hard*

tough, and rathei coarse-grained. It cleans

up to a smooth surface, and takes

polish well. It is a capital wood for

carving, and it is not liable to split. It

is considered less liable to insect attack,

more uniform in colour, and darker and
more durable than European walnut. In

colour American walnut ia a violet or choco*

late brown, blackening with age. Logs
from ID ft. to 20 ft. long and from 15 in.

Fig. 16.—Hiicro-pliotogTapli of WiJmiti Wood Fig. XT,—Micro-photognpli of LJme or Linden

(Multiplication. SO diunetm). Woo4 (HQltlpUcatlan, lO diuieben).
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to 30 in. equara are imported. Flanks of

American walnut can be obtained in. to

2 in. thickj and boards from | in. to 2 in, thick.

Lime or Linden

Lime {coirtipted from “line*’) is known
also as linden* and appear® to lie produced

Fi^ la—MlcTO' photograph of EaUy Wood
(MttltipUcatloi], 10 dluiiBt«Ts\

by three varieties of trees in the order

Ttiiocea—Tilta Ehrh., T.

phtfUoA Scop., and T. argetU^ Desf., these

being spread over EurO'pe, the last-named,

however, being found only in the south-east.

It grows to a height of from 20 ft, to 90 ft.*

its diameter being from I ft. to 4 ft. Its

specific gravity is ‘794 to -522. Fig, 17

shows a micro-photograph (multiplied 10

diameters). It is extensively used by
beginners in carving on account o£ its cheap
ness and easy cutting qualities. Soft and
pliable to the tool, it splinters less than any
other wood. Owing to ita colour being

white to yellowish -white, it generally re-

quires either staining or gilding. Grinling

(iibbons executed much of his beautiful

carving in this wood.

American Lime

American lime la known in America as

basswood. The wood known in Great

Britain as basswood la the product of

Ltriodendron (uiipifera L., and is described

under the title of basswood later in this

section. American lime is the wood of the

THia americanaL. (natural order
and is also known by the names Americau
linden, or lime or bee*tree. It is

grown in the Eastern United States and
Canada* reaching a height of from 80 ft.

to loo ft. and a diameter of 3 ft. to 4 ft.

Its specific gravity is ‘452* and its weight

per cub. ft. 2S‘2 lb. Light, close-grained,

soft, and tough, it can be easily worked, and
is of remarkably even texture. It shrinka

considerably in drying* but is durable,

holly

Holly comes from the tree Ilex ogui/ofium

L. (natural order /fuitux?), and grows chiefly

in Central Europe and AVest Asia. It grows to

a height of 10 ft. to 40 ft. or even 80 ft., with

a diameter of 1 ft. to 4 ft. or 5 ft., and it weighs
47 '5 Ih. per cub. ft. It is fine-grained* hard*

aud heavy, subject to considerable shrinkage

and warping, A micro-photograph (multi*

plied 10 diameters) is shown by Fig. 13,

It is a nice wood for cutting, but being so

light in colour* generally requires stainidg,

In colour it is white to greenish -white* and
it approaches ivory in colour and texture

more than does any other wood.
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PeATwood

Pearwood comcB from Fyrui communis L.

(aatural order Bosaccce). It grows chiefly

in Europe and iVeatem Aaia, and ia also

cultivate in other countries. The height

of the tree is from 20 ft* to 50 !t., and the

diameter from 1 ft. to 2 ft. Fig. 19 shows

a micro -photograph of pearwood, the multi-

plication being 30 dLameters. It is a closer

grained, moderately hard, and heavy, tough,

and him wood, being very difficult to split.

For carving, pearwood works well, cutting

easily in any direction* If kept dry it in

very durable* In colour it la a light pinkish

brown, darker towards the centre.

Chestnut

Chestnut is the wood of the Castanca

vulgaris I>amk* (natural order Cufuliferm}^ a

large tree which grows to an enormous girth.

It is a native of the continent of Europe,

and a closely related variety, americana, is

grown in the Eastern United States. Its

specifle gravity is about 450, and it weighs

2d lb. to 41 lb* per cub* ft. It Is a mode-
rately hard wood, hut is much softer than
oak, which it resembles in colour, toughneaa,

and solidity ; it is light and coarse-grained,

and IS very liable to split with nailing.

A micro'photograph (multiplied 30 dia-

meters) is presented by Fig. 20, The sap-

wood of chestnut is white to a yellowish

-

white or light brown, and the heartwood
darker brown, hut distinguished from that

of oak by the absence of broad pith rays.

JMaliofirany

Mahogany is a wood concerning which
there is much misunderstanding* Spanish.

Honduras, and the hay mahogany are all

three produced by the true mahogany tree,

Stvietenia mahagoni L* The distinguishing

names were originally pven in reference

to the localities from which the wood was
principally shipped. Thus, Spanish maho^
gany came from Cuba, and some other

West Indian Islands and ports belonging

to Spain Honduras mahogany came from
the province of Honduras in Central America
—chiefly from the neighbourhood of the

mouth of the Rio Hondo
;

while baywood
or bay mahogany was obtained from various

places around the coast of the bay of Hon^^

duras. The mahogany procured &om these

three districts vari^ considerably In colour,

in hardness, and in flgure—the Spanish

wood being much the best, and the bay-
wood the poorest. Now, of course, maho-
gany wood is obtained from many other

Ft^. 19.-—Micrchpbotogrmpli of Featwood
CHultlpUcatloa, 30 dUontten).
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districts and ports in Central America,
as, for example, Tabasco^ Minatitlan, Tec<>-

lutla, Panama, Costa Rica, and St. Domiago ;

but to the average woodworker in England
onl^ the three grades mentioned still exists

namely, Spamsh, Honduras, and bajwood,
chiefly be^^usc each of these three names

riff. 30-— HlorO'pbotoffrapb of Cbuimit Wood
(HoltipUcatlou. 90' dUmitsn).

has come to represent an arbitrary standard
of quality, colour, and figurCi regardless

of the origin. Beyond saying that the

baywood U the soft, hghfc, straLght-giained,

and pinkish (nearly white) material
,
and

that the Spanish le the dark, ruddy'^brown,

often cross-grained, and curly wood, no

Ftff. ai.—Xlcro-pbDtoffrapb of Pins or Fli Wood
(HnLUpUcatloB, 30 diunatan).
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definite rule c&n be given \ observation

will soon disclose the ordineiiy limits of

tiacb term. Some regard the chalky de-

posit in the pores, of dark-eoloured mahogany
as conclusive evidence that the wood h
of Spanish origin^ but the occurrence of this

substance lb by no means an infallible

Mahogany has the advantage of being

durable, taking a fine polish, and improving
in colour with age. Bayw'ood is soft and
easily worked. It may be obtained in

widths up to 2 ft* 6 in., but the piico per

foot is much higher for wide than for narrow
boards. Spanish mahogany is harder than
the other varieties

t
and is often beautifully

figured
;

eonsideiable skill is required in

cleaning it up. Mahogany unites with glue

better than any other wood*
Spanish Mahogany.^Spanisb mahogany

La obtainable in logs from IS ft* to 35 ft.

long and from il in. to 2i in. square. The
specific gravity varies from *720 to *817,

the weight per cubic foot being 53 lb.

St* Domingo Mahogany.—8t. Domingo
mahogany resembles the above, but the

logs do not exceed 10 ft. long by 13 in.

square, except occasLoually. It is a wood
oi a horn^like substance, being extremely
hard* More suitable for carving is Nassau
mahogany, which is the favourite mahogany
for turning

;
this rarely exceeds 5 ft. in

length. Honduras mahogany is obtainable

in 25-ft. to 40-ft. lo^ from 1 ft. to 2 ft,

square. This wood is liable to be brittle

when thoroughly dry.

Pine or Fir

Pine (Northern Pine), known also in

commerce as fir, red deal, yellow deal, etc.,

is produced by the Scotch fir (Pintw fiyii'ea-

(nEtf L.). It is gfow-n in Europe and Northern
Asia, and the character and quality of the

wood vary very muchwith climatic conditions*

The height of the pine tree is from 80 ft.

to 100 ft., and the diameter 2 ft. to 4 ft.

Its specific gravity is -774— 476, and
w*eight per cub. ft. is 34 lb. to 47 lb. Fig,

21 shows a micro-photograph {multiplied

30 dbimetcrs)* Yellow pine is a good cheap
wood for carving ; being soft, it requires

careful working, as it splits easily. In colour

it varies from pale to deep reddish yellow.

If thoroughly seasoned it is durable.

American Whitewood or Basswood

Basswood is the wood of the LirwdeTidTan

ttdipifera L. (natural order Mugnidiace<p
)

;

it ia also known as tulip-tree wood, saddle-

tree, poplar, yellow -wood, whitewood, Vir-

ginian poplar, canary-wood , canoe -wood,
American poplar, yellow poplar, and Ameri-
can whitewood. It is grown in Eastern
North America, the tree reaching a height
ot 100 ft. to 150 ft., with a diameter of

3 ft, to 10 ft. Its specific gravity is -423,

and it weighs 26-30 lb. per cub. ft. It is

Flff* as.-'Hicre-photefraph ef Byevnort Wood
(Multlpllcatloa, LO dlameton)*
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eoft, cloae^ and atraight^grained, compact but

not very strong or durable. It is easily

worked t and of a remarkably uniform texture;

it shrinks and warps somewhat in aeason-

ing, Tu colour baaswood la yellowish green

or greenish white. It is readily obtainable

riK. 33,—Wcro^pbstQgrapb of fionrood

(Vnllipllcation, 10 dlamsten).

ia all ordinary lengths^ and in widths of

from 2 ft, to 3 ft.

Sycamore

Sycamore oomes from Acer p«ewfo-

jilatantu L. (natural order Acennea)^ It is

grown largely in Great Britain
, Central

Europe, and Western Asia. In height it

grows from 40 ft. to 60 ft,, and in diameter

from 1 ft. to 3 ft* When newly cut it

weighs G4 lb. cub, ft. ; when dry 48 lb*

to 36 Ih. Distinct pith rays with a beautiful

aatiny lustre distinguish sycamore w^ood

from limewood (see the micro 'pbotogru|H
Fig. 22, multiplied 10 diameters)* It is

of uniform texture and Bne^grained, tough
and rather difficult to cut; it contains

gritty matter^ wbich blunts tools. In colour

it is white, and is therefore used for the

manufacture of domestic articles,

5atinwood
Satinwood cornea from Chloroxyton swie-

DC. (natural order Mdiacei^), wbich
is grown chiefEy in CcDtial and Southern
India and Ceylon, another variety being
grown in Australia. It grows to a height

of 30 ft. to GO ft.j and has a diameter of

12 in. to 15 in. Its weight is 64-3 lb* to

55 lb. per cub. ft. It is close 'grained^

heavy, and hard, and is susceptible of an
excellent polish* lb la somewhat apt to

split, and darkens if not varnished. It is

not much used by carvers^ as the figure in

the wood IB apt to mar the effect of the

carving. In colour, satinwood is a Light

orange. Logs are obtainable 9 ft* long,

Sandalwood

Sandalwood, the wood of the

idbum L. (natural order jSanlafocs^}^ is

grown chieffy in the south of India, attain-

ing a height of 30 ft,, 8 ft. to the lowest

branch, and a diameter up to 2 ft. It is

hard, olose-grained, and fragrant, and is

sold in billets weighing &om 50 lb* to 90 lb*

It is chiedy used in carving for due deUcate

work, and is of a yellowish-brown colour,

Jarrah

Jairah, sometimes known as mahogany
or bastard mahogany, is from Euc^dyjitus

marginata Sm. (natural order MyrtaceiP^

and is grown in South-western Australia.

It attains a height of from 100 ft. to 150 ft.

and a diameter sometimes of 10 ft. Its

specific gravity varies from -837— 1 120,

and its weight is 54 lb. to 76 lb, per cub. ft,

Thie tree grows very straight, yielding

timber 20 ft. to 40 ft. long and 1 ft. to 2 ft.

square, occasionally unsound in the centre.

It is close-grained, hard, and very heavy

;
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it wQika smooth ij and tokes a good poLiab.

For carving, it is slightly coarse in the grain,

but cuts fairly well* When sound, jarrah

la extremely durabk} resisting the action

of^ water, earth ship*worms, In colour

it reaemb'es mahogany, being of a beautiful

dark-red. Jarrah ie obtainable in logs up
to 07 ft. long and 20 in. square.

Boxwood

Boxwood is the w’ood of the Buxus semper-

pfrcns L. (natural order Enph^bmcea)^
and is grown in Northern and Western Asia,

North Africa, and Central and Southern
Europe, It grows to a height of from

d ft. to 30 ft., but with small diameter. The
specific gravity ia *950 to *980. In weight

it is 80-5 lb. to 68'75 lb. per cub. ft- It is

a very hard and firm wood to carve, close*

grained, and very durable when thoroughly

seasoned. A micro-photograph (multiplied

30 diameters) is presented by Fig. 23.

Boxwood is best suited to figure carving

and small, fine, delicate work. It is capable

of a very high finish. In colour It is light

yellow with a slight silky lustre, It is sold

in billets from 3 ft. to 8 ft, long, and 3 in. to

12 in. in diameter.

Ebony

Ebony ia hard, dense, heavy, and gene-

rally black, and is the product of trees be-

longing to the order known as Bhenacaf
native to Southern India and Ceylon, lls

weight per cub. ft. is 70 lb. or morct nud its

specific gravity 1-187-. It is a very fine-

grained wood, and will take a high polish*

It contains grit, which blunts the tools*

C«dar

Cedar comes from the tree Cedrus iijani

Loud* (natural order Coitt'/erjtb and was
introduced into England after the middle

of the seventeenth century* It is a true

native of the mountain ranges of south-

west Asia, notably Lebanon, Taurus, etc*

It grows to a height of 50 ft. to 80 ft., and
has a diameter of 3 ft. to 4 ft. or more. It

is a straight and open-grained wood, easily

worked, rather brittle, and liable to extensive

cup shakes and heart shakes , Fig. 24 shows a
micro-photograph (multiplied 30 diameters).

(MaltlpLlcatlcii, SO dlatnstart).

Cedar has a pleasant odour. The wood known
as cedar in the English timber trade Is

chiefiy West Indian cedar (Cedrefa odforafa),

shipped from Cuba, Trinidad, Honduras,
and other islands. The specific gravity of

cedar is *372 to *664, ita weight being

31 lb. to 47 lb. per cub. ft.
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This cb&pteT and thft foliowiog one will (^) apoon^bit toola,. and {d) tools of special
treat wo^-carvlng tools from a practLoal sliapo. Types a, 5, and c arc shown by
point o! view* and will describe the types Figs. 25 to 2S^and type d by Figs, 20 and 30.

Plj so.—pint Typ* Carfinf Tool. pig:. SO.—SoeoDd T?p* Carving Tool Flga ST and afl.—Tlilrd

Typt CarviBff Toola Fiff*. and 10.— Founti Typo Carolng Toola Fig, 31.—Ordlnory CIUjoL

Fig. SS.—Spado CblaoL Flga 13 ud H. -Sbonldored and Unaboalderod CarrloE TooIl

and shapes of tools, the proper manner of

aUarpening them and of beeping them in

the heat condition, the most sultablG types of

mallets, etamps, slips, and the other neces-

eary acocaioriei. Wood-carving tools arc

varicfl in shape, both in length and in section*

but they can be clnsalhed into various types.

— V V \4.
Fig. 31,—'Catting Edges and

Tools of the First Type

TyTKJ d consists of those tools which are,

viewiii from the edge* straight. They
arc, of course, of various sections, and ore

used for all ordinary work. Indeed, it ia

only ncoeasary to aupploment this type when

Section* of Carving TooIl

The classiheatioD here adopted is as follows : doing special work, such as undei cnttiDg,

Tho tools are divided into four typea, refer- pierced vrork, carving that is in high relief,

able to the shape of their stems* namely or work which requires to bo deeply sunk
straight tools, (ft) curved or bent toob, from the surface. These toob can he

2e
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obtained either of the oidinarj shape as

regards their vridth^ as in Fig. 31 ^ or as spade

tools (Pig. 32). They also can bo had shoul-

dered (Pig- 33) or pnshouldered (Fig. 34).

Tools of the Second Type

Type b consists of tools eo shaped (see

Fig. 26} as to enable them to foliow easily

along Internal or concave curves. It is

obvLoua ttkst a fool quite straight m
its length would always liave the line of

force entering the wood in too direct a
manner ; and if the tool made any progress

at all, it would move in a series of jumps^

! I ) ) ) :) 3 D 3
I

1 ) ) ) 3 D 3 :3
* ) 1 ) 3 ^ 13 1:3

'
) i i 3 3 D r>

’ ) ) 5 5 3 3 3 3
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whic)i would leave e rough end uneven eur'

face. But by bending the tooU the line

of force is also bent in such a nmnner that it

leaves the tool free to move along the sur-

face in a manner that aUowA the edge to cut
evenly*

> >
> >

Tools of the Third Type

The above description also applies gener-
ally to tools of type c {Figs. 27 and 28),
which, however, ate so ehaped that they
can cut curvea of greater depth and leas

tadius, thus worldng in much less apace.

Tools of the Fourth Type
Type d(Pigs. 29 and 30) are tools which ate

of quite a special nature, and can be used
only for a epocific purpose. All these types
can be had either shouldered or unahouldered,
and type a can be had as spade tools, in

addition to the ordinary shape (see Fig. 32).

rig* SB.— straight CMmI^ London PatiiTii*

PlgH S» —Skew Chisel, Lcodoit Pattern.

Fig. 10.—Stnight Gouge, London PattorrL

Fig. 41.—VeLnsr, London Pattoni*

Fig. 41burred Gouge, London Pattern.

Fig. 43.— Bpoon-hlt Chlafl (Bight Conor), London
Fatten.

Fig. 44.—Bpoon-bit Chliel (LeXt Coner)^ London
Fatiein.

Elg. 4S.—Bpoon-blt Gouge (F»nt D«nt\ London
PatteizL
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It 19 recomitieiided tbatoulj ahouldeied tooU
should be bought. They are stronger and
far EPore serviceable than the others (see

Figs. 33 and 34J, An objection to unaboaU
dered tools is that the tang drives into

Fig. 4Sw—£pooa-1rit Oonge (Back Bant), Londoti

Fattam.

Fig. 4L— Ctunrad V Fartiag Tool» Loedoa

PmttarzL

common to the first three types of tools

(Figs. 25 to 23h so that it is possible to have

a great number of difierent tools. The
choice of tools euitablo to general worici

or to any particular form of is a matter

Fig. 4T,— Straight V Parting TmI, London
PaJttcEti.

Fig. 49.“Bpoon-‘hlti V Farting Tool, J^ondon

Fattent,

Fig. 80 , —Macaroni TooU London Fattom.

the handle without any check, and almost

invariably splits it.

Sections of Tools

The various sections of carving tools

are shown in Fig. 35 (to which reference

will be made later):, the full range of sections

being shown by Figs. 36 and 37. The tools

are made in sizes varying from in, to

in. and 2 in. All these curves are

Pig. Bl.^Dog-lag ChlHl. London PsUotil

needing much judgment and care^ and this

will he dealt with later.

Sets of Tools

The tools shown by Figa. 33 to 51 com-

prise a Set of Loudon pattern (shouldered)

carving tools, as made by William Marples

and Sons, Ltd., ShefHeld. Under each

figure is an inscriptiou living the particular

name of the tool, and Figs. 52 to 57 show a

Fig. 89.— Btimigbt Splldo ChU*l.

Btmdiad.

rig. 8S.— flkow Spade Cbdael,

Hudiad.

Fig. 84^—StrtLglit Spada Oong«p

Handled.

rig. 58.—Bent Spade Ooiige

Handled.

Pig. BB.^Bant Spade- CblBS],

Handled.

Fig. ST.^Bpade V Furtiug

Toot Handled
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pet ol ppfldfl toolii with round beechwood
IwtuUes, Figs. 58 to 66 show a set of fancy

rosewood handled tools. Seta of toola m
cases can be obtained, cxamplea being illus-

trated by Figs. 67 and 68.

Tool Handles

Toot handles in size, in shape, and
in the kind of wood from which they arc

made. They are known and reguLatM by
the size of the ferrule, and Tary froin | in.

outaidc diameter of the ferrule to | in.

for tools up to J in. in width ' and for

larger tools, in proportion to the thickncas

of the tang. Two shapes have already

been shown, and Figs. 69 to 71 show further

shapes. That shown hy i^g.. 71 hts the

hand better than moat other shapes. The
woods most generally used for tool handles
are box, rosewood, beech, hornbeam, and
mahogany. Of these, box and beech are

the most Lasting. All handles should W
ferrulod, and the handle itself should be
about I in. thicker than the ferrule. The

Fig. sa.—Qtnlgtit Chiish

JELoHwood fiandlbiL
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length of a handle ahonld lie 4^ in. or 5 in.

If longer, they ftTc, except for the very large

tools, clumsy and awkward to use. £f

shorter, there ia much loss of [x>wer in using

Fig. 6T.—Wood Carvers Complsto Qtilfit ia Cano.

them. A good plan in selecting handles

for a set of tools is to have them in various

woods> and marked distinctively with re-

spect to the position and number of the rings

that are often turned on them. If all are

of tho same w'ood, they can be stained in

different colours whilst still in the lathe

;

the object being to enable the worker to

distinguish the tools easily w^hen the}* lie

grouped together.

Fixing: Handles on Tools

It is important to have the handle fixed

to the blade in a proper manner. The
tools are generally bought with the handle

fixed. But even then it Is advisable to

know' when the tool Is handled in a business-

like manner. To begin with, in most casej

tho blade should bo in perfeot alignment

with tho handle. Especially is this the case

with the Bctting-in tools. It is not so mueh
a necessity with V -tools and fluters, because

the force transmitted through these tools

docs not, aa a rule, proceed in a perfectly

straight line, but moves in the direction of

a enrve,^ A tool whose bWc is so fixed

in the handle that it forma a concave curve

Fig. 6S.— &et of Lady's Carvieg Tools in Cua

on its face side ia often of greater advan
tage in getting round a concave curve

than one in which the blade ia in perfect

alignment with the handle. But in all

tools to which force has to be applied by

69. Flf. 70. Tiff. 71*

Ftgi. 09 to —Esadlss for C^airhi; Tools.

other means than mere hand pressure, the

blade must be dxed quite etraight. To
retain all the force given by the mallet, it

is necessary that it should he directed by the
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rig. TS.^Eoldliig Tool in Vic# whllit

FUtLog Htudlc.

mallet knock it a littk farther on. Tmst it

round again^ remove and ahake out o1liips>

and again knock it on the tang^ Proceed

gradually in this manner until the ahoulder

of the tool ia within | in. of the fer^

rule, when it may be driven down quite

Pig. 74.—CrlisiJrlcal-lieided Mallet.

tight. Although this method may appear
to be aloWf the hole made by it ia perfectly

adjusted to the aiae and taper of the tang.

Fig. 73 shows how the operation ia per-

formed.

Fig. 79.— '^'Square Fig, tdt.—Eouad'headid

Imadfld Mallat, Mldlcl.

Mallets

hfalleta are indispensable, and are made
principally from the wood of the apple

shortest possible route, which is a straight

line. If the blade is in the least degree
out of this straight line, then some of the

force is lost just where the bend occurs.

fig. tS.—ChlMl vlib Bind# cot in Birilght Lice

with HaadU.

In Fig. 72j, which shows a tool badly handled,

the force is lost at a. Not only ia force

lost, but a probability occurs of the tool

getting broken because of the jarring that

is caused. To handle a tool, fix the handle

in a bench vice, and bore a hole with a

nose bit leas than half the size of the din*

meter of the tang of the tool. Then with a

taper bit proceed to widen the hole at the

top, taking care not to make it so wide

that the tang docs not get a good grip from
the handle. A good plan is to make the

tang itseli act as the taper bit, In the follow-

ing manner i The blade is firmly fixed in an

iron vice, the tang projecting upwards.

Then taking the handle (which has already

been bored with the nose bitl firmly in one

hand, push it on the tang, and begin to twist

it round. This action helps to make the

hole wide at the top, and in direct propor-

tion to the diameter of the tang. Then
draw it off, shake out the chips, and with the
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tree, plum tree, beech, and elm. They
x’ary in $hapc, three of the varieties being

shown by Fig3. 7i to 76^ That ohown at

Fig. 76 ift the beat, for the reason that it

always presents the same face to the tool

handle. The usual diameters for ordinary

work arc 3 in., in., and 4 in* They can

be had either polished or unpolUhed.

Polialiing merely makes them more present'

able when new and after use. One draw-

back, which is not eo noticeable with the

other types of mallets, but which can scarcely

be avoided, is that as the blows become
in time fairly evenly distributed over the

whole siiridce, those which are parallel to

the grain wear the mallet more quickly,

because on those eidcs it becomes more

easily bruised. The only thing to minimise

this is always to endeavour to use the end
grain, which is a aomeivhat diflicult thing

to do, In handling a mallet, let the handle

come right through to the head, ancl hx it

with a wedge at right angles to the graiu

of the head* Du not cut the wedge off

close to the head, but let it, for a time,

project beyond about J in* .\s the wood
dries and seasons, the handle is apt to work
slack, and it is when this occurs that the

usefulness of having the wedge longer is

appreciated. It can be driven in until all

is tight again.

Use of the Mallet—Although a mallet is

not so necessary a tool to a wood carver as

it Is to a carver in stone, to whom it is

absolutely e.^ential, its use cannot be too

ayatematically cultivated, says Sir. Harry
Hems, who rocommends that all roughing

out should be done with it
;
and basaes, cor-

nices, and other work intended to be hxed

at a l^dght from the eye, should invariably

be finished with the mailct. AVhen the

carver is engaged on these classes of work
the mallet should never leave his hand

;

for the cut left by the chisel w itb the mallet

behind it is always the most effective when
looked up at from the ground. FVrtber,

by the free and continuous use of the mallet

the work is got over in half the time It would

otherwise take. Particularly in architec-

tural carving, the great end to be attained

is general good effect* If it is to be sue-

oessfuJ, the lights and shadows, the out-

lines, and goneial grouping must be happy

and telling when seen from the real point

of sight—^hat is, the floor. Half-a-do£en

strokes judiciously administered may make
a really effective patera ; whereas half a

day^s minute work upon a bcncli may
produce something which, when placed in

position upon the walbplate at the apringing

of a roof* will not only be disappointing,

but practically m visible. It is a general

practice of wood carvers to use the half'

dosed palm of the hand as a sort of mallet,

and for light work this is a good custom.

Mr. Hems notes that most experienced

ivood carvers have a large hoof in the middlo

of thei palm as n result thereof, and, un^

fortunately, cannot open their right hands
quite straight* In course of time the habit

causes the ingers ttt become rigidly bent

Inwards* although the Sexor tendons and
joints are unaSected. Subcutaneous divi-

sion of the contracted bands sets the fingers

free, but a relapse is neatly sure to occur*

An eminent surgeon states that there are

quite half-a-do*en different operations in

vogue for this deformity, hut he does not

know one that is really successful—that is

to say, which results in a permanent cure.

Cramps

The principal cramps used are illustrated

by Figd. 7? to 79. All work has to be held

fast in some manner, and opiniona differ

as to which is the best way. All that is

necessary is that the work should be held

quite firmly, and witHiout damage to it*

Fig. 77 shows what ia known as a G-cramp,
presumably because of its rough resemblance

to that letter, These are made In sises

varying from 2 in. to 1 ft*, the si^se referring

to the width between the jaws. These

are the strongest cramps used, especially

when of the boat make. An objection to

their use is that the part that corresponds

to the top of the G stands above the level

of the top jaw, and is much in the way of

the free use of the hands during actual work.

The form of cramp shown at Fig. 78 is as

free from this objection os it is possible to

be
I and, although not so strong as the G-

cramp, yet its strength is quite sufficient

for the purpose* This is, in the writer's

opinion, the best form of cramp to use.

It can be obtained in sizies from 3 in* to 8 in.,
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and may be had bright^ japanned, or poUahed^

The laat-named ia the beat, as it docs not

mark the wood^ the jawa of the other kinds

being aomewhat rough ; but of eourae

this can be overcome by using a small strip

of leather or paper* The cramp shown

Flff- 7T,—
0-cmnpL

Fig. 78^— Btmple Cramp
of Good Deiign.

at Fig, 79 13 known as the carver's acrew^”

and ia used as follows : Holes corresponding

in size to the thickness of the screw are

bored through the bench top. The wing

nut is then taken of! the screw,, and tho

letter's ^mlet point setewed well into the

back of the panel* Then the whole screw

is threaded through one of the holes^ and
the wing nut screvred on under the bench
top until the panel is drawn down tight to

the bench* This keeps the work quite firm,

and» moreover
r

possesses the advantage
of leaving the whole of it ^uite clear^ so

that neither the hands nor tools are impeded
in any way. Objection may be taken to

the holes made in the back of the work
by the screw* To overcome this, a block
of deal is often glued on, and the screw

driven into this. Then, when carved^

the deal block is damped and separated

from the work* In purchasing n pair of

cramps, Temcmber to take into account
the thickness of the table or bench top^

and allow at least 2 in. more. Sometimes it

is necessary to have specially large cramps*

Special Methods of Holding Work

The carver has sometimes to work on
articles of such a shape or size that they

Cannot be securely fiscd by the ordinary

methods of cramping and screwing* Ob-
jects of a larger size than can be accom*
modated by the ordinary cramps^ such as

a glove-box, are often a source of difli-

culty* All articles of this type should, if

possible, be carved in pieces, and fixed

together after the carving is finished* But
when the article has been made up first, then

difhcultiea arise respecting the carving of

the ends, at least; and often th$ box is too

thick to be gripped by the cramps so that

the top and sides may be carved. Of
course, the carver^s screw cannot be used,

because it would disfiguTc the imttom and
perhaps split it* For all work of this typo

the b^t way is to make a case in deni,

in which the box may be jammed tight,

80 that the sides and top may be carved

(see Fig* 80}* The case consists of a

l?ottom, long enough to have projooting

ends to allow of their being cramped to the

tabic ; and two ends and two sides nearly

the same depth as the box. The case is

made so that the box jams tightly in ; thus
the top can be carved* To carve the sides,

turn the box over^ aud^ if there is any
difference between the width and the

depth of the box, have a piece of wood of

Flff* TS*—Carret's &ctqw*

the thickness of the difference to jam in?

For carving the ends, a different arrange-

ment is necessary, as is shown by Pigs* Bl and
82. To carve the ends, unscrew the sides and
ends of tho ease, and screw one of the sides

A (Fig* 81) to the bottom b as shown. Then
cramp the box to the bottom, and cramp
the projecting side to the table, as shown
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in Fig» 82. Another convenient way is

to utilise n drawer. The drawer is opened,

the box placed on iti end in a corner of the

drawer, which is then shut tightly against the

FVff- BO. -Cmu to Hold Box for Curing:.

edge of the tabie top. Two pieces of

wofxl are prepared, one to jam the b<jx

tightly up to the inside of the draw^cr front

from Lhe back, and the other to jam it

tightly up to one of the drawer Bides, from

the other Bide. A circular piece of work,-

such as a turned pillar, can be held as

shown in Pig. S3. This apparatus con-

Biate of a bottom piece with two ends-

The ends are 1 in. thick, and have holes

bored to accommodate the pins that are

turned on the ends of the pillar. If th^

pillar has no pins turned on it (as in the

case of a table leg)} then a screw can bo

put through. To keep the pillar from turn-

ing round, the holes can be keyed as in

lhe case of some marking gauges. This

Fig. ai. -Cruapi uruigsd to Box
to b« Ckrvsd.

Gulty in dxing. One aide can easily be

done, but it is when the other side comes
to be carved that dlfliculty arisea. Work
of this kind should be fastened to a board

F%. SSh—-Bax in Ctampi nmdjr
for CarrtQf.

by means of eorewa. If it ie, for example,

a lion lying down, then it may bo screwed

to a board, and the board itself screwed
or cramped to a bench. If it is a piece of

work to occupy eventually a vertical posi-

tion, ihen screw It face on to the board,

and screw or cramp the board to an upright

pillar or door-post. Work the back, and
then reverse the block, bringing the face

to the front. Panels and similar work
may be iie'd in poaition by means of blocks

such aa arc shown at A and n (Fig. 81),

FI£- S3.— HoLdia^ Turned PiUir far Curiag.

allowa the pillar to bo turned round aa

desired, and fixed securely in any required

poaition. Work that is Imown as ** carving

in the round ” often presents some diffi*

These may be of any size for amall or large

work. Fig. 85 shows a form of wood
block that may be used with advantage.

It should be made of aab, and the distance
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Ijetween tbe points a and b should be little

leas than the thickne^sa of the block being

Fig. B4.—Cleau Or Blocki for Boldia^ Work on
Bench.

carvcdif so that the bridge of the ash block
m&j bind tightly on It.

Punches

These tools (Fig^ 80} frequently have
designs worked on their faces, and are used
to give a more or leas uniform appear-
ance to the groundwork. Usual dcaigna
are shown by Fig. 87. Also^ roses, acorns,
hearts, crosses, anchors, etc,, are obtain-
able [see Fig. 88), Good and economical
punches can be made by beating out the
ends of ordinary' nails and then filing them
into points. The punch should he used
as little as possible.

of doing better work. But the real reason
for the use of the punch should rest on a
sounder basis than that of expediency.
Punching a ground should bo resorted to
only when a real artistic neces.sity cxis^ls
for its use. In any case, in punching the
ground in wood carving, it is a great mis-
take to cover it regularly. To he a little

sparing with the punch lightens the labour
and heightens the effect Welbfmiahed
carving very rarely requires the punch to
show it up. It is only at times that the
punching of the ground of a fiat panel,
that is intended to stand close to the eye,
is a help to work. Generally, it simply
means^ common work

^ because, of course,
punching, which anyone can do, takes
much less time than careful cleaning up
with a chisel, A big star punch may bo
used effectively sometiincs, ns on the
ground of carved barge-board panels.

Supplementary Tools

There arc some tools which do not belong

Punching

Punching is a method of treating the
ground after the carving Is finished. The
best manner of treating it is to leave it

quite plain
;
but this necessitates a perfect

treatment. “ Perfect treatment ” means
not 80 much a quite smooth surface, but a
clean cut surface. It is not adviBable to
get a surface that would appear to have
been worked by means of a plane

;
but it

is highly essential that jt should be cut
dean and bright, and that all the tool marks
should^ smooth and shiny. No " ragging

”

or tearing should he show’n. Punching is

resorted to when the ground is rough and

Fig. as. Wood Corver'i PnmjJi,

exclusively to the wood carver’s craft,
being common to the woodworkers’ fradea,
but which are often used by the carver,
generally in the higher branches of the
craft. These will be briefly described, and
their uses pointed out. these tools and
Implements ate : Brace and bits

;
com-

pass, bow, keyhole and fret saw's
;

apoke-
shaves

;
filea

;
rasps

;
rifflers

;
routers

;

scrapers; and glssspapcr. These tools are
shown in Fig. 80.

Fig. SSi —BlcKk for Holding Down Work on
B«ocl9.

uneven, in order to hide the bad work.
This may sometimes be excused as a matter
of expediency when the worker is incapable

Brace and Bits

The brace shown in Fig. S3 is that of
the American ratchet kind. It is exceed-
ingly useful, as, besidea w'orking in the ordi-
nary way, it can be worked either left or
right hand in an enclosed space where the
hand cannot get its full swing round. The
hits used by the carver are chiefly the shell
and the centre bits. The use to which
the brace and bits are put is chiefly in pierced
carving, and in carving in the round

; and
also in doing work with irregularly shaped
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lodges. Their particular application will

be dealt with when treating of these forms
of carving.

Saws

The compass saw is in appearance some-
thing like a hand saw. It is shorter* vary-

rig. 87.—tfanal Designs nmde by Puncbei.

ing from 12 in, to 13 in.^ and much namwer
in the blade, to enable it to be twisted

round, in order to saw curves of not Icaa

than about b-in« radius^ There la on the

market a compnsa saw that baa three blades,

which can l»e fitted into the same handle.

This ob^'SoQsly IncrcftBes the value of sneh
a tool, as the blades, l>eing of various Icngtlis

and w idfhs, can be used for a greater variety

of work. Tlie bow saw is not more than

I in. wide, and is held stretched in a frame.

The blade can be tightened or loosened by
twisting the string stretched across the

top. This form of saw can be used for

curves of very small radius, and ia espe-

cially useful for work which haa an irregular

outline. It IS the best saw (worked by hand)

m

iiii ^
a s 4 a * r I * la

II T2 £3 H- la tl It |B II n

Fig. B8.—Other Dedgns nuule by Puncb«a

to use for curves w hich are on the outside

of the work. It can aUo be used for the

inside curves of pierced carving i but to

do this the saw lias to be taken out and
threaded, and then fastened and tightened.

This, in a saw of this kind, is somewhat
tedious ; moreover, the frame is often in

the way, especially in big work. The fret

saw is used in pierced w^ork, and if the

Fig. as.—Sal of CuTflr'a SnpplemftaUry Tools,
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wcxxl 13 not imre tWn 1 in. thick it nmkes
a deancT job, and it ia jKtaadbla to cut closer

to the work, iwpacially in corners, than

w th any other saw. The keyhole saw

has a tapering blade not more than
^
m.

wide, about 12 in. or 15 in. long, fitted into

a handle known aa the pad. This handle h

means of a wisdgc or screw. The amount
of projection on the hlade depends on the

depth of ground that is desired. The blade

may be a broken carving tool, and the

widths uaeil may vary from J in. to J in.

Handles can be fitted at each eml of the

body if considered necessary. The form

Fig. SO.—EiiHflr.

pierced in its length, so that the blade

can bo passed right through, and so lie

shortened or lengtlienetl as may be neces'

sary. This saw is often used in pierced work,

because it can he worked without any neces-

sity for its being loosened and threaded. It

does not make such a clean finish as the fret

and bOTV saws, but is nevertheless a useful,

strong, and reliable type of saw.

Spokeshaves

These may be used for cleaning edges,

rounding comers, and other similar work,

especially where the curved edge is a long

one. The blade, ba^'iDg the frame as a

guide, takes ofE tho chips more uniformly

than the carving tool, and ensures a more
ehapcly and more uniform outline.

Files, Rasps, and Rifflers

These are used to work down rough

edges and uneven surfaces, as a preliminary

step to the use of glasspaper, when a per-

fectly smooth surface is necessary for

polishing, such as in the case of worked
mouldings. The rlfBers (Figs, 89 and 1H)J,

of which many shapes can lie obtained,

are used in undercut and pierced work,

where it somdimea occurs that the carving

tools cannot quite successfully reach some
of the undercut parts in cleaning up

;
this

the rifflers do quito well.

Routers

Routers are useful in clearing the ground
qmckly and uniformly, pron'iding the wt*
ting in has been well done. A router is a

piece of wood at least 4 in, long, 2 in. wide,

and i in, thick, through which a steel

blade Is placed, fixed perpendicularly by

of router showm in Fig. 89 U very service-

able for all ordinary work, but for larger

pieces a much stronger form should he used.

This is shown in Fig. 91. Plough bits can
be used with this type of body, and much
greater weight and purchase can bo applied
to the wood.

Scrapers and Otasspaper and Other
Accessories

Scrapers and glasspapcr arc used when the

work has to be quite smooth, but they art

seldom necessary^ and they arc not em-
ployed in the very best work. The plane,

hand and tenon saws, draw knife, etc., arc

sometimes used, but not often enough to

specify them as being tools tliat come

Fig. ai.— Cnrver^ft Eaat«T.

quite within the carver^a set. It will, how^
ever, be seen that Lt ia an advantage for the

carver to be able to draw' on the resources

of a cabinetniaker's shop,

Choice of Tools

A carver cannot be expected to own a

set of tools that would cover all carving
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opeTfttions, including carving of the most
advanced kind* HU object, then, is to

obtain a really good aet o£ tooU to lx>gcn

work with, without going to too great an

outlay, The following suggested set of

baiffi or canvas (Fig. 92). As progreM is

made, and w^ork of a higher nature is undeT-

taken, thus causing a demand for a more
extended outfit, the worker will bo in a

position to decide for himself exactly

Tfik (VD StlirlllElll

Twl Ual.

List of Hand Tools Essential to Wood Carving:

a.—
4.—
5 —
O.'

No. 1.—Straight Chisel (Fig. SS) i in. wide, chielfly used for setting in.

No. 3.—Straight Gouge 10) in., ( in., aud | in. wide, for gFonnding acoall spaow,
(Fig. 40) i ia. wide.
(Fig, 40) I in. wide, for setting in, grounding, and raodelling.

(Fig, 40) in. and ^ in. wide, for settia!? in and grounding,
(Fig. 40) 1 in. wide, ^tting in, grounding, and niudelling,

(Fig. ID) in. wide, for grounding and modelling.

(Fig* 40) n in. and i in. wide, for modelling.
(Fig, 40) I In, u'ide, for grounding and mt^elling.

(Pig. 40) in. wide, for modelling.
No. 2 L.—!<poon-1>it Chisel, f^uara (Fig. 62), in., in., and ^ in, wide for grounding.
No 2H.^Spoon-bit Gouge or Front'hont Gougo (Fig. 45). ^ in. and

^ in, wide, for moilelling.

No. 3]}.—Straight V Tarting Tool (Fig. 17), 1^4 in. wide, for outlining and modelling.
Mallet, pair of 4'>in. cramps, three punches for the groundwork, two oil Rlips, oil^mii, and strap-

No
No.
No.
No.

N 0, ^

No. 8.—
No, 8.—
No. 11.^

—

+p

Tl

tools constitutes a reprcscatstive collec-

tion that will cuablc a carver to execute all

flat work, and as much pierced and solid

work as he will he likely to have to do in

the first few years in his trade. There are

twenty tools, known in the Sheffield Tool

List by the numbers attached to them In the

accompanying list. The size also is ^ven, as

what tools he will require, and these can
be added as the necessity arises. Routers,

files, glasspaper, scrapers, and similar imple-

ments should he avoided as much as pos-

sible. The set above enumerated will be

sufficient for executing all fiat work, and a

great amount of the undercut and solid

work, and other similar elaborate carving.

Fig, Of liud T»U EssentUl to Wood Carvlnv.

well as the ptinci™! uaea. The number of Remember that a multi plication of tools
the tool IS generally stamped on the blade, is not to be desired. One fool should be
and the size can be ascertained by measuring put to as tnany uses as possible* This prin*
the width. This set can be kept in a case of dple of economising, if applied in reason,
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saves the tools, and iacreases the ability oi

the carver.

Care of Tools

Needless to say* the greatest possible care

should be taken of the foolB“especiany steel

ones. Sometimes^ when left in a damp
placet ateci tools mst. To prevent this, the

tools should be occasionally rubbed with an

oily rag. Rub the whole tool, handle in-

cluded. The oil
,
besides c Leaniag the hand le

,

also helps to harden it. By constant use^ the

bandies be^ to fray at the top, especially

Tool Cases

The life of the carving tooli can he
much prolonged, and the trouble of sharpen-
ing them lessened, if proper care is taken
of them. This applies not only when the

tools are in use, hut also when they are

not being used. Suitable eases or boxes

should he provided, and arranged so that

the tool required can be taken out at once.

A case made of green bni£e^ fclt^ or brown
canvas, and divided into pockets^ will be

suitable for holding the tools,, cramps^ slips^

Fif. 94 —pBdoBtaJ of Tool Drawon-

Figs. 94 to 98.— Plan and Two SectlooB

of Tool Drawer in Pedaiial

Fig. 91.

those tools which are most uaed for set-

ting in. In time, if this fra}dng is not

attended to, the hbre ends turn over, and^

acting as tiny wredges, begin to split the

handle. To guard against this, the handles

should be continually trimmed with gbs»-

p&per or 0. flat tool. The cramps should

also l)c given a drop of oil nccasionally ;

this w'ill ease the friction and prevent the

wearing and cutting of the thread. The
oilstone slips arc brittle and liable to break

easily. They will be safe in a drawer

;

hut if they have to be carried about to

classes, it is a good plan to wrap them
in a large piece of corrugated paper ; or

a small tin box is useful for the purj>ose.

etc. It rolls up, and can Ijc packed away
in a draivcr. Fig. &3 shows a small pedestal
of drawers to hold about ninety tools.

It consists of a carcase fitted with eight
drawers, each being capable of holding about
a dozen tools. The drawers can be used as
trays for use on the bench ’ and it is sug-

gested that the t\vo low'er drawers be
stocked with a general act for constant
use, and tbe upper drawers with tools

that are only occasionally used, or vice

oersd. The tools arc arranged with the
cutting edge to the front, so tliat the tool

required is easily seen {see Figs. iH to b'j).

The arrangement of the latlis keep the
tools from knocking agaiJist each other,
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H necessary precaution^ and the use of the

lath cloae to the ehoulders of the tools

is to prevent the tool edges knockibg up
against the dra^rer front, and so damaging
them. Fig. 97 shows a case designed

for caiT} Ing about two dozen carving

tools and mallet. Fig, 9S is a longitudinal

section. Fig. 99 a horizontal section, and

Fig. 100 a cross section. The outside dlmen ‘

sions of the box are 15 in^ by 12 in. by
5 in. For making this case, oak, mahogany,
or any similar wood would be suitable. The
broad sides and divisions are | in. thick,

and the narrow aides | in. The rim to the

lid is dovetailed together at the angles, as

shown in Fig. 97. The pieces forming the

Fig. 97.— Carvur'i Tool Box Open.

Copyrighied mate'ial
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three sidee of the bo3E arc dovetailed to-

gether where the lid Ungee, whereea the

other ejadfl are rebated for the flap a. This

is binged BO that it can be dropped down,

Flj^. 101.— Carver'i Bettcli.

and thus allow the tooU to he readily with-

drawn, as indicated by Pig. 97, To hold
the tools in the lid portion, n strap is tacked
fast at the left-hand end, aod the other

end ie passed over a brass pin at d. To
protect the edges of the tools whilst being

carried about, pieces of cork lino are in>

eerted, as at b and o (Fig. 97), Holes are

bored in the upper divisions for the handles

of the tools, while the lower divisions are

bored to receive the blades. The lock

Benches

To obtain good results in wood carnng,
a satisfactory bench is esaentisl. The two
principal conditions are alsc and rigidity,

in size the height is important. -Ali w'orkers

should stand to carve ; this should l>c ac-

cepted as a Arm and unalterable principle,

only to be modified in case of physical

infirmity, E\’cn then, if possible, the

w'orker should be so seated ae to be able

to get the toes on the ground, with the

bench at standing height. Thus the bench
should be from 3 ft. to 3 ft. 3 in. high. A
good guide is to measure the height up to

the elbows, with the forearm raised hori-

zontally, The top should not lie li^as than
3 ft. long by 1 ft. S in. wide, which is euSi-

cient for one person. But it Is an advan-
tage to have the bench longer and wider, in

order to get sufficient bearing for the legs

to make the bench stand quite Arm. The
bench must be able to resist the firm thrusts

and sudden jerks constantly being given

during the progress of the work. There-

fore, the bench should bo built of heavy
materbl, and should be of the l>eat con-

struction and workmanship. Deal is quite

suitable, but the legs should be at least 3 in.

Fig. 103. --laildft View of Bench Screw. Fig. lO^.-^Boction throngh Beutli Screw.

ahould be flxed on the flap and the staple on

the lid. The lid should be hung with brass

hingcB. For carrying, a strap should bo

passed right round the box.

by 3 in., and better still 4^ in. by 3 in .

;

the

rails should be about 4j| in. by 2| in. Ti

make the bench rigid and immovable, it

should be braced w'ith diagonals i or it can
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be fitted with rails aad shelves, or with

drawers. Fig. 101 shows a suitable bench

for one person. The shelf below is useful

for holding work not actually in hand,

twxca of tools, etc., and the drawer under

Fig. LOS.—Quenl View of Bench Screw

the top holds tools and other apparatus.

The top projects at least 3 in.! to give room
for the cramps in fixing the work. If a

carver’s screw is used, the drawer should

be placed lower down, or omitted, other-

wise there will not be space enough to

work the wing- nut. In very advanced
work, a bench screw is indispensable. For

a bench of the kind here shown, the screw

can be fitted at the end- Aji ordinary

wooden screw (Figs. 102 to 104) is useful,

but one of the ” instantaneous grip
”

be made to Serve as a substitute. To in-

crease the height, a false top, as shown In

Pig. 106, can be adopted. Two etrong

boards, between which are two or three

cross pieces of substantial section, arc

arrang^ as shown, and they can easily bo

cramped to the table top when required.

This arrangement gi^’ea the projecting top

Fl^. loe.—FaiiB Top to Couvttrt TabLa to Bancli.

which is BO desirable. Another way, where
economy of space is an object, is to utilise

a chest of drawers about four drawers high,

fitting it with a strong top that projects

the necessaiy 3 in, (3ne very important

matter that should not bo neglected is

that the bench top, or table top, should be

quite level, and, owing to wo(^ being apt
to warp, the tops should bo constantly

inspect^ and tested.

Carver’s Portable Bench and Vice

A description will hero be given of a con-

struction which has been designed especially

for the use of carvers. The bench shown

FLg. lOS.—liutaiitaneaui Grip Vice.

screws {Fig. 105) is better* If a toil vice

is fitted to the bench, so much the better.

Substitutes for Benches

When it ia not possible to have a separate

bench, a good strong kitchen table may

in plan and elevation at Figs. 107 and 103

U 3 ft. long by 2 ft. 4 in. wide, and has been

designed to fix on a strong table 3 ft. by
I ft. 9 in. It is not necessary, however,

to make the bench as long as the table,

but it must not be any longer. If the table
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ia more ttum 1 ft. 0 in. «tde, the width of tbs of & pair of wedgea o end p (Fig« 107) ; the
beach must be increeaed accordingly. Fig. wedge D ie operated by a lever,, and preaaee

109 ia a section on the line x (Fig. 107), and the work against the stop c, which is fixed

ng. 107,

Fig. 108.

Ftga. 107 ind loa — plan and Promt BloTatioa of Fortabla Eflacb and Tice.

shows bow the beach Ls clamped againat the flush with the edge of the front board,

edges of the table-top by means of the screw The vice may be secured at any desired

A and blocks b (sec also Fig. 108). The distance, tip to 1 ft. 6- in., from the top,

1>ench is fitted with a vicc^ consisting simply to suit the work in hand, by means of a
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J-Ln, bolt and nut o, passing through a slot

in a cro&s piece H (see alao Fig. IQO), The
work ia scoured hy drawing forward the

lever handle q, and released pushing

it back. White deal should be used for

the general construction of the bench. Note
that the front board j (Fig. lOT) is 3 ft. long

hj a in. wide by 2^ in. thick \ this front

carries the cross piece H, whieb is filed at

Flgi 109.—Section of Portable Beech and Tice

(on Ltna £ Fig. 107),

right angles 11^ in. from the left-hand end.

The cross piece n is 2 ft. in. long by
in. wide by 2| In. thick, and la grooved

and elotted in the middle as shown in the

cross section, Fig. 110. The groove at the

top, Ij in. wide hy J in. deep^ is carried

the whole length of the piece, and the enda
of the slot, which ia | in. wide, aro 3 in.

from the back end and 9 in. from the front

end. The cross piece is fitted to the front

hoard with a glued cogged joint, as shown
in Fig. 100, When the glue has set, the

groove is carried across the front board

»

and the slot prolonged to within 5| in.

of the edge
]

the cross piece should then
be screwed to give greater hrmness. The
two blocks B (Pigs. 108 and 100^ 5 in. long

ng. Il0.--Eal4rged SKUan of Bauchs Crou
PiMi (on Lino T Y, Fig. lOT).

by 3 in. deep by 2 in. wide, and grooved

1 in. deep, to fit over the front edge of the

table^top, are fixed to the under side of the

front Iwrd with two |-in. bolts and nuts.

The wo end rails K {Fig. 107), 2 ft. 4 in.

long by 4 in. deep by £ in. thick, are nailed

to the ends of the front board and back rail.

The back rail is 2 ft> lOj in. long by 2] in.

deep by J in, thick, and ia nailed to the

end of the cross piece H. The bottom ia

made up of seven j-in. boards, grooved
and tongued ; the two end boards are

2 ft. 4 in. long by in. wide, and are

nailed to the under side of the front board
and hack rail, and to fillets^ Ij in. wide
by I in, deep, nailed and glued flush with
the bottom of the side mils. Pieces 2| in.

by 2 in. must be cut out of the front ends
to allow the blocka b to bed direct on the

front hoard. The two bottom boards
which come under the cross piece are 5 in.

wide, and are fixed with their edges 2| in,

apart, to form a groove to guide the washer

of the holding-down bolt o of the vice. The
three other hoards are only 1 ft. 8 in, long,

as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. lOT.

Bcarerst 1 ft. 9 in. long by 1{ in. wide by

} in. deep, are nailed under the cross piece

and front board, as shown in Pig, 108. The
block L (Fig. 109) carrying the clampiug screw

Fl^. IIL—Beneb'j CUnping B]«k Bentw.

is shown separately at Fig. Ill
; this le 6| In.

long by 3 in. wide by 2^ in, deep. A notch
in. long by { in. deep is cut on the top

to allow the washer of the bolt o to pass
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through. The holt for the clamping screw
'—which is an ordinary |dn. bolt and nut,

with a wood handle fixed under the head

—

is bored 1} in. from, the top » the nut is let

in on the front and secured with a thin

iioD plate. The screw is pointed, and dU

into a countersunk hole in a plate

let in flush with the edge of the table*top.

which is taken as being 1 in. thickn The
onk stop E (Pig^ 107} is 1 ft. long by in.

wide by | in. thick, and should fixed

with glue and stout screws. The vice is

shown in cross section at Pig. 113. The fixed

piece c (see oUo Fig. 107) Is a beech or oak
wedge li in. long^ in. wide at the thick

end and 3 in. at the thin end, and } in.

thick. A guide piece 9 in. long, and made
a sliding dt for the groove in the cross piece,

is screwed to the under side to keep it

parallel with the stop, f^quare a line from
the top edge m the middle, and gauge down
li ia* for the hole for the |dn. holding-

down bolt o
;

measure from the small end
on the sloped edge 2xV in., square a lino

across, and gauge 1^ in. from the edge

;

the intersection of these lines is the position

for the No. 14 by 1-in. wood screw n (Fig-

107) forming the pivot for the iron lever o.

The movable wedge d is 11 in. long, 3 in.

wide at the thick end, and 1| in. at the thin

end. Measure from the thick end on the

sloped edge 2|f in., square across, and
gauge in.

;
this ^ves the position for

another screw p, which works through a slot

near the end of o. Figs. 113 and 114 are re-

spectively a longitudinal section and a plan

of a tumed-iron pivot that may be used in

place of the screws a and p(Fig. 107). These

pivots are riveted on an iron plate 3 in.

long by 1^ in. wide by thick, and
are then put through the lever o and secured

by riveting the ends over washers^ being

fixed to the wedges with four No. 10 by

l*in, screws. The pivots make a stronger
job than the screws, although the latter, if

made a tight fit, answer the purpose. The
lever o is made of strip-iron, in. long
by IJ in. wide by m. thick, Scribe
a line up the middle, and mark with a
centre punch in. and IJ in. from the
front end

j drill two y‘jj-in. holes, and file

away the metal between to form a slot

about ^ in. long. Drill another
hole in. from the same end for the ful-

crum pivot N. The wood handle q (Fig. 107)
is made of Hn. oak, 1 ft. 8 in. long by 3| in.

wide at the butt end and
1 J in, at the other.

Gauge in. across the butt end on the
under side, and | in. up on the end, and plane
down to the lines

;
this will raise the other

end clear of the bench. The handle is fixed

to the lever o with five No. 10 by J-in.

screws
;

the ends of both the handle and
lever are cut to an angle of 1 in 4, When
the work is lixetj in the vice, the ends of

the two wedges should be even, or nearly
so, and the slot in the lever should he just

long enough to allow the movable block
to be withdrawn I| in. The fittings for

holding the wedges together are shown at

» and B in Fig. 1 13. They may be made of

iron or brass, s U 3^ in. long by
jr

l*i-

Fl^, iia. Tiff, ns.

Figs- lit and lis.—BecUan and FUnof Pivoi and
Flmta Qt Partable and Vice.

wide by in. thick, and is screwed flush

with the edge of u, 2} in, from the small end ;

it slides In a groove in r, which ia 5| in. loAg

by in. wide by | In. thick. R is fixed

to c with two screws with washers under
their heads as shown ; the holes for these
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screws and the bolt o should be elongated

to allow (or adjustment. Figs. 107, 108,

109, and 111 are oae-eighth fuU siRc \ Figs.

llO and one quarter full size; and
Figs. 113 Bn.d 114, one half full size.

Lijfhtin^ of the Carver’s Workshop

A few words respecting the arrangemezit

of light will be uaeful. To get the best

work, the Lighting must be suitably planned.

The best arrangement ia to have two sources

of Light at right angles to each other, one

directly facing the worker and the other

on his right. With this arrangement, the

light will BtrikCt or can be made to strike,

across all the ridges, and produce a proper

amount of shadow. For the shadows which
lie in the direction of the front light, this

front Light should bo shut of!, and the

aide hght used alone, and vice tcrsd. It

ia dil^cult to do good work when the light

IS so arranged that it docs not throw any
ahadows. All lights should be lowj with as

little top Uglit as possible. Thus, if the

windows are high, cut off some of the top
light with a blind. The same generm
remarks apply to artificial light. A centre

chandelier is not desirable, bemuse it throws

the light down on the face of the work In

such a manner that no shadows appear.

If gas ia the illuminant, have a folding

bracket of three arms, ao that it can be
moved as required. If the L'ght cannot be
otherwise arranged, candles can be utiliaed-

Elcctric light is suitable, because it is

possible to place the lamps as convenient,

and a lamp that can be raised and lowered
is perhaps the beat arrangement of artihcial

light that can bo secured. The electric

light offers the important advantage over
most other illuminants that it la not so

productive of heat. With a paraffm lamp
this latter difficulty may be serious. In

anch cases the beat arrangement la to have
the bcnchea on the wall, and have the lampflj

with redectora behiiid, placed about 1 it,

above the bench.
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This chapter will deal with the slips,

6tcop» dll, and other materials for sharpen*

ing the toois^ and the methods of keeping

Fig. UA.—Gongs boforo Ortadiag.

the tools in a condition that will enable

them to work in a proper manner.

Cutting Edfires of Tools

When the tool blades arrlTe from the

znanutactuier, their ends or cutting edges

are quite thick [ the curved and V-toolsj

too, are qnit« long in the point. As a rule,

the quicker the cutyo of the tool, the longer

is the point. Thk Is shown in Fig. 115,

which represents a tool of No. 11 curve

(see o, Fig. 35, p. 26}. The tool blades

require grinding down to a fine edge^ and
this edge should lie in a plane at an, angle

not exceeding a right angle to the direction

of the blade. This is shown in Fig. IIG.

If a Carving tool is long Ln the pointy this

part begins to cut the wood first, before the

rest of the edge of the tool has begun to

cut the surface of the wood. Consequently
the chip which comes out is pushed ratbei

than cut out, the result being rough sur-

faces to the cut, and tom edges. Thus the

tools shouM always be made so that they
cut the surface first. That part of the

tool which Hes below the surface should fol*

low, not precede, the upper part of the tool.

Grindaione

The first thing required is a gnadstoue
(see Fig. 117); one of about 3 ft, in diameter.

TOOLS

and about 6 in. or 7 in. wide is very useful.

If this aiae is too expensive, some very ser-

viceable stones mounted in iron troughs,

down to 10 in, in diameter, can be obtained.

A stone that is in constant use should always
run in water

;
thus, a wood or iron trough

is necessary. A stone that is somewhat hard
is better than a soft one, but it should not

bo extremely hard. Grindstones arc not
always of the eame consistency throughout

;

they often have soft patches that quickly

get worn away. In this case the stone

requires constant attention to keep the

surface square and true, and the dtcum-
fereuce regular.

Grinding Tools

In grinding the tools, first grind the

edge quite square, as indicated in B7g. 117,

which shows a grindstone with the water
trough. The dotted lines on the tool show
the extent and shape to which it should

be ground down. This makes the edge
quite thick. It is then ground on the

grindstone to as fine an edge as possible,

without entirely cksfroytng it. It la Im-
portant to know the correct angle at which
to hold the tool whilst grinding its edge.

It is sometimes thought that a carving

tool necessarily requires a very long
**

grind,’*

as in Fig. 118. But, although for light

modelling this is more or less so, for general

work this ta a mistake, because a tool so

Fij^. llSr^PropsTly Gioiusd Gouga.

ground, if used for setting in, is liable

to have Its edge suddenly snapped ofi. And,
as it is improcticabie to keep a separate
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of tools for ouch of the Srev^eral processes

of curving, tools must be grouiid to serve

all purposes. A short grind, as sho^vn

iu Fig. US', k best. !u gritidjng curved
tools, they must be rocked from side to

side m order to get an evenly ground surface

and edge. The very quick curves, atich as

those shown at m, n, anti o, in Fig. 35 (see

p* are rather difTicult to maaage, and
require great care in grinding the extreme
points, iludi practice is necessary to

nuike the grinding a success, and good
results cannot 1>e eicpectod at the first

few attempts. Plenty of water should he

used, and when the grindstone is very hard

rtg. lit.—Oiindia; Tool or Orinditona

some sand will assist in getting it to bite.

In frosty weather, and especially when the

is exposed iu the open air^ use warm
w'oter ; cold water, jrould freeze. Alw'ays

liave the surface of the grindstone quite

straight, or, at any rate, convex rather than

concave. The stone should always he re-

volved aw'ay from the tool, b$ shown by the

arrow in Fig. 117. To turn it the other way
wears away the tool edges too quickly.

To ensure an even and accurate edge,

the steel requires wearing away somcwdiat

slowly. The straight tools require grinding

from both sides, to throw the cutting edge

towards the centre of the thickness of the

tool, as shown in Fig. 12U* In Figs. 118 and

]]|.h rit the end of the grind a, is an angle

formed by the meeting of the ground siir-

ticc xvith the back of the took This should

be left as shown, and not rounded of! as is

often done. This ridge really is a very im-
portant part of the tool, and inciaasea its

effectiveness. It acts as a fulcrum, on
which the cutting edge can bo levered up
at all times, and this prevents it running

llS.^Lo-ng Otouad Tool

down into the wood and splitting up large

pieces, as might otherwise be the case^

Oilstones

After grinding, the tools require finally

setting on an oilstone. There are many
^t{>nes ou the market, some of the beat

known tiffing Turkey, Charnley Forest,

Wnshitat and Arkansas. These can be

obtained in slabs, and in smaller pieces

called slips. The average sire for a slab

A

Fiff. llfl —SbcKTt GTonad TmL

is S in, by 2J io. by IJ in. The slips, the

average size of which is in. by 2 in., have

the edges rounded to suit the many curves

of the tools. For general home usc„ it is

advisable to have a slab of the above size.

Turkey atone, when good^ ia the beat*

but the quality greatly varies, even in the

same stone. A Washita atone is perhaps

the best for general use. It should be

mounted in a casCt the bottom half of which

ia shown in Fig. 121- About half a dozen

slips, both Washita (Fig. 122) and Arkansas

(Fig. 123), ehonUi be obtained for doing the

lie.—Too] Oroimd cn Tro EUd^s

inside of the curved and V-toola. Arkaix*

suLS stone, ground or cut to a fine edge, can

l)C used for V-tools and vciners. Washita

stone is too coEirse to be taken to a finer edge

than yV classes, or to carry

about ill a case, two slips will serv^e all pur
(xjses. The oil used for the stones should

I
I :
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be a mixture of neatafoot oil and paraOiUt

about 1 part paraffin to 4 parta neatafoot^

This is the best oib but sweet oil^ ordinary

greasing oil, and olive oil» are also suitable ;

but always avoid Hnseed oil.

than in a cabinetmaker'a tool, and there-

fore the car\'ing chips come ofi shorter

and more brokenly. This militates

against the splitting tendency of the tools,

especially when cutting cross grain or

iJl^^OiLitODt iB Cut, Lid removed. Fig* ISS.-—Aikaitt&s Slip

Strop

A strop ia necessary
;
a soft leather strap,

into which a mixture of tallow and emery

dour has been well rubbed, is suitable.

How Carvers* Tools Differ from

Joiners^ Tools

The method of sharpening caring tools

differs from that fur joiners’ and cabinet-

makers* tools. The cutting edge of the

latter is in the plane of the tooFs face,

as in Fig. 124, but the cutting edge of

carving tools is situated nearer the centre

of the tooFa thickness, as in Fig. 125. This

rule applies to all the carving tools, with

the possible exception of a few for Bpecial

use, and the greatest attention should be

rigf. 13S,—Washita Slip.

paid to tbe method of sharpening in order

to make sure of attaining this result. There

are very definite reasons for adopting this

form. In the first place, the angle at the

cutting edge ia greater in a carving tool

against the grain. In the second place,

the ridge formed by the intersection of the

ground surface with the oilstoned surface

acts as a fulcrum on which to lever the

tool, as already mentioned, and this ridge

being on both sides of the tool gives it a

double advantage in this respect. The
amount of leverage so obtained is smalK

but it is sufficient to prevent the l>eginning

of a spilt or tear in the wood.

Solti ng^ Flat Tools

Tbe flat tools will be dealt with first,—

those whoso sections are shown at a in Fig.

35 (see p. 26). Four a little of the neats*

foot oil on the stone, }ust sufficient to

enable one tool to be sharpened ; more

can be added for each succeeding tool.

Then, grasping the tool handle firmly in the

right hand, and steadying it w'ltb the

tips of the fingers of the left hand, push

the tool backwards and forwards, nearly

the full length of the stone. First one side

of the tool) and then the other, should be

pressed on the stone, until the two new

Fig. 134.—Edg« of Fig. 13S.—Edge of

CmbLa«iniak«r'i ChiseL Curvor'c ClUtet

surfaci: % so formed intersect in a sharp-

cutting edge. The angle at which the

tool should be held depends on the angle the

ground surface presents to the stone. The
former should be just slightly greater than
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the latter. Fig. sliow3 appro siimtely

what this angle should be^ and also shows
bow the angle lucreasea lor each subset

quent sharpening. This means that the

tool handle ha$^ at each subsequeat sharpen^

ing. to be held a bttlc higher than at the

last operation » and consequent! the edge

gradually becomes too thick to cut at the

proper angle the tool then requires le-

grinding. In pushing the tool from end
to end of the oilstone, the general and
natural tendency is to lower the handle

when pushing forwards, and to raise it when
pulling back' this is known as rolling.^'

The result is that an edge somewhat like

that shown at Fig. I2T is obtained. This

of the tool. This is done during the grinds

ing process, and the subsequent treatment
is as already described.

Setting Qotigea

The gouges (c to I, Fig. 35) can be ground
from the outside only ^ but,, with the aid of

the oil- slips, the cutting edge can be pushed

a little towards the ceutre of the toors

thickness. The gouges should be held to

the oibtoQe in the same way as the straight

tools
:
but, being curved more or less on their

cutting edge, they require to be rocked
from side to side at the same time aa they

are pushed backwards and forwards. This
must be done uniformly, so that all parta

Fig. ISSr— Angles

of Curbing Edge of

Carver's ChiuL

ly
Fig. lar.—

"EoUed " Edge

of Tool, Fig. 13B.— Sharpeniiig Gouge on OUitcno.

makes the actual cutting edge too thick for

effective carnng. To avoid thisj carry

the hand forw'ards and backwards at one

uniform level
;

this keeps the angle uni-

form^ and the sharpeued surface quite fUt.

When a sharp cutting edge has been formed^

it IS often the case that the two surfaces

have not quite intersected one another,
and that, consequently, what is known
ss a wire -edge, or a feather-edge* is left.

This can be removed by rubbing the edge
of the tool quickly on the prepared surface

of the strop, leaving the cutting edge quite

sharp and keen.

Setting Skew Tools

The skew tool (£, Fig. 35) differs from the

flat tool in having its cutting edge inclined

at a greater or leader angle Co the direct ipn

of the edge receive an equal amount of

wear. Some carvers prefer to hold the tool

at tight angles to the stone, and rock the

tool in that manner (aee Fig. 12S). The
former way is recommended as being pre-

ferable, especially with very quick gouges,

because of the great difficulty of turning

the gouges quickly enough to get a uniform
wearing away ot &U parta of the cuttiug

edge. The sHps i^hould now be applied

to the inside of the gouges, so as to obtain

the cutting edge nearer to the centre of the

thickness of the tool* To do this, the par*

tjcular aUp which most nearly fita the curve

of the tool must be held to the edge* aud
incliued at an angle corresponding to

the angle at which the straight tools are

held to the oilstone. This is shown in

Fig, 129. The slip is rubbed backwards

r ; i..v I iMi
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and forwards, and from wde to aids nf the

tool^ to get A uniform sharpening of the

edge. All the gouges are sharpened in this

manner.

SettinAT V-Tonla and Small Velners

The V- tools and very small vciners (the

latter being really the small sizes of i and t,

Fig. 35J are sharpened in the some matmer^
the sharp edge of the Arkansas slip instead

of its rounded edge being used for the in-

Fl^. FialsUnf Ootige wim OUttofl* Slip.

Bide. An Arkansas slip, a’hich is more
expensive than tlie other kinds of slips, is

used for these tools, licoause most other

stones cannot be cut down to an edge fine

enough to fit them.

Shape of Tool Edg^es

The edges of all tools except skew tools

should be quite straight and square with

the direction of the blade. An edge that

is slightly convex is better than one that is

concave
;
the latter should never be allowed.

Figs. 130, 131, and 13^ in the next column

Bhoa' the three tj'pea of edge ^ the first is

correct, and the others are wrong.

Stropping* Tools

Gouges and V- tools should be stropped
;

but,, obviously, a straight strop will not
do for the insides. Therefore^ what may

ef Oousa
tCarTcct).

Fig. ISX.—CpacavB

Edge of Tool

(IucOtT6ct)+

be called strop slips will he roquired. These
can be made of wood plips, similarly to

the oil slii>a, with the edges covered with

strips of thin prepared strop fixed with
glue. To use a strop slip, hold it in the

left hand, and, with the right hand, draw
the tool downwards ul>out half a do^en
times. This will take off the w'ire edge,

and will leave the edge of the tool sharp

and keen. The strop should always be

handy for immediate and constant uae.

When the tools have heen a little

while they become slightly dull, and a

ktv strokes on the strop will make the

Fig. 133 —Convai Edge of Tool (iDcomcL).

edges keen again^ When sharpening the

tools, have a piece of soft pine at hand
on which to try them. If they cut xvlthoiit

tearing, they can be relied on to cut any
harder wood.
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The wood carver, to ensure anytkiiijiil like

success, must be well acquainted with the

priuciptea of design. He mft7 be skilled

in the actual work of wood cutting, but,

unless he understands the art of design,

his powers an? severely limited. He need
not be a first- class designer, but he should

be able to produce designs that are at least

passable. To do this, a more than ordinary

knowledge of design is necessary. This
chapter will descri^ the stops to take

to begin the study of design, and will give

an outline of the subject generally, with its

application to wciod carving in particular.

In wood carving the variety of objects form-

ing the designs is so great that it seems a
somewhat hopeless task, at the first, to sort

these objects into diviaions or classes.

Thus, in the chapters on practicai work
which will follow this, tulips, roses, dragons,
the acanthus leaf, the lily, vases, geometiical

figures, and the maple leaf have been used
for the designs. The ohjecta thus used are

generally termed the elements of ornament.

Elements of Ornament
Thejje can be cLaasified ns follows : (1)

Dots, lines, and geometrical figures, as In

chip carving (2) natural fortOE, such as the
rose and tulip \ (S) artificial foliage, as the

conventional acanthus leaf; (4) artificial

objects—for example, musical instmmenta
and weapons

;
(o) grotesque forme, such

as the mask and the griffin
; (6) the human

figure. These elomeuts are arranged to

form designs according to certain principles,

some of the chief of which ate here given

:

(1) Even distnhution
; (2^ order; (3J fit*

ness
; (4) symmetry

;
contraat

;
(fi)

variety
; (7) repetition

; alternation
;

(f>) balance; (10) proportion; (11) radia*

tion
; (12) harmony; (13) unity. The

elements of ornament are select^ and
arranged in accordance with various com-
binations of these principles.

Even Distribution

Even distribution U |>erhaps the most
important principle of all, much judgment
and taste being required in arranging It.

To obtain really judicious distribution, culti^

vated judgment and refined artistic feeling

and perception are required. Whatever the

space at disposal, the design should be

spread over it, so as to emphasise it and
produce the beat poaaible effect. Even
distribution docs not merely mean that

ail the space should be completely filled

;

it rather means that a perfect l^kucc should

exist between the extent of the design and
the extent of the ground. Thus, tho design

presented by Pig. Ifi4 (p. 73) for incised

carving is not a well-filled design, but the

balance la preserved between the extent

of the design and that of the grounds.

Order

It is possible to havo a design that, while

evenly distributed, does not produce a
good effect, unless it Is arranged with

regard to order. The elements of orna-

ment, whatever they may be, should be

arranged on a definitely organised plan.

Thla implies that, first of all, a skeleton

of the design should be conceived, and the

elements built up on it, thus getting the

whole design to appear in an orderly manner^

More will be said respecting this when
dealing with the method of building up a

design.
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Fitness

Fitness meanB that the elements cboaen

eboaU bear aome relationship to the object

to be amamented, nnd that the style of

ornament and its treatment should be such

as will harmonise with the object itself-

Thus, for example^ a Hideboard whose out'

Lines and general plan are conceLved in the

Renaissance style should not be oma-
mented with Gotbio carving

;
the different

spirits that produced these two great styles

are entirely opposed to each other^ both in

their aims and in their effects^ The question

of bow much omament to employ is one that

comes under this bead. Then, again, the

choice of the eituation for the placing of

ornament is one that is decided by the appli-

cation of this principle. To place carving,

for examplot on table tope, chair seatS} and
other horiEontal aurfacea intended for use,

is an oSence against fitness ; also, tlie cha-

racter of the carving to be emp1o3^ed In

various pofiitiozis U one that fitness should

decide. For instance, the back of a chair

may be carved i but as, lilco the sent,

though not to the same degree, utility ts

its chief purpose, the carving should not

be in high tcUef, but in a flat etylc, such as

Scandinavian chip carving
;

or ELiEabethau

strap-work is even more suitable. It should

be understood that fitness is always a very

important factor in deciding the character

of a c:arviDg design.

Symmetry

Symmetry consista in having correspond-

ing parts to balance each other. It does
not necessarily mean that each side or part

should coneepond exactly in. every par-

ticiilai. If they correBpond so that a per-

f€?ct balance b maintained, it is sufficient ;

but as soon os the parts arc so arranged

that the balance is destroyed, then this

principle of sjTumefry is transgressed

Thus, in Fig. 135 (p. GO) a perfect symmetr^^
b observed, because each side cotrespoDds

in every respect. But the principle of

symmetry could still have been ob^rved
if some of the details had varied. For
example, the flowers on each side could

have been diflerent, provided the idea of

mass wag preserved in the same relative

quantity. It follows, then, that so long

as the main curves and outlines of the

design duly correspond, the principle of

symmetry is not iinolated- The details may
vary up to the point w'hen such variation

tends to destroy a perfect balance of parts,

but not beyond. Symmetry also applies

to the treatment of the design. This may
now be noted, although it belongs more pro-

perly to the actual handiwork of the craft.

A design that la in itself aymmetrical may
be made to look quite lopsided and L11-

Jbalanced because of a vaTiation of treat*

ment in the two, or more, corresponding

parte. But, as with the construction of the

design, this symmetrical tTeatment need

not be carried to the extent of making each

particular corresponding part absolutely

aimiUr, or it may appear tw rigid and un-

breskAble in its character, A little varia-

tion is of much advantage to the ultimate

cSect.

Contrast and Variety

These, being so doaelj' connected with
and dependent on each other, may be

classed together. Without variety there

could not pofisibly be cantrast, nod without
contrast there could be no character.

There would be effect, certainly, but this

would be of a monotonous kind that w^ould

be better absent. There should be con-

trast both in respect of the demeuta useil

and in respect of their arrangement. This

contrast should also extend to the treat-

ment. Contrast means the judicious ar-

ranging of the elements of ornament with

regard to their relative size, shape, and
character. Thus, again referring to the

design for incised carving given in a later

chapter (see p, 73j, the tulips vary in size,

position , and shape. The same applies to

the leaves, and the variety thus introduced

gives point and character to a design that,

using only one plant form, could easily fall

into the category' of monotonous and char-

acter!™ designs. In order to produce good

eflccU it is not neceBsary to have violent con-

trasts. A variation in the twist of a leaf, the

thickness of a stalk, the placing of a flower,

the curve of an outline, may be quite sulH-

cieut. Keedless to say, the tleatroeat of a

design has to be well thought out, and should
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a ptiQclpal consideration io ito planning.

This a^in emphaaiges the neceesitj for a

carver being a designer, because he knows
the effects that can be obtained with the

camug tools, and can thus arrange his de^

sign so that it shall tie suitable (or e^cecuting

in wood, and avoid baving to attempt the

grotesque exercises with the camng tool

that some ilL-considered designs render

necessary.

Repetition and Alternation

These, again, mav be considered together^

Repetition may be credited with a large per-

centage of goe^ efiects. Symmetry may be

termed the sum oI a serrea of repetitioDS,

because it is by the more Of less exact

repetition of elements that the symmetrical

effect is produced. Eepetition, perhaps,

renders the best service of w*hich it is

capable when it Is used In designs that

contain the simplest and least signihcant

elements, which consist of hnes, dots, and
geometrical figures. Chip-carving designs

are good examples of the use of this principle.

The rule for letJetition is that the more un-

meaning an clement, the more it will bear

repetition ^ and the nearer to the human
figure, the less may this principle be applied.

Thus chip designs consist almost entirely

of lines, and these alone are about as un*

moaning as anything can possibly bo. But,

by moans of repetition, they can be made
capable of very charming cficcta. Alter*

nation is the alternate repetition of two

or more elements, such as may l>e observed

in many borders* Banda of omanieut,

such as occur on mouldings and narrow

borders, rely, in their planning, on thesi?

principle* very largely. Thus, the effect of

the very familiar egg-and- tongue moulding

depends entirely on the olternutc repetition

of the bold and obtuse form of the egg, with

the more acute lines of the tongue. Alterna-

tion is bound up with contrast
^

the object

of using the former U to produce the latter.

This dependence of one principle on another

is a matter that should be noticed somewhat
particularly. All the principles are merely

parts of a whole, and cannot exist Inde^

pendent ly% however much they may appear

to be separated by claaaification, which,

after all, is a mere matter of convenience.

They are brought into existence as the effect

of combination, and the success of a design

depends largely on the akiJI with w'hich

thi^ interacting effect* are brought into

relationship* It is impossible to set definite

limits to the action of any of these principles.

B^lnncc And Proportion

Th^ also be treated together, because

of their dependence on each other. With*

out a proper proportion there could

no balance. Balance is cotmccted with

symmetry, contrasty and variety, although

a design need not necessarily he symmetrical
to be well balanced. Balance really means
the rhythmic and more or hs& regular

succession or placing of the elements of

which the design consists. Balance has to

do with the placing of the masses. A
design may be easily spoiled by bad judgment
in arranging these. lu a symmetrical de-

sign the proper balance is nob difficult to

get
;
but a design that is not symmetrically

arranged requires much thought, care, and
trained judgment.

Radiation

Radiation concerns the arrangement of

curves in a design, and the way in w'hich

they spring from a common source, it

binds a design together, even the remote
parts of a large design feeling its influence.

The easy dow of the lines Jn a wdl-radiatcd

design is illustrated in the style of the

Renaissance, Here radiation is employed
to d large extent. Faults in radiatiuu are

pcriupa more eaeily detected than faults

of any other kind, Therefore it is Impera-
ti\^ that this principle should have careful

consideration in the planning of design.

Harmony and Unity

Harmony is dependent on unity more
than on the other principles ; hut it is

really the efiects produced by a good com-
bination of all the priadplea* Harmony
decides how far each principle should

used so a* to avoid distracting effects,

ft in fact exercises a diacriminatiag supur*

vision in the use of all the elements. Har-

mony necessarily Implies unity
]

but unity

also means that, besides the harmonious
selection of the elements, their general
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plan. This alteration of arrangMiieiit

ternn«] conventionalisation. Fig. L33 showy

a daflodil with leaves as it occurs in nature.

Fig, 154 shows various couvcntionalisatious

of tbo fl iwcr and Leaves that are suitable for

expressjoa in wood, and Fig, 155 shows this

motif used for the purpose of ornamenting

a photograph frame. The method of con^

ventlonnLi^ing a natural form is to hx on

some characteristic feature possessed by
the form, and arrange it in a decorative

manner that is suitahle to the object decii-

rated. Thus, in the daffodil, the le-avcs

are capable of being made into a variety

of afia]i;'S and forms that lutve on extremely

the natural form:* can be modified with

considerahle freedom of treatment, and
lesa objection can be tahen to such alteratiou

in the treatment than in the general plan-

ning. But even in the treatment, modes
that arc so artificial as to kill natural

strength and vigour must be carefully

avoided!.

How to Build Designs

The elcmcuts out of which ornament is

built up, and the principles which govern

the building-up processes having bem
dealt w'lth, it will be shown how' the-e

principles are to bs applied to the elements

ri«. 136.

Fig. 13^.

Flg«. 136 ud 137.—Frias'S ILI^ntratis^ the Pluming of Dtiign by Maas.

decorative value and a face view of

th3 flower with its six iietals and deep

cup can be made into many conventional

shapes^ without quite disguising its identity.

It is s matt.er of opinion how far it is legiti-

mate to take this principle of conventionalism

in respect of natural forms. Some advocate

taking it to any length, even to the extent

of entirely losing the identity of the original

form. However, it is thought that suffi-

cient should be left to enable the ori^nal

type to be identified. Truthfulness, too,

should have some coneide ration, Thua,

the number ol petala should correspond to

the number possessed by the original form,

however much their shape aud arrange-

m ’dt are altered
^
and the relative strength

and width of the leaves should be maintained

so that the distinctive ebumeter of the

daflodil, as a natural form, can be secured

and made permaueuL In the actual carving,

Jor the production of good ornament.

In the first place, choose the particular

elements out of which it is intended to form
the design. This choice U conditioned by
(I) the character of the object to be deco-

rated
; (2} the space available for the

carving
; (3) the matcTial of which the object

is made. Thus chip carving would be

quite unsuitable for a large modem side-

board
;
and if only narcow spaces, such as

mouldings or narrow fricites, were to be
ornamented, the introduction of a large-

memhered element, such as a sunflower,

would be an offence against fitness. Simi-

larly, an object in boxwood would need a
very different kind of design from an object

made in English oak. The elements u'ill

now be arranged, which la done from either

or both of two points of view, that of mass
and that of line. By tbs first method,
that of mass, be^n the design by planning
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the prominent masACj of ornament, after-

warda itiaerting connecting linea as irubordi’

nate secondary membera. To design from

the line point of view, the leading Linea

should be planned first, and the maasea

placed afterwards. The firet method is

eminently suitable for work that has to be

placed, when completed, at a conaidorable

distance from the eye^ and therefore has

to be in high relief. The second method

is more suitable to work in low relief that

For high relief, elcmenla that arc big enough
to be noticeable without an undue in-

crease in size ^ibould be chosen, which in

this case ia the tulip. Fig, gives a

suggested arrangement of the masses. These

may be developed aftemarda either into

the flowers or into masses of leaves and

staikd. Then the stalks and other sub-

ordinate members (subordinate to the pur-

poses of ornameut) are put into position,

and the design completed^ as shown in

Tiz-

Figt, 139 and 139,—Panel Hlaetnting tbe FlfuuOng of Datign bj Line,

is subject to closer inspection, and In whi h

the beauty of a line arrangement is more
perceptible than would be possible at any
considerable distance. Generally, however*

designs are considered from both points

of view, and not from one point exclusively.

In beginning to make a design in high

relief, a fricte will be taken as an example*

This will need a considerable use of the

principles of repetition and alternation,

because of its \ngth* Fir^t di^i'ide its

length into smaller spaces, squares, and
oblongs arranged alternately, as shown
the fine lines in Pig. 13d. The second step

is taken by choosing the character of the

ornament* and by arranging the masses.

Fig. 137* Fi|^ 138 and 139 show the ttages

in the building of a design based (»n the

consideration of line. First, the space is

di^'idcd into Binatler spaces, if necessary

;

sometimes this need not l>e doae, Ijecauj^e

the linea can be arranged over the space as

a whole. In be^nning, an oblong panel

is divided by a vertical centre line, from

which the omatnent ia planned. Lines,

known as leading line^* are carefully ar*

ranged throughout the apace, as shown
in Fig. 13d, for the subsequent design to be

built on. The next stage is to place the

masses, and it should here be borne in

mind that, aa the line arrangement la to

predominate, these masses must be so

VI TTi-
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arrabged as to bo subordinate in oharacte
,

and herefore not of an aggressive nature.

Fig, 139 shows the finished design. The
procedure^ therefore^ in building a design

is as follows
; (1) Choose the elements

and arrange the character of the ultimate

design ‘ (2) plan the space available accord-

ing to its requirements, whether it is to be

in high reliel ot in bw relief—if the former.

in Figs. 13G and 137. Tbis spacing by
means of geometry may be of tw'O kinds,

temporary spacing and ^rmanent spa mg.
In the first case, the divi^ons made are,

after being filled with the ornumentp done

away wdth, and no trace of them remains,

aavc that which may be traced in the general

arrangement of the full design. Fig. 140
shows an example of such temporary spacing.

In the right half of the design the original

spacing lines are left in to show how the

design has been planned. In the left half

is shown the completed design. By per-

manent geometiioal spacing is meant an
arrsngemeot by which some part, or the

Fig. l40.--planji]jjg sf Ptiign hr Tfmporarr ng, Hi.-—Plwmlrg of Deilga bj Ptnaueat
OconifltrlcaL Dlriilon of Hald of Onuansnt- Qtomvtrfca] PlTltloa of Flold of Oraajuont.

plan lii massCs finjt ; and if the latter,

its leading lines first
; (3) then buiid up the

design by filling tlie spaces between the

masses, or by filling the skeleton consisting

of the leading lines.

tieonietdcat Aids to Planmni;.

Much assistance may be given in planning

by the application of geometrical principles

in dividing the field of ornament into smaller

and more convenient spaces. This assistance

hau already been noted in the frieze shown

whole, of the ori^nal lines is left in to

form essential and permanent jmrts of the

completed design. Thia is Mhown in Fig.

141, where some of the fines ultimately form
part of the design in the shape of strapwork.

Klieabetlian strapwork affords admirable
illustrations of the appUc-ation of this

principle of geometrical division in w'hich

the di^'id^ng lines are represented ultimately

by bands of strapwork, the spaces between
being filled with convent ioirnl flowers, leaves,

and grotesques.
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A KNOWLEDGE of the toob and other implc- each in turn, and obtaining the nia&tery

menta, and of the method of bwlding up the of each, a sound knowledge o( tho^ sue-

design, having been obtained, the actual work cessivc mechanical prui esaes necessary to

of wood Carving can now be proceeded with, master the technical difTicultieii is gaiiieiL

Fig. 142.—Fixing for Tracing cn th« W»od.

It 1b proposed to divide the subject into Such a technical knowledge, however per*

the following stages ; (1) Tracing, or other- feet it might be, docs not constitute an
wise putting on, the design

; (2) outlming that is necessary. Wood carving should
or wasting away

; (3) setting in
;

be considered as possessing two eides, the

grounding
; f5) modelling. By dealing with mechanical and the artistic, and the latter
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iH by far the grealer. Tbe would-be carver

Bhould train his artistic intelligence by
attending art ciasscS} esjpeeislly for lessons

in design^ and in the appbcaUon and the

history of ornament. Ho should a!s<i:>

Btudy tbo works of the best artists of all

ages in the way of sculpture and ornament,

and in these and other ways help to develop

the powers of conception.

manner, but as a luLe mo.st w'ood carvers

have to depend on tracing and transferring

w'ltb carbon paper to get the designs on the

wood. The following are the stages in

getting the design traced ;
(a} Have the

design on tracing paper
; (6) always work

from centre lines ; and (c) pm the design

along one edge^ slip the carbon paper under,

fii along the other edges where necessary,

Fiff. 143.—L«ft, V-tooI Tnach Wfvrk ^ Rtgktu WmBtln^ Awiy with OougtH

Traci njt the Desi^tn

WTiiitcver work is engaged on, the limits

of the design and its principal disposition

must be known. In o^itain forms of work,

such as carving in the round, sonic wood
carvers have so perfect a development of the

sense of form that they can dispense alto-

gether w^ith any pencil indication of the

design; but, generally, some such indication

ie necessary^ Some are able to sketch this

indication or design oa the work in a direct

and trace. If the design is drawn on
tracing paper, it can be easily fixed

in tho centre and quite square. By
working from centre lines, the design ia

atwave central and square^ ’Whatever

the ^character of the design, always draw
lines through the centres of the length

and width of the design, and make similar

centre lines on the wo^. By making these

lines coincide, accuracy is assured in the

process of fixing the design^ Take care

that the carbon paper is used black side
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to th« wood. There arc various kinds of

carbon paper, but that which is black on

one side ordy is the best because it is cleanest.

In pinning the design^ the pins should be

placed inside the margin^ otherwise they

will mark the margin permanently. Fig.

143 shows the design fixed on, and one side

traced. In this case the design was pinned

cutting a V-trench aliout j in. away from
the outlines, and then setting in ; and
(S) by wasting aw^ay the wood with quick

gouges up to about | in. of the outlineB^

and then aettiug in. The first mcthoi) Is

often employed, but i$ umultabie because

by this method thin stalks, and other

thin parts of the design, nearly always

Fiff. 144 —Loft, Bettlnp Jn * Klglit, artmndlng.

down the centre line brat, the carbon paper

then slipped under, and then pinned on
the margin. An ordinary pencil is generally

used for tracing, but a style (say* of ivory)

is tbe best, A pencil often spoils the out-

hue of the design for future use.

Outlining or Wastinfir Away
When the design is successfully placed,

the first thing to do is to cut away the

wood to form the ground. There are three

ways in which this can be done : (1) Ry
setting in along the outline first

; (2) by

get broken and dislodged, owing to the

lateral pressure due to the ra]nd driving

in of the tool. The second method con-

eists of cutting* with a V-tool, a trench

about
ji

in. away from the outline of the

design. This is shown in the left half

of the panel in Fig* 143. This V*tool work
is done in all the comers and channels of

the design* and eapecIalLy so across tbe

tluD parts of the design. Then the setting

in is done on the outline (sec Fig. 144). The
third method Is somewhat similar to the

V-tool method, ex^cept that the whole of the
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ground gets wast^ away instead of merely

a trench being formed. This is done with

various quick gouges, the sizes of which

will vary with the width of the apace to be

cut out, as shown in the right-hand half of

Fig.. H3. It ia then set in, as shown in

Fig* 144* Kither of the two latter methods

should Iw employed in preference to the

first method^ for the reason that when
a tool is driven into a piece of w'ood, it

ejferts a lateral pressure in both directions

because of its thickness. This must be

80, as the first blow does not cause any

cutting away of the wootL The propor*

tion of lateral pressure in each direction

slides completely along, liodily. This is

the cause of the splitting and loosening

of the thinner elements of the design, cspo-

dally those lying across the grain, which Is

a feature of the first method. By either

of the two latter methods, the evil cffecta

of this lateral pressure are nullified, as

the V-tooL trench, and the wasting away
of the ground with a gouge, make the lines

of least reaiatance invariably lie in the direc-

tion of the groundwork. And, as this is

bound to come out, any splitting that occurs

in this direction can be ignored. Fig. H5
shows clearly what is meant. In the left

half of Fig. 143, A shows part of a stalk set

Fig. 145.—

Holding Carving

Tool on Work.

varies inversely to the amount of resistaticp.

Force moves along the lines of least

resistance, and therefore it Is obvious

that If the tool is driven in about ^ in. away
from the edge of the boanl, the greatest

pressure would be exerted in the direction

of the etlgc, because of the greater bulk of

resistance lying in the other direction.

This transmission of lateral pressure cannot
occur without some result ! as a matter of

fact, a slight sliding of the grain takes

place at the level of the greatest depth
of the cut, This sliding of the grain varies

inversely as the resistance, and, ob^Housty,

the nearer the edge of the wootl the greater

the volume of force that streams through in

the shorter direction, until the varying

resistances Ijccome so disproportionate that
the wood along the shortest directiou

in by the first method. The firat blow' (thut

on the right) was quite successfully done,

but when the second cut whs made, the line

of least resistance lay across the stalk

and, being quite narrow*, ' it slid away
towards the first cut, to the depth of the

cut. This can easily be seen in the illustra-

tion* At B, tw'o trenehea are made, one

on each side. The result of this is to

make the line of least resistance lie

away from the stalk, an<l consequently the

stalk escaped any transmission of lateral

pressure and remained intact. In ground-

ing, Iwth V-cutSj and the wasting away,

should bo made at n. uniform depth. The
pro|icr way of hohling the carving tool

is shown in Figs. Itb and I4fi, Tha
handle of the tool is held firmly in the right

hand, and the blade is also held firmly in the
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left hand. It la somctiruea adyieed, that only

the hagera of the left hand should be bid

on the blade of the t4x>l^ and used for guid-

ancc only. But the more tirmly a tool is

held by both hsada, the greater safegiiard

there is against Inaccurate cutting and
the slipping of the tool over the edges.

The progress a tool makes depends on the

balance of pressure that c3dsts be tween

The direction and the shape of the stroke,

viewed from the side, is shown in Fig. 147,

It h in reality a segmental curve. Pig,

I4t> shows the under aide ol the hands when
holding the tool as in Fig* 145. Referring

to the left hand, the three points ol grip

are, the thumb, the tw^o middle hiigcrs,

and the fleshy edge of the hmid. By sud-

denly bringing heavy pressure to bear by

Flp. 14S. - PotitJAti Af Fin^«ra in Holdldg Cu-ving Tool.

the forward (right-hand) thrust and the

backward (left-hand) thrust. The smaller

the balance of pressure, the less risk there

is of false cuts and slips. The left hand,

near the WTist, should always rest on the

wood^that is, wherever possible. This

forms a pivot round which the tool can
revolve, and limits the length of the cut,

and helps to prevent it cutting too far.

Short strokes to the cut are the best. The
longest lines should be cut with a succe -

sion of short strokes. An even continuity

iKtth of depth and direction can be insured

better by this means than by any othcTi

the thumb and Cw^n middle fingers on their

respective sides of the tool, a perfect
** brake b obtained tcT further pro-

gress, and the fiossibility of slipping is

diminished. In wasting away, make the

cut^ across the grain, wdierever possible j

the w'ood cuts more uniformly thus, in

Fig. 145 this ha4 been done, tlie only
exceptions being the narrow spaces that

lie in the sam'3 direction th:^ grain.

Wa^tin;? Away with IV\achine*

An engineer upproiichiiig w-cwod carving

from the point of view of Ills profession
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devi^d the madime shown by Pig. I’lS,

for wasting aw'ay the wood, bia contention

being that the first stage of wood carving

is preparatory and tnecbanicnl only, and
colls for an artisan rather than an artist.

This stage terminates when the design

has the appearance of having been fret-

sawn out of one planed board, the thick-

ness of its relief^ and stuck to another
planed board which forms the ground.

His appliance is a means of executing

the first, or preparatoryj stage not only

more quickly, but also more perfectly, he

claims, than is possible In tbe usual way
to a person of onl_v ordinary skill. The
(ipplifince is a sensitive drilling machine
(Fig, 143), which can be put on the lathe

bed and driven from the cone pulley. It

stands on a hardwood bed- plate, having

a fillet to fit between the lathe bearers,

rij^. 147, —^Disgrun ihswln^ Sld» View of S^bort-

ttrolce Cattlag.

and can be lifte^l nn or ofl the lathe in an
instant, not requiring fixing. To fasten

permanently on the iron drilling table, a

much larger har^twood table ia strongly

recommended. .Ylter squaring up a board
to the outside dimensions of the panel that

is to be carved, he rips off wdtb & circular

Bfiw a rebate all round by two cuts along
each edge. The depth of this rebate is

just the amount of the proposed relief (or

a abaving less to allow for cleaning up),

and its w'idth is such as to leave the raised

portion the size of the eight opening of

the panel. Next he transfers the design

to the wood, and takes the w'ood to the
drilling machine, in which a slotting bit as

shown in Fig, 149 (not a pointed drill) is

set so that it can just barely reach the face

of the rebate when the panel is on the drilling

table. He uses n Jdn. bit in the first instance,

and bores a series of holes about in,

from each other, and the eame distance

dear of the outline of the design. The
flat bottom of each hole of course, at

the level of the " ground.** Each bole only

takes about a second to drill, and in this

way he completely honeycombs all the

wood that has to be reduced to ground

level. ^Micn this is done he changes the

j-in. bit for a jdn. bit, bores to the same

Fif- —nrlllLa^ Htehlae for Wutiag
Away.

depth, and completes the tioncycomhing

ill those parts where there was not room
for a ^dn, hole. Then with the panel on

the bench, and with a flat gouge and mallet,

he roughly lowers the ground, which is

not only so weakened by the honeycomb-

ing that its removal is rapid and easy,

but is covered all over with marks at the

right depth, bo that there is no need for

alow, careful work to avoid going too deep*

He does not try to obliterate the drill

marks, but merely leveU to them very

roughly. The process is a very quick

one. Then he stabs out the design, not

very carefully, but well on the outside of

the outline, as the final outlining will

be done later. This is comparatively quick

and easy* as it is only the trimming of an

Fig. Bit died in Waitlng-aiiaF

edge, not setting down in the solid, Then
from the drilling machine he removes the

counterbalance of its lever, so that the

drill is now held down, instead of up, by
the weight of the parts* The work U then
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palled about with both hauda under the

revolving driUt which acta as a very rapid

and effijcient router^ and leaves a beauti-

lully tut ground of absolutely uaifom depth

all over/" Then the final t^mtuing of the

outliue is done, nearly entirely with the

chiseL For this purpose he finds that the

beet tool U a keenly set bevd -edge paring

obisel. To use a gouge is to be often chang-

ing the tool. Besides, be states, gouges

are ground to a bevel on the convex side,

and so are highly unsuitable tooU for ver^

tical stabbing of concave outlines ^ Even
concave curves of sharp radius he stabs

out with the chisel, and the suliseq^uent

trimming they require, if any, is slight,

Bevel -edge chiseU dow^u to -iV in* wide are

obtainable, and a aubstantial portion of

the work, if the curves are quick, will

be done with chisels J b. to \ in. wide.

The walls of the design should now' stand

truly vertical. It is u&ual to lean the

handle of the tool a little over the design

In outlining} which makes the walls slope a

little outwards. But it should Iw re*

membered, he statefl, that this is a minor

evil, and is only recommended to guard

against the major evil of the waUs aloping

inwards, that is, undercutting them. The
ideal condition is absolute perpendicularity,

80 that} whatever depth it is cut, the outline

will be as true as it was marked on the

surface. The drilling method of getting

out the ground is of great assistsnoc herC}

ds the sides of the drilled holes—very close

to the final outline—arc truly vertical. His

drilling machine drills up to 1 in. from its

standard} so it will reach all over panels

that are not more than 14 in. wide. A
little practice la required before the slotting

bit can he safely used, as it tends to run

along the surface of the work if the Latter

19 not rigidly held till it has got an entry.

This is 600U got over. Another point is

that the bit, which of course should he

kept sharp} must be gripped very firmly in

the chuck ; otherwise U will creep down
and cut below the surface intended, espe-

cially when routing. In criticism of this

machine method of wasting away, it may
be admitted that, as the engineer claims,

the first part of the work is more or less

mechanical} and may legitimately he done

with labour-saving meclmnical appliances;

but the advisability of finishing with these

tools is questionable, even though they
do make an absolutely level eurfscc. In

fact} this particular result Is one that

it is better to avoid. Such a ground*
work may be exact and trim, hut it is

fearfully mechanlcaL The value of an)^ w cmhI

carving is to a large extent iu its vlrib}

nervous cutting because it is that which
gives it life, and therefore character ; and
it is obvious that a mecbanicsl process

is the beat possible method to adopt to

Idll completely any striikUngs^ after Life and
character. If it were the regular thing

to punch the ground, then of course the

mecbsnical treatment is legitimate and}
indeed, is recommended, because of the time
saved. But it should be taken for granted

instead} that wherever the tool can get,

there it should make its evidence seen ;

and there it should play it.s part in giving

life and vigour and character to the work,
even if it is only the ground tliat js in

question^ This is why punching should
be avoided ; it 1b itself purely mechanicaU
and can never be productive of a highly

ideal or artistic ofiect} It therefore follow'

b

that wdiilst mechanical means may be em-
ployed to waste large tracts of groundwork
(comers and other similar places), at least

the finishing process should abvai'S be

done by hand, to give life and diameter
tn the w'ork — to the ground as well

us to the modelled design.. Further,

the punebing, being itself u mechanical

process, should only be used w^heu the

erork is of such a poor quality that ihe

inark of the punch is preferable to the

work of the tool. It is a vitiated taste

which assumes tfiat a pnnclied ground
has any intrinsic value. A carved ground,

provided it is well cut, is infinitcl)* pre-

ferablc} The use of the paring chisel iu

connection with the above method is good ;

being thin at the edges., the chisel goes

easily into acute angles, lbs general use

for concave curves ia not advised, how-
ever. A gouge makes a better curve,

and any difficulty with regard to its grind*

ing angle can easily be got over b}" sloping

the tool slightly outwards, oo that the

grinding face is perpendicular.
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Setting In

When the outlining, or waiting away, of

the ground apace ia completed, the design

13 set in as a means of finally and com*
pletely separating it from the ground space

{see left half of Fig. H-t, fi^). It con*

Flff. ISO.—IS«ttULg In: Holding Tool Mldvaj, vttli

Tbumb on Haudit.

handle
; this enahles an effective pressure

to he applied at once to the tool, when
required. In Fig. \bl another method of

holding the tool is shown. The blade, in

this case, is held vrith the fotedager and the

thumb of the left hand, close tti the cutting

edge. By this means the hand is always

Fig. iSl. ’-Sotting In i Holding Tool dOM to

Cutting Edgftr

sists of holding suitable tools perpendicu-

larly on the oatUne of the design, and
then, either by hand or mallet pressure,

forcing them into the wood, until the out-

line of the design is Tepresented by a con-

tinuous line of tool cuts, taken to a uniform

depth (see Figs. IDO and 151^ In Fig. IpO

the left haud is shown grasping the tool

firmly about midway down its entire lengths

Notice the position of the thumb on the

resting on the wood
\ this assists in quickly

recovering the tool from the previous blow

of the mallet, and enables it to he placed

ready for the next blow, in the quickest

possible time. \Mth the tool held as In

Fig. luOj a particularly quick eye and
steady hand are necessary to place it

instantly where required, so that no pause

(fi break ensues in the successive blows of

the malki.
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Precautions in ScttinK^ In

The principal precautioiLa arc as follows

:

(1) Hold the tool ehghtly away froni the

perpendicular, with the handle leaning

elightly over the deaign, (2) Set in deep

enough. {^1 Set in to a uniform depth,

(i) j^ke al] the cuta meet one another.

(5) Set in atroaa the grain first, whenever

possible. (6) Set in only on the outline.

Reference to Fig. 150 will show what is

meant by the first precaution. The object

of this is to ensure the strength of all the

elements of the design. If the handle is

allowed to lean over the groundwork, the

thin member is ensured. These false cuU
should be made a little distance awa}'

from the lines, gradually working back-

warda towards the design, making each suc-

ceeding cut closer to the preceding cut

than it is to the farther side of the thin

member, and thus always securing that

the line of least resistance lies away from

the deaign.

Uniform Depth in Setting In

Reapeeting the second and third pre-

cautions mentioned aliove,^ all cuts should

l>c uniform in depth, and of a depth that

is sulficient for the purpose of taking out

P^. IBS.—Hathwl ot Using Ronltr*

cutting edge naturally is driven under the

outline of the design, and makes the member
narrowGr the deeper the tool goes

;
also it

w'eakens the edge of the design, and causes

breakage and splitting. This is a serious

matter, especially with narrow^ members
such as stalks. The amount of divergence

from the perpendicular should not W
greater than that perceptible in Fig. 150

otherwise it creates another difficulty

—

that of making the design wider, in pro-

portion to the depth the tool Is driven.

Setting In Stalks and Thin Members
lu setting in a stalk or other thin mem-

ber it is sometimes advisable to make false

cuts, even when the ground has been wasted
away, or outlined. Thus the safety of the

the ground neatly. 3kiny Ijcginners fail

at this point, because of a lack of vigour,

and the result is that the groundwork
cannot be cut evenly and neatly. The
edges of the design therefore become chipped

and untidy^ Too much force should not

be used, as this w'lll tend to split the wood.
Eeliar.ee should be placed on light, smart
taps of the mallet, rather than on heavy
and " dead ” blows. A light blow accom-
plishes its w'ork of driving in the tool by

a minimum of force ; because the tool is

withdrawn Iwfore the whole force contained

in the blow has time to spread through the

wood adjacent to the cut. But a blow

of the “ dead '* variety works havoc with

the grain of the wood, as all the force con-

tained in it is allowed to spread beyond the
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cut; and when thin sUlks are being set in,

rrmi.'h damage results^

Overlapping Cuts in Settingr In

To make all the cuta meet one another

means that each cut should overlap slightly

the previous one to produce a continuous

outline. This also enables the ground
space to be cleared with ease, and without

danger to the outline of the design. !^luch

judgment has to be exercised in selecting

the tools for setting in, ao that they fit

tbe curve of the outline, and thus follow

the design exactly. If the design contains

Other Points in Settin^f In

To set in only on the outline means
that only as much of the design as the

groundwork touches should be cut in at

this time. The cutting in of these parts

which lie within tbe boundaries of the

outline is included in the modelling pro*

cess* The flatter tools, say up to curve

No. 5 in the too) lists, are principally used

in setting up. If a cur%^e requires a bigger

tool than Ko. 5, use flatter tools of narrower

width, and make a great number of strokes.

The reason why this should be done is that

rig* 183.— Mflthod of Using Urouudiiig TooL

curves which arc not represented by any
tool in the worker^s aet^ act as follows : if

the curve of the design is coDcave,. use a tool

whose curve is slightly more concave, rather

than one whose curve is flatter ; and if

the curve ia convex, use a tool which is

flatter than the curve.

Setting In Across the Grain First

Cuts 1}iug across the grain should be

made first, wherever possible ; whilst those

lying with the grain should follow in the

order of setting in. The reason is that the

wood has a greater tendency to split with

the grain than across the grain, but tbe

wood cannot split further than the cross

cut.s if these liave already been made.

a tool of quick curve is much more apt

to be subject to the lateral pressure exerted

by the wood, because of the greater cireum*

ference of its curve, than a tool of flatter

curve. Consequently it gets broken much
more easily, even with careful use* Care
abould be taken to equaliiiQ the power used

in setting in. Small enclosed spaces re-

quire less iorce than spaces which are oi

larger area. Setting In with the grain, too,

requires less force than when setting in

across the grain.

Grounding

When setting in is finished, tbe work
of taking out the superfluous wood in

this ground space is proceeded with. To
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pear sniii«what as i^bown in tbc right half

of Fig. {p. 61J. Then followa the fiat-

toning nnd smoothing of the ground ns

already described. When all thU has becu
done, the ground should appear as in the

light haJf of Fig. U4 (p. (1:^). To assist in

remoTiDg the superfluous wood in the

ground space
^ the router is often used.

Fig. 152 shows it in use^ Thia tool gets the

masses out quickly^ and to a uniform
depth. It doc* not do this by cutting the

wood, but by tearing or scraping it. For
this reason it is not recommended for the

most artistic work, unless the trace* of it^

work are destroyed by going over the
ground with the fiat cutting tools. It

should be accepted as a sound principle

that all wood that has to l:»e taken away
should be cut out, and not scraped, levered,

torn, or split away. In using the router,

the bulk of the wood should be cut away
first with a quick gouge. Keep the l>ody

of the router firmly on the wood, and use

sufficient pressure to prevent it jumping.

Fig. 153 shows the grounding tool in use.

This tool is well odapteil for clearing ainall

FIff. 1*€h—

T

rlnusiae Stoueh Edge* wUh V-tooL

only;, the maas of wood in the centre of the spaces which could not f:e done w^ith a tool

ground spaeca should be cut away by means having a perfectly straight blade. By means

of a quicker gouge, say a j-in.. No. 7 or 3 of the bend in the blade, the cutting edge

curve. This would make the ground ap* can he taken almost all the way across the

do this, take a tool of about No. 5 curve

aud from in. to ^ in. wide, and cut the

wood away nronod the outline. Then with

the same tool roughly level the whole

Figt. lS4and 15D.—DUgrasu ihowliif Advaato^
of Beat Oraaading Tool.

area. Further to level the ground, take

cools of No'. 3 curve, and from in, to | in.

wide, to suit the vaiynng spaces, and bring

the ground to a uniform level. Bo not

use a tool that is quite flat (straight tools),

because its corneta invariably scratch

the ground. A tool of No. 3 curve is

just curved enough to lift the comers off

the ground, and yet is flat enough to produce

a ground of the necessary smoothness.

It is not necessary to get the ground so

smooth as to suggest that it has been done

with a plane. Tool marks may show, but

all the cuts should be smooth, deiin, and

shiny. If the ground has been outlined
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space vfbilst a straigbt'bllaiied tool could,

only begin near tbe centre of the space

(see escamples giren in Figs. 151 and lp5).

It 19 a somewhat difEcult tool to use. The
handle should be held much higher than

in the case of the ordinary carving tool.

Compare Fig. 103 with Fig. 145 (p. 63).

The hand holding the tool should always

be carried at the same height. The common

require trimming must be done with the

ordinary tools^ by means of setting in. The
design is now quite ready for modelling.

Modelling

It is in this stage that the artistic attain-

ments of the wood carver show themselves*

and the success attending one's eKorts in

modelling are dependent far more on the

Fig. SeULn^ In: ESglit* UodeUlng.

tendency is to dip the hand as it goes for-

ward
;

consoqucntly the tool's edge ceases

to grip the wood. The V-tool is useful at

this stage* by applying it to those edges
of the design that are slightly faulty in

their definition and direction. By holding

it to one side, so that that side of it which
Is nearest the edge of the design is nearly

perpendicular, the faulty outline con easily

be reduced to its proper proportions and
definition. Fig. 15G shows the V-tool in

use* correcting a curve in the lower part

of the design. The V*tool can also be useil

for longer curves. Quicker curves that

development of these than on any perfec*

tion of technique. There are two sides to

modelling : the life side and the form
side. The latter is a matter of the training

and cultivation of manual de^rterity. The
former is a matter of conception first, and
afterwards one of the training and the
cultivation of the higher faculties. There*
fore few remarks can be made that will be
helpful in more than a very general w'ay

;

and what remarks arc made ere intended
to apply to modelling In general, and not
necessarily to the particular panel here
illustrated. Fig. 157 shows the panel finished,
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and a portion of toe ground punched.

V^arietj and contrast arc the life of the

carvings and constitute the larger abare of

importance in modelling, in producing the

greatest effect. To this end, the whole
aurfaco should vary in height, both in the

length and the width of a member. Alter-

nate elevation and depression of surface is

absolute!}' indispensable. And yet all this

must not be done in a purely mechanical

manner ; so much depends on the develop-

ment of one's individual judgment and
artistic sense. To obtain the best con-

trast, and therefore the beat effect, certain

parts of the carving have to he selected

as being essential masses ; these are,

generally speaking, flowctB, fhiita, animals,

course of the stalks, and gives greater em-
phasU to the line arrangement of the design.

Tf the ground Is takcu to a comparatively
great depth, use this depth to its greatest

possible value. That is, make the leaves

twist down in some part, at least, to the

ground, making the greatest use of what-
ever relief there Is, Kespeciing the finish

of the groundwark, It is the greater ideal

bo try to get it i)o neatly done as to du
without any punching, especially when
working in the more valuable hardwoods.
Sometimes punching is ticceasary from an

artistic point of view', but only if this is so

should punching be resorted to. The aim
should be, in every case, to do such tool

work as will render this quite unnecemry*

FtEr icf.—HutIii, Mst
Bevelled Back

F\gr 102.—DereJopDieab from
Pif. isi: MilCjUl BemoviMl

rig. IM.—
Ordinary Xaigin.

Fig- 101 .—Margin Sunk Below
Level of Carving.

ng. IflO.^Margin Hollewed
with Oouge.

Fig. 10?.—Margin. Qmuad
Gouged in.

ami the human form. These essential

parts have to be given the greatest promi-

nence, and thus they are Left the full height.

Other parts, such as leaves and stalks, arc

quite as essential, viewed na line ornn-

ment, but they can, be subordinated in

height, to give the greater contrast and
promLnenee to the masses. In this par-

ticular example tills has been done* The
liowera are given prominence, as the masses,

together with the more important leaves,

whilst the stalks and all the leaves are

treated as line ornament* The leaves, which
otherwise would have been plain to the

point of baldness, arc made effective by
twisting them and folillng their edges

over, and thus causing that play and con-

trast of light and shade w^hich is essential

to the true effect. lu modelling stalks it

18 better not to make them of a half-round

section, but to make them slightly hollow,

as in this example, or with a decided ridge

along the centre* The Utter treatment
eualdes the eye to readily follow^ more the

Marjcins

There are many ways of treating the edges

of carvetl work^ some of them Ijcing illus-

trated in Figs. 158 to IffJl Pig. 158 shows
the ordinary margin, Fig. 159 the edge

levelled back, and Pig. IfiO the niargin

hollowed with a gouge* Pig* 101 shows a

margin which is sunk below the level of

the carving, and Fig. IGi! gives a further

development of tliis, in which the margin

is entirely removed. This treatment enables

the carving to stand off the ground in a
very bold and striking manner. Fig. IG'jl

shnwa the ground simply gouged In, thus

making It rise In an unbroken curve to

the surface of the wood. In plan, there

is no necessity for keeping the margins with

straight linca tKua they may be of vary-

ing curves, and the eomers may be ar-

ranged otherwise than wuth sharp angles.

Margins should conform to the artistic re-

quirements of the work, and should not be

introduced merely for the purpose of variety.
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iNCjEjEt) OAftViNO \a oftsil Buit*bk foc

apaco in which relief carving would Iw im*

possible or improper- Such examples occur

in tabic topa> trays, stool tops, the tops

square r the work should be securely cramped
to the bench. Then take the V-tool, and
holding it firinly in the tight hand, wntli

the butt of the handle in the palm, and the

Fig. 104.—Dwlgn tuJtoble for ludsod Carrlag.

of revolving bookcases, cJiair seatfl, and
similar surfaces^ these generally occupying

horizontal positions. Incised carving con-

eists of carving a design, without any ground-

work* There Is very little if any setting

in, the designs being generally arranged

to avoid this, by contriving that the outlines

shall be as far as possil>le of a continuous

curve, that can be cut with the V-tooL
Therefore the only ^tting in required is

fingers of the left hand holding and steady-

ing the blade
j
proceed to make a cut of

uniform depth, with the point of the tool,

exactly on the outline of the design. The
tool should he held perfectly upright as

shown in Fig. 16D,. which compare with

Fig. 1G6, where the V-tool is shown held in

an inclined position* The depth of this cut

will be regulated by the character of the

design, the nature of the work, the position

Fig. lec. Ffg. 1«4.

Flew les and lak—Comet and lacemet Fotitloiu of Teel for laelied Carving.

when very short lines cannot be avoided, it will ultimately occupy, and the use to

Fig. IGl gives a design which can be taken which it will be put. Generally, the depth

as a typical example of incised carving, should not be more than in, All the

When the design is traced quite true and long stretches of outline wiQ be done with

73
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the V-tool. The Ehorter lines and the

Ijoea that arc much curved^ aa at A (Flg^

lGi)p will need setting in. In doing this^

make the cut as nearly like a V-cut as

possible by moans of an inclined cut on each

Modellinsr

The next process is to model the work»

and this is done just as if a groundwork

had been prepared. The outside edges

Fig. 167.—SMtipn of Wid» Part

of L«av«4 (i«« Fig. L66>.

Fig. 168 .— Bictlpa of

Stalk (MS Fig. 164).

Fig. 169.—fifctioa of Tulip

(ie« Fig. 164).

side* Care hue to be exercised to keep the

V-tool exactly on the line all the way, so

as to make good curves. To do this, take

short cuts with the tool
;
do not attempt

a long outline with one continuous stroke.

Moke a point of getting good angles
;
do

not let the V-tool slip too far* but keep it

just a trifle ahort of the funotion, so that it

can be easily trimmed without danger of

jumping over. The work will now present

are rounded ofl* the leaves are eepa rated

with the V*tooh and, with the surfaces of

the flowers, are gouged. Certain parts are

rounded, and the petals are sunk, just as

if the w'ork was in ordinary relief. Greater

care, however, hue to be taken than In

ordinary relief carving, in order that the

took do not slip and out the wood outaide

the outlines. This ia the greatest source

of danger, and too much care cannot be

178.—M*Ulf]d af Uiiag Tool Ipir Incistd Curtiig.

an appearance similar to that obtained in

the exercise described in the previous chapter,

but with the exception that in the present

instance no ground has been taken out,

exercised in avoiding it. Figs. IG7, lfi8, and
jey give sections of the various parts of

the carving ; these and the shaded design

(Fig. 1G4) wiU give an ides as to how the
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modellm^ is done- Glasapaper should not

be used, but all tbc work should be clean

from the tool, Sometimes that which in

ordinary carving would be the ground'

work is punched, although this is not

recommended* Occasionally, also> oblique

cuts crossing each other are made with the

V'too]
;

this produces an effect which Is

sometimes very useful.

Designs for Incised Carving

Some judgment is necessary in choosing

designs for incised work. As the V^tool

is largely used, designs with long sweeping
curves and autlinea should be favoured,

so that nearly the whole design can he cut

with the tool mentioned. The style of

treatment adopted in the modelling is, of

FIf. 171.—Betting Id (,Taklng SsciCKiid Cat) ta Indeed Canrliig.

Further Hints

Fig. 170 shows how the V^tool b used in

cutting the outlines of a design in incised

carving. Fig. 17 1 aha^vH how the setting in

of small lines and quick curves is accom-
plished. The inside cut is first made with

the handle of the tool inclined over the de-

sign to correspond with the angle of inclina-

tion of the side of the V-tool. Then the

chip Is cut out by making the outer cut

necessary to complete the V-shaped incision.

In doing this part of the work it is necea^

saiy to have the edges of the tools por-

feedy square, or the tool cuts will not meet,
and a ragged outline wnll he the result.

course, limited to objects of a somewhat
flat form ; hut some variation can be

made to get the contrast required for

good effect, by sinking the incisions of the

outlines of the flowers, for example, a little

deeper, so that a more round^ section,

and therefore an apparently greater relief,

may be obtained. The deep cuts in the

leaves may also be taken deeper than the

depth of the incised outline, so that a

greater strength of character may be given

to the design, with stronger contrast of

light and shade. But, of course, these

deeper cuts must be made within the

limits of the outline of each member, and
must not touch the outline.
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Adaptability of the V*tool

Where the overlapping of the stalks

ami leaves occtits, it might appear to he

necessary to take the mdscd out line deeper

than usual* order to get the various

levels required
| but this is not so* It

wilJ he noticed in Fig* that those

parts which lie mulvr other parts arc not

elalvoratcly or deeply modelled, and there'

fore tiicro h but a slight difference between

the depths of the two parts. In addition

to outlinmg, the V-tool can he used for

modelling, for rounding over the edges

of the leaves and flowers, and for parting

the petals of the flowers ; and if the ground

is to be treated with the crossed and in-

cised cuts before mentioned, it can he used

for these also. Thus the importance of

thoroughly mastering the use of this tool

cannot be too strongly emphasised.

Some Examples of Incised Carvings

That the medieval craftsmen understood
hovT to decorate their productions by simple
Tieans and with the use of but few tools and
appliances will he evident to all who look
carefully nt the many examples of their

work to he seen in the museums. Fig. 172 ia

taken from a portion of a marriage coffer or

.^hest, one of many similar specimens to be
seen in the Italian Court of the South Ken-
sington Museum

;
the whole front has been

cox'ered with a very spirited design of

animals and foliage, simply incised on the
cypress wood of which the chest is made, to
a depth of about ^ in., and the details

and groundwork arc filled in with coloured
mastics, in this case the colours employed
being green and red* The decoration serves

its purpose admirably, and although nearly
five hundred years have elapsed since it

left the hands of the Veuetian decorator,

the design ia almost as plainly to he seen
as over, and it servos fully to illustrate

the principle so clearly advocated by Pugin
—the Gothic revivalist—that

**
all orna-

meat should consist of enrichment of the
essential construction,” a precept which
has been sadly ignored in much modern
work. Another example {Fjg. ITS) ia taken
from a German Gothic cahiuet in the

same museum, but of about a century later,
Fig. ITS.—fiiuiAQWQj- Fuel in Incised CerTtnj.
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Qsd forms part of tht comice and ba^e

moulding. Tide i>iew, although not so

rich in design, Is nevertheless (mjuaIIj

suitable for its purpoec ; and although the

wnrktnfinsbip of this example is by no

means of a very high ondcr^ yet it holds its

place among its more ambitious rivals.

Many similar pieces of ^ork to these tivo

specimens are to be found both throughout

England and on the C/ontIiien£> and serve

to show the amount of popularity this

class of decoration enjoyed. There are

many who, while posseasiiig the ability to

construct many articles of household wood-
work, are yet deterred from decorating

their productions because of the difhcultics

of learning to carve, and of acquiring

the knowledge of modclbng necessary for

doing really good carving in relief. To
these and others the examples here given

may serve as an incentive^ helping them
to direct their efforts towards a class of

work from which the results wilL be more
speedily accomplished

;
and after but little

practice they will be enabled to produce

decoration which, if not of the highest

order, shall yet be baaed on sound and
artistic principles. After some facility in

the use of the tool has been gained, a simple

running pattern, such as the German pat-

tern in Fig. 173, may he attempted, after

which any of the other designs given may
be suoccayfully executed. The design in

Fig. !“4 would be suitable for a box lid or

panel for a cabinet, and the running pattern

in Fig. 17y, being arraugctl to repeat itself,

could he used in a variety of ways as a

border, frieze, cornice, or dado rail. The
conventional sunflower pattern (Fig. 176)

has been designed for the decoration of a

door panel, but it could he adapted for

many other purposes. The leaves and
stal}^. and the seed ee.ntres and petals

ot the nowers, should be very carernlly

outlined with the veiner to a depth of

about 'IT in. ; the ground could be either

left quite plain, or, what would be prO'

fcrnble, worked across in a similar manner
to the other examples shown. The addi-

tion of colour to any of these designs may be

a great improvement in the eyes of some
workers, and a very good effect may bo

gained if the groundwork only is paintod In

with any oil colour, a dark rich blue being,

perhaps, as good as any^ hut if a very

rich effect is desired, tho sunflowor design

would bo improved by painting the ground
in cream colour, made by mixiag a little

raw sienna with white ; the leaves snd
stalks in warm green, of raw sienna and a
very little Prussian blue ; and the petala

in Venetian red, with the centre seeds gilded.
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PiERCED CARviNO h$.5 been known for cen-

turies as a most effective form of ornament-

ation. In medissTal cknrches Jt ffgures In

the shape of rood screens. Pierced carving

is less difficult than is commonly sup-

posetl, and very beautiful effects may Iw

obtained with comparatively little labour.

Bow saw or fret saw
\
brace and three shcTl

bits, say | in., J in., | in.
; wood file ; and

about three ri filers of various shapes. The
wood being prepared, and the design traced

on, fix the panel firmly in the bench screw,

with about half the panel showing {see

Fig. ITS). Then bore holes of various sizes

Fig. IT7.—Dwlgn suitable for Pierced CuTviiif,

Panel in Pierced Carving

The exorcise given In Fig, 177 is suitable

for a pancL The design is of modem
style or character, and la based on the

tulip. The panel is 1 ft. G in. long by
8 in, wide, and it should be | in. thick.

Being a modem design, the ffowers and
leaves should be treated in the freely con-

ventional way that le characteristie of the

style. In addition to the ordinary carding

tools, the following will be necessary ;

79

in the angles of the design, so that the

fret saw can be inserted (see left-hand end
of Fig. 179). If a fret saw is to be used,

then the smaller bit (| in.) wiU be suffi-

cient
; but if a keyhole saw is to be em-

ployed, the larger bits will be necessary.

Then saw out the wood between the outlines

of the design, keeping close to tbe lines,

but not obliterattng them. It is important

that the saw be kept perfectly perpen-

dicular, or Bi^uare to the face of the wood,
in all ways i otherwise the work wih suffer
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either in appcaranct or in strength
» or

in bothj Iwcauec of the lines becoming dis-

placed when the wood is cut into. If a key-

hole saw IB used, it shoalJ be a Fine-toothed

enables the leaves to l>o well twisted and
fiunkj and nicely varied. Tho tools should

be well Bbarpened, bo that as little pres-

surv as pissibJe shall bear on the weaker

Fl^. ns.—Finel Fixed in Bench Screw,

Fig^ lai— Creac Section of

Leaf iBCC Fic. 177,1

Fig. ISO.

—

Cro«i Section of

Tulip (tee Fig. 1T7)l

Hg. ISI.—LoafitiidiuaL Section

of Tulip (sfw ng. 177J.

Fig ISL

onCf to avoid rough work at the bock. A
treadle Fret saw is of girat use in sawing

out the wood. Wlien thia has been done,

lay the paneb face upwards, on a flat

board, and with a flat carving tool, ot a

joinor^tt paring chiacl, dean up the outlines.

Then fasten down the panel ti^tly, and

parts of the work \ these weaker parts,

such as the stalks that are lying across the

grain, should be carefully treated. In
carving the leaves, vary them in height from

stalk to tip, and from side to side. Pig. 180

gives a section of the flowers across their

width, and Pig. 181 a section through their

Fig. 179.—VsxUnui Btagei in EiurutlotL of Piarced CurrlBg.

proceed as in ordinary flat carving—that is,

the wood being in this instance fairly thick,

sink the underlying leaves and stalks to a

good depth. The thickness of the wood

length. Fig. 182 shows the appearance of
the surface of the leaves in cross section.

To finiBh the panel, the back edges of the
leaves and flowers should be trimmed by
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UNDERCUTTING

When It 13 deaJr^ to ^ve promkience to iorm—ttiat 13
,

of tbe ftctu&L cutting and
carving in order to produce full contrast of shaping of the wood into the form required

Light and shade, and thus to secure a bold to express the worker's ideas—undercut'

and striking effect, undercutting is reaorted ting occupies a high place, Aa a matter

to. This cansisU in cutting sway to s of technique, the dimcultios atteudlDg its

greater or a Less extent the wood that lies execution andoiibtedJy place a great value

under tbs suTbeo and within the limits on it, and require an educated ability

of the design. The result is that the to deal successfully with it. But from the

shadows thrown where the undercutting life point of view—that is, of the idea or

is are darker and much more distinct than iders which give rise to the necessity of

when tho ** walls " of the design are cut form or shape with which to express the

quite perpendicularly; and the depth of idea—the matter assumes a different aspect,

the shadow varies proportionately to the The result of a consideration of the matter

depth of the undercutting and of the from this point of view leads to the concln-

rehef. With undercutting some very sion that the use of this kind of work is

remarkable effects are obtained, as may governed by conditions of neceaaity. That
be seen, for instance, on examination of is to say, undercut work is only of value

the carved woodwork of the fourteenth and where it is necessary to fulfil a certain

fifteenth centuries, eApecially the screens definite and particular part in a general

of some of the churches of Norfolk and scheme. Another reason against its general

of the western counties. The remarkable use is, that by undercutting, the strength

work of that master of the craft, Grinling of the wood is considerably weakened,

Gibbons, owes much of its great effect to because of the cutting of the grain or fibre ;

the employment of discreet undercutting. and as true carved ornament should always

be subservient to the strength of the wood-
Value of Undercutting work and to the rules of proper construction.

At this stage it will be well to consider an excessive or undne use of undercut work,

the reasons for the use of undercutting, however striking and effective it may appear
and how far It may be adopted. Thoro to the uninitiated, should Im* avoided,

is a prevalent idea that undercutting marks
a very high level in wood carving, and that Grades of Undercutting

if a piece of work is undercut It must there- There are various grades of undercutting,

fore be good. So long as the life side and which may be class^ as follows t Simple

the form aide of wood carving (sec p. 71} arc undercutting, elaborate undercutting, cum-

confused, this will always be the case. But bined pierced and undercut work, and

if the two are considered separately^ und iindercutting on mouldings. These grades

the great difference that lies between them is will be separately considered,

realised, it will bo seen that it does not follow

that undercut work lb necessarily of the Simple undercutting

bigbeat value. From the point of view of This can bo applied to carving of very

Q
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lovi^ relief. Tbid must be emphaaisedp be-

CBUBO many think that the term “ uDdercut”

should be, or applied only to that claas

of work that ia sunk in such great relief

Desifcns for Simple Undercutting

Pig. IBS is a design to which this kind of

undercut work may reasonably and eflec*

Ftg. ISA.—Pesfgn tnltftbls for Blight UnilsrciittlJig.

Fig. 190.- ScctJui of

L«i.Tei withoat Undir-

matting

Fig. 19L—&«tlon at

Le«T4i Shoving AuiDaot

of OadflTcat^

that portions of the design can. be com-
pletely detached from the ground. Any
carving, the walls of which incline under

the pattern, as drawn on the surface, is under-

cut work. What Euay be deaigoatcd a^

simple undercutting ia that daaa of work
which ia in no part deUched from the

ground, but is simply cut under to intensify

the depth of the shadow, and so cause a

Fig. iSAu—Part af Fig. IBS EnlirgoiL

greater contrast between it and the high

lights ; or w^here it is done merely to take

away the bald and w'oodeu effect of a thick

edge to a leaf, for example.

tively be applied. The depth to which it

may be taken need not be more than } in.

at the greatest, the size of the whole board

being about 1 ft, G in. by 10 in. With this

depth (aad bearing in mind the remarks

given on p. 72 on making full use of the

depth of rdieO* ^ f>^od variation of the

surface can be obtained, and this means
that certain parts of the leaves and flowers

will be almost at full height from the ground.

This occurs on the portion of the panel

enlarged In Fig. 189. Here the leaves are

raised at a and depressed at n, the sections

of them being somewhat as shown by Fig,

190. The result is that at a, the high part of

the leaves, a high perpendicular wail occurs,

and this, viewed from the side, is uninterest-

ing and objectionable. If, however, the

wall is cut sway as in Fig. 191, by under-

mining the surface edge, the wall is quite

lost in the deep shadow that results, or

is made nearly invisible by being made to

coincide with the line of vision. The result

justifies the use of undercut work of this

kind, and, providing the actual edge of the

leaf is left thick enough to bear the strain of

brushing or cleaning, this method of not

only minimising harsh places, but turning

them into strongly effective members, can

be safely used. The actual method of

working is to set in and clear the ground
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AH uhuaI, but not to undercut when setting

ID. Then model the design, getting aa

much variety and contrast of surface as

Ftff, 19S.—BesiimEDg to Uadortut

possible. Vt^eii this is done, the efiect can
be increased by judidous undercutting of

the edges. Fig. l'^2 shows the edge of a leaf

being undercut, and Fig. 1U3 the use ot a

grounding tool in clearing away the super-

not to use too much force—which in a

panel like the one illustrated need not be

applied with a mallet—or the ground will be

cut up too much. Work of this kind ia

better left unpunched.

193.—Uiing OromidiDg Todl to Clear tka

Chip*.

Elaborate Undercutting’

Tbia is especially favoured by the student,

because of the w*onderful eSect supposed

to be obtained by it; and the question

Fig. 1S4. Fig. ise.

Fig. !««.

Figs. IM to 190,—Design, with Sections on S X end YT snitabi# for Ckmiplete tlndercuttiag.

duoua wood. Id undercutting a curved

edge, use a tool the curve of which is flatter

than the edge itself. Beware of aplittlng

the wood
;

always cut it, and be careful

appears to ¥801ve itself into how much of

the dciiign can be separated from the

ground, rather than how much support

can be given to the design by as complete

or
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an asAodati^n with the block of wood as

pOBdible. Fig, 194 is a dcBign suitable lor

elaborate undercutting. It is that of a

creature of the sea-serpent type, and a

complete detachiDent of tbe creature from

the ground La here reaaonabSe euough.
It may be supposed that a sea-serpent

197.— Sld« Elavatlon of 6mcb«t rrlib Fitrccd

ud tlndcrcub Carring.

would bave at least ita head projecting

from the Bea ; and that the convolu*

tioDs of its body would suggest that in

parts they should be quite detached from
the ground. But it should be particu-

larly noted that the limits of the strength

(or weakness) of the wood should not be
exceeded. Not so much of the body
should be completely dear of the ground
as would tend unduly to weaken that part

and render it liable to be knocked ofi. This

is where tbe real tuistakes In undercutting

are made; for instance, a design is chosen

that is not at all suitable for undercutting,

and it is treated in such a manner that,

although the technique may be good,

the carving is quite a failure on the

grounds of art and commonsousc. Fig.

195 Is a section of the board through x x
(Fig. 194), and Fig. 196 a section through y y
(Fig^ ^94), showing in each case the amount
of undercut that has been given, In com-
pletely detaching the serpent^s body from

the ground, the tools In an ondicary set

will do the greater amount of cutting neces-

sary to complete this design. The quick

spoon -bit gouges are vciy useful in cut-
ting away the wood under the serpent's

body, to dear it from the ground, and an
addition might bo made to the set of a
spoon-bit V-tool about 1 In. or in. in

width. This tool will help to dear the
comers and angles cleanly and neatly.

Great care must be exercised in getting

quite clean and level the ground under the
parts of the body that are completely taieed

from tbe ground.

Pierced and Undercut Work
There are two ways of producing the

appearance of a network of tracery that is

yet in nearly all its parts raised quite away
from the ground. First it may be cut
out of the solid block by very elal^rate and
dilEoult undercutting. To do this, the

ground apaces are cut down to a great depth,

as usual, and then the undercutting is

commenced. In this case, In addition to

the set of tools, a few spoon-bit gouges, both
quick and fiat, will be required. In every
respect the work win be carried out as
already indicated. The second way iu

which this kind of work can bCj,done is by
piercing aud carving on both front and
back of a piece of wood, which is then glued

to the face of another piece, so giving the

effect of work in very high undercut relief.

A good effect Is sometimes obtained by
carving two pieces in this manner and
fixing them together. Brackets to shelves

fig. las.—Croaa Bectloa of BracJtH (mo Fig.

may be treated in this way, and a rich effect

is the result. Fig. 197 shows a side elevation

and Fig. 198 a cross sectiouof such a bracket.

This method, os compared with the other,

eaves a great amount of Jabour, and is cer*

tainiy safer, as there is less danger of break-

ing the design. It is sometimes objected to

as being to $omc extent artificial and mis-^
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ieadinjgt giving the appearance of very com-

plicated and elaborate undercut caiving,

Undercutting on Mouldings

The shape of a moulding can often be

adapted to emphasise the prominent features

of an undercut design, and any design that

Ib to be applied to a moulding should be

BO built as not to injure the contour. This

as the third type does. Nevertheless,

very fine efiecta can be obtained by adopt-

ing the simpler form of undercutting,

namely^ tliat of cutting back the walls

of the design to secure a deeper shadow.

^'Vlien the background is cut to quite a

dissimilar section there are opportunities for

a very deep and detached form of under^

cutting. Examples of this can be seen In

some of the Devonshire rood screens of the

Fiff. 2Q0, Fig. SOI.

F1g<- 19S to lOi.—SecUou of Carved Moojdlnga with (a) Background of

SUnilu' Shapfr. (b) Bockgroiuid of Blmllu Bbape hut Varytiig iLn Depth,

and (c) Backgrouzid of DlS'eroat BectLou.

Fig. SOS —Sectioa of

Cured, Pierced and

Undercut Moulding,

with Carving on

Separate Portion.

means that enough of the design should
be anuDged tp lie oE full height, so ms to

ensure the possibility of the eye being

easily carried over the sunk and undercut
parts, without a perceptible break or jar,

and thus ensure the continuity of the original

moulded surface. Conceming the contour

of the ground, this can bo either
:

(a)

The same eection as the surface^ as at Fig.

]00 ;
(b) a similar section to the aurfacCt

but somewhat deeper in parts^ as at Fig.

i2Q0 ;
(c) an entirely dissimilar section, as at

Fig. 201. Sections of the first and second

types do not aJioiv of so much iiiLdcrcutting

fifteenth century. Sotuetlmea these moulds

ing$ were made aa shown in the BcctJoii

(Fig. 202). The detached part was pierced

and Carved, and then fijced to the cove

moulding, thus giving the representation of

very deeply undercut work. In designing

for all pierced work which has to be under-

cut* the greatest attentioti should be paid

to the plamung of the details, so that all

the elements have sufficient support ; and
this advice applies to all undercut work.

It must be taken as an invariable rule

that strength should never he sacrificed to

ituy attempt to gain eficct.
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At the prcseot time most of the eccle-

tidsticAl woodwork that la executed is

either purely Gothie in style, or la very

largely influenced by Qothic. Such work
requires special treatment—a peculiar

manipulation of the tools being rendered

necessary by the distinctive and exceptional

characteristica of the Gothic style, which

place it in a class apart. Gothic wood
carving follawa in its style and character the

featured of the architecture of the same
period. The wood carvers, however, were,

apparently, more conservative in their

methods than the masons, with the result

that the wood carving of a later period

commonly retains many of the character'

latica of the arebitectnral period immediately
preceding it. The Gothio style of archi*

tccture is divided into three principal

periods, the Early English, extending from

ab^ut 1190 to a.o. ; the Decorated,

from about 1275 to 1375 ;
and the Perpen'

diciilar, from 1575 to 153G. The latter

period is sometimes, and perhaps quite

rightly, divided iuto two parts, the Per-

pendicular proper and the Tudor period.

There Is little carved woodwork of the Early

I’liiglish periorl left now
;

thb best pre-

served and most complete example being

perhaps the misericorde scats in Exeter

Ciithedrah More curving of the Decorated

period is left, but there is little ia pro]>ortlon

to w hat was cxecatod. In the Perpendicular

period, however, a great proportion of what
was done is still retained i

and in its earlier

part it reflembles work of the Decorated

period. The charecteristio features of this

period are : (1) A use of natural forms

as elements of design, such as oak leavea

and acortxs, maple leaf, the vine le,af and
grapes, ivy, and similar forms, (2) A very

natural treatment of these forms, which is

yet conventional enough to fulfil the re^

quirements of decorative art. The char-

aetcristlc featnro of this treatmeut is the

unusual nature of the relief of the elements

making up the design, A reference to Figs.

203, 201, 205, and 2QG will make this clear.

These figures show a Gothic bo&s, with

various sections giving the depth and
character of the relief. These bosses were
used principally in wooden roofs at the

iDtersections of the beams. It will be

noticed that the contour of each leaf of

the boas follows that of a double ogee curve
(see Fig. 207). This is distinctive of carved

work of the Decorated and Early Perpen-
dicular periods. The effect produced hy
the alternation of the parts in high relief

with those cut down to a great depth is

extremely rich and tasteful, and the work-

mamhip required to give the fulieat effect

to such r4Lrving as this i$ of such a high stan^

dard that the majority of Decorated carvings

are of a high quality. The siee of this

block is 12 in. by 12 in. by 3 in., ami the

sections {Figs, 205 and 200) show that full

advantage is taken of the thickness. The
peculiarity of the cutting of the depth lies

in the fact that it la eonfiued to such a short

distance. Thus, from the diagonal sec-

tion (Fig. 20fi) it will be seen that a depth
of 1| in. has to be obtained in a space

not more than } in. in length. This necessi-

tates tho use of a tool known as the spoon-

bit tool (Pig. 45, p. 28), and half a doJEcn

tools of this kind should be obtained ; the

particular obtained will depend, of
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course, on the cberacter of tlie work oa
which they are iutendod to be employed.

Practical Gothic Carvinj^

To bcgiu work of this kind, the beat

thing to do after the design has been traced

on U to some osaentjal point, or points,

that are of such a depth that they cannot

be cut out by subsequent work* The
eight points marked in Fig* SOS by circles

are deeper than any other parts, and form

the essential points in the ekeleton of the

design. These holes may hi cut down by
means of a quick gouge, about ^ in* or | in.,

No. 8. Fig* 209 shows a quick and ready

way of doing this. The tool handle is held

perpendicularly between the palms of the

hands, and twirled rapidly backwards
and forwards, with a downward pressure;

a clean, welbdehned hole Is the result. The
next step is to mark the di\dsion$ of the

component parts of the design—in this

case the leaves or petals—and to cut down
the outlines of the dcsigu. Then proceed

CO cut away the superfiuoufi wood, to get the

various parts of the boss to their proper

proportions all round, so far as the general

contour of the surface ia concerned. The
dotted line at a (Pig. 20G) shows the position

of this* Then the particular contour can

be cut, as at the dotted line B (Fig. 20G). It

is here whep the greatest care is requited,

and the greatest amount of judgment and
artistic sensibility can be shown, as well as

the greatest perfection in the actual cutting

of the wood. The deep channels can be cut

out, in their initial stages, with the ordinary

gouges of suitable curve ; the quicker

tools will cut them the most effectively.

Then when these tools will no longer cut

the quick and sudden curves, the epoon-bit

gouges can be used. To uw these tools,

considerable practice is necessary to make
them cut cleanly and easily. The pressure

applied with the left hand has to be even

and continuous throughout the whole sweep
of the stroke. Also, the pressure applied by
both hands is in a different direction from

that applied to an ordinary straight tool.

In the latter, the direction taken by the

pressure Is more or less coincident with

the length, of the tool, and is, at most,

contained w^ithin the limits of the thickness

of the handle of the tool. With a spoon*
bit tool, the line of pressure is best repre*

sented by a curved line, whose shape ia

determined by the direction of the ground
surface of the back of the tool in relation

to the butt end of the handle (see Figs. 210
and 211}. In Fig. 210 the dotted lines repre-

sent some of the enrves that arc possible when

Tig. 20S.

Fig. SD4.

Fig. 20B.

FigL 20$ to SOS.— Ootbjic Bosh* Flan* Bids View,

uid BiieUou oa £4nsi £ X uni T Y.
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an ordinary straight tool is uscd^ and it

will be seen that the presstire to be applied

through the hands will be transmitted

within the limits of these curves. In Fig^

211 ia given a diagram ahowlng a tool that

is not subject to the limitations of the

straight tool when a very deep channel has

20T.—Doubla OgH Corvtt: Coatour of

Leavu of Boss,

to be cat. With this tool, the curves pos-

Bihle vary within the limits of the carves

All and BD. In cutting a curve of the

short radius of a d the tool handle will move
along the concentric aro n o, whilst at

the same time it is moved forwards m
order to cut the wood. The same applies

to all curves of large radius in varying

degrees. Thus the curv-e shown by the

line Bi> represents roughly a mean value

of the direction of the pressures to bo ap-

S
lied to a tool of this kind, in making its

ifierent cats. Thus the pressure is applied

not mots or less directly through the length

of the handle, hut in a direction through
its thickness. The application of the pres-

Buro In this direction tends to make the

Flf . sboviiig BaKiauiiig of Cmvioff
ths Bqu,

cutting edge of the tool dy away from the

work. This is only prevented by the pres*

sure of the left hand as already mentioned.

Piff. 20S.—Twirling Carvlsg Tool to miPcff Deep ffol*.
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Boss Leaves, etc.

Th<? edges of the bo 2W are slightly undeT-

cut to make them stand out clear and dis*

of tbe leaves arc each traversed by a ridgp^

which 19 formed by a junction of two parallel

gouge cuts, as ehown in Fig. 212^ which is a

cross section. The dotted line in Fig. 212

Fig* 319.— &4Ctloa of CeaUal Eib or

Eidg* of Boot <H* Tig. S03J,

rig. QIL

Fig. SIO.

Fig*. 210 and 211.—Diagrami thowliig CapabilitlH of INfferent Tooli,

tinct* Otherwise, they would appear, from

some points of view^ somewhat distorted

when in position, if from that position the

line of the back edge project^ in front

of the line of the front edge. The lobes

shows the origina] surface. In any place

where the edges of leaves, or parts oi

them, overlap other parts, they should be
undercut for the same reason as for the

outside edges.

Fig. 213.—First FoAtion of Spoon-bit (Hugo ta Curring Eo«i.
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Usinjir Spoon-bit Gouges

Id usiog the &poon-bit gouges, allowance

must be made for the unusually large

the tool in the position shown by Fig» -13,

Fig. 2M ahowa the finish of the same cut,

and it will be seen that the butt of the

handle has to make a large sweep to secure

Fig. Poiitlon of fipMU-blt Otiuge Ui Carring^ Bovi.

aweep of the handle, and to get a euffi-

cientlj good start—that ia, a start that

wiU ensure the tool getting a good bold

on the wood to enable it to be taken

steadily and uniformly, and yet quickly,

round the curve. It is well to begin with

such a alight cutting distance of the edge
of the tool. It is this that causes so

much difficulty in getting the tool to bite

evenly all the way. Much practice is neccs-

aac}' to secure clean cutting \ and the work
should not be glnsspapered or scraped.



CARVING IN THE ROUND

Carding in the round is n tonn applied to

the c&mnf; of a Hgure, or & group of figures,

of the human form, of the animal form^

or the form grotesque
;
plant forms are also

carved in the round* The roods^ the figures

of the saints, and the Jesse trees that adorned

the rood screens of pre-Kcformation times,

the ^ftoenth and sixteenth centtiij pulpits

in Holland and Belgium^ and some of the

vork of Grinling Gibbons, notablj that

magnificent group, “ The Stoning of St.

Stephen," i^hich is in the South Kensington
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(Victoria and Albert) Museum, are aotnc

examples of carving in the round that

readily occur to the mind.

What b Carvifis: in the Round ?

This form of carving is that in which

the objects to bo carved are completely

detached from the rest of the hloch, or

where the whole of the block is used for

the production of the figure. In doing

this work, an appreciation of form and pro*

portion and conception of mass arc bo

mrgely necessary as to make this quite a

Bpecial form of carving. Large e^mpics
of this work, such as “The Stoning of St.

Stephen/^ already mentioned, require build*

ing up, and this adds to the difnculty,

because in many cases the separate parte are

fitted together after they have Iwen carved,

the pieces where the joints occur being

carved and hnishcd after the building up.

BuiJt-up Work
The wood should be dry and clean, and

the workmanship of the very bc^t. Any
fault in these particulars will make open
joints that will dishgure the tiiiished work.

When the work Is large enough to need thus

^ — —
I

Flp. SIT.—CuULuf Out TimtoDr for Body

of Eag1«.

huilding up, the parts should be fastened

together by means of vrotHl doivela. Much
solid work of this kind can be done out of

an entire block ; hut it is always well not
to use large pieces, because of the much
greater strain caused by the shrinkage of

the w'ood. With any large piece of work
it is better to build it up of smaller pieces,

for at least three reasons. The Jirst Is,

that this minimises the effect of The large

amount of shrinkage attending the use of

big pieces of timber. The second t'^asou is.

that the outlying parts, and those which
He across the grain, and cannot well derive
any support from the main body, can be
built up with the grain of the wot^ running
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in a direction tLat gives tbe most strength.

The third renson is thot it is moie economical

of material to build up in tbia way than to

employ one solid block-

great difficulty that will be eirperienced at

this stage will he the holding of these pieces

quite firmly^ and yet leaving a clear sur-

face. The carver’s screw iliustratcd by

Carvingr of an Eagle

As an caamplOp the curving of an eagle,

shown in Figs. 215 and 216| will be con-

sidered. Eagles are much used in eccle-

siastical carving, tbe eagle being the repre-

eentative symbol of St. John. In thia

piece of work there are three separate

portions, the body and the two wings. Tbe
three reasons already given apply very

aptly to the method chosen. This is well

illustrated in considering the sizes of timber

required for (o) cutting the whole from a
solid block, and (fr) building it up in three

pieces. For the first method, a block

1 ft. T in. long by 1 ft. 0 iu. wide by D in.

thick is required. For the second method^
the wood necessary is, one piece for the

body, 1 ft, 7 in* by & m. by 3 in., two pieces

for the winga, each 1 ft. 3 in. by 6 in. by
2 in. In the latter method the body is

tilted forward Blightly to save material,

and the wings arc dowelled to the body.
Figs. 217 and 218 show in front \-iew the

method of cutting the body and wings out
of the lx>ard. Figs. 219 and 22D lieing the

side views of the same operation. The
wings arc cut out o! 64n. by 2-in. stuff, and
the body out of 8-in. by 3-in. stuff. The
wings can, for further economy^ be cut

out of one board 2 It. 3 in. long, as shown
in Fig. 218. The wings may now be bored
and dowelled ready for gluing up after-

wards. It is best in this case to carve

them first, and then fix thorn. The pieces

ehould be sawn out with the bow saw. One

Fig. 79 (p. 34) will be found of great uso

for this purpose. The screw can be fixed

into any part of the back that has to be

cut out, so that ite marks are not afterwardf

visible- If a carver^s screw is not avail-

able, a somewhat similar result may be

obtained by screwing a 4 -in. board to the

Fig. 31 9.-Side View Fig. 330.^We View
af Timber Cvt Ctot Timber Cut Out

for Eagle. for Wtsgi of Eagls.

back of the wings, and ciamping it down
to the bench in the U5iual way, Leaving the
ends a little longer for fixing the cramps-

The first thing to do is to cut the wings and
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body to a roiigbly proportionato ahapc. A
Urge gouge, No. 7 curve, about 1 id. or 1;} in,

vrJde, is Tory useful for tbis purpose. Fig.

2^1 shows the first stage iu this operation.

cfTcet. At the same time, ao uuduo straiu-

ing after conventionalism \& not to be

commended. Thus the feathers will not

show every constituent part of each, and

fiff. SSI.— Begiimiiig Candiiig in tb* Round.

It will be noticed that the wood for the

body is cut somewhat on the bevel, owing

to Lta being tilted to economise both material

and Labour. The same bevel should be

maintained throughout. When the front

has been done, the pieces are turned over,

and the backs treated in the same way. An
instantaneous-grip vice (Fig. lOD, p. ^<1)

is an excellent apparatus for holding the

pieces at this stage. First the parts are all

shaped roughly, and afterwarda they are

taken to a definite and final shape. Fig.

222 is a cross section of the wing. The
edges of the wings should be taken fairly

sharp, to avoid an appearance of wooden'
ness. The feathers of the wings and body
may now be carved. It is well to bear in

mind that these objects are intended for

decorative purposes, and that therefore it is

a mistake to try to get a very naturalistic

will not be cut as an exact copy of nature.

The decorative lines of the feathers, how-
ever, should not be forced out of all natural

Fig. 223.^Croes Ssctlon of la's Wiag.

shape. The surface of each feather should

be slightly convex i the accumulated e€ect

of them all is to give a full, rounded,



Fig.aa*.

FigH» ud aa4.^rira( uid Efrcond PoilUoiu of Tool for Cutting End Unln tu Chiving Engl*.

Co?yrjgh5ed matersc!,!
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and substantial appca^tanco to the whole baa beeti carved as far aa possible, the por-

wing. Keep the top edges of the wings fairly tions can be fitted together with dowels, and
sharp, and do all that is possible to avoid a the parts near the joints can then be levelled

Tig. Cu-red T> E. KmiUllr

clumsy appearance» The backs of the wings

are carefully rounded, and then the feathers

carved. The feathers should be cut in slight

relief, so as to obviate aa far as possible

resting places for dust, When each part

off. Tn carving in the round t
there is a

great amount of cutting on the end grain.

In oak, this is veiy hard to manage. The

best way to cut this end grain is to incline

the edge of the tool to the direction of
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the cut^ And cAfvc with a alkltig motion,

(Compare Figs. 223 and 224.) All eodgram
CAn be most conveniently cut by this method^

which c&ii also be applied to cross grain. Many
places occur where the carver has to cut

Against the grain, hut the cuts can always

l>e managed without mishap, provided this

particular manner ol using the tool can

be employed. In trimmliig the body and
wings, the Bpoheshave Is of value in shaping

them, after they have been roughly carved.

For a piece of work of this kind, file®,

rifHers, and glasapaper are not accessary,

although they are used in some forms of

carving in the round, but it is best to do
without them If {K>saible^ The most essen-

tial thing in carving of this kind is to get

the masses proportionately grouped, so that

the parts balance each other in propor-

tion. After thifl, the carving consists in

drawing on the surface with the oat%'!ng

tools instead of pencils, Any elaboration

can be effected on the prepared surface,

such as hair, feathers, scales, leaves,

or whatever is considered appropriate and
desirable

;
but the surface must first be

properly prepared* Care must be taken

that any surface work that is done docs not

cut too far and too often into the block,

and so disturb the continuity of the surface

Owl Carved in Limewood
Fig. 225 illustrates an exceUent e^mplo

of carving in the round. It is the work of

T* H. Kendall, and was exhibited in ISSO

at the Royal Albert HalL
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Unsuitability of Htsb Polish

Carving may be Anislied off in various

way«, but much discretion should be cxer*

cised in dctcrtnining on tho mode of finiBh-

ing employed. Much depends on the wood,

of rouTsc, but there are general rules that

apply to all wooda* The first is th^at wood
rarving should never be highly polished.

Carving should always bo finished clean

from the tool, and consequently the tool

marts always show to some extent. Tho
application of polish tends to emphasise the

marks of the tool, and therefore the more

highly poUnhed a aurface is, the mote do
the tool marks stand out. It Is an caaential

condition of highly poliehed work that

the surface shotiM be so perfectly smooth

that no markii or ridges of any kind should

be present to mar the ultimate effect,

which should be like a mirror, capable

of reflecting a good image. Therefore,

to qualify carved work for french polishing,

it should be, as other surfaces are. pre*

pared by means of the scraper and glasspapcr

of varying grades, so that a perfectly

smooth surface results, quite free from any
ridges or marks that would ndlitate against

the final surface obtained by the process

of polishing. This wonld, of course, com-
pletely destroy the individuality of the

work, and would make it quite valueless

as a work of art ; and the carver who
wishes to avoid this result will refrain from

the use of french polUh—or, at any rate,

will not aim at producing a very high polish.

It may be remarked that in the middle of

the nineteenth century, from about 1830 to

18*^,. much funuture was carved with such

patterns as couhl easily be tcraped and
glasspapcrcd to take a hJgli polish, but
the result was ne^-cr artistic.

Process of French Polishing Carvings

In polishing two carved panels in a side-

board, if they arc of mahogany or walnut
tho colour may be enriched by bniahing
over with red oil, which conBists of "I oz.

of alkanet steeped in | pt. of raw lin-iced

oil. The panels should then lie allowed
to stand for at least tw'eive hours. Grain

fillers are not used, but roughness may be

removed and the pores partly scaled up by
well rubbing the surface with a watj of

fine ijoft shavings, presfiing firmh' till a

slight lustre appi!ars. The same appliances

and materials are rcquiretl as for french

polishing flat aurfacos, but^ owing to the

irregular surface, the wads must be kept

very soft. The wad is a piece of wad-
ding encloaed in a soft, flufffess rag, the

whole forming a pointed rubber, which is

held as in Fir. 22fi. When the surface has
been brushed quite dean, apply polish

wherever fiossible, then rub in a little

thin vamiah, using e camel-hair hnish
;
dab

it wdl into the inner or undercut jiortJons,

and allow it to get thoroughly hard. After-

wards rub down with very fine glass-

paper all parts that can be reached. Apply
another coat of varnish, which will flow

better if it has been eiigbtly warmed.
When this is quite dry, work ov'^er all pro-

minent parts with d small rubber having
a rag covering, using tho polish rather thln^
sav about half polish ami half spirits. Hub
till the whole of the surface becomes bright,

and use legs polish as the brightness in*
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creases, till a surface ia f^iued similar to

that obtaiDcd by spirit iug off. But, as

already mentioned, the freneh polishing of

carving ia not advised.

Wax Palishing: Carvings

The treatment of carving by means of raw

linseed oU, beeswa.’c, and some kinds of

furniture polish, is to be recommended
as being the best treatment that can be

applied^ Oak may be oiled with raw linseed

oil, left to dry, and then treated with bees-

wax, well rubl^ in—the plain parts with a

cloth, and the car%cd portions with a stiff

brush. The wax should be shredded, or cut

finely with a knife, and dropped into a Jar

Fig. 23S.--M»tbod of Holding Eubber wbtn
Fronch Paliihlng.

of turpentine
[

use enough wax to form
a mixture the consistency of butter. It

should be heated in an oven or other warm
place until all the wax is dissolved, and then

for use it simply requires heating until it is

soft enough to apply by rubbing. In apply-

ing ht see that it does not lodge in comers
and stiffen, but rub it about well. The
applications should be thin but many. For
wax polishing carved work, benzine wax is

preferred by many workers to turpentine w ax
boenuso the former has less tendency to clog

the fine lines and notches. To prepare benzine

wax, put small pieces of white wax into a
vessel, cover the wax with benzine, and
closely stopper the vessel and allowr to stand

for a day in a cool place. Care is needed
in tb^sc operations, as benzine is highly

inflammable^ A thick paste will form ^ re-

move a bttle of this with a knife or spatula,

dilute it with benzine in a fiat dish to

about the consistency of milk, and apply

this to the carved work by means of a

moderately soft bristle paint brush. After

allowing it to stand for a few minutes, brush

out all the cavities with a good bristle

brush, when a faint lustre will appear. To
give a red tinge to the wax, add a litile

of an infusion of alkanet in benzine ;
for

blue, add a solution of Prussian blue in

benzine ; and for a mahogany colour, me
Cassel brown. After use, clean the brushes#

etc., with a hot soda solution.

Treatment of Oak
Oak is sometimes fumed and then waxed.

Fuming is done by exposing the oak

to the fumes given off by liquid ammonia.

These fumes darken the oak in proportion

to the strength of the ammonia and the

length of time the oak ia exposed, Ati air-

tight cupboard or chamber of some kind Is

neccasary, so that the fumea do not escape,

and BO that they may thus exert their fuHeat

effect. A eaucerful of ammonia is quite

Bufheient for a chamber containing 50 cub. ft.^

unless a very deep shade is required, when
the amount could be doubled by the addition

of another saucer. An important point to

be noticed is that the ammonia should be in

flat vessels, so that a wide surface Is left

for the giving off of the fumes. The oak
may then be oiled, which darkens it still

furtbet ; or it may he waxed without any pre-

liminary oihng. The addition of turpentiiie

to the oil tends to make it dry quickly, hut
no more than 1 part turps to iJ parts oil

should he used.

Treatment of American Walnut

Amerloan walnut may be treated in the

same way—that is, it inoy be oiled first ivith

raw linseed oil, which makes it a rich dark
brown colour, and it can then lie waxed.

The beat way, however, ia to uso only the

oil, and to depend oil frequent appheations

subsequently to give & good finish. A fine

colour and surface are eventually produced

by this combination of oil and plenty’' of

rubbing.

Treatment of Various Woods^

Batin walnut may be oiled and wa.xed,

or oiled only ; the same with kau i pine

and pcarwood ; or all these woods miy ho
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wa:red without a previous oititig. White

woods, such da sycamore, may be waxed only,

or they may be stained various colours, and

then oiled and waxed. If it is thought ad-

visable to french polish any work, OTlish

onlv '‘the edges and those parts which can

be made perfectly amooth. But keep the

carying either the natural colour of the

woodj or oil it, and polish it with wax
;
or

polish by fuhhing it continually with an

oily brush. For fuming, oak should be

chosen clear of sap, as the sap always shows

white ; it is only the heartwood that takes

the fumes of the ammonia. Austrian

wainscot takes the fumes the best, and is

the l>est wood for carving, being clean,

straight, and fine grained, American white

oak takes the fumce fairly well, hut red oak

does not, and should not bo used if it is in-

tended to fume the work. English oak

fumes nicely, but is rather liard for carving

purposes. It may be taken as a rule

that fine varieties of wood should not 1m*

stained. Walnut, p^r, oak, plum, and

mahogany retain their natural colour, and

are waxed only and subsequently hrtished,

by which means they attain a somewhat

d^ker tone and antique appearance* A
handsome dark-brown shade on walnut is

obtained by first coating the wood with

linseed oil in which alkanet root has been

infused^ and poUsblng after twenty- four

hours. A simple method of staining carv-

ings is to coat with a dilute solution of

potassium chromate and then with a dilute

aolution of potassium permanganate. By
varying the strength of the solutions and the

number of applications, all woods, from

the hardest to the softest, can be stained

effeetiv'ely. It ia wise to try the stains

on a piece of board first ;
after staining

with the potassium permanganate, wash

out the brush in water, or the salt will

destroy the bristles. An antique shade on

oak carvinga is obtained by staining with

umber which has been boiled in water with a

little potash* Wood stained in thia manner

is not polished, but it receives a covering

of limpid varnish*

Worm-eaten CArvtnifs

Old oak furniture and carvings, he«de

being dirty, are often encrusted, and the

carving.^ and mouldings clogged with many
coats of beeswax j they may have bwu
vamiahed or even pafnt^, or they may he

worm-eaten. This paragraph will give some
inatruotioDs on how tliey should then be
treated. In case there are any iiisecta

in the jointa und crannies, take a feather

and thoroughly dress all doubtful places

with a mixture of parufTm and henxolinc*

Any greasy marks left by the paraffin will be
removed afterwards* But there may he
insect life in the wood itself, and that of a

kind less easily dU[>osed of—the grub. Of
wood-horing gruba there are more kinds

than one, but that which is chiefly to be

dreaded is the larva of a small brovrn beetle,

about -/f in, in length, which takes wing
in its mature state in the month of .Tuly.

It may then he seen on ceilings, walls, etc.,

near worm-eaten woodwork, and as a means
of preventing further mischief it should be

destroyed. It is easily kilied, for it h a

sluggish insect, and makes little attempt to

escape* The baby beetle, a tiny white grub,

affects beech and pear more than other

woods* It is slow to attack vroods of the

fir kind
;

indeed, some of the conifers seem
to an immunity. In oak these

pests quickly riddle the sap or outer part,

but do not readily penetrate the heart.

It is generally after exposure to damp
that heart of oak becomes subject to their

attacks. The grub buries itself so deeply

in the wood that it is not easily reached.

There are many recipes for destroying it,

of which the following are a few approvc^l

ones : (1) Corrosive sublimate, 1 oz* to 1 pt.

of warm water* This is a deadly poison,

to be handled with care, (ij Vitriol dis-

solved in warm water. This also is j^oison-

oua* (3) Oil of cassia, (4) Camphor dis-

solved in paraffin* (5} Decoction of bitter

apple. (G) Fumigation by sulphur, the

wood to be treated being shut in an nir-tight

box, (“) Benzoline, which is very pern"

trative and effective. Each recipe should

be repeated after a few^ days, and tho grub
holes stopped with a mixture of o pints of

beeswax to I of resin*

Cleaning Old Carvings

For removing dirt from old carvings,

nothing is better than scrublnng the article
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with warm wfit*r in which soda has beendia-

ftolved. This also rcmovica any beeswas
which has been put on. But if lisrd var-

nishes have to be removed, scrub with

the following mixture r America n potash,

soft soapt washing soda, and rock ammonia,

J lb* of each, diBsolved in I gal. of hot water,

and with a few diopa of nitric acid added*

At the beginning of the nineteenth century

it was the fashion to paint oak panelling,

etc., so that some old oak has several coats

of paint on it. This can be removed by
covering the painted wood, to the thiekneas

of about J in., with a mixture of a strong

solution of Amedcan potash thickened

with sawdust, and leaving it for about

twelve hours. The paint will then be bo

softened that it can be washed ofi with a
sponge and cold water. If the paint is

thicker in some places and does not come
off, repeat the process, Old varnish, eta., may
also bo removed in the same way.' When
the w'ood is dry» its rich dark colour can be

restored by well rubbing with boiled oil,

Repolishing Carvings

In tc polishing, varnish should be applied

only w'hcn the oak is much worm-eaten,

or when age or exposure, has rendered

it nnusnally tender. Generally, beeswax
and turps, with a little resin melted to a
jedly, is the proper and best polish, and
this ehoold be used sparingly, the wood
being thoroughly rubbed.
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Desirability of Models

Tre opinion of erp^^rt wood carvers ia

dnided aa to the desirability — from an
artistio point of view—of building up a

preHminarj model in day. This matter

is briefly discussed in the Introduction

to this work (see But notwithstand-

ing this^ the average carver does better wHh
n preiiminar)* model than without. Crafts-

men of the rank of th« Florentine carver—
the late Luigi Frulliui—who gave embodi-

ment to ideas straight away in the wood
without preliminary sketch or model* are

L'jctrcmely few in number^ L,ui^i FrtiLlini

was a genius* but even he left in hia studio

“miniberleBS figures in graceful poses, one
lacking an arm* another a bit of floating

drapery-” He often found that the

block from which he worked was not of

sufficient size to contain the work of hia

imagination*” It may be taken as a rule

applying to all ordinary wood carving*

that a charcoal or similar drawing, shaded*

is necessary. Further* a model will in-

variably be eitremely usefuL Drawing and
model will allow af the work being set out

the better, and will enable the carver to

avoid starting to carve a piece of wood
that is not large enough for the purpose

intended. The wood used in can-ing la an

expensive item, and for this one reason

alone the average carver will prefer first

to work out hia ideas in the plastic day,
in which, of course* the design can be freely

altered without the slightestwaste of materisL

The more frequently the clay is used, the

better do£S it serve the modeller's purpose.

The greatest advantage, however* of the pre-

liminary clay model is that it shows ap-

proximately how the executed design will

appear, and important modifications— easily
niade in the day— may at once suggest
themselves

;
but in the case of a finished

carving any serious alteration is, of course,

out of the question.

Scheme of this Chapter

The practical processes involved in the

modelling of clay cannot be summed up in

a few sentences; and if the reader, who is

assumed to be quite ignorant of even the

elements of the modelling art* Is to be
benefited at ftlJ, a lengthy chapter must be
dcvotcKl to the subject. This course* it

will be observed* is hero lollowL-d. This

present chapter is a comprehensive survey
of the whole art of olay modelling, and is

taken from “ Oay Modelling and Plaster

Casting, a handbook prepared under the

direction of the Editor of this present work.
It may therefore contain, information on some
phases with which the wood carver may not
desire to become minutely acquainted. But
it nevertheless presents a course of practice

which should ^ followed by all who wish
to get a knowledge of the art of modelling
clay ; and the student who has worked
through this course will be the lipctter for

the acquired skill in the manipulation of the

clay, and will be perfectly prepared to build

up original designs w^hich can afterwards be

expressed in the wood.

Modellers^ Tools and Appliances

Modelling Stool *—

A

modelling stool is

very handy. A useful stool is one with a

fop 15 in. square it should bo stoutly

made* for models are heavy* It should bo

3 ft. 3 in. high, and the legs should iiptcad

clightly* to give greater firmncfs. The

HU
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top should have a turotabk so that all parts

of the work may be readily iSrought under

the eye, and into different lights. Fig. 227

16 a djagram of a tumtahle ; the top^ it

will be seen, is double. In the middle of

the lower part ia a round hole, through

which passes a pin or peg a dsed la the

allows a relief model to be readily turned

to get new lighta^ but also enables the clay

model to be laid on its back for wrapping

in wet cloths. Modelling stools are some-
times made with a screw like music atooUi

which allows them to be adjusted to dif-

fereat heights. Theoretically, tbU arrange-

Fig. 207.—Flu ef Tomtable of

UcNlsUlzLE StooL

Fig SSS-—
Modelling StooL

middle of the upper part, and on this the

latter revolves. In tho upper face of the

lower part are fixed four Hltle metal wheels

or rollers B, and on the lower face of the

upper part is an iron ring c, which runs on

these rollers. This allows the top to be

turned easily, even when a heavy weight

may be upon it. A useful form of top

which may be made to fit on the same stool

16 shown by Fig. 22B, and will come in handy
for reliofs, models, etc; The board D is

hinged to the upper half of the stool-top,

and may be adjusted to nay desired angle by
means the iron tongue which ia pierced

with a scries of holes ami hasps over the

pin F. The tongue is nttacheil by a hinge

to the lioard i>. This arrangement not only

ass.—Sl'd* £lfiTiutlDn of Ad;uitatile Top
of Modslliiig Stoat

ment is convenient, but it does not always
woik well in pmetke. Such stools are

apt to be shaky, but firmness in the stand is

essential to satisfactory modelling. !f the

model is too low, it ia alwajrs possible, with-^

out a screw, to pack under it
;
and if too

high, the modeller, who commonly works
in a standing posture, can generally find

something to stand on. The modeller may
sometimes sit whilst working on small

reliefs, or whilst fiuishiug details
;

but he
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has to stand up to do work ou anything of

size and iraportauce^ eapecJally whilst rough'^

iDg out^ and whilst determining general

forma and throwing in action and cxpres-

idon. The moisture which is being con'-

tincially used causes another objection to

SSO^-'KodeUar'i Proportiosal Compu^ea.

the screW|^ which, if of wood^ gets swelled,

and, if of iron, rusted, and in either case

becomes unworkable. A stool of a simple

and serviceable pattern is illustrated in Fig.

H2U. A vrooden pin is fixed to the top^

and on this pin the top revolves. The legs

ore spread, to give stabihty to the stool,

and a number of rails tie the legs together.

Callipers, Compasses, etc.^—The modeller's

most useful measuring tools arc callipers

and compaeses. Ordinary eallipcrs are in

constant employment, and the proportional

callipers shown by Fig, liiJO arc used when a
model is to be made either smaller or larger

than the original.

ModcLUng Tools.—For roughing-out on a

fairly large scale, the modelling tool shown
by Fig. 231 will be fonnd useful ; it is 9 in.

long. That shown by Fig, 232 is about

54 in. by 2| in, by J in* at its thickest part.

Both these tools are someadiat deeply

notched, for it is found that a toothed edge
will work far better in the clay than a plain

one, whilst on the unfinished model jt leaves

a surface more pleasiug to the eye and
Iwtter fitted to retain the water sprinkled

over the clay to keep it damp. Large
modeilmg tools such as are shown in Figs.

231 and 232 may well be made of some wood
—elder, for instance—that is more easily ob-

tainable in large pieces than l>ox. Among
large roughing-out tools, a atraighti:»lg;i zs

itidispcUfiabie for preparing clay grounds

on which to model reliefs, etc.; a strip

of plum4ree does admirably for this. For
ordmary work the straightedge may be 13 in,

long by 24 i D. wide and | in. thick. This

tool must; of course, be planed true on the

bcnchi the tooth notches, about 4 in. apart.

being afterwards put in with a file. After

roughing-out the modeh the liner work is

attempted. For this purpose, the modeller's

first and best instrument is one provided by
nature, the thumb ; and next to it cotnc

those tools which most resemble The thumb
in shape. Of tools of this class, that shown
by Figs. 233 and 234 may be taken as a

type. These are sometimes called ‘^spoon-

shaped tools.” They are about 64 lotijj-

They ought to be less pointed than an ordi*

nary spoon, and should more nearly resemble

the thumb m the breadth of thdr end&.

The form admits of some variety from

that sliown—the points may be made
slightly more blunt, thus approaching the

thumb shape or more sharp, thus approach-

ing the spoon shape. For moderately

small work a tool not more than 4 i^- across

at its narrowest blade is valuable
;

and
at times one cveu amalLcr, having a blade

in. ill width, is very handy, but will be

better if mads from bone. Figs, 235 and
236 show a useful tool in somewhat the

same class but more globular in its ends
;

this also is 64 in. long. Another similar

tool is illustrated by Figs. 237 and 233.

A most handy Little tool (Figs. 2.39 and 240]

is allied both to those already mentioned

and to the scrapers. Its leu^h is in.

In some kinds of work, ns in modelling hair

loosely arranged on a bust, both ends will

alike bo found valuable. It will be ob-'

served that in the examples of tools ^ven
there is no part sharp or angular ; and, as a

rule, in a wooden tool there should be no
sharp or angular parts. Breadth and softness

Fff. SSr.-^BIodflllar'a Bcagbing-oat TdoL

are the qualities required in clay modelling,

and In consequence the tools must present

only soft and easy curves. The tool illus*

trated by Figs. 241 and 242, with its sharp

clawa, is an exception to this rule
;
but this
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Fi^. 332.— ZK«d«ner'j Boug:biag-aiit TqqL

Tig, 331.

Fig. 333.

FigR, 233 and 23-t. —Thumb’ or Spoon-iba^ Tool for Hodellisg.

Fig. 23a

Fig. 33a.

Flga 233 and 233.-'Tbumb-ibap« To«] wlUi QLotmlar Enda

rig. 338.

Fig. 23T.

Fig*. 337 and 33$.—Twl for Fino MM«111ng.

Hg. 332.

Ffg. 340.

Fig. 341.

Fig. 343.

FIga. 333 to 343.—IfodftUtr't Hair Toola,

Copyrighied maii^rFal
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ton! ia Intended for giving roughly the effect

of crisp hair* of fur» or of isool, etc*^ in which

a certain abruptness is necessary, though the

hanshneas may have to be partly softened

down later on. This tool ia Bin. long. Of

small scraping tools serviceable examples

are shown by Figs. 243 to 248^ In scrapers a

toothed edge is preferred generally, but not

always \
each of these has therefore one

end plain. These tools also are G in. long.

A scraper with two toothed edges is shown

by Figs, 24D and 250. Fig. 251, though

edged like a scraper, is an admirable tool

for general use on busts, etc., in their

earlier stages. It is a flat tool, G in. long

by li in. at its widest, while its greatest

t^ckness at the Uiiddlo L$ | in. A modeller

w'bo has O'Hcei used this tool would not care

to be without it.

Making Modelling Tools.—The tnatcrial

for tools is some kind of wood, hard, smooth*

grained, commonly box. The modeller can

buy tools at shops at about Bd. each ;
but

those sold are rarely of good forms, and often

are useless- Instead of buying these, the

worker Is advised to make his own from

the illustrations here given. He is advised

to content himsell at the beginning with

three or font tools, and he will soon find

out what others ha requires, and what forms

best suit him (for different modellers fancy

different tools), aud he can make such

as he requires. Boxwood is costly as com-

monly sold in towns by the pound, and the

intending toolmaker is advised to find, if

possible, some turner, whose stock generally

includes eticka of box of sufheieut size.

Tu cutting a length for a modelling tool,

knots should be avoided \ and after the piece

has beeu sawn out, all the tools required

to finish it are a sharp chisel and a h^^lf-

round wood file, the latter being the more
useful of the two. After the wood has been

roughly shaped with the chisel, it ia finished

with the file, for with this there is little

danger of tearing the grain in the wrong
direction. Finally, all roughness is re-

moved With glasspapcr, first of medium aud
afterwards of very fine grade

;
for perfect

smoothness is most essential in a modelling

tool. Small tools are made of hone or

jvor^'. Old toothbrush handles form a

very suitable material. For fine work a

hone tool resembling Pigs. 233 and 234
(which are shown half full sijse), but only
two-thirds as long and one-third as thick,

would be found most useful. Bone tools

are desjruble for minute work in clay and
for working in wax and on plaster. They
are not more difiicuit to make than w'ooden

toolfl, but the work requiree more patience,

because little of it can be done wjtb the

chisel, and filing makes slow progress.

There is nearly always a difficulty in buying
factory-made tools which work quite sat is-

foctorily, so the ability to make one’s own
took is not to be regarded merely as a way
of saving money.
Wire Tools.—One or more wire tools

(Figs. 252 and 253) are desirable. They
are made of brass wrire fitted to a handle, and

in its working part the wire is somewhat
ffattened and notched with a file on one
side so as to form teeth. These tools are

not so easily made os the others, and most
persons prefer to buy them, though some
modellers make them for themselves. The
bent wire is secured in the ferrule as shown.
Wire tools are useful in the earlier stages

for scooping or scraping away superfiuous

clay ^ and in finishing, many accidental

Irregularities may be removed by drawing
one lightly but firmly over the surfece.

The tooth marks left can be softened away
afterwards.

Surfacing Clay.—A method of getting

a good surface on clay is to w rap over the

thumb a scrap of the ribbed material of

which moat cotton stockings are made, the

ribs Ijdng crosswise
; then damp it, and

work it firmly over the day, The riba

cut iu, and t^uce the inequalities ; the

marks left by them are removed by dabbing
with a damp sponge. For very large

surfaces, suth aa the drapery of life-sized

figures, a broad, ffat brush (Figs. 251 and
235) ha^'ing very stiff bristles is often used

to procure a true surface. This doca its

work by cutting more deeply into the clay

than docs the cloth. An artist’s brush
called a “ hog tool,” w-ith the bristles cut
down to j in., is useful in levelling small

parts ; in delicate work a camel -hair brush
ia good for softening down delicate details,

la artistic modelling, breadth and softness

are the qualities to be striven for ; to this
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end model Lin^ toole are all more or less

rounded instep of being left angular.

Modeller^^ Clay

The day for modelling is generally

eonsttlered to be Devonshire pipeclay*

It is highly plnstie, yielding readily to the

touch ; its cool grey colour is plea^mt

to the eye *
it la deonlv' ; and in moat

places it is to be procured readily and

cheaply* How ever, any tolerably pure day
will serve the moddler^s purpose, and scunc

workers prefer day w'hich, owing to the

presence of iron, has a. warm brown fortPn

This is merely a matter of taste. Ab dug

from the pit, day is never fit for use. It

needs to be tem|>ered and prepared. When
the modeller buys hia clay in the rou^h,

the ordinary treatment is to lay it on a

strong table or be.nch, amf thoroughly beat

it with an Iron bar^ piddng out all atones

and other foreign mattera tlmt are revealed

in the process. Horne persona uift a little

fine sand into the day during beating

to make it work more treely^ and this is

an improvement if the moddtiug is to he

ou a large seale* Newly dug clay is generally

deficient in tenacUy^ but weathering, or

e?cposute to the weather^ will toughen

the clay, The day, when dug, is laid in

heaps and occasionally turned over* The
water and oxygen of the atmosphere

and the infiucnce of frost disintegrate^

wash, and purify day, thus greatly im*

pro^g its quality* Clay is also tough-

ened hy being well worked or kneaded.

For modelling there ia nothing so good aa old

clay—that is, clay that haa been repeatedly

us^. Conacqucntly, when a mould haa

l>ceu mode from a clay model, the clay ia

thrown back into the bin^ becoming tougher

and more ductile by this continual usage*

For use, the thy should be so soft a a to

be easily moulded into any shape and

spread out smoothly by the thumb, but

it should not be so soft as to be sticky* If

clay is too soft, exposure to the air will soon

dry and harden it sufficiently
^

if any
jump should be a triflo too hard, two or

three holes may be made in it with the

fmger and filled with water^ and a w'ct

cloth wrapped round it. Thia will soften

it in a few hours ; but if clay should be

much too bard, the better plan is to break
It up in small pieces, soak it for a time in

water, and then Ijcat it up again as at first.

In no other way can it be brought to that

regular conaistency of softness which 'ia

csaenKal to proper modelling*

Clay bin

Some arrangement la necc-i^ary for keep-

ing the clay moist* If the modeller ii.‘sea a

large quantity of clay, he should have a

bill made of stout Inwards, lined with Fjne

soldered together at the comers, and having
n tightly fitting lid* For work on a amaller

scale, A glazed earthenware pan w-ith a

lid answers the purpose admirably. A red

clay pan known as a bread pan,** capable

of bolding enough day for a bust, is sold

at earthenware ahopa for about two f^hib

lings. Provided the lid fits well, a very

little water iu the bottom of tho bin or

pan will keep the day in proper working
order for moutks.

Working Up Dry Clay

Clay that ha.'^ been allowetl to become
IMjrfectly dry can be soaked again with

water, but it will then ctmuble down to a

kind of mudt vi'bidi will seem for the time

to have lost its cohesive properties. It

will need drying to some extent, and alter

that it will need quite as much beating

and tempering as at first. It Is, there-

fore, better not to allow clay to get quite

dr}’, if it cflU be kept moist by any means,

Rc-usin;^ Clay from Plaster Moulds

It bos already been pointed out that day
13 not only none tho worse, but decidedly

the better, for having been tiiied* The
tenipering it recei%es in use makes it work
more smoothly and freely than new clay.

When dug from a mould—in the process

of making a plaster cast of the clay model

—

however, it will not fit for immediate

u&H, because it will be too hard. The best

way of treating it is at once to break it

up into pieces of about the size of walnuts and
put water to it* After due time for soaking,

it will need beating up again, but It will

want less tempering and work better than

[f t had been allowed to get quite dry* In

the process of easting, lump3 and ddps of
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plaster arc sure to have found their way
into it; these should be carefully picked

out,

Keepin^f the Clay Model Wet

With rcganl to the managemeut of the

clay forming the actual model, the necessity

for keeping it wet has already been spoken

of; though, at the first building up, the clay

model needs rather drying than damping,
and has to be left uncovered for some
hours in order that it may set. But in

the later stages wet cloths have to be kept
over itj cs^cept during the time that the

modeller is at work ; and should thia be
for tong periods, a moistening now and
theu will be desirable. For throwing water
over a model, some aculptora use a syTingc

Laving a rose pierced with minute
holes. A toilet syringe or scent sprayer

would gis*e a finer spray. For busts 4

and small works the sprinkling can
often best be done w'ith the mouth.
The plan is to fill the mouth with

w'ater, and blow It out through a small

opening at the middle of the lips; the

knack of doing this is easily acquired.

The day work before being left should

be w^rapped in wet cloths. In the earlier

stagea it matte ra litt'e what theae

cloths may be, or how they are put
on; but as the work proceeds, tolerably

fine calico is put nearest to the clay, and
thick, coarse wraps outside. As mom
delicate work ia put in, and the surface

receives greater finish, the model must not

be touched by any doth wbatev'er. The
ordinary plan is to stick wooden skewers

into those parts where there Is no delicate

modelling to be injured. These skewers
keep the doth awoy from the day : spots

are always to be found where the skewers

will do no harm ; and the holes made by
them are easily stopped before casting.

A better and safer plan than the use of

skewers is to surround the model with a
regular frame of woodwork or wire made
to fit over the model. Wood is better for

such a frame than metal ; for when exposed,

as it must be, to constant damp, iron

wire rusts and iron-moulds the cloths, and
copper gets green and poisonous. For busts

and the like, a large fmme covered with oil-

cloth to put over the inner wrappings is an
excellent thing; and, tans protected j, the

model may be kept id good working order
for months, and even for years. Another
way in which models in relief may be kept
damp is by w'orking them on a background
of plaster ; but this is only applicable
to medallions and other small articles

which arc raised but little from the back'

ground. The plaster is soaked In watei,

and the highly jmrous nature of the material

enables it to take up a great deal of this^

and the clay wull suck in enough to keep it

sufficiently moist for a reasonable time with-
out w^et Wraps. A minor point in connec-
tion w'iih the keeping of daywork modfli
Is that of avoiding fungoid growths. To
this end it Is well that wherever wooden

Flgi. imd afiS.—Bruih for Lavelljiig HodeUed
Drfcpwy.

supports are used in the clay they should

be of pine or deal. These resinous woods
do not encourage the growth of fungus as

do elm and most other woods.

Starting Clay Modelling

Some simple piece of ornament often

serves for the first lessons in modeUing, hut

the best teachers usually start with the

human figure, in mere ornament^ compara
tively little can l>e done without tools^

ivhereas it la important that the beginner

should learn to model as much as pos-

sible wnth his thumbs, and it will be in some
jiortion of the human figure that he will

find tho^ large forms an<l broad surfaces

Avhich will give freest scope for their use.

Early practice, therefore, should be chiefly

from the figure^ even though the student

may aim ultimately to become a modeller

oJ ornament. Casta are be^t for the learner
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to copy from. They are rigid, and therefore

do not change and perplex the modeller as

docA the living aubject. Also the lights

and ehadowe on them are dear and de-

cided, vrhicb i$ a great pointy for it must

be remembered that it is wholly through the

shadows cast by it that the modeller is

able to recognise and reproduce form.

IVlodelling Part of Colossal Statue

Sculptured figures that are of a sise only

slightly larger than Ufe-eiie are termed
" heroic ”

)

but if they greatly exceed

life-size, they are termed colossal.” The
bcginneT should start by attempting some
portion of a colossal statue. A cast of the

hand, or foot, or mask (that is, merely

the face) of such a statue should be got and

copied in clay as closely as possible, callipers

And compasses being used to get all dimen-

Eions correct. Place the cast as near as

is conveuient, aud on a level with the top

of the modelling stool
;

then proceed to

build up the model in olay. For a founda-

tion, place a piece of board or slate on
the stooL Taking a lump of the prepared

clay about the size of a couple oi hngers,

slightly roll it between the handij^ to form

a rude cylinder, and lay it where the middle

of the model is to be. With the thtimh

press it down closely to the board beneath,

which should have been previously damped.
Then take another roll of clay, and Jay

it beside the first, and by drawing the

thumb along it so work (t down as to make
it adhere closely to that already laid. Do
this firmly and quickly with a aingle motion

of the thumb. The day forming a model

should be made into one compact mass,

without air spaces left within it, as these

would probably cause future trouble, the

air being gradually pressed out and the

clay sinking In, thus causing depressions

ou the surface. Continue to add rolls of

clay, and work them down till the model

is built up to a suitable bulk. Do this

almost entirely with the bands, only using

a largo roughmg-out tool occasional!)

The tool shown by Fig. 23i (p. 107) will be

found of most service. ^'VTicn clay is thus

first put together it is highly pkstie, and
yields readily to every touch ; it may
easily be bent, moved, or altered, and in a

model Like the present of no great si^ it U
therefore desJraSle to complete the roughing-

out in the first day^s work. It la not easy to

make considerable alterations when the clay

baa stiffened and eet, though the firmer state

is necessary for the putting in of details

and for finish. In Foughing-out the modal
there la a temptation to make the masses
unnecessarily large, and to cut them to

shape with tools. As far as possible this

should l>e a^'oided. It le among the advan-
tages of the modeller's art that he can fredy
add to, take from, or alter any part at

pleasure, but the proper method is to build

up and not to cut away, and this is the

means of attaining a good style of modelling,^

When roughing 'Out, vrith a view to the
additions to be made when finishing, keep
everything somewhat smaller, and especially

somewhat narrower, than the cast, and
make angles and planes instead of curves

and rounded surfaces serve to represent

the forms of tlie cast, leaving these to be
softened into curvatures later. In model-
ling, as in drawing, the most masterly rough-
ing-out ts always angular. In a few hours

a small ina&a of clay will be sufficiently

stiff for the more minute work. Now the

clay has to be laid on in much Bmaller

pii^ea
s

as the work proceeds, with the

thumb and finger roll these into Little

pellets, so as thoroughly to temper the
clay, and make it work quite smoothly.

Proceeding in this way, gradually repro-

duce upon the model every fornr seen in

the plaster cast. Occasionally alter the

position of both caat and model, bo as to

sec them under different lights ; for if it lb

seen In one light only it is easy to be de-

ceived ofl to a delicate form. It Is better

to work by turns all over the model, and t*

keep every part fairly equally advanced^
than to work on any one part and advance
it to the neglect of the rest

\
it is thus only

that the modeller can BSe whether his work
generally ia progressing properly. In the
anidcty to sec the cllect, there is a tempta-
tion to build up particular parts too hastily,

without blending and working down the

clay properly. In modelling fiesh it is

quite possible to give a good finished sur-

face in the broader parte with the thumb
alonO) but in the smaller porta, for which
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tbe thumb is too larg<^, it will be neceseary

to use tools for shaping and smoothing,

The broad flesh surfaces will be difficult

to produce as the first work approaches

its finish, lostead of being even and
regular, they will have bills and hollows

where smoothness ought to he. This will

result from a want of firomees in modelling

with the thumb, a fault which can only be

corrected by practice. A passable sur-

face can l>e produced by mechanical means,

bat it is better for the beginner to practise

and BO get good firm surfaces with his thumb,

for thus only can the more delicate curva-

turcs be expressed with due tenderness, and
thus onl}^ will he be able to attain what
is called feeling ” in bis modelling. When
the work is well advanced, look over it

again and again with care, and probably

many parts will be found capable of im-

provement. High finish may not be of

great importance in a first effort, but it

should be remembered that every part

ought to be well finiabed in the clay, and

nothing left to be done in the plaster,

Round and Relief Models

Modelled work is cither in the round

or in relief. The round is not attached

to a background, and includes busts, etc, ;
^

whilst whatever is attached to n back*

ground, hovvever slightly, is included under

the head of rcliei Reliefs are of three

kinds—low relief (sometimes called baa-

relief), in which the work has no under-

cutting and lies flat upon the background ;

middle relief, in wlikh the work is some-

what more raised, aud in which there is

some amount of under-cutting ;
and high

relief, in which the figures, etc** often stand

out BO boldly from the background as to

be almost detached from it. Works in the

round demand most skill aud care, because

they ought to appear satisfactory from

whatever point of view they may be looked

at ’ whereas a work in relief is supposed

to be looked at from one point of view only

—namely, from the front. The merely

mechanical difficulties of modclliug a figure

in the round aie aUo much greater than

those of modelling a work in relief. Hence
those who are learn'ng modelling usually do
much more work in rdief than in the round.

Modellini: in Relief

A study in relief will now be discussed.

The bust of that well-known statue the

Apollo Belvedere (Fig, 256) affords good
practice, as the modelOng in it Is large and
grand, and has much beanty and e^pres-

eion to make it interesting. Though it is

in the round, a study In relief can be made
from it

:
the one about to be described will

be a profile view, of the eiw of the original*

but in somewhat low reUef. The head
is about 12 in. high and 10 in. across, so

that, allowing for that portion of the bust

which it will be desirable to show, the

Fig. SB6.—Apollo Stataa

background must not be less than 24 in.

by 13 in. The best background is a slab

of clay supported on a board! or slate.

Slate iB heavy, but it does not warp
;

the

clay model la Ices easily secured to it, and
may be liable to slip off should it get too

dry. Therefore, a modelling board is more
commonly used * it will n^ cross-clamps

or ledgers to keep it from warping, and a

projection aloag the bottom in front, to

support the clay. Fig* 257 show a a model-

ling board in section. Such a board stands

better if the screws which &steu on the

ledgers ore driven through slots rather

than round holes, so as to allow freedom
for aweltiug and shrinking of the wood.

This board may be used ou a modeUing
stool like Fig. 22B (p, 105), or on an ordinary

easel of moderate strength. A slab oi
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Ptrhaps the beat light la one ^'hfch falla

obliquely from above at ail angle of about
4o“, and the moat approved arraDgemcnt for

j^todioB is to have a high window above the

Level of the head and open towards the

north. The north aspect is desirable as

admitting no sunshine. A strong artiRcfal

light is even better than daylight for model-

ling from the cast, since it throws more
decided shadows.

Advantages of Clay Hacheroundi—As the

relief advanceSt the advantages of the clay

background over one of plaster or bare

slate will be made apparent. Helieia of

moderate size like the present are be^t

laid flat when work is over and they have
to be damped for the nighty and most of

the skewers which support the wet cloths

can be stuck into the slab rather than

into the work t besides, by adding con-

siderahly to the bulk of elay, it- allows the

figure to lie kept in a state of more regular

moisture than would otherwise be possible.

Other advantages are purely artistic, though
these are lea$ apparent in a tolerably bold

relief like the present than iti one of greater

delicacy. One of these is the more tender

outline of which this ground admits. A
bard cotitinuous outline has a crude efect

in low relief, and a clay backgromid allows

it to be softened and almost blended with

the slab in parta, which could not be done
were the ground of another and a hand
materiaL Again, much labour may be
saved at times, when the ground is of clay,

b,v sinking it a little so as to bring in some
receding form. Moreover, in very delicate

work the parts are lesa likely to be brought
into proper harmony when the eye is dia-

tUTl>cd by difference of colour in figuiua and
background. Other conditions regulate the

modelling of mere ornament In low relief.

It is perhaps necessary lu the majority of

cases that this should be Uf>on a curved
ground

;
and to keep such a ground true

through the operationa of modelling muy
be a difTicult matter if it U In a material so

yielding as clay. Often therefore in orna-

mental work it is Letter to model the ground
roughly in clay, to cast it in plaster, and in

that material to bring it to its proper form
and level. In the case of a curved surface,

this is more readily done in the firmer material

than n the cky. For ornament the out-

line will rarely he too Arm or decided. The
adhesion between clay and plaster is not

ijtrong. and the former U Ukely to peel

from the latter if the work is not kept regu-

larly damped.
Final Hints on Relief Modelling.—The

broad flesh surfaces which the Apollo figure

ofleTB will give admirable practice for

finishing with the thumb, though, of

course, the outline and more intricate parts

of the features will need tools. The hair will

be all tool-work. In working from nature,

hair is a difEcult thing to treat; but here,

as in the antique generally, it is conventional

and simple, A little drapery is thrown
across the bust ; and in finishing this, a

flat tt'ire tool, such as is shown by Fig. 252

(p. 109), will be found most scrii'iceahJe,

For further practice in relief, whole antiqne

figure# or groups of figure#, modelled to per-

haps a third of their origirial sli^, are usual

subjects. Of these, simple figures in high

relief are the most easy, and groups in

quite low relief demand the moat ekill.

In choosing a view of any statue or group
lor this purpose, some judgment is ne^cd ;

it should be one in which the Uncs compose
gracefully

;
and if they can be to a

ex:teat in one plane, so much the better^ It

ja not well to have a leg or arm projecting

straight out towards the spectator
;

it is

difficult to foreshorten such limbs, and
they always look awkward. After all care

taken in sketching, it will sometimes lie

found, as a work of this kind progresses,

that an arm, a leg. or a bead is not just

in the right place. It is Ur easier to correct

such an error in modelling than in drawing.

All that hft# to he done is to cut the part

from the background with a wire or string,

and move it to its proper position- Or the
part may have been modelled in a relief rela-

tively too high OF too low
; if the latter, it

is easy to detach it from the groimd with

the wire, and by putting clay under it to

raise it to its proper height ; if the former,

a slice can he cut from under it, and the

relief thus lowered as required.

Modelling Ornamenit

Mouldings,— In modelling urnumeat, the

first stages may consist in attempting aoitio
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simple mauldmg as shown at 2D3
and 259* AU that Is required way of

an outfit IS & board, some modeUing clay^

and two or three boxwood tools. In the

parts at right angles to the board as shown
at Fig* 2fi0* Tbo next thing to do is to

fill up the angle thus formed by adding

clay till it has a umed the appearance

3BS- ri£. sss.

Flgv. sea uit sea*—ModeUed Omatnsntal Monldlngi*

riff. 360.—First Staffs In HiJcluff Mcnldlmff*

Flff* 363.— HodiHad Plain Konldinff.

earlier of the examples given here* on tools

of any sort boaides thumb and finger need

be used. The moulding (Fig. 203) may
be begun by laying out on the board a

bat or i'ab of day to a depth of^ say, 2 in.

Cut this bat in two and set up one of the

Flff. 361.—Anffle of Noiaiidlbff filled in with

Clay*

Elff. £63.—HodflUtd Omuntutal Mouldiuff.

of Pig. 26L Do this very carefully, and try

to avoid having to carve or cut any clay

;

for the great rule in modelling is to build

up as much as possible, and carve or cut

away as little as possible. If, on the
moulding now formed, equal distances of.
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t>AV, 1 m. be marked ofi and the flng^^r

pressed along theae marks, a design like

Fig. 25S will be made. This may be fur*

ther elalwrated by makiag Little balk and

adding these as shown at Fig. 259. Indeed,

there are many mouldings that may be

taken as early exercises in modelling.

Take a monldin^ like Fig. 262, and orna-

ment it with a leaf similar to that shown

at Fig. 263. Of course, in actual work no

be used, but in the present examples the

idea has been to give exercises as a training

in using the fingers only. If the ornament
is modelled on the bare board, it will be

arccssary first of all to wet the board in

order that the clay may stick to It. It is

much better, however, to lay out a bed of

clay am inch or so in depth, and^ if smoothed

and levelled, this is much better to work, or

because the modelled ornament will remain

riffL SM to 344-—simple nodelled Leare*.

attempt would be made to model each leaf,

since all arc alike. What is done is, after

having modetied the first leaf, to make a

mould by simjply pouring a little plaster*

of-Paris over it. Into this mould clay is

pressed and an impression takcu of the

leaf, which is then stuck on the moulding.

This is repeated till as many have been

added as are required.

Leaves.—An attempt will be made to

explain the method of handling the clay

in making leaves like Figs. 261 to 266. In

more intneate work, tools of some sort must

longer moist and pliable, and is much less

apt to dry and crack, la modelliug a
leaf Uko Fig, 265, make a start by rolling

lietween the hands a piece of day, and
lay this out in the direction the leaf is lying,

as at Fig. 267. This really constitutes the

centre rib of the leaf, all details being added
and made to Sow Into this Uae. If a piach

of clay La next taken and rolled between
the finger and thumb, with a little pressure

it will be made to adhere to the finger as

shown at Fig. 268. This little piece of

clay is then placed in poiition on the oma*
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fig, S79r—first Stage In Modelling Truss

Or BnokeL

Fig. 371.—ModeUed Tniii or Bmcket^

fig, *74, fig. 07JJ.

Fig. 4tT.

fig. aro.

rig. 178, fig, 379

figs. 374 to 379.—Modelling Exerdses wltb BsUs.
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Truss or Bracket^—Up to this stage in

the modeUing of omament, only details

have been attempted ; the next thing

Slight be to tiy a complete design, and
the illnatratiou {Fig. 272) of a tnisa or

brocket may serve os a fairly good exercise

Thcae are made by laying on a roll of cUy^
aguantig and finishing as may eeem most
convemeat. This will give the principal

contour of the bracket. The front is the

next part done. The shape of this is such
that it may be modelled entirely without

Fig. S80.—Medaued Wing. Flf. sai.—Emir Stage In Modelling Wing.

without necessitating any special Icuow-

ledge of ornament, as would be the case

in dftatgning a pilaster. It would be betterj

however^ before anything original were

at^eiimted, that some experience had been

gained in copying from casts of ornament, as

this will give practice in noting the variety

of relief and Hgbt and shade, the principal

elements which go to make up a successful

design in modelling. As to the truss, a

rou^ mass of clay must first be laid out^

givixig an approximate idea of the eventual

shape. This is shown at Fig. 273, and on

this ^oundwork the ornament has to be

modelled. It » better to allow this basis

to become fairly firm and stiff before begin-

ning the design. The slab on the top is

best mads by making a sheet of plaster-

of-Paris of the required thickness
j

and
sawing this to the desired shape. The
plaster is easier and quicker to shape than

the aid of tools, as the forms of the grooves
may be made by simply pressing with the

finger in the manner shown at Fig. 2611.

Next add the details underneath the top>

These also may be made by using the

fingers only, though it may be found neces-

sary to use n flat tool here aud there to

trim them up. The large leaf at the top and
the small one at the bottom are now done.

Both these Leaves are somewhat similar in

character to Fig. 265* and may be modelled
in the same way, No further difficulty

should be experienced Ju finishing the

bracket ; any details too small to finish

with fingers alone must be done by usin^

suitable tools.

Elemcntaiy Ornament. — The exercisCf

about to be given are elementary, and
partake to a great extent of the nature of

drill forms. The clay must be in such

condition that it can be handled plea*

Fig. 8S^—Hodttlkd Bird.

wood, and the reason why this part is not

modelled in clay is simply that, as it is of a

rigid and severe outline, there would not be

the same likelihood of getting it accurate

as when made in the manner indicated. The
spirals on each side may be done first.

santly and freely. If too soft, it will stick

to the fingers * if too stiff, its plasticity

is partly gone, and it will more readily

dry aud harden with handling, the bench
soon becoming covered with uttle crumbs
of clay. To work the examples, roll a pinch

j":r ll
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uf day b^itwecn the fingers and thumb,
maldng it aa apherical as possible. Form
pjrroups of two or more, eJidoavouilng to get

them aa nearly of the some aiso aa poaaible.

Figs. 274 to 27D show various num!:x?ra of

balls placed side by side, and also how,

simply by pressing with the finger, the balls

may be made to assume different shapes.

For the wing (Fig. 280), make a roll of day
^ in^ or 4 in^ long and lay it out on a board.

Flatten one side^ as in Fig. 281, by dravring

the finger along it. Do the aame with

the other long feathers, and add the shorter

ones afterwards. Form the general shape

of the wing firsts and notice that the tips

of the feathers are much lower In relief

than the quill end j therefore begin by

roughly suggesting this relief (Fig. 281}.

Next a bird, without mueh detail (Fig. 282),

may be attempted. Examples of rococo

fornament are given by FiRs. 28S to 28^i.

The chief characteristics of this style are

lack of balance, either as a whole or a

part but however doubtful rococo may
be as a style of ornament, it certainly yields

admirable cxerciaea leading towards freedom

in plastic art. In worlong, the general

shape of the figure may be roughly sketched

in, the detaiU being the outjcome of the

vagary of the modeller. The exercises

in ornament treated so far may be almost

entirely executed by thumb and fingers,

but those shown by Figs ^ 26b to 2lK> nccessii*

tate the use of tools. The particular tool

to be used will depend on the shape of the

work. Thus, for the scrolls shown at F gs.

28ri and 287, after mating a roll of day and
pulling It into shape on the Iwurd with the

fingers, a fiat tool will be all that is required

to finish the work. A cartouche, or scrolled

shield, is given at Fig 29^)
;

the general

shape and relief of the ornament must first

1h? set out, and the teat of the work a Imeat

entirely done by tools. This design should

Ihc workcf) on a thick hat of day spread over

tho lavarcL The sunk parts may then be

raked nnt with a wire tool.

Modelling the human FisTure from

the Antique

When copying a bust or other work

in the round, it is well that both cast and

model should bo on turntables, 'hat all

hides of them may be readily brought
under the eye, and that both shall be

on the same level. The bust frame (see

p. I2u) is damped, and the clay built up
around it. It must not be thought that

in putting together a comparatively large

mass it does not matter whether the clay

is well tempered or otherwise, or whether
the building up is or is not done methodically.

All clay shrink:^ as it becomes drier, and il>

badly tempered clay the soft parts shrink

more than the hard, and produce a lumpy
and irregular surface. Roughing out a bust,

though only from the antique, Is highly

interesting work* The modeller needs to

discern clearly the charorUristic points of

his original, so as to get resemblance by the

disposal of his great masses only. This he
ought to be able to do quickly [ and all the

leading features may be expressed by a few

effective touches, The thumbs pressed

deeply into what will afterwards be the inner

corners of the eyes, and then drawm out-

wards, marking the line of the eyebrows,
will at once give a human look to the upper
part of the face. Make a deep, somewhat
crescent shapefl indentation at the opening
of the ear, and an oblique line drawn with

the thumb-nail, to mark its hinder limit.

A few sharp incisions of the tool indicate

hair where it falls upon the flesh. The
pusitToii of the mouth, and something of

its expression, are given by a slight de-

pression at each of its angles, and drawing
the thumb downwards from them. In

this stage, an ingenious modeller can throw

a v'aat amount of re-emblance into his copy
with marvellously little labour

;
and it is

well that the learner should practise the

means of doing this, ft at once gives

interest to his work, and facilitates after-

la bout* Although in some respects it is

mure difiii-ull: to copy in the round than

in relief, the w^orker has this advantage

—

he can now lake measurements in all direc-

tioiis. This should l>e done freely, but in

an iiitelligent manner—that is, the dimen-
.‘^lons of each form should first be judged

by the eye, iiJid afterwards testi'd hy the

riiUipers* The eye is thus trained to

accuracy, and will after a time liecomc

so f-ixact thiit si^arccly any measurements

will be need»;d. It is well to acquire this
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habit before workiag from the life, for a

frequent application of the calLipcra is not

pleasing to sitters for portraits* In work-

ing up the forma of the more intricate

features—such as the eye and mouth

—

the main part of the work will have to be

done with tools ; but in life-sized work
the eyeball is best formed by the thumb.
The upper eyehd cannot be completed with-

out the tool, and it plays so important

a part in the e3q>re^sion o the face that form

should be i^ven to it at a comparatively early

stage. The Lower eyelid is rarely put in

till later. This, in an unfinished state,

takes oS from breadth of effect In a painful

with a hnu moist sponge blends all together

and makes a good surface. For amaLl work
a scrap of sponge tied to a bit of stick is

useful for parts which cannot be reached
with the fingers* The mechanical plan of

producing a presentable surface on flesh,

etc., has already been mentioned. The

Tig. ISO —HodsUsd
Cartoudlis or BersUM

Sbiold.

Fif. 3>l*— Boppoit for Mod«ll«l Butustia.

manner, and, to keep It from being oflenaive,

needs a great deal of softening down^ it

may be well to see how this is done. In
large forma, where the thumbs can work
freely, softness seems to come naturally ]

but in less accessible parts the harsh marks
left by tools have to be removed in order

to give finish. AVorking across any line

—say, as this of the eyelid—with a fine

tool and a light touch, wifi do much. Some-
times a painter's hog-tool, with the bristles

cut rather short, is used, it being first dipped
into water. In delicate matters, a sable

brush, also cut short, may be used instead

of. or after, the hog -tool ; and a final dabbing

modeller wraps a piece of cotton stocking

material tightly and smoothly over ]m
thumb, with the iriba running across it,

and, having damped it, works it firmly

but Lightly over his surface. The ribs to a

flight degree cut into the day and reduco

it to smooth nesa, and this, with an aftei-

dabbing with the sponge, produces a gwd
finish. Those who are learning modelling

rarely copy a whole Hfe-siacd statue in

the dimensions of the original. The great

quantity of day required, and the cost and

difficulty of providing sufficient support,

deter them from doing bo. For the pur-

poses of study, it is held eufficient to copy
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Botne of th? antique etatues on a small^T

fiCftle—that h, to fepToduce them fts atatu-

ettcs. In Fig* 291 i» ehown a aeciion of a

irame lor the support of & Etandiog figure

about 2 ft, high* To any unusual Htti*

tode the frame mustr of course, be specially

adapted. The figure staiKfs on the board

and Atrongty screwed to this, near one

end, is the Upright bar of iron r ; tbia ia

bent near its upper end* that it may enter the

figure at the email of the back. At its

termination 1b the ahank o, which will

occupy the centre of the lower part of the

body* When this frame is prepared for

use, three pieces of gas'piping will be bound
with copper wire to this shank. Two of

thi'se will descend to the board bdow^ and
will he amiTiged to run down the middles

of the legs ’ their upper ends* after being

carried straight upw^ards to the height of

the shoulders, ¥riU branch off, to support

the arras
;
and the third pipe will nm up

to the centre of the head, and will be tightly

bound to the arm^ptpea for so far as it

keeps company with them; and to its top

some croas^bita of wood will be wired, for

the better Eupport of the day forming the

head. The day will hold more firmly

to the pipes generally if wires are wound
spirally round them* For figures of mode-

rate sisje, lead or " compo ’* gas-piping

admirably serves the purpose of skeletons

;

for whilst strong enough to bear the weight

of the day, it ^mita of being freely bent

in any direction* It is not easy to give

the proper pose and action to a figure in

the round, or to make it balance so as to

give the idea of standing securely. The
plummet will be freely used, and the

pieces of gas-piping will liave to be bent and
rS'bent many times. If figurea of this kind

have to be kept long in the day it is desir-

able to have an oiJdoth^jovered frame to

fit over and keep them moist. Nothing

more than what has been said already

need be observed with regard to copying

from the antique* Such copying, though

pleasant and interesting work, is, of courtte,

but a means to an end* Those w'ho do it

are generally only seeking to fit themselves

for dealing with portraits, or for expressing

the inventioQB of their own imagiuations

in ideal sculpture*

Modelling from the Life

In modelling from the life, two things

arc apt to bother the t^eginner—the forms
before him are constantly changing, mote
or leSB, and colour (which w'as absent in the

cast) U apt to mislead him ss to the real

nature of form* It is therefore well that

he should not come to this work till eye and
hand have been somewhat practised. Model-

ling from a living person is far harder and
more exhaustive work than mere copying
from a cast. Living fie.^h and bone cannot
retain the same pose for an unlimited period

as a lump of plaster does; and tlie modeller,

knowing this, has to put forth all hia energies

to make the beat use of hia time. With the

strain put upon brain and eye and nerve,

he tires before long* The sitter, too, grows
weary, and falls into attitudes or assum:s
an expression which It is not desirable to

copy* Hence it Is generally allowed that,

whether for the purposes of portrait or for

mere study, the length of a sitting ought
not to be more than about two hours.

Half a doren such sittings will commonly
sufiiee for a medallion portrait, and fre-

quently for a bust. By this, it is not in-

tended to bo implied that such a portrait

should be modelled in twelve houra—fai*

from it, for much must be done between

eittings, in completing what has then only

been roughly skctch<S* Photof^phs may
also be mode use of in off-times

;
and

after the sittings are over, much finishing

will be required to fit the model for cast-

ing in plaster*

Medal UoEis Modelled from the Life.—

With the general public, perhaps, the most
popular form of portrait sculpture is the

medallion* It is a favourite with modellers

—it docs not ojfer technical dilliculties.

It can be modelled in sn ordinary room,

and it can be easily and eafely cast. *4

medalNon looira best on a flat circulai

ground, with the head in profile and £oma
where about 4 in. high, and with a pro-

jection of perhaps some j in. For such a
head, with so much of the bust as it is

necessary to show, a background of some
H in. In diameter suffices. Medallions in

which the bead la mor than 5 in. high,

buc less than life-siscj, are larcly satis*
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brought readily beneath the eye and handaof
the operator; and in the later »tage«, when
mere finish i$ being put in, the nrtodeller,

if so inclined, sita to his work ; but not in

ihe eorller ones, and never when the sitter

is present. Whilst he is busied witli those

manipulations on which the vigour^ likeness,

and expression of his portrait depend, all his

faculties of eye and hand must he exerted

to the uttermost
;
he needs to be frequently

stepping backwards and forwards to judge

the effect of what is done, or to observe the

forms which he sees in his sitter from new
points of view, and for these things a stand-

ing attitude is indispensnhie. It is usual

to build up a bust roughly two or three

days before the first sitting, making it re*

scmble more a harber^s block than anything
human. It ought, however, to be care-

fully and regularly put together; air holes

should not be left in it, and there should

be no hard lumps in the clay. The cross-

arm of the frame will be embedded in

the middle of the mass representing the

head
;
the chest portion, standing on a broad

base, does not need a cross-arm to support

it. Before the first sitting takes place, it

is well that the modeller should. If possible,

settle in his own rulnd what the pose of the

head shall be. Only in very formal works
is it usual to make the face look directly

to the front ; such an attitude is stiff and
jnartJstic, and the effect ia more pleasing

if the head is turned a little to the right

or left. Most peru&ns have some man-
nerism, more or less marked, iu the w'ay

in w'bich they carry their heads ; and

this characteristic, if it can be caught,

adds not a little to the likeness. The clay

for the first few days is sufficiently soft to

allow of the head being turned betw'een

the tw^o hands into any' desired position,

even on the rigid wooden frame. In the

first sitting the general proportions ought

to be well massed in, and, however much
the moileller may have trained his eye,

\t is prudent to take two or three of the

main meaaurementa with the callipers.

He will thus have some certain standard

by which to judge minor matters. It is

not pleasant if, after several sittings and
much latamr, he finds that he has made
some serious error as to si»e— too much

width in the head from ear to ear, or too
much length from back to face, for in*

Etance. Still, thero are means of cor-

recting such errors without sacfificiug any
great amount of work. A clean cut may
be made into the head with a wire, and a
elice taken out, or in like manner clay may
be put in to increase width, etc. Work-
ing from the life is a severe strain on the
powers of the modeller, whilst, in a different

way, the sitter also finds his part wearisome.
As has been said, a sitting rarely lasts

longer than two hours^ Yet, after the
sitter has gone, the modeller will find much
that he can do, working in a more leisurely

Fig. S91.^0«aani Form of Fmn« for Modallod

Bait

manner; for those forms which during
the sitting have only been roughly put
in, can now be completed aud smoothed
down.

Houghing'ln.—At the first sitting the

modeller makes it his business broadly

to rough-in the main forms without details,

and, in doing this, n^fueb of the individual

character of the head may be secured
with tittle labour. The chief points ate

indicated by bold touches, and may be
briefly recapitulated : The thumba, pressed

deeply Into the inner comers of the eyes

and drawn outwards along the line of

the eyebrows, will impart a human look

to Ihe Lump of clay.. A pressure, sloping

obliquely to each side, detertniues the

length of the nose, and a couple of aflght

indentations mark the comers of the mouth.
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The opening of the ear in ahown by a deep
and aomewhat creacent'shapod depression,

and the hinder limit of that organ ia ex>

pressed by an oblique line drawn with

the thumbnail. A few deep tonchea with

the end of a tool aufhce for the present to

give the character of the hair,.

Taking Measurements.—In order to en^

sure correctneea of proportion, a few of the

most important dimebsiona should be mea-

aured with the callipers—such as the length,

breadth, and depth of the head, the width

of the shoulders, etc. In the after sittings,

when the forma which at first were rnerely

Fig. SSa—nUgnunt ittuxtn.tifig M»AJtLr«mciiit

Ilf Situr'i B«ad for HofiteUing Fnrpoiea

sketched are elaborated and filled with

detail, it may be well to take some minor

measurements with the compaaseaj bnt,

so far aa is possible, the eye shonld be accus-

tomed to judge distances accurately with-

out such help, lor frequent measurements
are alwayj annoying to the sitter. A sug-

gestion as to how to £et about measuring

the head is given in Fig. 20o : a, from ear to

ear ;
n, hoiiiontal line to fmd levd of nose ;

c, from each ear to point of nose
;

n, from

nose to chib ;
e, from chin fo ear

;
f,

from chin to root of hair ; G, from ear

to root of hair n, from chin to eyebrows.

Each measurement, as soon as taken,

should he marked on the clay model, without

any t.ttempt at introducing detail. By
employing some such method as this a

certain degree of mechanical accuracy

is guaranteed, both in the position of

the features and the shape of the head.

Obtaining "Likeness."—All minutiiB or

characteristics of a face must be regarded
aa work to be done after the general form
has been massed in. When tliis is done, the

features may be more defined in detail, and
any peculiarity noted. In all modelling

from the life, a hand lookiug-glass will be

found of great use» The reflection shows
up faults which escaped notice w-hen the

sitter was looked at in the ordinary way.

The power of rapid sketching will be found

of especial value when roughitig-in a por-

trait bust. It goes far towards securing

a vigorous, as well aa a faithful, likeness ;

worth consideration also is the greater

aatiafacdon wliich it euables one to give

to the sitter by getting some sort of reeem-

blabce early, for sitters are apt to take some
disgust at the Uncouth and often ridicu-

lous appearance of a bust in its first stages.

As not^ on p. 124, photographs help in

carr>ing out work that has to be done
between sittings. During slttirigs the mo-
deller has to content himself with roughly

getting in what he sees, and most of the
smoothing and poliuhing he leaven till

off-times* After the last Htting, also, a
great deal of finishing wnll have to he done
before the bust is fit for casting.

Treatment of Hair.—It should be home
in mind that no epecial parts should be

finished to the neglect of others, hut that the

whole work should be carried forward in

its varying degree of completeness. The
treatment of the liair is more or less of a
conventJonal nature, and an examination
of heads from the antique will show several

methods of how this is done. In painting,

the different colours of skin and hair are

clearly defined, whereas in sculpture ol

wood or stone, wlicre no colour Is used,

this effect is arrived at by variety of tex-

ture or mass. In modelling, the hair

has to he done with tools, and its texture

is expreased by curved lines drawn with a

tolerably sharp point, more flowing and
continuous for smooth, and more abrupt

and broken for curly hair. Unless just at

th/^ parting line, or on those parts of a

female head where jt is brushed smooth,

hair nerds no softening down, but best
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flhowa Lta cliaTHcter by bdng left crisp

from the Th'C little ragg^ fragments
of c\ay which aCick along the edgen of the

tool marks aid the effect^ and should be left

untouched. Something even of colour may
be indicated in modelling if by bold touched

the shadows are kept deep and strong in

reproducing dark, and aofter markings are

U9^ to bespeak lights hair^ If the locks

are long, wavy„ or massive^ eapeciallj in

the male sitter, they should be dealt with

whilst the clay is still so plastic as to admit
of free and bold handlings If smooth or

closely cropped, the hair ia better worked
upon when the clay is harder^ A sonreo

of annoyance is, that on the heads of most
sitters the arrangement of the hair varies

from day to day, so that the work put in

at one sitting may at the next be found to

bo altogether wToag, It is therefore gener*

ally best merely to indicate its character in

the earlier stages, and to devote a whole

sitting to It later on.

Eyes.—The effect of the eyes in the bust

is obtained by making a bole to represent

the pupil, ltd depth varying according to

the depth of shadow or auggestiveness of

colour desired.

Draping a Bust.—The beat way of draping

a bust ia a point which adnuta of much
discussion. The likeness is increafied by
giving the ordinary dress, but modem
costume is generally considered inartistic.

Variety and artistic effect can be produced
without absurdity by makiag use of an
academic or ofheial robe, if the sitter is

entitled to wear one, by a cloa k, by a dress

-

ing*gown, etc. Sometiniea the difficulty is

overcome by a mere piece of loose drapery
thrown round the iSgure, this admitting of
artistic, if not of specially consistent results.

And sometimes an excellent effect is pro-

duced, particularly with a male subject,

when the bust is of the stiff and formal

terminal type, by leading so much as is

given of the chest wholly nude. Sitting

for a portrait is an occupation of which
people soon grow weary. Few care to give

more sittings than are absolutely necessary.

The modeller therefore studies to do all

that can then be done in the absence of his

Ktter. If the personas actual dress is to

receive artistic treatment, a photograph

m
of the sitter will serve for this purpose as

well as the sitter himself. If a pece of fancy
drapery is to be used, a plaid is thrown
round a plaster coat or a Jay figure, and
copied at leisure. Drapery for such a
purpose, however, needs to be arranged

in good and effective folds, and must not
be taken at random. A lay figure, it

may be observed. Is a life-size doll with

movable joints. If academic or other loose

robes are employed as drapery on a bust,

they are best disposed for modelling from
upon such a figure. Drapery on a large

scale^ though 1^ in with the thumbs^
needs to be shaped and worked up with

flat toothed tool^ and afterwards roughly

levelled with the brush shown half sizie by
Fip. 254 and 255 (p. 111). Tho bristles

cut weU into the clay, and make the foils

Level and uniform; and an amount of

ffniah can afterw'arda be given by dabbing
with the sponge. But only in parts should

the drapery l^ve a smooth surface, and it

u considered artistic to leave the marks
of tool and brush in many places^

Casting Clay Model in Pl^ater

It may be deurable occasionally to give

the model a permanent form by taking a

plaster cost of it, an operation which^ as

usually conducted, involves the destruction

of the clay model. Other processes are

available, but it is most often convenient

to adopt the one above alluded to, this

being known as casting by the waste'

moulding process. Only the best saperfine

plastcT-of-Paris, especially sold for this

purpose, is used. Taking a handful of

plaster, sprinkle it into a basin two-thirds

full of water. Do this carefully with the

hand, so as to detect and lay aside any lumps,

etc. The plaster falling on the surface of

the water becomes paduallj soaked, and
einks, and the spruming is continued until,

instead of ainkmg, the plaster be^ns to

stand in a heap above the level of the water.

This ehowa that no more plaster is needed.

This is the proper way of mixing plaster;

the gradual saturation from below expels

the air quietly, without causing bubbles

;

also, by this method the moulder is able to

see wheu exactly the proper proportioa of

plaster bos been added to the water. The
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HISTORY OF WOOD CARVING: STYLES OF
CARVED ORNAMENT

Carvin’d m wood is undoubt(Klly of

^rcat antiquity. To r&aiise thits^ upon tlie

theory that the life history of the individual

reprenents the life history of rmnnkind gener-

ally^ one haa only to see how readily boys
take to whittling pieces nf wtHid, sometimes
making a well-finiahed artiele, such as a boat^

or sometimes^ apfoireatly, euttjng the wood
for the pure joy of feeling the knife go
slashing through it. It U well knowi^
t<K^ that Savage races have their war cluKf

and other weapona^ besides their domestic

utcn^ls, paddles, and other wooden im*

plements, decorated with carving, Ko one
knows when man first rose to that level of

developed ability which made him capable

of executing a distinct design
,
even though

of the vaguest kind. Certaiu it is that the

very first piece of wood carving, histoiically

considered, is of the very highest degree of

excellence. It is that of a human figures

and 18 known as the ** Sheikh -eh Bcled,” a
name given to it because the Arabs who found

it noticed that it bone a very close resem-

blance to the Sheikh of the '^^llage where it

was found, who was ruling at that particu-

lar time, Tbifl statuette is done in syca-

more, as was much of Egyptian work, and
Btands on a base of similar material

;
it is

^ ft, in, high. It is not rumarkable for

its detail
;

but it is moat undoubtedly a
strong, well-proportioned, and clever piece

of work, showing a masterly handling of the

human figure such as can only have pro-

ceeded from the brain, and through the hands,

of a master of craft. Between the earliest

vague attempts to express the feeble work-
ings of the spirit of wcJid carving on the part

of early man, and this clever and strong

representstinn of the human figure, there Lies

a gulf covering many centuries—centuries

not only in point of time, but in point ol

development and progress too.

Ancient Chip Carvinff

Turning to the ornament of some of these

early pcoplea^-that is, early only in their

jM-riiHi of development—we find that their

woimI carving is practjcaliy that of the kind
we know as chip Carving, That is, it is oi

the kind the pattern of which is preserved as

ridges, formed by the chipping awa}’ of the

wood on either side in the shape of, generally,

geometrical patterns. Relief carving, on
the other hand, is formed hy taking away
the wood on both sides of the design, and
leaving it raised an appreciable distance

from the ground. The carved ornament of

fJeeania is of this type principally, varying,

it is true, in different parts of the wide ex-

panse of islands, but varying only between
simple incised carving—that is, rude designs

simply cut, or scratched in outline in the

wot^—through chip carving, to simple flat

relief. Early as is this form of carving,

it is yet comparatively well developed ; be-

cause these craftsmen had a definite idea

as to w-hat they wished to rcprcflent, and
they most certainly had developed more or

lean ability to put their ideas into concrete

form. It may safely be taken for granted

that the earliest form of camug would he in

the form of incised or chip work, but of a

much lower and cruder o^er than that of

Oceania.

Ancient Egyptian Work

To take, now, the subject in chronological

order, a beginning is made with a period

showing a very high standard, that of Egyp-
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Fig. Carrod Doorway in Cbureb of Anl, Ballingdal, Horway. Date, at>cat LlOft A.D.

(Seal*; | iiL = 1 It, appm. Boo p. Ha.)

Copyrighied
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tiuD orDam^nt of quite ii,00D years ago. In

addition to what has already been oald aI>out

the Sheiiih-el-Boled statuette, it ia interest*

ing to note that it with the exception of the

Fl^ 399.—Cbmoiif Homiui MoiUdiaff.

300.

—

Billet, Himnu MonJdla;.

Fig. 301. fic.sk BUT, KQTmEs Moulding.

right arnij carved out of one solid block of

eycamure ' the ann is mort ised ood tenoned
in, and the eyes are formed of inJaid bits of

shel] and crystal. There are aUo, belonging

to this date, or thereabouts, some panels from
the tomb of Hosi, about 4 ft. high, with

figures of men, and hieroglyphs^ car?^ in low
relief in the quaint style pe^'uliar to Egyptian
bas-relii^fs. The Egyptians, at this time,

appear to have employed wood carving to a

considerable extent as ornament \ it is found

applied to furmture, boxes, and toilet im-

Flg. 303.—Beak Haad, Nonnan Moaldlng.

Fig. 303.

—

Norman CapfUL

plemonts. These were carved in what may
be termed surface relief, the elements used

being animals or plants, nod the lotus and
papyrus being largely used. Almost all, if

not quite all, their carvings in wood and
stone were eventually eolourtd. Each crafts-

man's outfit included his bag of paints ; and,

mixing them himself, he laid them on in

Fig 304.-- Ftg. SOS.—

Tliroe-lobod Follogi, fipLxml Plan, Early

Early EnglUb. Esgliik.

flat washes of red, green, blue, and yellow.

It U te tbe earlier dynasties that the best

carvings belong. Thera was undoubtedly

a decline of ornament, and during the later

dynasties little wood carv'ing was done,

unless the wooden coflms are considered to

be sr^imens of the craft. It must be re*

merubered that in Egypt wood was not

plentiful, and the best Egyptian carving was
done in stone, chiefly granite and basalts

In the British Museum can he seen two

statues of kings carved in sycamore that are

typical of the mode of treatment (date,

about 1350 B.c-1- One is & statue of an un-^

known king and the other of Set! I, (known

also as Bethus), both of the nineteenth

dynasty. They are strong and vigorous

representations, suggestive of power and
decision ; the limbs are well proportioned,

although they are smooth^ and do not show
the muscles clearly. The principal elements

used by Elgyptian craftsmen ate t Tbo
lotus, ]>ap3^rus, and palm

;
the wingeti

globe
;

winged beetle or scarabeus ' the

egg and sor[>ent
i

ibe ritsettc * the human
figure, and the various animals necessary to

Fig. 306.—l>0g'tooth Hoiilduig, Early Engllak.

the representation of the chase ; fishing, and
the Various industrial arts and nationaJ

pursuits, which were commonly used as

trieze decorations.
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Chaldea and Assyria

Chaldea and Aasyria^ which come next in

chronological order, and whoac art resembles

Fig. SOT.—Hapl« D«jor»t#d Period.

to some extent that, of Egypt, afToid very'

little that ia of interest or value in rontie^^'

tion with wood carving. Ijower Ifeatt*

potamia is a flat, marahy country, abound-

ing in reeda, which grow aometiDiea to 14 ft.

high, but it is devoid of both timhetr and

etone. Sir Auaten Layard and ilr. George

Fig, 30S—Og« Plan. Decorated ParienL

Smith have shown that the lumiture was
ornamented with the heads of bulls, lions,

and rams \ but tliis furniture was made
largely of metal, gold and silver and bronjiit-

entering largely into its construction. It

was inlaid with ivory, and sometimes with

coloured glass i the feet were cari'ed to re*

Fig. 30a—Ball Flower* Decorated Period,

present the feet of lions and the hoofs of

bulls. However, many of the patterns that

have become famiHar in the oniament of

nearly all periods from that time to this

—especially fn the Greek and the Roman,
and later in the nenajssance of the fifteenth

century^—appear to have originated, or

at least were very largely used, in AsayTiau

Pig. 3ie.—Tudor Flower, Perpeodicular Period.

art, Some of these arc the palmetto, the

guilloche pattern, lilies, and the fir cone.

Greek Carvinj^s

Greek art covers a period of from 800 fi.o.

to 14U J8.C. During this period there are

many ivfetencTS to wooii carving, chiefly

given by Pitusanias, a Greek t<.fpographiral

writer, who Jived aljcmt 150 a.d. His prin-

cipal work, still extant, is " A iJi^ription of

Gnn*i^c,” and in it he dew^ribea upfiiirently

everything he saw dunng Ins extensive

travels. He shows that the art nf car\nng

iu wood was nf sipme considerable importance.

At the jureseiit time, few examples survive,

Bn<], indeed, the only places where anoient

w{)od carvings are now to he found are In

EgA’ptian tombs. It must be rememlrered
that wood is much leas enduring than stone

Wood suffers not only from fire, warfa»^

and other vitdeiit dt?structive agencies, but

soon j*erishpa of natural decay. The earliest

example of any w'ood carving in this f>eriod

is B.C.. and refers to the famous chest

(d Cypseliis of iViriiifh, whioh is said to have
been made of cedar, carved and decorated

with figures and bas-reliefs, some in ivory.

Flff, 311.— Fig. lit—
Fout-IutmI Flower. Tudor Bms,
Porp«a>dicaUj Ported. ForpoodlcuUr Foried.

some in gold or Ivor}* part gilt, and inlaid

on all four aides and the top. Illustrations

from bas-reliefs of this time show chairs

whose four legs ar<; carved to represent the
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Pig $13. —Gothic Stylo Fmite, allowing AlteinitiTo Deaignfl^

By F. L ScbikuormMUi
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lega ami feet of lion*, and file back

le|?9^ which ATP carried up to form a

back, terminate at the top with a

carved reprcaentation of the anthc^

mion^ This representation of the lega

and feet, in addition to the heads,

of lions, leopard S| and sphinxes, is

common enoujzih to form a distinctive

feature of (rrtek furniture, and it, too,

forms another link in the cooncctm^

chain of art tradition that exi^^s

between Greece and .IsayTia and

Egypt* From tbe dcscTiptions gicen

by Fausanias, it ap|ieara that the

earlier examples nf wchhI i:arving were

the wooden images of the gods^ many
examples of which were pn-served

down to historic times. One of these

ancient statues is that of Apolln,

dedicated in 428 bl.c,, in the Campus
Martius at Home. This, like the

chest of CypselusT done in r.edar

wood. Another statue, that of Zen*

LariHASCUs* at .\rgos, was remarkable

because it had three eyes. Pausanias

also mentiona a statue in wood
Hernina, on the ehrme {a tigurc in

wood) of Athena Polias^ on the ACtopoHs

at Athens, and also a coloaaal statue nf

Apollo^ carved in Cnedar, at THebi^s,

which was attributed to Canachus, a

wood carver who held a high position

as an exponent of his craft. In

Olympia, too, Tverc statues in cedar

by Theoclcsj one of them represent’

ing Atlas bearing the uuiverw, t>ne

peculiar feature of many of the large

wooden sculptures wag that they were

covered with gilt or gold plates. As a

necessary consequence, the carvers

had principally to consider the general

proportions and pose of the figures

and the arrangement of the masses,

rather than any elaboration of dciaiJ

in the shape o! muscles, bones, etc.

In addition to this, wood was com^
bined in many instances with marble.

Pheidias is credited with carving a
colossal statue of At! ena,. or Minerv'a,

at PlataeAt the head hands, and feet

of which were of marble of Pcnteljcus,

the body being of wood and
gilded, or covered with gold plates.

Fig.

314.
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Flff, 815.—Chuich Door itt ImIuhL D»t«, HLddJa
(SciJi ; 1 in. ^ 1 ft* fepprOx. B«o p. 158.)
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The Greeks appear to have had a fait

choice of woods for their work. Cedar

was the wood used for maaj of the statues

already mentioned,

Roman Wood Carvinfr

Pliny speaks of a statue of Jupiter made
of cypress^ which waa erected in Home in the

year 97 n.c* The gates of the Ephesian

temple were also said to have been made

the Romans (100 a.c. to 337 a.u.)
; but there

is enough to show that it occupied a position

of some importance. Roman ornament is

really the continuation of the Greek and
Etruscan styles \ and as Grecian art finds

Its sources to a considerable extent in that
of As^yria^ it i$ not surprising to find that
the arms and legs of chairs and couches are

carved to represent the limbs of animals^

thus closely folloTviiig the examples succea-

Fig. SIS.—Oak Bom, currecL, wltb Amii of Hunningfield. Data, at>out liOO.

(Scale : la. = i ft, ap|iirca Shh p isC.)

of cypress, and they were credited with

having lasted for 400 years. Pliny also

mentions that the gates of the Temple of

Apollo, at Utica, which were made of cedar,

were in daily use in his time, and had been

for 3,500 years. Ebony is also mentioned
being ustxl for statuary—not, it may be

tho igbt, a vcT}' happy or suitable medium
for the purpose. A great statue of Herculca

carved in beech is also mentioned ; and oak,

box, olive, and pear wocmI were used for

carved work* Little is mentioned in his-

torical works respecting wood carvdng under

aively set by Eg)'pt, Assyria, and Greece.

This idea was apparently carried out in the

building of their war vessels and galleys*

These were built of chestnut, cypress, pine,

dm, oak, and fir ; and in some of the bas-

reliefs that still remain, the prows are shown
ornamented Wfth the heads of animals and
similar elements. Thus one is shown with

a boards head carved on it
;
another has on

entire crocodile ; whilst one is shown with
a swanV head and neck. One ship shown
has a cable moulding can'ed the whole length

of the ship, whilst the handles of the oats
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Urals came down the fierce tribes of the

Hutis and the Magyars^ to help in the general

dismemberment of the great Roman Empire,
and, later, the Arabs and the floors were
pursuing a victorious career through Spain
and France. ^Vhat wonder, then, that dur-
ing these turbulent and ^‘ioleut times the

arts and crafts should be overshadowed, and
their progress retarded, and that, in some
cases, they should be completely submerged ?

the countries in which Christianity was the

state religion became highly symbolic^

Byzantine Carvings

The main doom of S* Sabina on the Aven-
tine Hill have curved panels, the carving
taking the sliape of sculptured figures whose
costume decides the date to be in the fiftli

century. The doors are arranged in a num^
ber of small panels, on each of which is carved

Fig. $IS.—Oak Bofs, carvaA, witk Arms of Bob«rt Biaybrok*. Bata, about ItQO.

(Scale ; 3| liL = t ft. Bet pi IC^O.)

Further than this, too, during this violent

period, so full of warfare and destruction,

many art treasures w'ere destroyed and,

as wood Is a thing that perishes much
more easily than stone, the consequenef

is that there are but few examples of the

work of this and earlier periods.

The Influence of Constantine

Christianity was, during the reign of Con-

etsntine the Great, made the state religion,

and this circumstance bad a great mHuence
upon art generally. The art of Rome and
Greece was almost purely nsthetic i that of

{4iX) A.i>.) a scene from the Old and New
Testaments, the details being of a del>nscd

daasical type. Whilst the western Roman
Empire was slowly dying, the eastern por-

tion was being built upon a sound enough
foundation to enable it to endure for over

1,000 years, and to give to the world a very

remarkable type of art and architecture,

Constantine removed his capital from Rome
to Byiantium, afterwards called Constanti-

nople, in 324 A.JJ. This, together with tho

uncertainty of life in the Western Empire,

caused a migration of wealth end genius east-

wards. The proximity of Constantinople
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to Greece Btid Persia naturally paved the

way for the aaslmilation of Grecian and

Persian ideals ;
these were assimilated

»

together with those of BomCp and, being

subordinated to the influences and needs of

the new religion, gave rise to an art and

architecture of great vigour and significanee,

whose symbolism was in marked contrast to

the great Bt3dea which it had principally

drawn upon for its maferiaU. Thus the

conventional type of the Gkeek acanthus
was combined with various symbols of

Christianity such as the cross-circle, vine, and
the dove. One feature of the actual work-
ing of Byzantine carvings was that the whole
held was covered with the design^ the eictcnt

of groundwork being vci^' small. There
are now, unfortunately, but few examples of
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Bynfmtinc wood c^rvingt none of thfc

earliG^r pericHia ; wood cariniig docs not

appear to have received the attention that

stone ornament and glass mosaics and ivory

carvinp did. The ivory carvings of the

Byitantinee are, liowevrT, ciccediJigly fine

specimens of the carver's crafty. The subjects

oi these are principally taken from the Bible,

and it is reasonable to suppose that w^hatever

wood carving w'as done w^nuld have its mo/i/j

rlrawn from the same source. In the British

Museum there arc two ivory boxea holonging

to the siitli century, which show (1) Daniel in

the Hons' den and (2) the rnartv'rdom of St,

Monas. The actual workmanship is somo'
what crude ; but the conception, the sym-
bolism, and the imagery are very marked,

and bear witness to the great change in the

alma and the ideals of the ornament of the

times, from a purely ffisthetic, like that of

the Greeks and the Romans, to this highly

symbolic ornament of the Bysantincs. As
time went on, various influences arose that

had, eventually, a far-reaching e fleet upon
the development of the arts of carving and
sculpture, and upon the apreading of these

arta to countries outside the borders of the

Byzantine empire. One of these events was
the prohibitiou by the emperor, Leo Ul,, in

IV
a

^ S
^ ti

B £:
e
* <
^ i

I

b6

72d A.n.p of image worship, This caused
internal wars and disorders in the Byzantine
empire itself, and bad the effect of driving
away from the capital, and from the empire
eventually, all craftsmen and artists w'hose
Hpedal work it waa to prcnluce these images.
Many migrated to Italy, and as Venice was
a rising star at the time, many settled there,

nnd began that development and culture of
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liodlc3» liftve enough suppoit given, to them
to make their projection quite legitimate.

RarJy British Carvltij^

Having got to tliia point, it will be well

to conhne attention mainly to the develop*

ment of wood carving in Britain, reference

living made to the wood carvings of other

count riea only when it is ncces$ary to show
how far the.se have induenced the develop-

Fig. 33i.—Ftoiich Fulfil, Carr«d witU Open Qotblc Tracerr* Late Fiftflenth Cflntuiy.

(ScA1« : abOal In. L fL Bi« p. tS9j
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them, this being the earUcet knovrn example
ol this form of oniatnent. In llfford Chnreh,

Northamptonahirei were some stall ends of

the thirteenth centurr, cotved to represent

the passions—hate, anger, jcslonsy* etc.

This illustrates what was the keynote of

Gothic ornament^ namely, syml>olism, Ncarlj*

all ornament- was used, not for its artistic

possibilities, but for what the elements ol

which it tonsisted represent, In the four^

teenth century much fine woodworir was
done, of which the principal remains are in

the churches and cathedrals. The Early

English work of the thirteenth century had
l>cen hea^T and somewhat coarse in detail,

even though the stonework done during this

period was light and graccfuL Hut invan ^

ably carving in wood was fifty years to one

Fiff. ElinbeUian Strapwork,

hundred years l>ehi&d carving in stone;

thus the fourteenth-century work, although

much of it waa good, did not reach by any
means the state of excellence attained by
atone carving during the same period, one

reason bring tliat the forms used were more
suited to expression in stone ttian in wood,

fitall euds, screens, miscricorde seats were

commonly carved, the eletnents of ornament
u-sed being generally a little later than those

ased ill stone cariTng. Besides foliage carv-

ing, large recumbent effigies were carved in

wood. One of the best knowui is that of

Robert, Duke of Xormandy, in Glouceatcr

(.^thedml. This w'as done during the

twelfth century* In the south choir aisle

of Abergavenny Church is the figure of a

young knight, George de Contelupc, who
died in 12TT. It is a remarkable thing that

the.^e wooden eIHgies were covered with gesso

or fine stucco, on vrhich various ornamenta

were mo^lelled or stamped in relief, and then

w'ere richly decorated in go'd and colour;

thia appears to have been the case on tho

Continent as well. The Coronation Chair,

made in 12%-1300, was covered at one time

wnth a coating of plaster, gilded over ; and
stall end:} and screens were painted and
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dunog the fourteenth eentuty, besides the

trefoils, qiintrefoils, cinquefoils, *nd tmoerv

^ork. Foliage was remarkable for its treat -

ment, which was of * peculiarly *' bosay
’

nature the section “ Gothic Carving/*

pp, 88 to 92),

Fifteenth^centuryr Carving

During the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries wood car\'ing in England became
general ; but it was during the fifteenth

century that it reached Its culminatLug point.

Thousands of the magniheent rood screens^

Pig. 533.—Design in Itallaa Emiswm &tjlsi

with their roods and figures of 8t. John and
the Virgin, their galleys, their wondeHul
tracery work, their panels painted with

figures of the saints, were built during this

prolific period. Pulpits, stall ends, choir

stalls, with their misericorde seats
;
the fine

hanmier-beam and other wooden roofs of

the eastern counties ; the font covers, lec-

terns, and other furniture of the churches,

are numerous enough and remarkable enough
to require volumes for their adequate de-

scription^ The mode of detail treatment
varies in di Cerent parts of England ; thus,

for instance, whilst poppy -heads are

numerous enough in the Midlands and the

eastern counties, only five examples occur

in Devonshire. One important feature of

fifteenth-century wood carxing is the very

fine way in which the w^otk suits the material,

and the manner of its arrangement with

regard to the suitability of the abject to its

ultimate use. * Linen {handling ” was much
iiscd during this period. This is an attempt
to represent folded linen in a very conven*

tional manner as an ornament in wood.
The crockets of this time were carved with
greater spirit and vigour and strength than
in the preceding centuiy» The Tudor Hower
and the four -leaved flower are character-

istic of this, the Perpendicular, atj-ie* The
vine, maple, and ivy were stjlj much used.

The miseticardr seats of this and the pre-

ceding centnr)' an? remarkable, not only for

bold, powerful, and suitable treatment, but
also for the peculiar, andt In many cases,

utterly ridiculous, characteT of their fiub-

jeete* In Beverley Minster there are about
sixty-eight of these seats, and in only two
is the ornament based on scriptural sub-

jects; the remaining sixty-six are of a
purely secular, not to aay al>sutd, nature:

rats hanging a cat
;
wolves dressed tn friars*

garments, preaching ; a woman shoeing a
goose ; man riding a pig

;
pig playing a

harp
;
these are some of the subjetrts of this

remarkable scries. And this style of seat is

the rule throughout the country. At the

same time, however absurd In subject, these

carvings are, in most caacfi, the work of

master minds and hands, the conception

being powerful and to the point
; while the

manner in which they ore exivuted is ex-

ceedingly clever and thoroughly suited to

the material and the purpiw’ for w'hicfa

they are intended. The furniture of the

Gothic period followed the same style as

the ecclesiastical work ; and, consequently,

the same kind of carving la found on the

chairs, bedsteads, and other furniture. A
chair in St. Clary's Hall, Coventry, U a most
remarkable example of the application of

(kit hie car\'iiig patterns to furniture. It

has a hack surmounted by pinnacles car%‘cd

into the shape of aiiimals, from which the

arms curve downwards, terminating, one

CJ^nceived in the true Gothic spirit, as a pecu-

liarly grotesque fig;ure of a man, the other

in an animal ; the sides, as was a common
feature of Gothic chairs, arc solid, and carved

in traceiT vrork
;

the back is treated in the

same manner, and the same is the case with
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the front of the chair. Bows were a feature

of Gothic work, and were canned sometimes

with groteaquea, aometimea with delicate

foliage^ sometimea aDgels, and so forth. The
chancel ecreccLS were generallv hiiiahcd at

the top with brattJahing, or car^’ed open

fretwork above the cornice. English wood

carving during the Gothic period was, like

the Gothic architecture^ a thing of atrong

and vigorous growth ; and although forcigti

influence was brought to bear upon it—as, for

example, German and Flemieh influence in

the eastern counties^ and French influence

in the south-weatem, notably Devon and
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Cornwall—yet these various influences were

absorbed and assimilated, and were not al-

lowed to dominate the work of the Gothic

wood carvers.

Gothic Considered ns a Style

The Ch>thio was not a development of the

Norman, but was quite a new growth, char-

acterised by quite different manifestations

of omamenta] detaih and showing in every

way the influence of a quite different spirit.

It is most generally divided into three prin'

cipal parts ; The Early English, 1180-1^75
;

the Decorated, 1275-l'iTD ;
and the Perpen-

dicular^ 1375- 1536, The Early English is

remarkable for the complete change in style

rSg 334-—Qennan Renaunknoe Carvloff DeaigiL By F. k

Copy'iQ^ied mcteri
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ai^ compared with the XoTittiin* Its prin-

ornamental chnractctiBtics are : The
l^aiitifiil suites of moulding^ j

ita graceful

three-lofjcd foliage, arranged conventionally

and on a spiral plan
;
and the dog-tooth orna-

ment. Figs. 301 to 30G fp. 133) give varioufl

Eiiriy Engliah details. The Decorated PctjckI

is often spoken of as being in two parta : the

geometrical and the curvilinear. It is dis-

tingulshcfl h}* its foliage, which is of a very

natural kind, the elcmcnta being the ouk-Icaf

and flcorn, the maple leaf, vine, ivy, and
similar natural forma. They are arraiige<l

on the plan of a double ogee, and the surface

rig. 335.—Flflmtsh E«nab*aac« Carrtng Design, after Holbein.

By F. L. Sdianermann.
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trcntment^ ^fipecially ia the middle stagce,

conforms to this line. The Percy Bhrine in

Beverley Minster is one of the finest examples

of the carving of this style in England. One
feature of the early Gothic styles is the use

of *0 much grotesque ornament. Especially

LB this so in the case of the misericorde seats

in the choirs, whieh^ while often most absurd

in subject, were carved with great power

Fig. 99S.—Detign Ln rrmcti Rentlwince
Stylf.

and ability. The development of window
tracery that took place in this style has

given rise to the arbitrarj’' division that has

been made. The geometrical, as its name
implies, is that style in which the traceiy is

constructed on a geometrical plan. In the

cunilinear, the tracer}' is ar anged in a much
freer maaner^ the lines consisting of free-

hand curves. The hall-fiower ornament U
characteristic of this period, especially in the

Midlands and the \Vest. Figs. 507 to

(p. 134} give Various decorated details. The

Perpendicular is often di't'ided into two por-

tions. known as Perpendicular and Tudor.

The Perpendicular is distinguished for its

panel treatment both In wootl and stone. The
windows are ver}- Urge* and have tlie muh
lions carried up to the window heads, with

transonis dividing the length of the windows,

these transoms often being embattled. The
ornament generally is of a much flatter

nature, the mouldings lieing flatter, too, and
more insignificant. Most of the nuigmdcent

rood screens date from the fifteenth century,

and should be closely studied by the wockI

carver. The period U remarkable for the

development of fan- vault tracery, the prin-

cipal examples of which arc to be seen in

Henry VII.^s Chapel at Westminster j
St,

George's Chapel. Windsor and King’s

Col'ege Cliftpcl, Cambridge. As the style

mergiki into the Tudor, the window heads

became flatter, until they became what arc

known as four-centered arches. Then the

influence of the Renaissance became jtower-

ful. and the Gothic gradually faded. The
four-leaved flower, the Tudor flower, the

Tudor rose, are the principal ornamental

details which were employed, i^liields and the

portcullis are characteristic of the later por-

tion of the Perpendicular, 3lU to 51'i

(p. L34) give various Perpendicular details.

Illustrations of Carvings in

Gothic Styk
Tw'O designs by F» Ir, Hcliauermaiin for

carvings in the Gothic style are presented

by Figs. 515 and 514 (pp. 155 ucul 13fi).

TTie first is for a portrait frame, and gives

ultemative designs of acorn and vine, and
the second is for a panel.

Icelandic Carving

Fig. 51 > (p. 157) shows a carved door m the

church of Vallhiofitad. I eland, the octual

photograph having been taken from a

plaster cost in the South Kensington Museum.
This is an example of the work of the Middle

Agee. The door is Ij ft. 10 in. high and
3 ft. 5 iu, wide.

Three Carv'ed Bosses

Belonging to the late fourteenth or

early fifteenth century are the three bofiscs

fihow'U by Figs. 51b to 31S (pp. 13d to 140),
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FJi^ 337,—Door PaueL Carved In Bpaniah Sonaiaunoe StjLa

{icMlt ; > to. = 1 fL B«« p. 13TA
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these having omamenteii the noitli aidle roof

of Braintree Church, Essex, and at the

time Ihe photograph was taken Iwing

owned by the Rev, J, W. Kettworthy, M.A.
The bosses bear the arms of Hannio^dd (?)

(Pig, 310)^ Badewe (Pig. 317)^ and Robert
Braybroke, Bishop of London from 1382
to 1404 (Fig. 318). These bosses present

some points of interest to the wood carver.

Their treatment has been considered in

relation to the ultimate position they hail

to occupy. There is no delicate finish, and
no Careful tooling ; but there ia a strength

and vigour, obtaine<l by intelligent “rough-

ing out” with a nxailct and tools, wldch vras

indeed essential to the position each boss

eventually had to fill. Twenty fi^et alaue

one*s hcfid is no place to peroidve delicate

and minute dfeets, A broad, strong play

of high lights and strong shadows is

required, and the lioasea show these effects

in a marked degree. It should bo noteil

that the cuts produced by meatia of th*'

mallet and the tools arc more effective

than those smoother cuts resulting from

continuous band pressure ;
therefore, for

high -re lief work the mallet should aKvuys

bo used. The use of shields and coats of

arms wns developwl during the f jurieenth

Century and eulminatcd in the fifteenth. The
V

grapes in the bos& shown by Pig. 31 H are not

to bo commended as an example of the ideal

treatment, however
;

they may be some-

what effective, but they are fw eruile and
mechanical to be really good* The case

with which they can l>c ilone possibly In*

fluenced the choice of tJiis methotl ;
and it

affords an indication nf the growing spirit

that later in the fifteenth century waa

responsible for much inferior carving^ whose

evident intention hjul l>een to produce

maximum effect with a minimum effort, thus

tending to the eacriffee of honeat and sound

work.

More FifteentK-century Bosses

and Mouldings

Some fragments of oak carvings collectcHi

by Sir, Harry Kems^ of Exeter (ace Fig. 3F.*,

p. 141)* inelude t)''pii,al fifteenth -cent ury

boaaes and mouldings* Fig* 3111 was an illus-

tration to a paper on Devonshire screens

read by Mr. Hems before the Society of

Archite;ts in and two ol the examples

(a and b) are shown enlarged, by Figs, 320
and 321* other work of much the same
kind being illustrated by Figs. 322 to .324.

Kg. 320 (A* Fig. 3 HI) shows cresting from

Littleiiam, Devonshire, where It was tlie

crowning feature of a riMni loft. Fig. 32

1

{B, Fig. 3Di) liliowt a pierced band from
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the pood loft of Stoke Giihriel Chureh, and
Ib an Instance of dmpie and treatment

having produped a highly flucceaaful result;

this l)an{l bus been lauded as an example

of Gothic genius for apt decoration.

Fig- *122 shows a carved band aaeumed to

Iw French origin ;
but it is of a too

rmiutc rharacterj and is too closely massed
to be apppecLated from a distance. Fig,

:V23 fihows a piece of cresting (probably

Belgian) from llr. G. A. Roger’'a collection,

of value from an aisthctie point of view, it

waft employed by the Gothic craftsmen,

and can be bo employed to-day ^ because of

its symbolic possibilities. Thus this panel

is a beautiful example of a double trefoil

interlaced, the trefoil representing the

Trinity. French Gothic ran a differeot

course from contemporary English work.

In France, the Henaisaanoc made its

flucuce felt earlier because of the proximity

of the country to Italy, and in this jjanel

Fig. 339. Hg, 3*a

Figs. 3SV uid MO.—Bnck«t Itesign in HeiiaiiUAce Btyla,

and represents a clever trwvtjncnt of foliage*

Two bosses are shown by Fig. 324 (p. 141);

in these the cutting h dire^'t and Blmplc*

and not a Unc of the design ia wasted. Tbcae

were not ornaments only; they each

covered ths joint of two ribs in the vault of a

rood loft.

Panel with Open Gothic Tracery

An oak panel of the late fifteenth century

and having open Gothic IfaccJy U shown

bv Pig. 320 {p* 145), This panel well illus’

tmtes the value of pierced atrying as ap-

plied to decorative purposes. Besides being

its sway can be felt in the peculiar alinpc of

the cusps which converge towards the centre

of the panel. In carving pierced tracery

tho greatest care has to be taken in follow-

ing absolutely the setting-out lini??, espeejaUy

where the inteneetJons occur, and it follows

that an intelligent carver will perfect him-

self in the art of drawing and designing.

Carving oit Buffet Door: Date, isi>o

A fragment of a buffet door in oak, carved

partly in openwork, is shown b}'' Fig. 32G

(p. 1 47) ;
thift is English, and dates from about

the year 1500. It is a remarkable mixture
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Fig. 341.—Englisl] OaIc Pautllliig. Da<«, 2400-1660.

(Gc^» ; in., = t rt Se« pp. l«7 ud 149.)
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of opeD work and inciaed carving. The
inda^ work ie of the simplest and easlesi;

Idnd, approximating very closely to chJp

carving. There is little modellings and

practically no opportunity for artiatiij ex^

pression. The effect really depends upn
accurate cutting. The serrations round the

leaves^ although suited to the tools used, yet

have a somewhat cheap effect j it is another

illustration of the way in which the craftsmen

of this period were aiming at a great effect

whilst expending but little time or trouble

to obtain it. The open traccij has lost its

cuaping—another method of saving labour^

Illustrations of Early Sixtaenth*

c«ntury Work
A very beautiful oak panel carved in

relief, with Gothic tracery surrounding a

shield of arms, is shown by Fig. 327 (p. 148)

;

this is French work, dating from early in

the sixteenth centurv^ and formed part of

the collection of H- Emile Peyre, acquired

for the South Kensington Museum. It is

an exceedingly fine piece of carved tracery

of the period known as Francis Premier^

1315-1547. The Renaisaance had got a

good hold upon the art affections of the cul-

tured clnseeSf although the Gothic spirit

died hard and one effect of the combined

inffuence of the two styles can be seen in

this example. The general effect ia Gothic,

but the details show evidence of the later

spirit of the Renaissance. The circular band

of quatrefoils endosing the square diamond
wise is quite characteristic of the later

Gothic^ and is comtuonly met with in

English churches, Great ilnry^s at

Cambridge being a very U'pical example.

The crockets on the ogee arch, too, aie

cha acteristic ol Gothic ornament; and

the long beveh or chamfer^ on the sill, and
the way in which the upright muntins of the

tracer}' run into this sill, are also Gothic.

The general effect is essentially Gothic

because of the tracery ; but in examining

details, the student will be struck hy work
which bears evidence of another inffuence.

The crockets ha've the serrations of the

leaves of a moie rounded type than is common
to Gothic crockets. Their surface tn^t-

ment, although approximating to Gothic,

is yet not an strong and ^'igoroUs^ because

of its more rounded “ bossiness,” which
gives a much softer finish than that nigged

finish typical of the Gothic ' carving. The
cusps in the tracery work are arranged

to give a rounded and continuous effect,

especially in the row of tracoried arches

on the second row or tier from the top.

The interlaced circular archts of the lower

tier are also a Temindcr of the new spirit

then demanding recognition.

Early Sixteenth -century German
Carving

An example of German work will wow be
referred to : Fig. 32S (p. 14t)) shows an oak
pnncL carved with a cuTioua representation

of Christ bearing the cross. This also dates

from early in the sixteenth centur}'.

Cinque-cento Style

Cinque-cento was a di vision of the Kenois-

sance style, now about to be described. It

was developed by sculptors and painters from
north and central Italy, the most famous of

whom were Raphael, Michelangelo, Giulio

Romano, Lambarde, Biainante, Bernardino
Luini, Pinturicchio, Agoatino Rusti, and
Andrea Sansovino, A design, by F. L.

Schauermann, in this style, is shown by Fig.

33L (Figs. 320 and 330 willi be referr^

to later.)

The Renaissance

In the period about to be discussed, a
new inffuenoe was stirring, an inliuence that

was quite different in spirit from that of

the Gothic ; and this infiuence was braught
to bear upon the native craftsmen to such

a degree that the new style was enabled to

gain a foothold that it has uot yet lost. This

new style was that of the Renaisaaoce. It

began in Italy, and rapidly spread to the

surrounding countries, eapeciaLly gaining a

stronghold in FUnders, and iufiuendng

Flemish work to a most remarkable extent.

Thence it came over to Eoglaud; and the

earlier years of Renaissance wood carving in

England are influenced very largely by
Flemish craftsmanship. It began to Im felt

in England during the reign of Henry VIU.,
and for a time, especially In the omameat
of the peried, a great struggle went on b«^

tween the old style and the new. The im-
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Fig. S4a.—Qarr»d Door l^ni Dutch diurftli Sctms. Dutc, about 1T0<}
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by Fig. (|>- 160), which shows a piece of

oak panelling. This is English work, and
dates from the first half of the eeventcenth

century. The heavier treatment spoken of

in connection with the neit e^cample (Fig.

342) is apparent in the oak panelling here

shown. The conception of the whole, too,

is more architectural, and $hows well the

model on ’which it is based—namely, the

Greek temple. The pilasters represent the

columns ; and there is the frieze which in

the old Greek temples consisted of the ends

of the cross beams, with the carved marble
elabs between. The characteristic features

of the late Elizabethan period, of which this

is an cscelient example, are the tapere<l

pilasters, the carved cartouches, the moulded
panelling, the split turned work fixed to

the pillars, and the broken pediment In the

centre ornament.

Carved Doors i Date, 1700

One of a pair of carved oak doors from a

screen in a Dutch church is illustrated by

Fig. 342 (p. 162). The door has brass fit-

tings, and dates from about 1700. The carv-

ing on these screen doors shows yerj clearly

the difference in ornament between the

earlier and the latter parts of the sixteenth

century, as compared with the piercetl

tracery shown in Fig. 325 (p, 145). In Fig,

342 there is pierced tracery, but it is charac-

teristic of the full flood of the Renaissance.

Gothic tracery is principally composed of

geometrical figures ; but here there is a form

of tracciy based upon the ocrolh all lu free-

hand drawing. The arrangement of the

spaces is remarkably well conceived tliey

are not, for one thing, too big—a very

common fault which designers who are not

carvers often fall into. Wlien designing for

pierced work, always blacken the open spaces

as ahow'n in Fig. .3-12
; this givea a much

better idea as to their size \ when the spaces

are left white, one is very apt to minimise

their size, and the result is that the design

when carved looks thin and unimpressive.

This design gives a most admimble result

because of the attention paid to this point.

Dutch ornament was of a heavier and more
substantial type than that of the southern

countries—especially Italy and Prance. As
the Renaissance movement went northward,

it came to countries whose peoples were
slower in assimilating new thoughts and
influences ; and the craft work of Germany
aud Flanders is especially marked by a

strength that amounts often to heaviness,

an example of which is seen in Fig. 342.

Compare this with Italian or Prcndi carving

of the eixteenth century, and the difference

will at once be apparent. 3!uch of the

English work is influenced by Flemish or-

nament, and, in fact, much of it is actually

the work of Flemish cniftamcn i and this

explains why English work appears to be

of a heavier nature than that of French

contemporaries.

DevHopirient of the Renaissance
Style

The Renaissance, thU ^dgotous revival of

classic architecture and ornament, began in

Italy in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies, and rapidly spread to Germany,

Fig. 34$^—Pontl, Dnigued by C. JU. Rogers, and
Carved by Edwin Fairdtiild at Sctool of Art

Wood Carving.
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France^ Spam, and the smaller countnoa

adjoining, penetrating even as far north as

Scandinavia, and tlicn later to England.

Although purely Italian in the first place.

Fif. 3M. -Pone!, and Carved by

Ciiarlobta Moore, at School of Art

Wood Carving-

it sown hcrurne alterfnl in cluiructcr by adap*

tatimt to the native abilitiea aiul require-

ments of the artist -craftsmen of the conn*

tries through which it waa passings Conai^-

qucntly there are, at least, these important

divisions or manifesbitions of it :— Italian,

German, French, Spaoiah, uiid English.

All these developments of the Henaissance

rt'flcct the national characteristics of the

various people who adopted it^ The Italian

and the French Renaissance is chameterised

by lightness, airiness, and gt^ce, the dements
used consisting of a profusion of fruits and
flowers, Cupids, ribbons, dolphins, sea-

horses centaurs, satyrs, and griffins, all

arranged on a scrollwork basis, and in as

light a manner as possible. Much the same
can be said about the Spanish licnaissancei

except that this development is more pow’et*

ful, whilst at the same time more luxuriant.

With the German and the English Renaia*

sauce, the development partook of a differ-

ent nature. In both countries the Gothic

had obtained an unusually strong hold, and
it did not lose this hold without a keen

struggle, and without strongly impressing

and infiuoncing the jneorrung style. Conse-

quently, these forms of the Renaissance

difIcT material Iv from the Italian and French

and Spanish, in being stiffer, stronger, and
more suggestive of poiver and stability ; and
they allow a deeper symbolism. In England,

the first result pr^uced by the Italian

ornament was to form the Tudor style, w'hich

is a peculiar mixture nf the Gothic and
Renaissance, characteristic of English orna*

ment. In It the depressed Perpendicular

four-centered arch is used along with tha

round-headed Roman arch, Gothic mould-
ings arc strangely altered in an attempt to

make a compromise between them, and the

classic moulding. Designs of & Renaissance

character are executed by Gothic craftsmen,

and the whole spirit of their original con-

ception is quite altered. Out of this grew

the Elizabethan style, in a period prolific n[

beautiful carving, most admirably suited to

the material in which It was worked. It is

characterised by beautiful and appropriate

strapwork ; squu le-worked new'els and baius*

tors and shafts
;

tapereil pilasters, being nar-

rower at the bottom ' the use of caryatides ;

the general use of the round-head<^ arch

and the extended employment of panelling,

plain and elalKirate. Fig. 329 (p. 130) shows

an Elizabethan strapwork panel. Tow'ards

the end of the seventeenth century, carved

firnament Iwcame more and more elaborate,

heavy, and unsulted to expression in wood,

and some of the work ol the ^tu.art period
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is quit^ Tf'iu^krLable for ita un^iuiy and
d<?bu»c4l appuiiratic*?^ Following thiA came
the glorious revival of wood carving by Giin-

ling Gibbons, stiH midcr the iniluefire of the

R^Miaissanci-^ and^ in fiiot, luring only a phase

or development of this revival of cLi>ssic

ornaments Gibbons’s wort set the style lor

the next hundrotl years. Flowers and fruit,

dead birds and animals, were treated in a

quite natural manner, being heavily under’

cut, and were arranged in fejjtomis anil

flanging bunches and strings. Ribbons,

shells, dolphins, cupids, bonis of plenty, and
other Renaissance elementa, were ustxl side

by side with the elenients drawn from the

natural world. Rut Although the inf!uenee

and the spirit were Henaissanoc, yet the in-

terpretation wfiA decidedly origiioah fin^d

has stamped this period as easimtially an
English developments During the eigh-

teenth century’ the influence of the Renais-

sance became more pronounced still, and
details and elcmontfl of Italian origin became
more in evidence aa the century advanced.

In addition, there were mfluences at work
resulting from the creatidn of natJouaJ

styles in Franci?, tremiany, and Flanders

;

a distinctive style nrising in each case from

the fusion of the Italian spirit with the native

craft of the country c<mccm«l. One great

result was the impetus given to furniture

making, and it is during this period—say

from ItiSO to 1780— that those flue creations,

known Burccssivcly as William and Mary,

Chippendale, ftheratoti, lie ppleivhite, Shearer,

luce, and ^layhew furniture, arid others

similar, were prcxluced. In all these can the

various influeuces at work be traced. The
Dutch, AS in William and Mary furniture

;

the French of the Louis XIV* and XV*, as

in mndi of Chippendale; the Louis XV J.,

as in Sheraton*

Renaissance after the Restoration

With the licstoration came a French
queen and court and foreign influences of all

kinds in all departmeDts of life. The effect

this had on architecture and w'ood carv'ing

was to give a great impetus to the Henais-

sance, wdiieh had already made great strides

on the Continent* The great plague^ fol-

iowcil by the fire, in gave those arehi*

tecta and craftsmen who w’ere expert in the

new style their day of opportunity
;
and the

French and Dutch influence thus begun
Lasted throughout the succeeding century,
and left an indelible impress upon the
crafLsmauslLip of the eighteenth century*
A description of the MHster’a chair in the
Hat! of the Brewers' Company will show
how thoroughly the art of the Renaissance
had gnpj>ed EDglish craftsmen ; and a
co'joparison of this chair wdth the Gothic
fiJtevnth-century chair previously described

i s decidedly in terestin g. The ch ai r ha s arms,

each terminating in a grotesque head ; the

l:^ck hEia a shield placed on drapery carved
from the solid, under w’hich are two swags
of fruit, fiowura, and ribbons, and hanging
from scrolls at the top corners are two drops
of the same elements. The back is continued
up in the centre, and teriniriatcs in a gro-

tesque head with carved scrulle at each iside.

There is, too, a carved oak mantelpiece,

which has a uhicldi with a w’inged head,

palms, and swags of fruit and flowers, while

on the shield is an inxeriptiun giving the

date IfliU. Besides Grinling Gibl^na, other

noted wood carvers of this time were Samuel
Watson, who did a great deal of the carving
in Chatswortb ; Drerot of Brussels ; Launeane
of Mechlin, w’ho were all thiee pupils of

Gibbons ; Jonathan Maine and Philip

AVood, w'bo both worked ijt St. Paur» Cathe*

drul
; and Sclden* Another great carver in

both wood and stone was Nicholas Stone,

an artist who was doing lux chief work
about 1G20.

Grinling' Gibbons

Grinling Gibbous w'as born in Rorterdam
on April 4, 1G4B. He early came to England,

w’hetc he established a style of carving

which, though based on the Renaissance, and
partaking of the feeling of this period, is

yet a distinct phase, or style, marking it us

licing essentially English* In the Gothic

jierioiU, tbo elements used by the wood
carvers were taken, in most cases, from
nature, the ivy, vine, mu pic, blackberry* oak,

being typical illustratinn!!, During the Tudor
and Elisirbethan period^, stmpwurk, coata

of arms, the Tudor mac, carj'atides, shields

and cartonebea, figures ol ttiiimwls* gro-

tesquea, and the liuman flgure, wcje the sub*

jcK^ta moat commonly adopted. The Jacubcon
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pcrirHl gav«, t>osid«s »trapwork»a crucify con-

ventionalisation of natural fornu, some-

times reduced to gcoTnetrical outliiieft. This

became more florid^ until the late Stuart

period showed einbomte scrollwork j and

public buildin|;s of this periwl invariably

liave^ as a principal [wirt of their decorative

scheme, carved work of the Grinling Giblions

tji'pe. Birds. Iioth livini; nnd dead, fntit

nnd dowers arranged In festoons or swags,

Fig. 3fii.~Scr««n at Iwerna HLiuter. Ciuv*a hj J, FhtlllpL

trophies, we^ipons, and musical instruments

came gradually into the field. Gibbons raised

woikI carving again to an important place in

architecture, as is witnessed by the great de-

velopment that occurred during bis lifetime,

and the extent to which his work, or work
after the school or style he established, was
adopted. Churches, mansions, colleges, and

ribbons, shells, dolphins, cupids, arc all carved

with the greatest spirit and with e:^ktmor*

dinary ability.

A Grinling Oibbons Frame
The wonderful minor frame shown by Fig.

343 (p, 163) b attributed to Grinling Gibbons,

and there cannot be much doubt that the

Copyfigliied mabrra
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assiEmption is cornet. Thas fnimi' isf c'Xp*

cut(^A ill HiiH'wniML mill is in tbc Victoria

ami AllK'Tt Musi^um^ South Kcn.^iriiutoii,

aiui will lie dejilt with at greatcT length in

a later chapter devoted to fratnes, En-
larged vieivg of it will al^w> be given later.

Fig. 344 ii lustra tea a drop carved in limc''

wood, after the style of Grinling Gibbons

^

preaumahly at the Pyghtle Works, Bedford,

whose priiidpal, Mr. dolm P. White, has

Fi^. 3&2.—Liljr BndB and Flowan : !>i]tail of

Bctmd at Iweme Minster, Carved by

J. Pbillips.

kindly supplied the photograph from which
the illiistratioii has been made.

The Qiblions Style

The school or style of w'ood carving begun

by Gibbons set the style for the whole of the

eighteeuth century, and throughout the

Georgian period there was little carvlug

except in this style. Additions and modifi*

nations were made from time to time, especi-

ally after the return of fe^ir William Cbomhera
from his travels in Cliina (1750), which

caused a dix^idedly Cliiiiese character tu be
given to furnituTt* ; the iuHuence of Frymeo
from the time of fAmia XVI. gave the art a
Frii-ncli turn j and the fuiding and working
of the remains of Pompeii and Herculaneum
caused a corresponding mudilication in the

carved as well as in the other omumetit of

the time. Carved friezes, capitals, pilasters^

and mouldings were more favoured by the

carvera than were jmnels, the latter generally

lieing left quite plain. Furniture during this

century was often elaborately carved, Chip-

pendale using the craft to a large extent^

very often to excess. From Gibbonses time
to ^vcll into the nineteenth century, w'ood

carving dec lined, and little or nothing of merit

w'fls done until one of the comimratively
niodern wood carvers, Thomas W. Wallis,

who was born in 1821, began to raise its

level.

A Louis Ouatorze Desig^n

A deaigii by F, L. Schaucrmmm, presented

by Fig. 345 (p. JG5), is typical of French
carved ornament in the reign of Louis XIV.
This king ascended the throne in lti4d, and
during most of tho years between then and
hia death in 1715 gave every possible

encouragement and impetus to the erection

of buildings in the particular grand style

which he affected.

An Arabic Ceilinjf

Fig. 34ti illustrates the carved ceiling of a
Damascus room. This is Arabic work, and
is painted and gilt. It dates from the

eighteenth century.

The Victorian Period

The carved ornamental detail of the fur^

tdture of the Early Victorian period was of

the kind known as “ Daniniuc/'' or debased
*" rococo.’^ This came in with the licstora-

tion of the Monarchy in France, from ivhich

i:nuntr}* Knglaiul had obtained its fashions

since Gothic times. The use of this orna-

ment appears to have been prompted more
by a desire for display and show' than for

the real necessities of ornament, A certain

ischool of fltdutecTs, the greatest of wdioni

was Augustus YWlby Pugin, made an edort

to renvc Gothic architecture and oniamcnt,

hut the effort met with great op^Kjaition

;
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and althouf^h the fichool had an inAi^

ence su^jaequcntly upon architecture and

the minor arts genetallj^ yet for a long time

a debased atylc, having the cbeaical as its

basia, held the field. The Great Exhibition

of 185! contained many mideniably clever

and ingenioufi pjecea of furniture in which the

wood carving ia extremely gorgeous. In*

deed, it can be said that the ability to execute

hart always existed ; what has been wanting

baa been the power Co originate and to con-

ceive.

Modem WornJ Carving^

Recent nmament shows a decided rever-

sion to iiattiml forma, espedaily forms such

as the tulip, daffodil^ water-1 il>%

apple, and such simple and welbknown
flowera and fruits. Theae, too, are treatcii

in a natural manner, being conventionalised

only so far as the limitations of the wood
require such conveutionalit}’, A peculiarly

sudden, yet boldly graceful, form of bend or

twist is chaiactenstio, too, of this modem
tendeney, Example^ of tills style are ^Imwn
by Figs. Kj4 and ISS (pp. 73 and 84), and
mar be referred to as being aomewhat tvqjical

of the modern development of carved orua-

meiit. One important point that obtains

conaideration is that the limitations of tlie

wood as a medium of ornamental expression

are very well considered and worked up to,

but not exceeded. Thus, flat carving pre*

dominates, any work atanding in high relief

being confined to the large elements in any
design^ At tlie f^me time, the Gothic and
Renaissance ornaments are still largely iise<l,

the former in ebutch carving, and the latter

in furniture. But there are evidences that

the more vigorous and more reasonable

forms of the new art have come to stay, and
it is to V>e hoped they are forming the

groundw’ork of a new style that will distin-

guish the orjutmeut of the twentieth ceti-

tai^" from the dull, lifeless copy work that

churartertscs a good proportion of the work
of tlie niiieteeuth wntuty*

Nineteen til -century Examples

An example of the ueo^Greek style of

carving (the design being by F. L. Scliauer-

mann) is shown by Fig. 347. This style

is a modern French imitation of the work
of the ancient Greeks, and it Iwguii in the

reign of Louis Philippe. Its prilU'iples

“ enjoined a most careful studying of design

based ui>on the materials of the structure,

and of decoration strictly rutional, and called

for by the forma thcmselvesH” Alisolutefy

different is the. example of the modern
style (sec Fig. MU) offered by the sunc
designer. This illu at ration cannot Ik: re-

garded as representative. Two pieces of
work executed at the School of Arc ^V'ood‘

carving, London, ate illustmted iiy Fig^.

34U and 37)0. The first panel was desigunil

hy C. Rogers and carved by Edwin Fair*

child, tmd the second was designed and
carved by Oiarlotte >toore. An exampEe of

the work of 3£r. J. PhilHr^s may conclude the

illustmtioiis to this chapter. Fig. 3ol (p.

17'2]i shows the screen at Iwernc ^linstfT, for

which Mr. C. E. Pouting was architect aikl

Mr. Phillips carver. The upjwr jiart of this

screen fits into a pointefl sR;h, and is filled

w'ith tracery. Just below the springing of

the arch a carved beam with cresting divides

tho open part from the solid door and flauk'

ing panels below, The posts of the door are

carved with a similar pattern to the cross-

beam—a pattern of rosea—and these uprights

are continued till they strike the arch, Ixlug

crossed l>y snuill sbidds in tivo pbces where
the perpendicular lines are broken by ingeni-

ously designed l)uuds of tracery. The lowest

panela are filled with an ordinarv linen-fold

design, hut the upper panels of the door are

ornamented with an exceedingly graceful

treatment of lily buds and flowers (see

detail. Fig. 3T>1*) UHcd ob crtx kcts piid finiala

to a tniccricd head to the panel, while at
the iKjttom a band of design of a similar

character* but much amaller, runs across,

Odriching and emphasising the principal rail,
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TuJd chapter indudcB a number of illu£-

trations which are capable of being adapted

by the wood carver to a great variety of

applications. Most of the panda boro

ahown iiave no aped ft] appllcatioat but that

is not to sar that any otic of them ia suit-

able for all purpoaca, Tbe Jaw of htneas,

upon which emphasia has already been laid

(ace p. 54), must not be transgreased. Iklany

of the designs may be used without the

alteration of any part, but others will serve

to provide the carver with inatruction,

ideaa, and food for thought ultimately

leading to bis dcdgnJng anew for bimadL

Panels representing the Plum, the

Blackberry, and the Wild Rose

The three designs shown by Figs. 353 to

355 are based on familiar forms, the larger

panel (Fig, 353) showing the plumt and the

smaller panels (Figs. 354 and 355) the

common bramble or blackbeny and the

wild roFic. (ft should be noted that in order

to get these illustrations into the restricted

space aval 111 b)e, the top and bottom mar-
gins hove been sacrificed, thus somewliat

detracting from the appearaiicc of the
deoignM.) Every carver should seire every

opportunity of studying plant form, for

all design may l>c said to be based on

an intelligent study of plants. Draw ony
plant rather than none, but exeix:iso the

Isculty of selection, and study pjartlcularly

the plants that are " ornamentally sug-

gestive ”
; for a form like the bramble is full

of suggestion, almost all Its features gi^'lng

the craftsman opportunities. The leaf Itself,

made up of five small leaves growing from
a common stalk, is most adaptable, and

can be rendered effeotively in wood (see

Fig- 354). Then the way the leaves articu-^

late from the stem in what is termed a

whorl, or around the stem on the princi-

ple of a spiral, is a point to be noticed. Tho
stem, again, with the spines, is an ornamental

feature, and one that can be mode much of.

The panel introduces a flower and buds as

well as fruity in order to enforce practically

the axiom that- every suggestion should be

made the most of by the craftsman; and as

the flower is seen at the same time as tho

fruit, such a trait should bo utilised and

insisted upon. The fruit, again, with its

nutnemus little Wads or “drupes/’ is most

effective in carving, as the surface, being

broken up, catches the light, and casts

numerous shadows, which give brilliancy and

relief to work, and prevent any tendency

to tameness. The skill in wwkI carving

is seen In the way the surface is broken u)i,

or “ tljTOwn about” as carvm (say. In

other worda, it depends for its effect on

some forms being prominent and receiving

light, and others Iwlng kept back and pro-

ducing shadows. The “throwing alKJUt
”

can leas easily be studied in ii sketch than In

modelling in clay, for one in more cjccupied

in disporting the various forms, Jilling out

the space, and iimingittg " liiica,” than in

Studying it as a piece of carving, lu Figs.

353 to .‘155, an attempt has been made to

suggest hy means of light and shade which

juirts should lie proniiociit and which should

be kept back, but in actually carrying out

the design many niodihcatiofis w^ould doubi*

less present themselves. Man}’ wood carvers

model the design roughly in day, and work

from this rather than from the design cm
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rig, —Piuael bAsed oo the Blackberry. By Fred Hiller.
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paper, nnd undoultttdly & more accurate

estimate uf the Anifihcd v^ork can be thus

obtained thap by the most elaborate of

peiidlled drawings. To make the beat use

of plant form, it is necesMiy to draw tl»e

plant many times, until one is thoroughly

imbued with its spirit and knows all its

salient features by Jjcart. For the designer

must avoid thinking of any one particuiar

specimen he has seen, but must endeavour

to put into the design the characteristics of

the plant, and not the judventifioufl and in-

dividual peculiarities of an individual sped-

men* And to get freedom as a designer

one must be able to depend largely upon

recollection rather than upon, reference to

fragments. The planning and disposition

of the main lines of the ileaign should, at all

events, be studied apart from any individual

specimens ; for if one has recourse to such

data, the design is apt to be local and petty

instead of general and dignified* In other

wordSi the letter instead of the spirit will

be found in work when the recollection is

not largely depended U|>on, A designer has

first of all to dispose bis forms so that they

occupy the space without crowding it, and

the skeleton of the design should have

l>a lance, proportion, and grace, A most
excellent drawing of a bramble may have

been made, but only failure may come of

any attempt to adapt a portion of it to

occupying a particular space agreeably, or

in such a wav as sliall give the beholder the

feeling that the bramble filling out the

panel w'aa designed for that apace, and

that alone^ and could not have been em-

ployed elsewhere. Then the capabilities of

material and the possibilities of the craft

have to be conMuferetU Remember always

that the carver does not, as a wax modeller

does, imitate a piece of bramble in wood, but

that he carves a liesigii i^uggested by tlie

bramble* \ great deal must be generalised
;

for evidently tbe carver cannot cut all the

stamens in the centre of the flow^ers, or make
the spines on tljc stem as sharp as they are

in reality, or put every vein in the leaves.

But the carver can bint that the stem h
set w’ith excrescences (thprns)t and can

suggest that the leaves are veined in one

wav and not anotlK'T, ami that the stamens

arc many. The result wdll be truer by the

generalbing than It would be if the carver

attempted to rcprotluce all he knew to be
there, for then he would fail, owing to the

impossibility of carrying nut such i% task.

Reverting to Figs. 33^ to 353, start with the

main stctnft, and get these placed so that

they form either agreeable curves or
**
ner-

vous ” angles with each other. At the same
time put down the leading features, aa tbu

plums in Fig. 353, for the objects tliut are

prominent: must be thoughtfully arranged

so that they do not (a) all come in one place

and leave the rest of the space vacant, and
(5) fall one under the other in perpendicular

lines, but are spread about, so that lines

dtawm from one point to another make a

series of triangles instead of squares. The
pi:p3ition of stems and irnit liavtiig bewn
roughly deterauued, the leaves must be

carefully arrangefb There must not be too

many leaves—not nearly as many, in fact,

as might be found on a piece of plum tree,

for the design Is to be kept simple. Then
some leaves can fall over the fruit and stems,

for the stems should here and there bo
broken up by leaves or fruit, to take away
the look of stalkiness. It stands to reason

that, na aU forms have a relation to each

other, the intro<l action of s leaf or fruit

may cause the designer to modify slightly

tbe disposition of some particular piece of

atem, though adhering generally to tbe

first Auggestion. Thus a design la gradu-

ally built up, and not set down as a whole,

complete in all its details from the outset.
** Ktrvoui ” Angles in a Design.

—

Reference to the stems making “ nervous
”

angles wdtb each other is made above. A
design ia said to be when there

is vigour, crispnT-.w, angularity In it—
qualities, in short* the reverse of tatnenes^.

Instead of the edges of leaves htdng round
or continuous* they should l>e in a series

of angle.s (as in Pig. .'tSG), and not rounded
(as in Fig. 357). XatumI forms will be
found to be full of angh's. The leaves

break vigorously from the stems, and the

stems Again form most Wautiful angles with

each other. Hound " lines are alwaj^s a
sign of w'ant of skill* an<l are sure to pro-

dueo u feeling oJ inslpidit}" and feebleness.

Carving the Panels.— In carrying out
tfic tlircc designs (Piga. '35.3 to 353} n dfaw-
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Fig. 356.—Dflslnblv Augtiluity is

Leaf Form.

Fi^- 357*—Undevirable Rounded Outline

Id Leaf Fothl

SOS*—Panel b«j«d on the Wild Bo«e.

By Fred MUler.
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Ti^. 359.—Fmael with Foppj am Uottf, By Fred Milter.
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ing should be made to the size of the pro-

posed carvingp fully the naturaJ size. The
enlargement should then be transferred

to the wood as already cnplained^ The
depth to which the background b taken

out depends upon the thickness of the

wood
;

but beginners should not attempt
very much relief. Trv the designs not more
than ^ In. in depth

;
evon § in. would

sufHcient. The " grounding out ” is much
more difficult the deeper it b taken into

the wood^ and at t)ie outset the general

dilhculties are quite enough to overcomep

without courting otfiers* Do not he afraid

to see the marks of the chisel in the work*

GockI wood carving looks as though the

craftsman had executed his work by o
series of well-directed l>oId cuts rather

than a number of nerveless^ timici ones.

Enlarging a Design

The simplest way of producing an en*

larged design is as follows: Suppose that

it is wished to produce a copy of Fig. 355
twice its ecalc {that is to say, the area

covered will be four times flic area of the

origmal)* Divide the original into A-in.

squares by drawing lines across it and from
top to bottom at intervals of ^ in. Then
rule a piece of paper in the same way with

lines 1 in. apart. Ha\'ing done this, copy
the outline, square for square, on the paper
thus prepared. A purely mechanical method
is to use an instrument such ns a {xantg-

graph*

Panel with Chrysanthemum as Motif

It U apparent that there is much in plant

form that cannot adequately be rendered

by carving in wood* Grinling Gibbons lias

shown how far in an imitative direction

wood carving can lje carrieil, in those
wreaths and festoons of flowers and fruit

he was so fond of working (see Pig. 343,

p. 1 (j3). He compels admimtion of sucli

work liccause of his skill in almost hiding
the iusurmountshle difHcultles of his task

;

hut it is generally felt that this is not the

direction in which wood curving should lie

carried, and verv few wood carvers, cither

professional or amateur, have such a com*
mand over their tools os to carve a lilv

with the petals almost as thin as the real

flowers* The Gothic school of wood car\'ing

is content with a much simpler character

of work ; it does not attempt much in the

way of imitation
; it has robustness, vigour,

and an almost ftpehaic simplicity* It sug-

gests that it is better to succeed in a quiet,

unaffected way than to fail by aiming too

high ; ftS long os the carver keeps to w’ell-

ktiow'ji plant forms, attempting no great

amount of relief, and just simplifying and
fit ting in the growth to ihc particular spsce

to be filled, he can hardly help succeeding.

In panels such as tliat presented by Fig.

for n hanging cabinet, the W'ork b conceti-’

tratpiil, and the carver can attempt a little

more elaboration than if the work wore
on IV large scale anfl extended over a large

surbee. In designing such a panel as is

shown by Fig. if the carver were
working direct from nature, he should first

of c^l make u study of bdttic characteristic

piece of chrysanthemum, and in choosing

the specimens draw on his |M>wer of selec-

tion. He should not take a very com-
plicated specimen, in Tvhich the grovfth

is too full and jircvents the skeleton, as it

were, ijcing seen. Do not- choose a speci-

men that ja eccentric through some mal-

forniRlion or individual peculiarity; for in

carving the desire should he to give the

first principles of plant form. 3Iake a eatc-

ful and life-size study in pencil, or sepia,

or charcoal {eojotir tends to enufusioii,

and may prevent perception of the general

form and growth). Always make studies

life size, for it is eaa)' to teilucc afEcrw'srds,

whereas in working from one's own studies

one is apt to get the work out of proportion

if the study is not life size. Note all the

peculiarities and characteristics of the

plant ; the way the leaves articulate from
the stem, the curves and angles the stems
themselves take, the contour of the IcaA-es,

the way the flower is Fiet upon the stalk,

and so on. Disreganl minute p{>ints such

as how many veins there are in a leaf (hut

observe the deviation the veins take, and
any striking feature about them), -or the

number of serrations to the leaves (hut

notice the form of siicli serrations) ; these

arc matters that more concern the botanist.

Strive for breadth, mass, line, for these

cliaraetcri sties w-ood earving can reproduce*
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Panel with Poi^py a* Motif

The pcipp.v ns a motif is utilised iu the

panel shown by Fig. 359. The remarks^

made in the previona paragraph apply in

this case also. The drawlug of a plant from
nature makes one ace for the first time what
is in the plant that gives it its individuality.

A man may have looked at a poppy a
hundred tlmes^ and may think lieeause

with some free implement—chareoal or a

brush and colour. Think of the panel as

n whole all the time the work is being

blocked out, for, by so doing, the leaves

will be made to fall agreeably from the

steirij making pleasing angles and occupying
the space without crowding it. It is impos-

sible to get pro|K)rtiou or l)alance by dwelling

upon some one feature,. oT;, beginuing at

the top, working downwards without

Fig. 361.—Fmi«1b ibavUig Altenmtl?« Tr«atm«nt of Vino Hotlf

he can always recognise a poppy that he
knows the plant. But let him attempt
to make a sketch from memorv, and his

ignorance will then lie the chief thing he

is conscious of, so little does he feme inWr
what the growth of the popps" is. It might
almost be said that an object is not seen

correctly until the ofiservier draws it. In
working from studies, do not think of details

at all ; let these come of their own accord.

Place down the chief forms, such as the

principal leaves, and in these panels {Figs.

and 35D) start naturally with the chief

object, the flower. Work with freedom and

regard to ivhat else is coming. Do not Im

too neat in designing. Brown paper and
Chinese white and lampblack are the best

materials to use. Put in the forms holdl3^
for with white and black the designer tan

soon get an effect on brown pepsr.

Panel Desig:n$ based on Vine

Leaves and Foliag^e

Figs. 'jriOand arc illustrations of panels

in which the vine has Iwen uaed as the motif.

Fig. 562 shows a rosette deHign in By^iintine

style. Kemarks already made apply in

these cases. Bear in miud that the aerra-
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tions the edges nf the Icavea sliouhl be

correctly drawii (see Fi^^^ yt’v'h which illus-

trates a leaf characteristic of the Byziintine

period)-

Circular Panel with Figure Design

and Border

In drawing the orriaiuent which fills

the circular liordcr of Fig, <164* the leading

of the principal forms arc elliptical. The
Hgure farmiug the principal feature of the

centre panel in Fig. 3tit must be carefully

drawn, separately, and transferred to ita

position. The proportions must be rc-

ligimisly preserved in order to keep the

grace and freetlom of the pose. The lines

of the figure have been carefully studied

ill relation to their harmony wUh the space

Fig. 3€2.^Roifltt:« In Stjla,

lines form practically the skeleton or frame-

work, and must lie defined at the outset

;

otherwise, the whole will prove a disjointed

failure. The circular lines of the p!a<juo

itself will suggest the mcHnation aud direc-

tion of these lines. Having determined
these, and decided as to the manner in

which the grounddincs are to hf} clothed,

draw in the detaib firnih' and deliberately.

In tlie repetition of the forms, be careful

that the lines flow sweetly into one another.

Each line in itself is of \-ital im]»ortniice to

tJie whole ; take it away, and its absence
will be painfully evident. In analysing

the forms it will be found that the curves

occupied. In treatment it must be strictly

decorative. The drapery will require care-

ful! studyiug, lestj while preserving the lines

of tlie figurCj the designer falls into the trap

of making the drapery too “ pipey.'^ Three

different designs have been suji^ated for

the border, but jt i$ intended that oue only

should be used at a time.

Panels with Iris and Narcissus

Motifs

The carved panels shown by Figs. 065

and -'lUii w“ere designed by the late J. W.
Glet'son-White for the folding doora of a

small cabinet, but they can be adapted to
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a varioty of purposes, since an oblong up-

raplit pftnpl is infinitely tiaeful. The pat-

tern ia so arranged that for those who w ish

to shirk the kbouT of oaTvmg out nf the

saw the thin section for fret 'Cutting off

the solid bfoek% so that, when teplaced^ the

grain of the wood should correspond exactly

in each instance^ The idea of each panel

Fig. ClrculAT Fsnel with Figure Design and Border

solid, the design may he traced and cut

out with a Jri't siiw^ in wood about J in*

thick, and then tiiounted on a block of the

bame wood far carving. When practicable,

it would be beat, in working this way, to

is u single group of the jdant, with some
icsser fiow’ct nealling about its foot-stalks,

The atalks und tJie leaves of the prindpal
flowers are pluntiud t>o that they up[Hfiir to

grow' u]i through the dividinig bur of the
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—^Fanel with Ytllow IrU u
Motif.

Fi^. 3&e.—Puivl with Poet^i Nuctuiu u
Motif.
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panels, Tu carviiyg from nature, m produc*

tir^n af the chiael cAn sthow the full subtlety

of thn actual object. Yet it muat not bo

forjiotton that in conventional carved work^

a broad effect^ whereby the more aalient

points of the flow it arc seized atifi treated

by Figs. 367 to 374. The panel shown by
Fig, 370 may be referred to particukrly.

This is a aimpLe design, but a highly efeetivo

one providing the modelling is skilfully

done. It Is a case in which evTr^^hjng

depends on the carver.

Fi^. 370.—Panel liued on Fruit ani FoUage, By John Law.

l>oldI>\ is preferable to a ^MiinlHUy minute
an<l lalKirioyiK imitation of every detail.

TJie yellow iris and the poet's narcissus are

lx)th adapted for this treatment (sec Figs,

.'ilio and 3tH>b as the simple masses of their

form can be exjyreswd with oomparatlvdy
little detalL

Some Effective Corners, Panels* and
Borders

A Liverpool carver* John laiw* designed

the corners^ panels, and borders illustrated

Jacobean Wall Panels

The desigiya presented by Figs- 376 to

3Sl are more esp^ially intended for wall

panelling, in dodoes or otherwise
,

but the

carver will doubtless find other uses for

which they will l>e acceptable. Fi^. 376 to

378 ate selected from good examples of the

Jacobean period* Fig. 376 ie perhaps moat

characteriatie of the reign of James L, to

w'bich it belongs. It has the features which

are associated with the ornament of this

i' ^ .il
I
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pcfifKi—the iUt etrapwork, and the acroll- for in some ono or other of its variotiea it

edged cartouche. These are points which ia found frequently recurring in work W*
concluaively fix: its atyle and date. It will longing not only to the fitne of iamcB^ but
not, however^ bo found a particularly easy to moat other times In the seventeenth ten-

panel to carve. In thick board, where the tury. Indeed, among panel patterns

forma could be treated boldly, it would be oM oak, none Is so frequent as this diamond

Pig. STL Fig. 870.

Figs. STl to STS^^Nairow Puot Bordert^ aad Edges. Bj John Law»

sufHeientlj^ simple, but in the thin substance

of a panel, which necessitates a very liw

relief, clever management is needed to

render it effective. The ends of the strap-

work which approach the scrolls have, of

course, to be somewhat lowered^ whilst

the central parts, in and around the rosette,

arc left at the original level. The sprays

which occupy the comers arc formed by

incised lines merely. The diamond pat-

tern (Fig. 3771 ia 1^*3 diatinciively Jacobean,

This is jio doubt owing to the fact that
whilst it is cflective it is a thing easily and
quickly carved. Two deeply inciacd parallel

liinea mark out the diamond, whiht the
band formed Vjctwecn them ia sunk iJilo a
rounded hollow with a large gouge, some
enrichment being afterwards given to it

as showm. The fleur-de-lis ornament at

the angles has an incised Hue running round
the outside edge of each petal ; the rest

is merely cut out with a couple of strokes

Fig. 372.

Pig. 8T5L

Fig. 37i*
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of the gouge. Pig. 378 is drawn from an
example somewhat mote recent in date,

though protjably not later than 16G0, It

will be noticed tliat^ apart from the central

rosette, it has no relief ciarving, the re»t

being incised workn Tliough not iKild in

Modern Wall Panels

In the modern design (Fig* 370) it will

be seen that the manner of the old work
has hecn followed* The oruamental band
is formed in the same manner aa the band

FiK- J76.—Jac«b«an ScrolJed

CortouebeL

fif. S77.-^ocob«an Diunoad

Pattern,

Fig. S78.—Indud Wall

Panel

Fii- 37ft.—Hi>dmi Deiign with

Jacobnas Band.

Fig. 380-—Bond and

<Mod«ru).

Fig. 581—Diapar Pattern

eflectj this kind of work is pleasing as wail

decoration* ami can be rapidly done with

a keen dividing'tool* for driving which a

pewter dummy is better than a mallet.

The intricacy of the design matters little

when several similar panels have to be

corved, as they can all hv traced off from

one drawing j but this system would not have

commcmlcd itself to the earlier carvers*

in Fig, 377. The central flower is simply

incisefl work, but to give round ness and

relief to the boas there is a slight lowering

of the surrounding surface. Pig, ^^30 has

a band somewhat differently disposed and
enriched* but worked in the same way;
its central rosette is* however* carved in

relief in a $unk meiluilion. The cornel

sprays* with their stems* are merely in*
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cised. In tho diaper {Fig. 351} the trellia

is dealt with in the same way as the Ijands

in the two Inst-named pat tern When
several panels decorated with such diapers

as this are hmught together^ a very ridi

effect is gained
;

yet, owing to the antalJ’

nesa of the work, it might jierhaps l>e more

The ]ihoto was supplieil by Mr, J. P- Mdjite,

of the alwve works.

Panel by Luij^i Frulltni

While striving to depict simple designs

of flowers, leaves, and fruit, and afterwards

Ifigures and groups. Luigi Frullini, the great

Tig. Saa.—£bliLBtT«.4s Panel.

satis factor}* to carve this design in Ume
or pear tree than In oak,

Balustrade Panel

The balustrade jianel (Fig, 352) was. with

a large miml>er of other panels of a similar

nature, carml at the Pyghtle W'orksj

Bedford, for the decoration of a Suffolk

mansion. The panela are of walnut, 3 in,

thick, carved l>otli sides, there Iwing in

the eeutru of each panel a different design.

Florentine carver, hccame discouraged in

Ilia first resolve to devote himself to wood
carving, because he found it impoatJitdc to

reprtKiuce, with the primitive arA meagre

supply of tools then in vogue, the desired

effects and combinations. Turning to the

antique, he found that ceilain cuts must
have been made by certain e<3pes, Led by

the study of these works and the hints

given by them, and with his own ingenuity,

he invcntei,i tools w hich are in use by Ttalian
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wood carvers of to-day. In his studio

there were to be found blades and points

and edges and dies made by bimsclfp at bis

A

rtg^ 38S.—LlUnf D«kp Bridgnorth diwrch.

By Jd Flilllips.

of his works until Its nature had l>eea

miimfdy studied from every aspect. Never
a flower of ]m rnodeilliig had n petal too

many or one too feWp He was a nmn who
saw the beautiful and the graceful in all^

and with bis unerring genius he plucked

outj as it were, the heart of his subjects,

realistically reftecting the central point with-

out being over-elaborate. He went straight

to Nature, and his work-bench was covered

with the flowers or leaves which he was
reproducing with even more delibcrnticm

than a painter. In fact, with more than
a pa interns attention was every line exe-

cuted, for from the living mo<lcl he worked
Straight upon the final atuoy. And thus

he brought the life and movement of his

subject into the very fibre of the wood.

FrulUni worked without design or sketch

^

f(dlowing Michael .\ngdo in cutting imme*
diately into the final material, and he
often found that the block &oni which he

worked was not of sufficient size to contain

the work of his imagination. Consequently,

as has already Iwen remarked , in his studio

were numberless figures in graceful poses,

one lacking an arm, another a bit of flouting

tJnipery. So careful was he of every detail

in his w'ork, so conscientious and scrupulous,

that he would not, for example^ twdno prim-

roses and morning glories together, insist*

ing that thniigh they might appear in tho

Fif. 3S«.—AlUi fnatal By J. FbllUps.

own forge, and only finished as far as the same panel, they must represent a different

necessity of their use demanded. Never set of thought and ideas, for they could not
did Prullini allow an object to enter one be in bloom at the same time, and theT&>
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F!g. aS7,—Panela with Differvit Treitment of the 8Mne Lines of Design, By X FUUilH*

rig. 3&». Pig. 3«e.

Figs. S68 U> S90.—Plmish Fnailn

Fig. $90.

1^01 Tengban Be^aest.
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Ftg. 3SI.

ngu. 391 Mid 392,—Flemish Pusla (Dat«, with An.h«iqu« Onmmoat,
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fore could not bo copied together, unle^

one of the two were failed* Frullini speei'

ally succeeded iu the figures of chsldlCTip

The cuplda in his work were so lifelike as

to l>e startling* In the reptesentaiions

given by Figs* 7 and S (p. lOln each oueve

of the plump limbs revesU the true artist

and the acute student* Luigi Frullini

drew his inspiration from the antiquej and

extracted from it all the good it had to

give, yet he added to its frequent con-

ventionality and absence of life the vibrating

realism that is a characteristic of modern

Fig. with Yhi« Hotit

art. He has touched a note so long un*

heard as to create the impression of novelty^

and he is in truth the master of his school.

Two panels typical of the artist are illus-

trated by Figs. and 384 (p. 1'93}.

Panels, etc*, by J* Phillips

Examples of the work of a modern carver,

Mr. J* Phillips, are shown by Figs. 365 to

387 (pp. 194 and 195)* It should at once be

pointed out that the top rail A of the litany

desk (Fig. 380) is intended to be carved right

up to the ends. The desk is simple in form
but well proportioned, decorated with inter-

lacing sterna of vine with occasional leaves

and tendrils, treated ao flatly as to be

scarcely more than incised. They spring

from the foot of the uprights, burst forth

and run across the shaped bottom of the

surface l>etwccn, ctosaitig and forming n

saa^Fniuih Fu«l with UUn viA

OllYet MoUf*

heart-shaped border to a sunk panel, from

the top of which they start again, bracket-

wise, to support the centre of the shelf,

and overflow' its edge to form a small oblong

panel w^ithin it. A sanctuary chair, made
with the litany desk, for use in the pariah

church at Bridgnorth, is treated in a some*

what similar fashion, but the stems which
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Fig;. 401
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ntart from tke foot of each leg in the front

stop under the ama, and start again from

the curve at the back of each, rising to

the corner of the framing and meeting

in the centrct the containing curve being of

a good shape. A sunk panel m the centre

of the back shows an owl seated among ivy

leaves. The altar frontal {Fig. 3S6) makes

use of the same kind of motif foi stiles and
rails, but the panels arc occupied by cleverly

arranged tracery aprlngbg from heart*

shaped forms slightly sunk. Two panels arc

shown by Fig. 387 (p. 195), In these, two
spaces are enriched with designs based on
the same lines, but treated in quite a different

way, and so producing quite a different

Fig. aoi—OsomsUlcal Pual Dciigit Bj F» Scbau^rmum.
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effect. This example was prepared by Mr.

Phillips as a demonstratjem for a class under

the Home Arts and Industries Association.

Flemish Panels

Figs. 3S8 to 390 (p^ 195) show FJemiBh work
—three oak panels carved in high relief

in the style oi the work on the door of the

council chamber in the Hdtel de Ville^

Oudenarde. These also form part of the

Vaughan bequest to the Victoria and Albert

Museum. Further Flemish panels are shown
by Figs. 391 and 392. Both are carved in

oak, and date from about 1540. Their

height is 2 ft.^ and width 8 in. The orna-

ment is arabesque, scroll work being pro-

minent, and ifl surmounted in Fig. 391 by

a cherub and in Fig, 392 (in which the Car-

touche will be noticed) by a crane.

French P<mels from a Credence

The panels illustrated by Figs. 593 and
394 (p. 197) exemplify French work of the

peri^ of Francois I. They originally

formed part of a credence, and the subjects

treated are extremely interesting, whilst

the carving is of a spirited nature. The
panels form part of the collection bequeathed

by Henry Vaughan to the Victoria and
Albert 5Iuseum, South Kensington, London.

Louis XV. Pan«l

Fie, 395 (p. l93)flhoffs the end of a shutter

panel in the Edinburgh Museum, This ia

attributed to Gille-Marie Oppenord, and is

of the Louis Quinse period. It cxempli5.es

the system of interpanelling introduced by

the artists of the Regency.

East Indian Panel

In the East Indian panel showm by Fig.

393 (p. 198b the beautiful sciolla have some-
thing of a Portuguese character, and there is

ri distinct Henaisfiance flavour to the central

vase from which the stems proceed, the

details of the busks, and some of the leavsa.

This panel was shown in the Colonial Ex-
hibition of 1666.

Panel with Vine Motif

The panel shown hy Pig, 397 {p. 199) Is one

of four door panels designed by Mr. IVatson

and carved by Mr. A, Lyon, of the People’s

Palace. This panel was shown at the East

London Trades, Industries and Arte Ex-
hibition, 1896.

Panel with Liliea and Olives Motif

A curious instance of eighteenth-century

ornament of no precise period is afforded

by Ftg. 398, which illustrates a panel from
the Peyre collection in the South Keneing'

ton Museum. This is French work, and
is an example of broad and simple yet

delicate treatment ot leafage. The lilies

have only five petals, this often being the

case in oraament.

Designs by F. L. SchAuormann
Four designs hy F. L. Schauermaun are

illustrated by Kgs. 399 to 402. The first

is lor a diamond-Bhapcd panel, and the

fourth employs a geometrical pattern

strongly suggestive of chip-carving
;

the

ttem is set out with compasses and ruler,

os to accommodate Fig, 402 within

the page, the right-hand margiu has been
cut off.

Wall Panelling

It is believed that the method of finishing

rooms with wall panelling was first used in

England in the thirteeath century, Henry
III. ordered a room in Windsor Castle to be
panelled, not with English oak, bat with
Norway pine. Colour, of course, played an
important part in the iuterior decoration

of the Middle Ages ;
end in thU case the

woodwork was little more th&n a ground for

painting. There was, however^ abundance
of oak quelling before the Gothic period

came to its end, and the panels were carved
with tracery of the same ebaraoter as that

in church windows
;

little of this remains
in England, though the work is fairly plenti-

ful in France and seme other Continental

countries. More abundant is the panel

enrichmeut which succeeded to itf and which
was partly moulded and partly carved.
This WBB the “linen pattern,’* of which
a rather elaborate example will be given
later in the chapter on “ Ciiesta and Coffera.**

This pattern came into vogue neat the close

of the fifteenth century, and ceased to be
used near the close of the sixteenth. It may
therefore be regarded aa exclusively *
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Tudor decoration. But it was not till that

busy era of domestic architecture, the close

of the sixteenth and the opening of the

seTrentecntb century, that wall panelling

became general
;

and even in Elizabeth's

time, when oak was the recognised material,

the wainscot, ready made, was imported

from Flanders i hut English workmen soon

learned to compete with their foreign

rivals. By ^ the greater part oi old wail

panelling in England dates from 1590 to

1630, and the panels of this period are small,

and always of oak. Uuch of it is com-
paratively plain, the shallow npper panels

only being enriched with the thumb

ornament (also illustrated in the later

chapter sbove referred to). When all the

panels are carved in early Stuart work,
the design is generally with some one of

the variations of the wdbknown diamond
pattern. Few rooms were panelled in oak
later than 1650, for during the second
half of the century woven tapestries became
the favourite wall covering. In older houses

the Oak panelling wras concealed by the new
hangings. In the eighteenth century, wain-

scot was again used, but the material was
now deal j the panels were large and tall

;

they were painted white, and frequently had
gilt decorations*



BELLOWS

The wood carrcr on the iook-out for some works of art, and in the Renaisaanee period

email object on which to show Jiie skill can they were frequent aubjecta for the Lavish

be recommended to attempt the decoration ornamentation of those days*

Termiaal Figura. bLc. IuIijul

Dit*. 1000-1S30.

of a pair of common wocid -sided bellows-

Carving shows well on these things, and
bellows have a record which makes them
re»i>cctable. Their shape—the ordinary
mraiern shape—was a settled thing earlier

than the Christian era, as is shown by antique

Fig. iM.—Bellows, cu-rod wiUi Hujis,

Birone, etc. ItaliuL Date about
]LMO-

Italian Bellows of the Sixteenth

Century

Some excellent examples of Italian six

tcenth-century w'ork are shown by Figs.

403 to 401). The bellows side show'D by Fig.

403 is carved with dolphins, masks, terminal

figures, etc., and, as in the next case, there

is a chiselled bronze nozzle. The height it

205
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2 ft. in., and the width lOJ in,, and the

orig^mil was in the Soulages collection < Fig.

404 iUuatrates a bollowB side of chestnut

wood, carved with masks, sirens, cartouche-

work, etc. ; the height of the origiaal is 2 ft.

3 in., and the width In Tig. 405 the

carved ornament takes the form of eotjrs,

a cupid and a grotesque mask. The height

is 2 ft. 6 in., and the width 10| in. ThU is

a piece of Venetian work, and was in the

Soulages collection. Fig, 40fi illustrates a

Flg^ *0A—BsUowi, oBTTsd with SatTTii;

Capld, and Orat<«qii« Hmak. VeiwtUn-

DaW, about 16SO.

chestnut wood beUowa aide, carved in relief

with a mask, scrollwork, etc», and gilded.

This specimen, at the time the photo^ph
was taken, waa in the posaesaion of HolUtig-

woTtb Id^gniac, Esq. All the bellows above
mentioned represent the best period of the

Italian Renaissance— the Cinque -cento.

After the passing of the Roman Empire,

in 476 A.D., there came a few nnscttled

oenturiee, during which art of all lands was
subject to very varying influences but

gradually tu the north of Italy arose a style

Fig. SOS.—BsUowi, carrwt to Relief wltb

ISuk a-TMt RomiUweTlL ItallMU I^te,

Slxtsenih Centorr*
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known DOW aa the Lomhardic
'i

tins

showed a atraDge miDgUng of the old Classic

style with the traditions of the Longobarda,

and the synaboLismfl of the art of the Byzan*

tine Empire. At the same time came the

Gothic influence, which although never

having the hold upon Italy that it had upon
Germany, France, and England^ yet w'as

strong enough to influence the art of the

country to some considerable extent* Never-

Ffg, 407.~1ScHderD CdnVMtiona] Dftdgii for

ThdcM, the whole of the period since the

hreak-np of the Homan Empire can be

looked upon as a period of transitioii and of

preparation for the greater period which

was to follow. This wiis the HenaiBsanoe,

the influences of which are felt at the present

time*

Italinn Renni&sance

The Renaissance in Italy Is divided into

three broad cla&sca: (1) t^^e tre*cento, 1300-

1400 ; (2J the quattro'Cento, 1400-

1500 ; t3} the dnqne'Cento, 1500-1000,

The examples of carved bellows shown by
Figs. 403 to 406 are from the last period,

during which all the decorative arts reached
their highest point. One very remarkable

feature of Itahau carving of this period is

the successful adaptation to the purposes

of decorative art of life forms based upon
the human iiguie, hut appearing generally

Fig:, 40a— Jacidbean Deifgn for

BfiUowi.

as grotesques, maaks, satyrs, centaura,

cherubs, eupids, and sirena. Dolphins,

giifflus, and similar grotesque forme were

also used.

Another feature is the development
and use of the scroll, part of whose evo-

lution may be traced in the illuatrationa

given in this volume showing carved

bellows, chests, coffers, and brackets, dat-

ing from the fifteenth to the eighteenth

century*
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Nntes on Pifir, 40

j

The design &hown in Fig. 403 has a

good eficct. The dolphina ending in teTniinal

figures, the figure on the handle and the

mask, give quite BufTicicnt Hfe to the design.

Notes on Plgr» 404

In this esample the mask and sirens arc

arranged with great eileot^ Note the

fact that master minds arranged these dci^igns

that lias prevented a redundant and vain-

glorious scheme of omamentation, attendant
upon a Ktinuiniug after effect. The Ecrall

with its cross fluting is a prominent feature

in this design.

Notes on Fijf. 406

In this piece of w ork the possible objection

just mentioned cannot be urged ; only one

fig. 409.—Acanihnt-leaf Design far B^lkuwa

largeness of the treatment^ as well as of

the design. This gives strength, appro *

priiite enough in an object of this kind.

Notes on Fig. 405

Fig. 40'j is another estimplc of the Use of

life forms, which here are certainly used in

great profusion. It is a question whether
the Italians of the sistoenth contury did not

overdo the tisc of this class of clement.

In this pair of belloHrs there are three masks,

tw'o satyrs^ and one cupid. It Is only the

Fig. 410.- Ciaciu«--c«ato Peiign for B«Ilows.

life form, and that a mask, combined with

the scroll, forms the liasis of the design ;

and the appropriate nature of the mask
{which, with open mouth, and wildly waring
hair, appears to be energetically supplying

the w ind for the bellows) is to be commended.
This bellows was assisted in its echeme of

ornamentation by the addition of gilding

;

and it may be remarked that gilding ami

colouring were largely employed, not onl_y in



inittsTt

Ftgn ill,—Ho^erc BeUom

D««igii bAse4 4ti ClaiiicAl

Example.

CQcyrigiiied m^tecial
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Italy, but thronghont CSuuteadoni. Much
of th« church work in EnglaEul waa oolotned,

ttBCefl of it still retnainitig even to this day.

In this example the drawing i» not perfectly

symmetricaL The design is intended to

symmetTica], bat the drao^tsmaB, or the

carver, haa not carried out thU symmetry
quite accurately

i
with regard to the acToLla,

one of each pair does not correspond exactly

to the opposite one. Whilst this may tw

open to objection, it certainly prevents any
suspicion of its being maobine-carvcd. AU
oarving should be so executed that it bears

plain evidence of its ciaftamanAhipp Too
great prectsioo and accoiacy of arrange

-

ment is apt to be palafnlly obtrusive and
insistently harsh.

Modern Conventkmiil Design

In the design presented by Rg. 407, the

carving is of a simpEe kind, and such as can

be rapidly exeenW : there is no deeply

sunken ground, the sinkings being merely

triangular hoDows after the manner of chip

carving. The five-point star is a pattern

capable of being applied in a number of

cases with satiaJbctory effect.

Jacobean Desls:n

In the Jacobean pattern (Fig, 408) the
gronnd is regalarly sunk, and worked over
with the grounding pouch. The central

medallion is for a monogram or crest.

Acantlms-tcaf Design

In the acanthus- leaf pattern (Fig, 400}
also then is a sunken ground ; and the bead
in this is intended to be kept in very tow
relief. This design mt^t possibly work
out better in hard than in soft wood,

Cinque^cento Deaigit

In Fig. 4 10 a design ia shown for

a patT of bellows bas^ on an Italiali

sixt^nth 'Century example. With all due
deference to the designer, it may be sug-

gested that the omament here appears to

be overdone, S^uch a pair of bellows ia

better fitted for the glass case of a museum
than for blowing the 5re \ whilst in Figs, 407
to 409 it will Ik observed that the aim has
been never to carry ornament so &r as to

interfeie with ttte. ^g, 411 is anotbei design
baaed on a cbsoical example*



BREAD PLATTERS

Bread platters arc in auch common dmractfir^ and will amply repay anyone for

uae that everyone knows that they are the time spent in making a eareful stody
made of hard wood, that the centre part

must be perfectly flat, and that it is usual

to keep that part highest by sLopizig the

ornamental border aUghtly down to the

outer rim. It is not advisable to indulge

in very high relief.

Hops Pattern

Among the many planta whose beauty of

form or colour renders them valuable for

decorative purposes the hop must ever take

a foremost place. The young vine pushes

forward, feeling hither and thither for sup-

port
;

here, tightly clinging to whatever

offers—often, if no independent means of

support is wulhin reach, several stems will

twist together round each other like a

many-stranded rope j there, banging in

long festoona from plant to plant in endless

graceful curves. The leaves, too, are most
i^autifuL A well-grown leaf is full of

Fig. 411L - Hops Pattern for Bread. Flatter Border.

211
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of it in Hcpia, fot its form acid surface modu-
lations^ and then afterwards in its natural

green. Only a dull green aprarently, and

yet sorely taxing the artisrs skill as it

varies with the light from steely blue to

vivid} almost yellow giceu. The flowers, too,

leaves and berries of the wild purple ids have
been used as motif. Three views of the

handle of the bread knife carved to aji^ce

with the platter are presented by Figs.

414 to llh, the platter being shown by
Fig. 417.

sia—'Bramblv Imth mad Cora FstUrn for Br««4 FUU«r.

Ftg. 41S.—Bsction of Carvod Bnul PUUw.

although individually so insignificant and

colourless, have the charm of airy lightness,

while the clustering hops are universal

favourites, and well deserve their popularity.

The design offered by Fig. 412 is based on
the hop, and the same motif is employed for

the handles of the brood knives (Fig. 413).

Wild Eria Pattern

For the bread platter next shown, the

Bramble Leaves and Corn Pattern

Much less free is the design shown by
Fig. 418. This is 13 in. in diameter, and
should bo made out of 1-in. oak, sycamorO}
or any other suitable wood, aGooiding to

the taste of the worker. The carving, wm^
should be in low relief, consists of bramble
leaves with flower and ears of com. A
section of the platter is shown by Fig. 419.
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5nuiU Curved Box

A SHALL 1>ox, OA ihowQ in Fig. 420, u often

very useful as a receptacle lor keys^ odds

and enda^ thimbles and oottons, or even as

for the moctlded edgesr ^ pattern

simiLar in de^gn is carved. There is no

reason why the Bame pattern should not

be repeated in every Instance ;
and a be*

ginner would find that the time would be

Fl^ «a«L—Small Csrv«d Bex

a gentleman's cuff box. Tbe body of the

box conaiste of four panels of |'ln. oak,

each G in. by G| in., on which a simple design

worked, as in Fig. 420. The extra ^ in.

allowed for fixing the moulding round the

base. The cover is T in. square to allow

well spent in taking that on the cover as
a first example, as it is simply a fretted'out

exercise. The patteru outlm^ on the bedy
of the box marks a step forward. Portions

of this design overlap or underlie other por*

tiooB, and the desired effect b produced by
215
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cutting; 'down the f»hiuled poriioDs with a
suitable firmer chisel. For those who desire

sometliiDg more advanc<*d, au exercise in

natural foliage and berries is ofterea in

Fig. 421. It should be cut away hilly J in.,

and then slightly modelled as shown fn

the illustration. Fig. 422 offers a more
exacting exercise

H
being a purely conventional

design, with flowing curves and hollows,
which demand both knowledge and skill to

execute. Carvers do not generally coustruct
the articles they carve

; but for those who

rtff. 431.—First Altemative Doslgn^

—

Hatunl FalLigs and BfErriM

for Bmall Carved Bex.

Pig, 433L—Second Aliemative Design—

CeaventionaL Plowing Cuttm

—

for Bnull Carved fiox.
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desire to coDstruct tliia bos, it may be men*
tioned tiiat the side^ are best joined by
rebated secret dovetails ; and it the body
of the boK is to be fastened to a moulded

bottom^ the panels can be used C in. square.

An ordinary ogee moulding i$ very suitable

for both the cover aud the bottom of the

box.

Fijj. 433 —Front Elov&tjon of Tea Caddy.

rS^ 424.—Plaa of Toa Caddj.
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thidtncuea; «qiiATc »nd trim the tep and
bottom to their uses, and then wort the

tnoutded edgee^ Malce the eidea and enda

^ in. wider than the finiahodi sizes, to allow

for the Bubse<[uent ptaning of the edges.

As the aide# and ends are out of the per-

pendiculaT, they wilt require trimming to

make the edges leve] to receive the top and

the bottom. The sides and ends, haw ever,

can be taken to their correct shapes at first,

BO that very little trimming is required

Tea Caddy

Figfl. 423 to 425 give a design for a carved

tea caddy which can be easily constructed

and ornamented. The various sizes are as

follows :—Lid, 11 in. long by 8 in^ wide by
t in. thick I bottom, 9 in. long by 5 in. wide

by } in. thick t two sides, 9} in. Jong on the

top edge by 7| in. long on the bottom edge

by 5 in. wide by ^ in. thick ; two ends,

fi| in. long on the top edge by 4| In. long

OD the bottom edge by 5 in: wide by | in.

thick
;

partition, 4} in. wide by about 6 in.

long, of f-in. atufi (see Fig. 426) ; and two
lids about 6 m. wide by 4 tn. long, out of

i'ln. stuff. It will be seen that only nine

pieces of wood are required. The other

itema required are one pair of brass

butt binges, one brass box lock, and two
small handles or knobs for the lids. The
compartments of the caddy should be lined

with Icaci paper.

CoEutructing Tea Caddy.—^To construct

the caddy, hrst plane the wood to the exact

afters aids. They are then prepared for

secret dovetailing, which is the strongest

method of fixing them together. A g™ve
should be made in each side for the partition,

and another groove near the top, in the

sides and the ends, for the lids. The par-

tition should also be rebated on each aide

far the lids. It should then bo glued to-

gether, the bottom screwed on, the lid hung,

and the lock, which should be hzed in the

front side before the partition is secured,

arranged for easy working, The^ lead paper

should now be fixed to the inside and to
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Fig. 427.—JflTcl Cum.

Fig: 4a».—Voiild«d Edge of Jewel

Cue Cover.

Fig. 43<L—notddtiig ol Jeval

Cue FuieLm.

Fig; 439;—Fui of Fuiel of Jewel Can
Cowr.

Fig. 43L—Fari of ^2i«l of E^ont of Jewel

Cue.
Fig. 433.— of Fanel of

End of Jewel Cue,

'rm
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the Jid* by means of starch or prepared

mountant.
Fiiushifl^ Tea Caddy.—The caddy m now

ready for the dniBhing process, and this will

depend on the kind of wood used. Oak
will be a very suitable wood, and if used,

should be fumod aud wax^polLshed. If

American walnut ia uacd, it can be oiled

ehould be done when the sides and ends
ate dovetailed) and before they are glued

up. The top should be carved after the

edges have been moulded^

Jewel Ca^
A jewel case or box which can be con*

etructed in oak, walnut, or any cloae-graiiied

Fign 41S.—Hinging

Boa,

Fig. *5*. Fig, 4aa,

Figi, 434 and 43S,—Front and Bide EleTaUone of Spill Box.

with raw bnseed oU and turps, or it can be
french*polishcd. If of mahogany, it could

be french-poUabed its natural colour, or it

could he given a Cbippendaie colour, ob-

tained by staining with bichromate of

potaab and afterw'ards irencb-poliabing.

The foregoing methoda of finishing upply if

the caddy is made without carving. If it

ia catA'ed, the same description will apply
to it, with the exception that the carving

woid^ is illustrated by Fig. 427, The aiae

can be about 12 in. long, fi in. wide, and
fi in. deep. The cover is hinged at the
back wdth orditmr3^ brasa butt hinges, and
secured at the front with an ordinar) box
lock of brass, wdth a little ornamental
escutcheon. Fig. 428 gives an enlarged

view of the comer of the cover, which is

fiat, the oma mental panel being fixed on.

The outer movidiug of the panel can either

Gopyrfiyhle'a frirtte
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be carved a& shown, or left plain. Half plain box of suniUr die can be arranged by

the panel is shown enlarged by Fig. 439. udng at the front and top the pattern adopted

The carving ut raiaed in low relief above here for the end only. The woodwork idtonld

the groandwork of the mnk panel, which have a dead finish, the carving being Left

shonld be matted to give a better effect to from the tool. If more ornament ie dedred,

the ornament. The central pattern is the monlding of the panels can be carved:

shown with the date of the year carved on bat, with certain marked exceptions, carved

it, raised or incised. If prelened, a mono-
gram can be used here with equally good

effect. The front of the box {tee Fig. 427]

is shown with a sunk panel having a plain

moulding round aa seen in Fig. 4^. The

work looks best when encloied within plaiii

tnonldings.

Hanging SpUl Box

Figs. 4^ to 435 give tJkree views of a

ng. 4sa—CcFmb aad Enuli Box wjtli Front EomonA.

panel is carved in low relief above the ground*

work, which can be Left plain ; or, to give a
good effect, it can be mattedb Fig. 431 shows
half this panel of enlarged size, giving the

modelliDg of the carving, which requires

careful execution, the acroU lines being welt

kept. The ends of the box are shown with

sunk panels the same as the front, hut the

carving shonld be plainer. 1^. 432 shows
half the end, to enlarged size. The escutcheon

of the keyhole on the front shonld be of

polished brass. From these lUustiations a

carved banging spill box, which may ht
made of ^ iu- oak. Fig. 433 shows a simple

pattern of rotes and leaf^sprays. Fig. 434

shows both a front and side view of the

box with alternative designs, and gives

dlmcDslons. These may be enlarged or

decreased accord^ to requirements. The
design, representing hop- vine and blossoms,

loolm well when carved about } in. deep.

If in pine, the parts should be aecnied with

light brads. If in oak, the sides and bottom
shonhl be secured to the back with ]-in.
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screws, and the front should tx: held in

place with round-headed or fancy-headed

brass screws.

Brush and Comb Box

The box shown by Figs, 43fi to 4 h3S com-
bhiCB elegance with utility. Fig. 43fi gives

a front view, with tlic back board showing

getlier. Before a(bxii)g the back, scu'k the
front to the carcase by means of four screws,
driven in a slanting direction, through the
top and bottom corners of a, as shown at
X (Fig- (direful ]y select and drive the
screws so that tliev sliull not appear through
the front. I'hen fasten the wdiolc to the

back hoard by scrcitvs driven in from hidnud.

K

Tig. f 39.

Figs, 439 «nft 440.— 9f Haadlicjrchlff

Box.

n^. 441.—Flan of HaaclkareMtf Box.

Fig, 440.

Fig. 443.-“HoriMctal Swtion of Hand kerchief

Box (on Lina Y Y).

Fi^. 443.—Vertical SectloD of Hand kerchief

Box (on Line X X).

above the front one. It may be inaed

of whitewood, stained and varnished, with
a simple outline design on it, as shown in

the illustration. The front board is in.

long Ijy S iru wide, while the back board
is 14J in, by 10| in. wide. Fig. 438 shows
the box attachment, with the front removed.
It consists of one long piece 104 in. long hy

in* w'ide, and two end pieces, each 4| in.

Mug. They both slope in front from in,

at the top to 24 in. at the base. To fix,

slicot the sides and screw them firmly to-

The design shoivii in Fig^ 430 is simply out"

lined with a fine fluter^ and then the ground
puncheth For hard wood-s, the design in

Fig* 437 looks well if {-arved about J in.

deep and carefully finir^hed in detail. This

is an example of incised carving.

Handkerchief Box

A handkerchief box is shown hy Fjgg.

439 to 443. The sides a of the hox^ | in,

thick, are dovetailed, the joints being con-

cealed by mock st les placed down the ends
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and mitered at the ^ordeia. The sides are

rajigled for the bottom which m aliio | In.

thick. Next run the ogee moulding for the

baae with the rebate for the hoXy out of

j'in. stuff, which moulding should be pre-

pared all ia one piece for conTenienoe.

When this is done, cut it into the several

lengths required for the sides, and it should

be mitered at the comers and fretted. The
top c Is I in. thick, with fiat ogee and bead

moulding round the edge. As an alternative^

bevel and covetto moulding Fig. 442)
can be used. The material is now ready
for carving. The motifs of the design are

u

Ftg. 4«,—Plan of Bazulk«rcM«f Boi.

Pi^. 44S.

Pig. 44S.

Figi. 446 ud 446.—Fttmt ud Side El«TatlOiif

of Hsadkerchier Box

Tig. 44T.

Fig*. 447 and 44S.-'Horijoaitai

SKtion* ehotriug AltonutiTe

Methods of Grounding.

Fig. 44S.—Centre VorUcal

Bootlon of Flower.

ng. 4IM).—Cto«s SocUon of

Flower.

Fig. 101.-'^ramping Blocks

for Box
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the laarel &nd c«k. The carving is in low

relief, the gteund being §unk to the extent

of ^ in.( end left clean from the grounder.

Tu working the monogram, sink the wood
gradually &?in the edge of the circle. When
the carving is completed, glue and pin the

sidea, the bottom, and the stiles. Next fix

up the base, setting in the box, and at i>

glue on blocks 1 in. by | in., to hind all

together. This done, screw on two 1-in.

by |-in. brass hinges on the side with the

to 450. The material required will be
; One

piece, 2 ft. 6 in. by ju. by | in., for the

front, jiidea, and back; one piece, 7| in.

by 7^ in. by | in., for the top ; and one
piece, 7 in, by 7 in. by^ in., for the bottom.

Plane and gauge the length for the front,

sides, and back (2| in. by In.), and mark
00 the length of each (7 in.}, leaving a space

between them to allow for waste in cutting.

Prom each mark, square across, bevel the

edges to a mitre, and square over on the

Fig. iM.

Figs. iS8 tfr 4M.—Plan, End ElwatioD, and Front Elemtion of Pin and Trinket Box.

laurel panel, and the box is completed hut
for the finiahing. A lock can be fitted if

desired. The following is a list of the

material required, finished sixes (allowance

fuc waste must be added when ordering)

:

For the top, one piece in. by 0^ in. by

I in. ; sides, four pieces 7| in. by 2f in.

by I in,
; bottom, one piece 7| in. by 7J in.

by I in. ; base, four pieces 9| in. by 1^ in.

by £ in. ; and blocks, one piece 1 ft. by

I in. by j in.

Handkerchief Box with Tulip Design

Oak, walnut, or mahogany will bo suitable

wood to use for the box shown by Figs. 444

other side. Plane and square the top and
bottom, making the top in. square, to

allow for cleaning o0 the edges after gluing

together. It will be better to do all the

carving while the parts ate separate, as they

can then be held in position more easily,

and much more firmly than after being put

together. Draw the design, or trace it on
the wood by means of black or blue carbon

paper, and make a gange mark on the top

border of the carving, and continue over on
the other aide. This will facilitate the rut*

ting open of the box at a later stage. The
ground should be sunk to a depth of ^ in.

ure must be taken not to exceed that depth,
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if the borders of the design are cut aqoare,

on account of the tongues in the mitres {gee

section
p

Fig* 447)- By rounding off the

borders as shown in Fig. 448, the ground
DCkay be sunk in. Little difficulty will

be experienced in executing the modellingp

the general effect of which is shown by the

shaded half of the deaigna. Sections of the

Hewers are given, Fig. 449 being a centre

vertical section, and Fig. 450 a cross aection*

If the ground has been sunk only | iti.« it

should be punched evenly, and care should
be taken not to show the shape of the punch

;

but if the alternative method has been

ciamping up the mitres may he made out
of ordkAiy wocmI blind sheaves, by cutting
them as &ows in Fig* 451, The method
of using them is to placu one block at each
comer, pass a piece of Venetian cord round
(in the grooves) two or three times, and
tighten np by twisting the cord with a
nail until all the mitres are drawn tight.

It will be better to uae two sets of these
bloeka, one near the top and the other
near the bottom* Next nt the bottom in

the rebate, and make the top edges of the
sides, etc.* perleetly level

;
then fit the top.

Smooth ai^ gkaspaper the under aide of

Fig. 40D.—FUn of Fin uC TYliUcat Box, wltb Top B«Z)Ove4

adopted, the ground should be made a a

clean as possible with the took, and left

quite plain.

Making Handkerchief Box.—The carving

having been completed* the making of the

box ms3’ be proceeded with. Rebate the

bottom edge of the front, sides* and back*

in. by in** for the bottom
;

then' cut
and shoot the mitres. Make a out with a
tenon-saw at right angles to the mitces,

as shown in Figs. 447 and 443« and prepare
four slips or tongues to fit in the saw -cut
thus made

;
the grain of these slips should

run across, not lengthwise. When the parts

are rcad\', first glue into place one half of

each slip
;

then fit them into the opposite

Bides of the box, glue all the mitres and the

other halves of the slips* and fit the parts

together. The insertion of these slips

greatly strengthens the mitres* Blocks for

the top and the top side of the bottom,
i nd all other iimei surfaces, before joining

up the parts. Glue the rebate and the

edges of the bottom, and secure together.

Now glue the top edges of the sides, etc.,

place the top on evenly, and cramp to-

gether with hand^screws* l>ave it in the

cramps until the glue has thoroughly set

;

then smooth off and glaaspaper* and slightly

round over the top edge. Mark the place

for the hinges across the gauge line on the

back. This is easier to do before the lid

is cut off. A dovetail saw' should be used

for separating the lid from the box. Out
along the gauge line until it is completely

detached
'

plane the edges* fit them to*

gether* and hang the lid- A poftion has

been left in the carviai; on the front to

allow for the fixing of a lock, which should

be let in from the inside or a fastener may
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be screwed uu the ontaide. In finishing, the

beat pceaible effect ia produced if the plane

sorfeces of the box are ekUfully pofished

and the carving left dull or inerefj wai-
poliHhed*

Pin and Trinket Box with Tulip

Design

The pin box shown by Figs. -152 to 455

is designed to match the handkerchief box
above described. The material required

will be ; One piece 3 ft* by 2 in* by | in.

for the front, back, and ends ; top, 1!^ in.

In setting out the V'groovea which receive

the ends of these pari^tions, care must be

taken not to mark above the gauge line.

Cut the partitions, front, ends, and back a

trifle longer than required, mark to their

reapeotive lengths, and bevel to the mitres

os shown in Fig. 455. Square over on the

sides, cut and shoot all mitres, and cut

the V‘grooves in the partitiona, sides, etc.

This done, it may be put together in the

same way as the handkerchief box referred

to above. The partitioDs should be put

in before gluing on the bottom.

ng. «T*

Fi^m to 46a—Front and End £l«Tati(mi aiul Plan of Qlove Box.

by 5| in. by | in.
;

bottom, 11 in. by in*

by ^ in, and a piece for the partitions,

2 ft. 3 iu. by 1| in* by | In* It is better to

work the lengths before cutting, as far as

possible, on account of tlu: great saving

in labour, and to avoid the difficulty usually

experienced iu planing abort pieces. The
method of construction, as well as the

carving, is the same as ttiat of the boxes

already described ; but in this case the

partitions form an extra consideration in

setting out. The line which separates the

lid from the lower part of the box should

be gauged on both sides of the front, ends,

and back ; for this, beside l>eing the cutting

fine, indicatca the height of the pattitioua.

Qlove Box with Tulip Design

The glove box shown by Figs* 45(j to 458

is designed to match the handkerchief box

and the pin and trinket box described in

the two previous paragraphs. One length

3 ft. by 3 in. by f in* wlU make the front,

back, and ends ;
for the top, a piece 1 ft.

^ iu. by 4^ in* by | in^ will be required

;

and lor the bottom, a piece 1 ft. by 4 in.

by in. The carving is similar In design

to that of the other boxes.

Panel for dove Box

A panel applicable to a glove box and

to a variety of other purposes is illustrated
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by Fig. 459. The motif is found in the

leaves and fruit of the grape vine.

Glove Box with Alternative Desijfns

Hop Design.—The design given in Fig.

i60 JB suitable for a fancy glove box^ and

for many other kinda of boxes. Fig. 460

margin all round, but also for an ovolo,

ogee, or other moulding to be run around

its edges. Thus the box-cover couaiats of

a single solid slab, and good welLseasoned

timber should be selected, or a tendency to

warp may become apparent. The bottom
of the box is an exact copy of the cover,

Fig. 4B9r—Vise Pattern far Glove Bex Cover.

shows its general appearance when put

together, and after being carved with a

shallow 'Cut pattern of conventional hop*

vine design. The w'hole box is constructed

from I -in. stuff, w^orked somewhat thinner

in planing true^ and it might be darkened

by fumigation and then was-polished, or

even left in ita natural state to darken with

age. The top is really a panel 8 in. by

13 in.
;

the carving design 5 in. by 10 in. ;

and this not only leaves space for a 1-in.

minus the carving, and the body of the

box is fixed to this by means of glue and
Bcrewa from beneath. The long aides are

each 5^ in. by 12 in., while the ends are

DJ in. by 7 in. The top, sidea, and ends
have all a t-in. margin left outside the

carving pattern, not only for effect but for

convenience in making up. The aides are

best secured by a secret dovetail
\

or the

thickneas of the wood could be sawn off

each end of the shorter pieces with a ffne
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ww, and, after shooting them^ the body
could be bradded or screwed together.

However, this short method detracts from

both strength and elegance, as the end

grain is noticeable at the ends.

Floral Design,—An effective and flowing

floral design is given as an alternate pattern

in Figs. 4C1 to 463, If cut nearly } in. in

depth, it affords much scope for artistic

treatment, but care should be taken not

to go too de^ in cutting and so to pierce

the wood, ^e design for the cover in

Fig. 461 gives four overiapping blossomn

as the central idea, and tbsy should be left

as prominent as possible, or even eluiugs

may be planted on them to give the top

a more imposing appearance. Fig. 462

presents three lapping blossoms on the

!• : -
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Fl^. ML— De-flgn fox Olovfl B*i Cover,

Fig, «e3^—AltemetlTe Dengn for Olova Box Bidae,

rig^ AltftmxtdTA Dnfgn for CloTa Box Hilda.
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lon^ aidegp well in keeping with the top,

and planted gluings would not be out of

place on the whole of the blossoma carved.

Kg. 463 has only one hloasom on its re-

to the mind the f;reat fact that decoration
h aimpl}' an nccciMory art. In the general

sketch of a cigar box (Fig. 461) a suggestion

is offered of a pattern ooinposod mostly

Fig. U&.—A]t«nutlTe DMign for Cigar Bax Sides,

stneted space, bat this is set of! by inter-

lacing leaves which contrast effectively.

Cigar Box

The slightness of the material used m the

construction of a cigar box precludes any
idea of deeply-cut work, and brings sharply

from bird form Figs. 4Go to 407 are based

on fishes so oonventjonalised as hnidly to

deserve the name. This is a gain rather

than a blemish from a decorative point of

view, and these patterns will be found very

effective when worked. If a specially sound

and well-finished box is desired, some fret-
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wood in mahoganyp oak, walnut, or other

wood could be purchased and made up.

The long aidea^ given in Fig- 4U5, are 3 in.

by H in. The ends, &bo\vn in Fig, 4flG, are

fectly squarev and round oif the edges oi

top and bottom pieces In a corresponding

pattern* When carved, the pieces may be

held together by glue and fine tacks
;
some

Fig. 466.—AlternatiTft Deiign tor Cigar Box l^nHa.

Fig. 467.—AUtTuatire Dneigii for Cigar Box CoT«r.

3 in, by C in. The top and bottom^ shown
in Fig, 4f>7^ are tii in. by OA in, A margin
of ^ in. lias been alhiweil around the edges

of both sides and ends^ while a |'in, margin
has been allowed on top and liottom to

permit of their being nosed or otherwise

finishetJ off. Before carving, carefully shoot

each piece of wood to make sure it is per-

snmll hinges, of fancy design if prefcricdp

will keep the cover on.

Card Basket

The dlnicnsions of the carved card basket
iMustratcd by Fig. 468 are :—Long sidesp

4j in. by 18 in,
;
short sides, 4 J in, by 8 in.^

all band-sawn or bow-sawn to lihape from

11
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i-iQ. walnut or oak. The size of the bottom

piece is 10 in. by fVj in.
;

it is cat from J-in.

stuff
p
and nosed or l^eadcd to taste. The

exact shape of the sides and ends can be

better ascertained from Figs^ 469 and 4T0p

though their angle at the ends is about 60*^^

The ends could be planed to a mitrC} then

glued and screwed together, or they could
be rebated in half the thickness of each
before gluing and fastening up. As all the

sides are on the slants their base will need
to be planed down a little before the bottom
piece is fastened on. The addition of small

fancy brass legs to the corners imparts

FU. 469.—Altenutire Detigu for Cord Basket> End.
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lightne^ and grace to the article. A Tery a flowing conventional pattern lb given for

aimplc Btrapwork deBign is aketehed on the the aide oE the baaket, and in Fig. 4T0 a

Ff^. 4T0.--'Fart of Altornatiro Design for Cud Buket Sids.

side and end In Fig. 463. Figs- 463 and aimilaT pattern for the end will be seen.

470 supply an alternative design of a Bome> These should be carved not too deeply, and
what more elaborate chaiactet. In Fig. 463 modelled to taste*
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Bf>ok Rest

Tns book rest, or reading desk, illuatrated

by Fig. 471 affoida an extensive surface for

carving, and is simple in construction.

Pig. 473 (p. ‘J38) gives all necessary details.

Tne front is a panel of { in. thickness,

measuring 10 in. by 14 m. The ledge or

shelf on which the book rests is planted on

the panel in. from the hase» and Is } in.

thick, and not less than U in, wide. The
ledge shown is simply a piece of oak picture

TDOuldiog, with the chamfered rebated edge

and one string of surface besdw^ork plan^
away. This leaves a surface above the

ledge of 8 in. by 14 in.
;
and, after allowing

pig. 471- Book Rest.
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1 in. all round for the plain inargiD, there

remaiud a curving surface of 6 in. by 12 in.

An alternative design for this space is prO'

vided by Fig. A72. It could be cut with a

V-shap^ tool I or it could be fretted outj

say I in. in depth, and then slightly mcdellGd

for effect. The supports are two in number.

Their size, shape, and a pattern for carving

on them^ are shown in Fig. 474, Chre must
be taken to reverse the pattern when carving

the second support, so that the pattern may
show on the outside of each piece. The
panel could remain square-edged or be

— — ^ 2i'

Flff. 474.—Design
for Seat

Sapporto.

't

moulded to taste, but the bottom edge
must be planed to an angle which leaves

it straight with the base of the supports.

The Supports should be fitted ahmit '1 m*
from each end. They may lie screwed to

the back by using two pairs of brusa hlogea>
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in which case they would be folding supports.

If fixed supports an desired, a screw may
be driven into each from the front on the

space covered by the ledge. This would he

hidden when the ledge itself is screwed on
from behind. Additional screws may he

driven in a slanting direction through l^oth

top and bottom of each support, or a strip

may be filed on the back, its ends just fitting

the supports at right angles.

BcHik Cradle

A well-executed design for the end of a

book cradle for staudiog on a table is prc'

sented by Fig. 47 !j. The book cradle is of

telescopic coDstmotlon, one part sliding

Fig. 470,—End cf Boole Cradls-
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within the other^ and is adapted to accom-
modate any number of boolu from two or

three to ten or twenty.

Table Bookstand

Fig. ahowa a bookstand for placing

on a side tabic, or a set of shelves for placing

on the hall table. The ornamental ends are

the principal feature^ the other poitlona

being quite plain. The ends arc shaped
from material 7 in, by is in., the wood being

1 in. in thickncaa in the rough. It can be

worked in oak% mahogany, or aome stifter

wood* as yellow pine or basswood* The
upper ftholf is 5 in. by 2i'’t in,, and ia made
from at least |-in. stuff. The lower shelf, or

base-board, is fairly substantial, say 6 In,

by 23 in., and nt least 1 in* In thickness. A

Fig. 4T6.—Table Boakttuid. Fig. 47 B.—aitemitlve Deiign tor

Ceolealond Ends.
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flsncc at Fig, 47G ehow^i the powJtjoii of the

upper shelf. In fastening, however, a.s nails

or screws would disfigure the carved face,

and a supporting block would be uneightly,

tome concealed methed of aecuring the

shelf ia place must be reiuirted to. This is

be5t done by means of blind wedging. Cut
two teiiona at each end of the shelf^ and
rorresjx>ndmg motticca on the jusides of the

ends. Chisel these latter in rather a dove-

tail-sbaped form, and see that the tenons
tit exactly. For the method of blind

wedging, make a saw^ettt in each tenon, as

shown in Fig. 477, and a small wedge foi

inserting in each cut. It will readily be

seen that, when the parts are glued and ticied

together, the force nccessarj- to make the

joints meet will drive the wedge into the

MW' -cut, and consequently spread the tenons

cloticly against the sides of the mortices*

Alter being driven in as ehown^ the tenon
cannot be withdrawn without fracturiug the

woodwork. But before this is attempted,

the lower shelf should be worked up, ao

that the whole may be put together at the

same time. The matenal of the sides allows

for a couple of Bin. tenons to be cut at

the base of each, and corresponding mor-
tices must be cut in the lower board for

them to lit into These tenons can be secured

by driving in a couple of wedges at the

bottom after the parts have been well

glued* A chamfer, beading, or moulding
could be worked around the edges of the

bottom shelf
j
in order to give a nicer finish*

As the carviag ehown in Fig* 476 of a

iSomewhat difiBjcult nature, owing to the

modelling required, a simpler yet verjefico-

tave alternate design, almost without model-

Ling, is presented by Fig* 478.
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Tn no other form does old osk work so oft^n
come to hsttd complete as in that of the

chest. The admirable coustruction of the

sevcnteenth^contury chests, which ifeaders

them all but indestructible by fair wear and
tear, largely accounte for this

; but it is

also evident that they must have been
made in far greater numbers than any
other articles of furniture. Chests have
always held an important ,placo among
household gear. In primitive times they
were oeata and tables, as well as almost
the solo depositories for valuables; it

has even been suggested that the chest,

was the germ from wliich various other
artirles of furuiture developed; that the
settle wa» at first but a coffer, to which,
for comfort^s sake, arms and a hack were
add^

; that cabinets and buffets were
merely chests raised on legs ; and that the
chest of draw'ers (a late development)
waa simply an exipcdient for utilising the
interior ol the chest more conveniently.

Early Chests

Among the Sajcons, the earliest cheeta

were dug out from solid Jogs, and some of

these still exist. There i» one in the ohurch
of Halesowen, and another in Wimborne
Minster. In the latter part of the Middle
Ages, cypress wood was much in vogue for

ehesta to hold tapestrica and costly clothes,

as giving security from moths, A few
of these still remain, and in the cose of

one dating from about 1475, the carpentry

is rude, but the cypress boards are still

sound. It has been covered with finely

gilt and tooled leather, and is girthed

by elegant iron bands, 4 im apart, from

end to end, each band having its own
hinge ; it thus hits fourteen Liingcs in all.

Fig. 479 shows the graceful way in wJiich

the bands terminate in front, above and
below the opening of the lid. This chest

is not panelled. Panel It^d chest st were,

however, known in England in the tliirtecnth

century; therefore the kirm of conatruc'

tion above described must not be regarded

as a cliaracteristic of the Eli bethan chests.

Linen Pattern

Some of the earlier pimelleil cbcfita were

decorated with Gothic carving, and between
this and the EUmbethan Renaissance work
is found an lutermcdiatc form of pane)

ornamentation, This was cut with a mould"
ing plane, and is familiar as the “ linen

pattern ” (sre Fig. 480). It is usual tn

assign this ornament almcist eTchisively

to Tudor times—Henry VII. to Elisabcth^

—

and a chest thus enriched is almost sure to

bo earlier than IfiOO. The ends nf the folds

at top and bottom are, of course, cut by
hand. Panelled and carved chests which

can Iw dated earlier than the latter years of

Elixafaetb'^a leign are^ however, not common.

Oak Chest: Date, i6uo to i6io

The example shown in Fig. 481 is as

recent as ICOO to lOlO. The design is

bold aud effective, as designs of that time

usually were, but the w-otkiuanahip is by
DO means accurate or neat. The demi-

ligures, of which there have originally been

three, but of which the central one is now'

wanting, are to be noted. 8uch figures

became so common on buffets, bedsteads,

etc., in the early part of the seventeenth
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wnturj as to form a cbaraotenstic feature {

towards the middle of the ceaturyj and
Iatcr» they were not used. Unlike most
early chcstSp thia has preserved its orifipnal

lock and other ironworkp and shows how
complete had been the change of style

since the forging of the Eron. band shown, by

and suchdike receptacles were almost un*

known,

Seventee itth.-century Oak Chests

The cheats of the earlier part of the

seventeenth century are to bo ^stingnished
by the greater richness of their carving.

Tig. 47$.—End «f Inn Band On Cypress

Cbeet Date, 14TB.

Fig. aai.—Oak CkeiL Date, 1S00-1$10,

rig. 48S.—Seventeenth-oentmy Oek Chest, Fig. 4B0.—Unen Pattern.

Fig. 470. Tho ends fasten down with
spring catches, so that the contents of the

chest, even when it was unlocked, must have
been safe except from those acquainted
with the secret of certain iron knobs by
which the springs were forced back. At
one cod, close against the lid, is a crib or

tray to receive minor articles, a common
arrangement in old chests, and one that

must have been useful when small drawers

and by being, as a rule, large and heavy,

As the century advanced, the chests were

made Lighter^ whilst the carving became
flatter. In the latter half of the centurj'

the pattern on the panels is often expressed

by mere incised lines, with no attempt at

relief. Fig. 482 shows a favourable example
of a late chest, of w hich the date is 1670-80.

Although apparently richly carved, the

panels, which, are charged with feeble
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imitations of the .TacoltPAn cartoudiOt

in very shallow' relief, whibt the mchulflings

arc weak. No Inck-pUte is to be seen, for

by thia time chests bad ceased to have

throuj^hout the century*, but in the earlier

w’ork it was usually combined with carving.

One or two drnwrers at the bottom are us

common in such chests ns they arc rare

Tig- 4ftS.—Thumb Carving ftrem Bail of Old Ch«sh

anything of the nsturc of artistic Lron-

work.

Thumb Carving*

An impresaioD that the chests which
Imve no ornament beyond thumb carving

(Fig. 43d) on their rails are always of late

date is erronenus. Thumb carvdng w'as in

use earlier than H30D, and remained long

in fashion. Ita presence simply implies

tliat cheap ornament was desired
^

tbc date

of the chest l>cnting it must be judged by
general appearance.

Other Details of Seventeenth-*century
Oak Chests

Dates when found on chests ate, if authen-

1

tic, generally later than 1650, but incised

dates are always to be regarded with sus-

picion, A date in raised tigures ia, however,
generally reliable. Some late scvcntceiith-

century chests arc carved on both aides,

w'hich would indicate that they must
have been intended to serve occasionally as

tables. Towards the year 1700, when carving

on panelled chests became rare, its place

was sometimes taken by applitju^ decoration.

This consisted of pieces of moulding or
split turned ornaments glued on the onk.

AppI iqiio bod been more or less in use

in the carved ones, Store use, also, is now
made of inlaid ornament than earlier.

Few largo panelled oak chcsls were nmide

later than 1700. The chest of drawers

had then taken its place in public favour,

but carved coffers continued to l>e produced
some vears later. Thev are nsualh'' of

f # M

elm, and are formed by simply nailing

the front and back to the thicker plank of

the ends, The carving i$ little else than a

pattern in incised lines. Initials and dates

are frequent on them. The persons for

whom these were originally made do not

appear to have etochl very high in the social

^

-
-

1. 4
-

i

1

A '

,
. -

FIb. +94.—Oik CbMb. beailns Date 16S0.

scale. Under the general heatling of chests,

some mention ought to be made of the small

carved oaken boxes of seventeenth'Century

work. They were commonly from IS in.
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to 2i in, long, 14 in,, or 15 in. wide, and
elJghtly less than 1 ft, deep. It was for the

female members of the that these

were speciaUj made, as receptacles for their

trinkets and small personal belongings.

Fig., 484 shows one bearing a gennine date

of 1600.

Italian Coffer or Ca&sone

A hcantifnl coffer or cassone is illustrated

by Fig. 48S* This is of walnut wood, the

art were the scroll and the building of the

design (especially frieze designs} on a con*

tinuous curved line, the scroll ending in

a rosette. In this instance (Pig. 485)

there is the scroll and the continuous

ikcktoQ line In the paneU the scroll ending

in a grotesque animal form of the griffin

or dragon kind^ instead of a rosette. The
skeleton ” or ** leading line is clothed

with the same type of acanthus leaf that

le seen on the frletc of the Forum of Trajan^

Flf. 4S4.—CliMt^ esLrred tn Btjle af Holbtin.

front being carved with a shield supported
by winged hgiLres, at the sides of which are

gridins and floral scrolls. The whole is

enclosed by a raised border of fruit and
foliage^ The interior of the coSer is fitted

with drawers and recesses, and is inlaid

with marquetry. The height is 2^ it, 2 In.,

the length 3 ft. 10 in., and the width 1 ft,

1 1 in. This coSer is Italian w'ork, and
belongs to the cinque-cento period of

Italian Bcnaissance. It exemplifies the

manner in which the designs of this period
were based on the old Homan sculptures.

The principal features of Homan decorative

A.D. IID. The enclosing raised band of

leaves and fruita ia very characteristic of

Italian Henaissance ; and English wood
carvers will find this of interest, because,

300 years after, it occurs in English

work : a ainiilar type of ornament was
used largely in Georgian achemea of orna-

ment, The feet are interesting, because

they are so admirably carved with a view

to subsequent wear and tear* There are

no weak projectlone likely to get broken

ofi. The contrast obtained by the briflier,

or cut-up, treatment of the raised border,

and the quieter, broader treatment of the
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scrollwork of the paod* is a feature that U
worth noticing.

Chest in Holbein’s Style

Fig. 48t> shows a chest carved w'ith a

feature characteristic of a device favoured by
Holbem (1488-1554), au artist of the early

Renaissance. This feature is the head

within a circle. Above this is the winged

cherub, and below arc two dragons, whose
tajla procet'd from a shell. The t^uth
Kensington Museum contains a panelling

series from Waltham Abbev carved in

thts style. The work is not alw^ays well

titiishcdf and strikes one as lieiiig cardej^s.

Lertainly as regard:! the application uf its

design ; and it does not in either tlesign

or workmanship approach the veork of the
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Italifni K{?naissanco typified by the

chest ahoivn by Fip. 4H7.

ItaUan Coffer [n Walnut : Sixteenth

Century

In this chest (Fi^r. 4S7) can be seen

the spirit of exuberance that stands for

go niiieh in Italian work. The outlines,

the wealth of moulded edgesj the ridincss

and variety of the carvings are character'

istic of the furniture of the Italian Cinque-

in which the tones were produeenil by piuck-

ingt instead of striking^ the strings. Fig.

4^ illustrates & virginal in a walnut-wood
case,, elaborately carved on the outside with

medallions^ scrolled cartouches^ trophies

of arms and musical instruments, animals^

heads and other ornament. The lid is

decoraterl outside and inside with fliit

floral scrollwork
p
amid which on the out*

side is an oval tnednllioit enclosing a shield

bearing the arms of William, Duke oi

Fl^ Mt.—French Gothic Coffer in WaJnat

cento period. The cari'ing on the promi-

nent lower member of the chest is of a type

that became common in various appli-

cations during KHzabetlian times. The
continuous line and the scroll are in evidence

in the panel of the chest. The masks
at the corners form a very effective fLuish.

Attention is directed to the carved mould’
ings.

Flemish Virginal or Harpsichord

It is convfdicnt to describe in this chapter

a fine example of a virginal—a spinet or

harpaicUord rcsemhling a piano in tlir

arrangement of keybrnard and strings, but

Gueldrcs. Juliera, Cleves and Berg, und
Cc>unt of IjA Alarek and Kavensberg (born

1516 1 died 1 -j92). The whole rests on
four turned and carved feet. The virginal

is further enriched with colour and gilding,

and bears various I^atin inscriptions, one
of which contains the date 15CB. It should

be said that, as illustrated^ the virginal

baa been restored. Flemish influenee tm
decorative art throughout Western Europe
is past Calculation. Flanders was particu-

larly rich in expert craftsmen and masterly

designers
;;
and its influenoe over German}',

France, Spain and Englaud way so powerful

ay to impress indelibly its character on the
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art of eaoh countiy; Of the etemeatd used,

(and already mentioiicd), the scroll cartouche

is one that is known in England perhaps the

beet of all, beoanne it fomia Euch a foatnre

of E1i2al>ethan,. Jacobean and Stuart wood
and stone earrings. The carved heads are

interesting features, and it la inetruotive

to notice how they have been introduced

to break the monotony of a long surface

of fiatter catWng. The treatraent of the

comers by covering them with an acanthus

leaf is admirable. Note the delicate carving

of the feet, »$ shown in Fig. 188,

Oothic Coffer in Walnut

An interpsting example of the French

Oothic is shown by Fig, 489. The Gothic

style in France did not develop on the same
liqe« as in England. The fifteenth century

Gothic in England is remarkable for its

upright Tnullionsi ita panel treatment of

walls, pilasters, and windovt^a, and \ti

stiffness of ornament. In France, during

the name period, the ornamentation, ran

wild, and finally manifested ifself in a

style known as Flamboyant, because of

the flame-like openings in its tracery. This
feature can be seen in the chest shown
bj' Fig.. 4B0. The second panel from the

left-hand end ^ows this pecuJiantj ve^
distinctly. The tracery of the panel at the

right-hand end appears not to have been
set out with any regard to the space it is

fitted into, which is a deciden trans'

gression of the rules of design. The four*

leaved dower at the Intersectiooe of many
of the tracery lines js a chaiaotciiKtic

feature of fift^nth-century Freuch Gothic

tracery. The interlaced atrapirork of tbe

plinth is quite Celtic in appearance, and
this and the round-headed arches of the

panels, which acem to suggest the coming
Renaissance, make this chest a most interest-

ing study,

Italian Cossona or Marriage Coffer

Of the same period as the other Itabaii

examples described in this chapter is the

cassone or marriage cofier shown by Fig,

490. The original 1s gilt, and measures
3 ft, I in, high, more than 7 ft. long, and
2 ft. 7 in, wide.
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a pirvo of i-in. stuff, '> in. by Hi in,
;
while

the L^crntral piece of Kimlbr aubataiin- should

be cut fTom 7-in. by stuff* As ^howu
in Fij!, 4H5, the ends of sll pieces

correspond. But while the middle portions

of the outside pieces arc depress^^, that

Fl£. «S1,—Letter Bsek.

L«tt«r Rack

Thh letter rack illustrated by Fig, 491

Ik of quite simple const ruotion^ Possibly

it would look best in wslimt* The base

ie a piece oi |-lu. stuff, 3 in. by 14 in..

with A I -In. moulding run round it. The
tnoulding cim be carved if desired. The
three uprights are planted on the base at a

distance of | in. from the plain edge, and
a apace of 2 in. comes between each. For
exact dimensions of all fittings see Fig. 492*

flacb of the outside uprights is shaped from

portion of the inside piet^c rises to form the

necessary liandle. If these three pieces

are cut oa the end puin, or w^ith the grain

perpendicular to the base, allowance could

l>e made for two or more tenons to be cut

on the bottom of each, and conesiipoDding

mortices could be made in the base-board

! n . _i
'

.r ;i
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in order to rcceiv'e them. But if the woocl

\i cut with the grain lengthways, tenons are

impossible, and two or three screws should

be carefully driven into the wood from

beneath t
with tbeir heads duly countersunk^

This would hold the attick firmly together.

But rf there h any looseness or warping of

the parts^ they could be further secured by

0-* “ - ™ ^

Pipe Rack

Por the conatructiou of the pipo ruck

outlined in Fig. 494, well seasoned oak,

say ^ in. thick, and measuring 16 in. in

length by about 11 in. breadth, will be

necesaary. It must first bo bow -sawn or

band-sawn into the required shape. Then
a pattern must be applied which will con-

veniently allow* the plain scat for the pjjw

rack proper to break into it without inter-

fering too violently with its motif. In

Fig. 491, which shows the general appear'

ance of the article, a Light naturaleaque

design has been sketched. This will prove

exce^ingly simple, as there is plenty of

groundwork, and consequently the tools

may be used on the pattern with greater

ease. A much more elaborate design is

the highly conventional treatment of the

thistle given in Fig. 495. The amount

rip, 493.—Ea«-

board of Lottv

Bade.

F!^. 493.—Altamativ* DiilgiL for t,at>t«T Rack.

shooting two pieces of stuff, each 2 in, by

4 in., and gluing them on each side of the

central board, and at right angles to its

exatt middle. This would not only hold

the aides, but would help to keep them
square. The tvra outdde pieces could be

carved, and the central one left plain. A
natural pattern—flower and leaves—is given

in Fig. 491, and a design in conventional

style in Fig. 493. The treatment of the

ground k a matter gf taste.

of work this design will take Is limited

only by the carve r^a skill and patience,

for tlie figum lenda itself to any treatment,

from the broadest to the moat finical,

iStill, it is a design that will lepu}' all the

labour bestowed on it. In ihg, 496 a

design of a more arbitrary^ nature is offered,

one whose flowing lines, deep serrations,

and bold relief make it a really valuable

exercise in couvcutional carving. Wb^n the

style of design has been fixed upon and duly

: If

i
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executed, the work that remaino to be done

presents but little difficulty h. A flat ja left

for the attachment of the shelf. All that is

Tcquircd is to work up a picoe of |-in^ oak^

13 in, by 2 jn., and to bore lialf a doien

suitable holes at equal distances apart,

down its middle ; for the sake of lightness^

these may be cut away on a curve to the

front, as shown in Pig 4!14, This done,
the pipe rack may be firmly held on its

seat by means of twoj or at most three,

screws driven through the rear of the hack-

board^ For hanging the rack^ a couple of

ordinary picture eye -screws, or a pair of

brass glass-plates, may l» uj^ed, is may
be found suitable.

il
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Another Pipe Rack

Flg5 . 407 and 403 are frcint and end

flfvatlone of a rack for five which

are so arranged that the bowU are below,

so that the nicotiac la preveoted from

(IraioiDg into the mouthpiece. The pipe

ra.-k Is 10 Itt. long bj 8 in. wide hy 2^ in.

thick} and would Zook well in oak or walnut.

It may be prepared from o!ie piece of wood,

when a piece 4| in. wide and in, thick

may be sawn away above the shelf bo foie

the pattern of the catviiig la traced on it.

The lower part, if in two pleocst should be

IQ in. by '3| in, by in,, and must be re-

bated to receive part of the upper pieoe»
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which would be !0 irir by 5 in. by IJ in.,

and would fiin clown behind the shelf | in.,

and be screwed on from the back. The
ornament at the top of the pipe rack should

be cut rij^ht under, so that the atema of

the pipes may be put up betw^cen it and
the backboard j which should be about

j in. thick.

Hang*ing R^ck for Newspapers or

5heet Music

A simply constructed rack for ne^vspap^ra
or sheet music ia shown by Fi^;, 41Wi, It

consists of three parts—the front, the back,
and the inner shelf. These can be shaped
either by band-anwinp or bow-sawing.
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end cen be easily put together when the

<)ecoratjve portion Ik completed. The front

may he cut from |-in. mahogany, 12 In, by

Ilf ]ii.; the buck from ^*in. $iuff, laj in.

Pig. 4&8. Pig. 49T,

rig*. 487 ftad 496.—Fmsnt *a4 End Ej«v*ticna

of Ftp* Rock.

by 20J in*
;

wliile the inner shelf, of |dn.
stuff, i$ 12 in. by 2 in., but bevelled on the

front edge uH shown in Fig, 500. Fig*

49lt shown the urtiele completed. The
Vtnek is left plaln^ though two ^*in, boles nre

beared througli by wlilcb to bang it on
the wulh Hiid the putterns on the front

board can be worked to taste. The front

is fttfltened to the inner shelf with screws

and t%vi> smalt brass binges, wbicti allow

free play t<t the front. The inner -shelf

h scchtikI to the back'boon! with two long

stout screws let. in from behind. Fig.

o*K> illustrates the method of securing each

]>iece, A indieating the front, ft the inner

shelf, and c the back. For carving, either

oak, walnut, or mahogany can be used,

according to the furniture in the room where

the rack is to Iw bung. .Alternative patterns

are given in Fig. rajl. It wdll be noticed

tiuit each pattern fitli onl}" one-fourth of

the space, and baa to be quadrupled to

complete the design.

Music Rack

The music rack ahown by Figs. 502 and
50J is strong and simple in design and con-

struction* It consists of six principal pieces

and three suliordinatc pieces of wootl,

namely, two sides, li ft. 4 in. by 1 ft. 4 in.

by J in.
;
two ends or legs, 2 ft- ti in. by

1 ft. 1 in. by 1 in.
;
two shelves, one 1 ft.

lOj in* by fi in* by j in., and the other 1 ft.

7j in. by S in, by J in. ; one partition. 1 ft,

tJ in* by 1) in. by j in. ; and two bearers for

shelf. It may be made in figured oak or

Fi^. 499.—Hanging Rack for Pap«rs or Shfl«t

MnHicL

Auiertcnn w^alnut. If in oak, it should bo
fumed and wax-polished

;
and if in .American

w'ainut, the plain portions should be freneb-

polishcd, and the carving cither left per*

fcctly plain or simply oiled ; or It may be

given just one ctiat of polish. The sides

Fig. 000.—Detail of ConetmirtiDn of Hanging
Back.

(Figs. and 505) should first be cut out
together, to ensure their being c.vactly

alike, and marked for the dovetail, making
the cut narrow'er at the top than at the
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hottom* Then pivpajti the ondB or kg«
by cutting to ^laps together, and work
the dovetail pin oji each edge, to fit the

hole. Make Uie groove far the la#er ahelF.

polished. In fixing it, the legs should be

alid into the sidea, one leg being put into

both aides at onee
;
then the partition should

be fixed, next the upper shelf, and after that

Flcr. 9M. n^, 50B.

Ftsi- fiOt and SOS.—Sections of Music Raelc.

and acrew on bearers as a rest for the shelf

above, for which also a groove Hhonld be

made* I?ow pn^parc the two sheivea and
the partition, Before the rack is tinally

put together the aides should be carv’etl,

and the whole bodied in if It is to be

the lower. If the joints fit properly, it w'ill

only be necessary, owing to its perfect

conatruction, to use glue for fixing the rack

together* It cun now lie polished or other'

wise finished off* Fig. D<Vj shows un cnkrgC'
ment of part of the carving.

Cooynghied malerial
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Carved Wall Brackets

First Example.—^The carved fancy^ brackf^t

Bhown by Fii^. 5CH1 is somew hat out of the

ordiuaTy style. Its flowing; outUnu may be
sbAped by bow-saw or baod-saw from a
piece of |-in. stuff about 9 la, fay

l*j in. It may be worked iu any hard
wood, os oak, mahogany, or walnut,

and stained or polished to taste. In
.f

Pi^. WS.^
Carrwl Wall

Braekei

Hg. tOT,—JJtflTDitLve Derigs for Br&eket,

2C1
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Fig.. 506 it6 general outHne is with a
flowiag de&ign slcctched upon its face, Tt Is

finished wl& a rectangulai shelf, fitted at

II, as shown in Fig. 507, and having an extxa

support underneath. The shelf and support
may be permanently fixed with screws,

the fronts The pattern may be outlined

as shown In the examples, and a more
elaborate form of shelf may be adapted if

desired. A very simple pattern is shown
in the general view, Pig, 50d ; but
Figs. 509 and 510 are more conventional

Fl^. 60a—Braoket nitli" Squuv Back.

or, if desirable, both pieces can be held in

place by a couple of fancy brass hinges^

Second Ezample..—The simple form of

bracket illustrated by Fig, 508 offers an
exceptionally large field for work, and is

most simple in construction. A square

piece of oak, or other hard wood, of a size

euitable to the requirements of the worker^

may be bordered by a cavetto or other

moulding, and a simple ahelf binged on

in treatment, and make greater demamls
on the carver^s skiLL They also show scats

for the shelf and its support, in case tho

bracket assumes somewhat large dimensions.

Third Example.—Fig. 51
1 jp. 265) shows

an oak bracket; Fig. 512 is a half front

view, and Fig. 51S side view. fig. DH
gives a plan of the shelves, and Fig. 515

is an enlarged section through the top c-f

truss. The rarnng is simple ;
the grouuu-

vr :'r"S 0
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ing need not be sunk deeper than § in.

The mouldings are all planted on.

Fourth Example.—Figs. 516 to 518 (pp.

203 and 260) show brackets, which can be

wide. The shelves are 1 ft, 1 in, long hy
7 in. wide, and can be cut to either of the

shapes shown at Figa. 51 fl and 520, the out-

side edges being beaded. They are fixed

Fig. S09.—€onTentleiuJlj Onuunented Bracket with Scpian BaclL

made of oak and relieved with carving,

They can be of wood f in. thick, hut, if

they are intended for the display of heavy
ornaments, stuE should he used.

The backs are 1 ft, 7 in, high hy 1 ft, 2 ju.

to the backs with screws, and are supported

at each end by bracket pieces, suitable

shapes being shown at Figs. 521 and
522. These bracket pieces should be dove*

tail grooved into the shelves, and stump

I
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tenoned into tbe backet fixed with Fifth Examplt,—The carved, bracket re-

screws. They are 0 in. wide and 4 in. presented by Figs. !>24 to 52ti (p. 267) couid

high ; Fig, 523 shows an end view. The be cut in oak^ walnut, or mahogany^ and
distance Irom the bottom of the back to is 1 ft. 3 in, Long by In. wide over the

Fl^. SlOr—JjioUiftr CenT«atiO'iiAllj Oraatneiitad Brukit with Squure Baick-

the top of the shelf is C in, ; and the distance ecroLlSj and 5 j in. wide across the centre

between the bracket pieces is S in. The by 5| in. deep. It may be cut out of the

moulding across the top of the back is solid, or in two pieces, using 4J-in* stuff

made up separately and fixed on. The for the upper part, jukL li-in, for tlic lower

distance from the top of the back to the part, aa indicated liy dotted lines in

top of the moulding is 2 iu, 526^ which also ijhows four dow'eU for fixing
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611."—OiIe Bn.clc4t witb Tnuw
ff ajiJ

Two Shfrlvei.

Fi^. 614i—Plan of Brmclttt Slitlrp

Hp, 91S.—Sntion through Top of Bnoket
Tmsi.

Flff. 616.—Light]j Carvod Bnolcfrt.

SIS- Pig. 813.

ngi. 613 and 613.—Half Front ELovatJon
and Sido Eleratloft of Bracket ihown

above.

C(?pyr#i^'^d
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the two pieces together. Alter having

traced on the design
»
get the outline cut

with ft band-sftWj and then boast in the carv*

ing. The leaf ornament should be in about

J-in. Tclief, and the scrolls must bo weU

undercut. Then, having finiahad the carv-

ing, glue, dowel, and cramp the two parts

together.

Sixth Example.—The bracket shown

by Fig. 527 is based on a classical design*

Seventh Example.—Fig. 528 shows a

bracket which suggests Iret-sawi ng. Indeed,

the easiest ivay to execute it is to cut it

out with a fret-saw and then lightly model

it with a carving tool.

fig. BIT.—Bocood EiMBiptB of Ughtl7

CarY«d Bnoket

Eighth Example*—The imaska (Figs* 529

and 530} are of an early Italian character,

and could easily he elaborated by the intro*

duedoQ of masses of foliage, the mask being

the central figure. Fig. 531 is the plan of

the top of the masks, and bIiows the bracket

ehelf.

n^, 5ia—TbLrd Cxuaplo ol hifbtlj

Carved Br&c1ceL

F!ga D21 to Mi—Bracket Pieces.
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Brackets Designed by
F. L. Schaucrmann

Two designs for brackets^ by F* L* Scbauct*
raann, arc presented by Figs, and 533«

haps foreshadow, the peculiar develop-
ment of the scroll which became a promi-
nent feature of the Louis XIV, and XV*
periods. Notice, too* the cross fluting

on the inner surfaces of the scrolls
,

this

Fig. £34^

Fig. B3S.

Figs. to SS6.—Front and Side

EJoTatlon ud Flan of Bracket

Canr«d in tbs Solid.

pig. 62S^

Having much in common with the second
one is the banding or fricEc shown by Fig*

"kJI I and this design could be easily worketl

into the back piece of the complete bracket
having aide supports of the kind showu
by Fig.

Venetian Bracket or Console

An cjctremcly beautiful spedruen of

Venetian work of the Late sixteenth century

is shown by Fig. 535* It is carved with

two mermaids, scrolls, and sliclis, and is

enriched with gilding. It is possessed of

many points of interest, both in the way of

design and treatment. The use of the semi-

liuman figures to uphold the shelf is a
happy idea, and the figures themselves

are arranged most admirably, frotu both
the decorative and constructional staod-

points. The arrangement of the scroll

shows ooiisidetable development as com*
pared with the examples of einque-conto

work previously illustrated in this volume.

The scrolls arc now' used to give the outline,

thus becoming an architectural as well as

an ornamental feature. Their particular

shape and arrangement suggest, and per*

was also used during the Louis periods

in & more developed form* The method
of scaling is very effective, whilat being

rig. S1T.--Brackvt

bued m Cliulcal

Detlga.

Hg, sas.—Bracket

In LtgbUy HadaHed
Fretwark.

quite simple
[ it consists merely of incised

cuts the shape of the scale ; there Is no
sinking of the upper part of the scale* This

method avoids a cut-up appearance which
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Fi^. 52a Tig. 030.

Figs. and «S0.—BnckeU wiU» Early ILaliu

might oasily result from tho Attempt to

sink the upper part ‘ and it avoids a great

amount of cutting; “against the gmin,’"'

which would be necessary in cutting scalers

on the body of a creature having con-

volutions such A9 this has. This mcthcKl

of scale cuttings too, preserves the original

continuous outline of tho mermaid^s tail.

The pierced and deeply sunk portions of

the work supply the dark shadows, against

which the mertnuids, shell, and scrolls

stand out very effectively* Notice, too, that

in the lea Mike terminations of the tails

there rs another point of interest to wocxl

carvers ; that is, that all the veins and ribs

are formed in the wood itself by means of

the tool cuts, and are not cut in afterwards

with a V'tool or veiner, a« ao many pieces

of work done professionally arc. The
latter method appears to have been adopted

because of the cose with which it is accom-
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p]|flhf?d
;
but it is a ckcap and naaty way,

unworthy oi aJiy artiat.

Louis XIV, Bracket

The carved and gilt bracket shown by
Fig*. 538 and 537 t^tca from early iu the

eighteenth century, and is o£ French origin.

In jt can be seen "the ultimate development

this bracket; what would nave been a

heavy mass of wood at the top is most

[ngeniouaiy lightened by piercing from

both Bides, leaving it as a shelf with four

light curved lega or supports. The principle

of piercing is carried out very suceesafully

in other parts of the bracket also. The
elementB used, such as the acmUj acanthus

Tig< S33.—Another Brackat D««fgiL

Bj T, L. Sebanenuann.

mg. BSi.—Binding or mi«t« H».lgiL

By F, L. fiohaUHinuiiL

of the scroll noticed in Fig. 536. This

bracket is built up of these scrolls, their

employment as architectural features being
now'' complete, combined, too, with a

rctinemctit of omamenta] detail which is

very striking. The work of this period

reached a very high standard of excellence;,

the craftsmanship being really magnificent.

The designs and the conceptions of the

period often overstepped the bounds of

reason ; but nothing can be urged against

leaf, and shell, which were used in the

bracket shown in Fig. 535, are still In use,

but in a more refined form
;
and a do»e

comparison of these two brackets will

well repay thje time taken. In addition,

natural flowers are used, ns in the swag,

to be seen in Fig. D36, the front view \

this ia interesting as showing that French
and English development proceeded upon
flimiloi lines, the date of this bracket cor-

responding to the period rcuiarkable in
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ng. sa&—Vemetiiin Coaule. oarr»d with BC«iinBids, ScnLlwork. iind Sb«llft.
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Figi. tuid S3T.—ProAt ud Side Vi«wi ef Lanit ZTV. Bnjck»t

rite, Euly EightMAth Cvatmj,

CopyrighiecJ msL'i-i
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England by the work oC Grinling Gibbons,

who an c.\tcnaivo nsc of catuml
flowers and fruit.

Bracket with Carved tleadf Wings,
and Scrolls

Another Ixtuis XIV. bracket— thia being

o| caTv<Hi and gilt Limewood—is shown by
Fig, This is an interesting, instruc-

tive, and at the same time beautiful, piece

of carving. A remarkable feature is the

wealth and the refinement of its orna-

mental dctaiL No opportunity is lost

of adding to its charm, by the use of carved

detail, yet at the same time it i» by no

ineans smothered with it. Its beautiful

outline id kept clear, continuous, and dis'

tinctivB ; anil all the ornament emnloycfi

emphasises the general shape. The use

of the crossbanding over the greater part

of the upper portion is a example
of the use of simple elements^ whose effect

depends upon their arrangement, and the

manner of thetr repetition. The super-

im[)Osing of the carved ornament upon this

orf>aa1tanding is a hold proceeding that can
only l>o justihed by its uitimal^ success^

which in this case is certain. In the carved

scrolls which form the outline of the bmeket
the sunk carving in one or two instances

reminds one of the strapwork of a century

before ; and the husks employed arc tlie

fKiine as those in use during the CLghteenth

century in English furniture. The use

of the he4() completes the scheme m a

thoroughly artistic manner, and the arrange-

mont of the wings b noticeable, Their

treatment appears to be careless ; but
this is not a fault, as, by this tneanst fb^y

avoid that dean cut, ataringly accurate

cutting which is not the correct treatment
for feathers.

German Gothic Bracket

In Fig. is illustmted a bracket, in

pierced Germau Gothic carving, of the

fifteenth century* German Gothic carved

omametit warn naturalistic, and this bracket
exemplifies it, Such a bracket most cer-

tainly should be placed where there is no
riak of the corners being broken of! ; it

presents mvny points^ which though at-

tractive enough so far as the dc^iigti is con-

cerneib yet should be avuide<l as a genenarl

rule in pierced work. The feature of this

work ia the contittuoua “ line " anrangement
upon which it is built

;
it is a study in perfect

radiation. The tool work is perfect
; this

was always characteristic of the German
wood carvers of Gothic and Early Heimis-

sanec time's i their technical uidlity very

often exceeded their capacity as designers*

Notice in this example that, even when
an extreme point overlies nnother portion

of tilt leaf^ tae w'ork fa most delicately and
perfectly carved. Notice, too, how the

vt^iiiing tool is used to emphasise the

beanty of these curves by sifikliit; a slight

vein along the centre of the leaves—

a

EcatuiC well illustrated in Fig* 03'J*
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The same pctiod which prr>duccd the

great car¥cd bedstead also brought into

vogue the carved buffet aad cahmet. Sucli

things were a natural outcome of the

changed times. Through tbo Gothic period,

when the normal state was one of warfare

and uncertainty j
receptacles of the chest

kind—tilings easy of removal when danger

threatened—were chiefly in favour. But in

a period when life and property were com-
paratively secure, as they were under the

Tudors, more permanent and convenient

receptacles were preferred. It haa been

suggested that cabinets and allied furniture

developed originally from chesta mounted
on legs ;

hut it U more probable that the

buffet and cabinet are rather derived from the

^^dressoir”—in modem English "dresser’’

—wliich was in use in royal and barouial

halls in Gothic times. It appears to have

been a kind of panelled cupboard below,

whilst above wore rauges of shelves for

the display of plate. The transition fmm
this to the buffet or the cabinet b easy,

South Kensington Museum contains a moat
elaborately carved and inlaid cabinet, madc^

as would appear its heraldic devices,

for Henry Vfll. This is early sixteenth

century, but, though probahly made in

England, is obviously the work of foreign

craftsmen, and can EOircely therefore be

properly called an English cabinet. The
English scries proper of such things 1>cgins

Eome years later. In assigning ilates to such

articles, one point to bo considered is the

front supports. If they have heavy bosses,

the work will not be much earlier or later

than IflOO, In short, they will follow much
the same fashions as regulate table-legs

ND CABINETS

and WdpO'Sts. Figure subjects, large heads
carv'ed in panels, and portions of figures

in other parts, may bo taken as indications

that the work, if not lari: sixteenth, U early

seventeenth ceutmy, English -made oak
artides of this class later than the Bestora-
tioti am not abundant ; when fbund, they are
without representations of the figure

,
and are

fkt and weak as regards ornamental carving.

The reproduced photographa in this chapter

show English, French, and other examples.

Seventeenth-century Cfltirt Cupboard

The seventeenth‘Century court cupboard
illustrated by Fig, &40 (p, 276) is the pro-

perty—or was, at the time the photograph
was taken—of C, H. Woodrufl, Esq, Court
cupboards were common during the late

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

The enormous comer pi! Lara in the example
shown appear to be most uawieldy : but
they form an integral part of the complete
conception, and the cupboard would cer-

tainly lose in value if they were omitted.

They proride scope for earring which,

however, does not interfere with their out*

lines, and the ornament is sufficientLy sub*

dued to give it a subordinate poflition in

ihc general scheme. The top frieze is

rcmjuiscent of EliEubcthaii strapwork, and
is of a common pattern, Tbo same c*u be
said of the centre frieze, at the end of whldi
are two projections bearing a slight resem-

blance to grotesque heads. The deep
mouldings of the panels are carved, and the

panels themselves left untouched. The
ovolo edges of tho frieze mouldings are

carved, but their contour is not interfered

with thereby. The pUtith of the cupboard
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jfl onmmi'titcd ivith incisi^ earvmi^, which

is paTtieukrly suitahlu for such a i^ositloRp

whura theif is the nak of pTojocting onia.*

mcnt being kicked off. Nearly all Jacobean

mended to wood carvers for iinything else

than their suitahility of design* Their

treatment coiiLd certainly be improv'ed with

great advantage to the ultimate effect.

Fig* MO.—Sev<ntMaih’<c«ataz7 Ccnirt CupboucL

carving ia either incised or in low relief.

The ejEccution of the carving in the present

example appears to be hurried and crude,,

as though the craftsman attempted 1o get

the gieateat possible amount of effect out
of the design at the least possible expense*

This is evident frtm an examination of the

enlarged views of the pillars (B^ga. 541 and
542) i and these carvings arc not recom-

Sixteenth-century Cabinet

In the cabinet shown by Fig* 54J (^p. 276)

is seen the influence of classic architecture

as shown through the Renaissance. The
new spirit tiegan to Uifluetice decorative

art first in the details of ornament^ and not

utiiil some years had gone by did it gather

enough strength to alter the character of
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tbfl buildings and furniturp. In this cup* details are good* but the work is unsatia-

board, made during the latter bail of the factory because natural constniction las

sixteenth century, the architectural character been sacrificed to dccorativ-e necessities,

of the conception is more in evidence than For example* the door when it opens takes

anything else. The proportions of the witli it the pillara with their plinths* bases,

Fig, Ml. fig. M3.

Figu. Ml and M2 —Top Left-hud ud Bottom Rlght-hud PiUan of Court Cuphwrd
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and capita U, v»'hic1i appear^ when the doot
h shut, to support the cntahUtuie. This
cabinet ia in pearwood, and afloids an ex-
Colleot e,^mp1o of the oombination of

classic five orders were used, shown here by
the carved capitals, fluted columnSp en*

tablature, mouldings, and Bomaa semi-

circular arch.

Fig- M3-—Sixteenth-centuTy Cabinet, ebowing TnSu«nce of CHatiio Ardiltectiire.

henry JL Cabinet in Walnut

The walnut cabinet shown by Fig. 5544

(p. 279) U the property of T. Foster Shat-

tock» Esq. It has two stages, the upper of

which contains three cupboards, whose

carving and inlay work. The carved panels

represent battle scenes, and the inlay has

for its dements the rose, portculHa, and the

Tudor arms. The cabinet well illustrates

the dements In use during the period

15^-1600 ; thus, all the details of the
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'll II

Fiff. n. CftbLnet Lu Wilniit,
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Hj. DCS-—Sixt«eiith-c«atuT7 Walnut (^upb«ntid. Carved and InloiiL
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MQ,—R«iur7 m. In Cb««tniiti
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fronta arc enriched with Qtmpwork, rnaska,

and grotesque figures^ and are separated bj
four terminal figures with baaketa uf fruit

on tbcir heads \ below the central cupboard

ia a drawer earved with icterladug leafy

etema^ At the top is a broken pediment

sunnounted by two dragons^ ami having a

mask in the centre. The lower part con»

eista of a cupboard with two doors, separated

by a terminal figure
,
and enriched with

architectural and floral ornament ^
above

this cupboard are two drawers, each orna-

mented with a cartouche between groteaque

heads. The sides of the cabinet are decor-

ated with strapwork. The cabinet is French

work, in the style of Jacques x^ndrouet die

Du Cerceau (b. probably 1510 or 15!K) i

d. about 1580), and dates from the middle

of the sixteenth centurj'. The Henri Denx
and Henri Quatre period, 1547-1 GIO, to

which this example belongs, is characterised

by interlaced strapwork, delicate reliefs,,

and the cartouche. These are shown in

Fig. 544 ; note the delicacy of the carving?

as distinct from English work, which was
stronger and more vigorous. The caij'^atides

arc excellent examples of tho kind ; and

the griffln seen on the side edge of the

upper part gives a welcome variation to

the outline, as do also the griffins on the

broken pediment, the Latter being a fcaturt^

much used during this periijd. Despite the

delicacy of the camngs of the period, a

great edcct was obtained by the judicious

variation of aur£acc^-a thin stalk rising

from in* above ground level to | in. or

more, and at the same time swelling out

to a considerable width, giving a remark

-

able pUy of high lights and deep shadows*

The lower panels are ornamented with a

device much used for wuU tablets during

the century following, and many examples

of which may be seen in English churches

and cathedrals*

Walnut Cupboard, Carved and Inlaid

A cupboard of about the same date as

the one above described is shown by Fig. 545

(p. 280)* Again can be Been in the pediment

a gradual rise of the element from a thin

etalk lying on the ground to a full thickness

and width. The broken pediment is used

again, but extended in the centre, to get

in the finely carved mask, from whose
mouth the flora! ornament springs. This
part is a fine example of the acanthus
employed as a decorative termination of a
life form. The mask represent# the hun^ian

face distorted by various phaoes of mind

—

in this case by Isughter, light-heortednes#

;

and the acanthus is used to represent the

tossing liair with good decorative effect*

The acanthus is used again, with a remark-
ably subdued but happy effect, for the lower
half of the side piiii#ter!i

\
at the upper part

is the laurel on an interlaced basis, together

with swingl'd cherub’s headi, quite a familiar

feature of the period. The eagle on the

upper part of the panel is finely conceived
and executed \ and the griffins below show
Homan, not to say Egyptian intlueiice.

Kotc the leaves falling gracefully over their

backa
;

the graceful curves of the wings

;

the way in which they st'rve as supports

lor the ornament hanging from the eagle's

mouth ;
and the decorative effect produced

by the arrangement of the tails. The
moulding scheme is worthy of attention

:

the auccession of fiat surface w^ith narrow^

suites of mouldings has a fmo effect, which
is emphasised by the cut-up surfaces of th'i

carvings.

Henry Ht, Cabinet in Che!»tiiut

A chestnut-wood cabinet, in two tiers,

is Illustrated by Fig, £^6 (p. 281). The
upper part has two cupboard doora car\'ed

w'ith emblems endowed with a framework
of atrapwork, masks, and birds

;
the stilea

between are decorated with tetminal figures.

The lower part has also two cupboard doors
ornamented with masks w^ithin a similar

framework. The whole is supported on
four kg3} the front two of which are carved
in openwork with masks and scrolling bands.

It is French work of the period of Iknri III.,

and bears date 1577. It is interesting to

note the reaembUnce between the French
carved ornament of Francis I., Henri IL,

III., and IV., and that of ElloahelJi in

England. At thia period of wood carving,

cartouches, atrapwork, caryatides, gro-

tesque masks, ore the principal dements
employed* The splendid cupboard shown
by Fig, 546 Illustrates this resemhlanoe well.

Tho atrapwork in the panels of the doors
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of the lower portion lb In fairly good relief^

g^ing high lights and deep shadows. The
broad

p
clean treatment gives an oppor-

tunity to the carver for bold, firm work to

be done with A flat tool. The quicker

gouges arc not required for strapwork of

this kind
;
and the clear surfaces produced

by the flat gouges and straight tools reflect

a large amount of lights giving a dcan^ strong

appearance.

541.—S«T«iLt««ntIi^alttjr7 PMROii CsblnsL
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Flf. A4S.—Rubecj Cabinet In EbonjTii Flemith Work. In Eny«J Collection. Windsor Cnttlo.

I

h

"
I
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Iff. —Interf'Dr R»c«u ud Carred Dwn (4ii« open; of Bubeu CabLtwL
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Seventeenth -century French Cabinet

Sixty ye&rs later than the previous

example is that shown hj Fig, 547 (p, 283)-

anggeat the cabinet illustrated hy Fig. 543

(p- 278) ; but a great difierenco of treat-

ment and arrangement is observabie. There

is no severe adherence to the architectural

Fig; S50.—Left-buiil Fontl of Eabuu. CabinaL

Its architectural character, evidenced by
its columns with thdr carved capitals, the

6ieze, and the lower pilasters and frieze,

type or modeU The present example b
more like a cabinet ; the other is Hke a

building. The ornament now begins to
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lodc the vigour and boldness given by the

strapwork and cartouches, and to b^ome
daintier, more refined, and more cbaracter-

jstically French. Aa an instance, note the

figure standing in the ahell, in the centre

of the upper portion. Notice the bases of

the pillars, and how they arc carved for a
part of the way up their height. The central

tigures of the panda are enclosed in car-

touchea
;
but their treatment is softer and

more refined. The “pyramid” ornament
is there, but it is truncated. Swags of fruit

and flowers appear, and these were largely

used towards the end of the seventeenth

and the be^nning of the eighteenth centuries.

The diminished pilasters, typical of Kliea-

bethan ornament in England and that of the

time of Henri II. in France, are still retained,

with a diminished ornament, however,

“Rubens'^ Cabinet in Bbony
The imposing ebony “Rubens” cabinet

shown by Figs, 548 to 550 forms port of

the Hoyal Collection in Windsor Castle.

It is carved with numerous reliefs, and la,

indeed, a monument of patient and artistic

work. The motifs are partly Biblical and
partly classic, and In either case somewhat
obscure

;
but the chief concern here is

the amazing skill with w^hich the obstinate

ebony has l>ecn carved. The comparative
flatness of the design, when compared with

the massive sculpturesque dressers and
cupboards of the ai^rteenth century—such
as those of the Burgundian school and
that of Lyons—was no doubt dictated by
the material. When, however, one con*

siders the modelling of the figures in the

niches, or the complete relief of some of

the detail oo the twisted columns of the

base, the conclusion is that the men who
carved this cabinet did practically what
they pleased with their materiab The con-

scicntiousncBs and completeness with which
this work is dnished cause constant eur-

prises. Most people would have thought

that the elaborate decoration of the out-

side doors, with their fluted Corinthian

columns, would have been sufficient. The
inside surfaces of these same doors are

carved with designs almost as elaborate,

though, as was necessary, in lower relief.

The flower and scroUwoik is done with a

vdner, and is almost like engi^ving^ One
of the panels in the centre represents an
annunciation, in which Henrietta Maria id

the principal figure ; the other illuatratea

the presentation of hia son to Charles I. by

ng. SSL—nodun Catliut, ihowiitg Italian

EenAisujioa Inflaaaca,

the queen. These panels, in which the

likeness of the king at least is strildag,

are sufficient evidence as to the approximate
date. The inside of the cabinet contains

six large drawers on each side, all with

elaborate figure reliefs and brass head
handles. The insides of all these drawers
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Fif. Ml—Modem Cmfeinet Ln Aeb.

Copyrighted materral
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are completely Yezieered with various woods
iu geometrical patterns. Below these,

again, are to be found on the one side a

chessboardt ou the other a bachgammoa
board. It will be seen that there is an
interior receas, with two elaboratelj carved

Tig. BS3. Fig. sa-t

FIga. SS3 to H'D'S.—Front EJarmtlon, Vertical

SectLon. uul Two HiJf HnrixanbU Sectioiu

of Gonatr Cabtnok

Fig. tS5,



j—

u

Fljf —Door Ptn«l of Coraor C&bia«t.

rig. 5B6.--l>nirer Front of Comer CLblcet,

WOOD CARVIXG
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doors, disclosing the tOTtoiscshcll and gilt

columns and mirrors generally found in
these ^bincta (sm Fig. 549). The floor is

laid with squares of ivory and ebony, run-
ning back in artificial perspective, Tbc

Modern Cabinet showing Italian

Renaissance Influence

In Fig. 551 (p. 2@T) a modem cabinet ia

illustraW^ showing the influence of the

Ftp. DS8.—Ontllafli of Sidn
of Com«T Cablost

Fiff. S61 .—Comer
Cabinet Panel in

First Stage of

Carring

Fig. SSO.—Carvliif loiuid

Circular Mirror of Comer

Cabinet.

pN r^FiPi
t

nJ _
V

f

A-LxjrbL 1

Fig. BCS.—Bottom End

of Side of Comer

Cabinets

backs of these iatenor doors are inlaid w'lth

ivory. There are several draivinga on the

doors and in the recess. These are signed
“ Clerisscnu fecit Ilomie, 17G3,^^ and are

typical of this artist, who had a great vogue.

Charles Louis Clerisseau was an architect

and painter in water colours, and died in

1828. The above description is due to the

Magazine of Art.”

Itulian Rcnalasance in its carved ornament.
This cabinet was exhibited at the Chicago

exhibition by Messrs. Collmson and Lock.

Modern Cabinet in Ash

Fig. 552 shows a cabinet of carved asli*

stained green, picked out in red, and en-

riched with mirrors and copper mounts.

It was designed by Edmund Farago, of

j
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Hungary^ and waa (exhibited at the Paria

Exhibition, 1900, h}-' the Mus4c C&m-
mcrcJal Royal Hongrois. It formed a part

of the Donaldson gift to the Victoria and

Albert Museum. It le quite modem, both

in conception and execution. The carving

is, perhaps, baaed to some extent upon
fourteenth ' century Gothic, as far as its

treatment goes j but otherwiae it may bo
said to be quite different, and to be wholly

Fjg. fiS2.—Brackat for Cabioot

(shown on EndX

Figs. SS3 ud S64.—Blcviutioa ud HoTizDntal

Bsction of Cabinet for Cmcifix.

:r.
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apart from hUtorical influence. The "New
Art ” has protiuced many abortiona which
their creators have termed “ quaint” lumi'

Fi^. C€Di.^SiiiLll Jacobmi Cabinet.

ture» Tina example^ however, ia not one

of them. The carving la neither too lavishly

Fig. S67.

Flgt. S6T and 568.—Front and End

applied to furniture. ThU tendency to

exclude carving from modern furniture may
lie a protest against its undue, extravagant^

and useless application, chamcteristic of

much nineteenth - century furniture i but

considered as a serious phase of furnituro

design it is somewhat foolish. In this

cabinet the ornament is applied restmin-

ediy, and with on evident view to emphasise

FLg. 560.—Middle Bail of Jacobian C^abhut.

and to support the general conception of

the cabinet.

Comer Cabinet

Illustmtiona of a corner cabinet are pre-

sented by Figs. 553 to 661. The construction

is illustnited clearly in Figs. 554 and 556,

in which a indicates a shelf; e. and f

shelves housed into the sides a (Fig. 553)

and screwed through from the back j
H

Fig. 5SS.

Faneli of Small Jacobstm Cabinst.

put on nor altogether ignored. The latter a board nailed to the back of the sides o
is often the cose, as though wood carving to form a rectangular space for l>ooks {see

ia not of sufhcient decorative value to be the dotted lines In Fig. 556) ; and J a small
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shelf to hold a vase or other ornamertt.

Fir. 558 shows the outHno of the sides of

the cabioet, the shaped bottom edd being

shown by Fig. 559. The designs for the

panels (Figs. 55H and 557) should be drawn
out full aiEu^and the lines on the Ulustmtione^

l>eing I in. apart, will enable this to be
easily done. The outside line of Figs. 557
and 560 repreoento the inside edge of the

moulding, so extra widths must be added
to the panda to allow for tonguelng, etc.

The constructional w^ofL should be done
Iwfore any carving is attempted, or the

design transferred to the w^ood. Fig. 560
is the design for carving round the mirror ;

the design is transferred to each corner^

being turned over at about the line x. The
dopih of the ground for Figs. 556 and 560

should be in. and | in. lospectiyely, and
is concave round the edges. The panel

(Fig. 557) is grounded to two depths, that
round the carving being | in. deep and the

spaces ^ in. deep. This will be understood

from the numerous sections on Pig. 057.

The plain spaces would be first to housc'

out or ground, these being ^ in. deep; and
tlie panel after this first stage is shown at

Fig. 5UI. Having got the groundwork
fairly true (these spaces form part of the

design and must, therefore, be left plain),

the next stop is the grounding round the

carving to a depth of | in* Before be-

ginning to carve^ study the design well, Tt

is impertant to select the primary masses,

keeping them high, the H€x;ondaty masses
and so on being subordinate to these. In

this case the flowers will be primary. Any
n^ethod that will emphasise the etalks k to

be commended, and they should not be

rounded. Treat them squarely, or hollow

them down one side and bevel the other

(see flections in Fig. 55S)* The stalks en-

closed by the bottom leaf husks akould he

kept fairly low, otherwise they will appear
rather wiry. The grounds ehould not bo

punched just to hide bad work, as, apart

from other reasons, punching tends to

separate the pattern from the groundwork.

Carved Bracket for Cabinet

It is usual to construct bric*a-brac <^bineta

with a number of shelves supported by
pilUra and brackets, although very often

the support aiforiled by the brackets is

more apparent than real. The brackets,

however, give a finish to the work, and
generally look better than the square edge
nf the shelf alone. A suitable design for a
bracket is illustrated by Fig, 562, this

representing a conventional treatment of
simple foliage and &uit*

Cabinet for Crucifix

A Gothic cabinet for a crucifix is illus-

trated by Fig. 568. Fig. 564 is a section on
line A B. Tho cabinet m built on a fiat

backboard to be acrowod to plugs in the

wall. The dotted line at r> shows tho dimen-
sions of the top and bottom pieces. Lines
at K Indicate the position of the bracket
which supports the bottom of the cabinet*

Double doors, as sbowm at p f, will look

t;cst. The diagonal side piecee a o, to which
the doors are bingod, owing to their peculiar

form, should be of thicker board than the

rest. The cari'ing may ije in quite low
relief—-the outlines cut well ia with the

dividing tool, hut the ground only slightly

lowered. The depth of the carving is, how-
ever, rather » matter for individual judg-
ment. The wheel tracery in the upper part
of the backboard is intended to be pierced
with the fret saw. The mouldingii around
this board should be hollow ones, run out
with the gouge.

Small Jacobean Cabinet

The cabinet illustrated by Fig. &&5 in-

cludes turned work as well as carving. The
turned pieces are, however, only five in

number, namely, the two front uprights

and three of the foot- rails. Of these the

most important are the uprights : they
must be pieces of oak 5 in. square and
3 ft, 8Jt in. long. The back uprights,

which are of the same length, nut being
turned, will need to be only 2 in. square

;

and, indeed, the extra thickness of the

front pair will be only required at the

places where it ia wanted to form the large

Jacobean bosses ; elsewhere it will be seen
that these pieces are cut down to 2 in. square,

like their fellow's behind. The cabinet is

but a anmll one, Kxeliudve of the over-

hanging top and the projecting ornamental
moulding, it le only 21 in. wide and 12 tu.
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d«ep I
hei|j;ht ia 3 ft. 9 m. Its top

measures 24 in. by 13^ in. It is regularly

framed ufter the Jacobean man tier with

mortices and tenons. Three tiers of rails

let into the uprights with inch tenona hold

the latter together^ and give that strength

and solidity which are characteristic of the

furniture of the Jacobean period. At 3^ in^

from the ground-line are foot-rails, which

are fcaturea of the stylo ; they are always

present in tables, chairs, and all other

articles which have legs, and centribute not

a little to their powers of endurance* Be-

sides the turned work on their lower parts,

the front uprights arc ornamented in those

portions which come opposite to the door

with some slight carving. They have small

rosettea in sunk medallions, and flutings

cut with the gouge in the manner technically

known as thumb carving.” The rosette*

arc similar to those shown on a larger scale

In Fig* 3G6* The sides of these uprights are

left plain. The liack uprights are plain

throughout.

Foot' rails.—The foot* rails are cut from

stuff in. square; that at the back ia

left plain
;

the three others are turned to

a hall pattern, as shown in Fig. 535. In

cutting these, as well as the rails of the

higher tiers, allowance will have to be made
for the length of the tenons—all the front

and back rails will he 17 in* at sight, and
19 in* inclusive ;

all the end rails, fi in. at

sight, and 10 in* inclusive* At a {Fig* 566)

the tenon of a middle rail le shown.

Middle Rails.—Fig. 566 (scale. 2 in. t= I ft.)

gives a part of the front middle rail, w'hich,

hke all the rails of the two upper tiers,

is made of {-in. hoard, and ia 5 in* wide*

The design with which it is carved, iaclnding

the gutt.«^ B, which enrich it* lower edge,

ia from a genuine Jacobean e?camplc. This

rail Is partly covered by the ornamental

moulding which lies upon it, and of which

the section is shown at c. This moulding ia

carried round the end rails and mitered

at the comers. The small ornamentally

shaped piece which is shown in Fig. 565,

below the rail, is no part of it, but is a

strip of panel inserted in grooves sunk for

it in the lower edge of the mil and in the

uprights. The end middle mils are H in.

wide, for they rise as high as the end panels

which are let into them. These rails are
carved with the same pattern as the front,

but there are only two rtwwttea on each.
Upper Rail and Concluding Details.

—

The front upper mill is plain ; its width is

2]r ill. Along its upper part lies a moulding
l| in. wide, which serves as a comice be-

neath the overhanging top* The edges of

the top, which ia of j-in. hoard, are onja-

mentaiV moulded, as shown. The end
upper raik are 5J in. wide. As the aim
has been to keep this cabinet as simple and
easy as possible, it has but a single door,

and this is 19 in. high by IT in. wide
;

the

panel which forms its centre is shown in

larger scale by Fig. .567. The design with

which it is carved is on well-known Jacobean
lines

; the decorative baud which forms one
of Its more prominent features is made by
cutting two paralle] incised hues with the

V-chisel, and hollowing the space tetween
with the gouge (the conventional leaves are

in incised lines gnly)
;

whilst the central

rosette has its petals slightly hollowed with

the gouge. For the ornamentation of the

aide panels a eUbofate design will be
HuflicieDt—that adopted is given on the

larger scale in Fig. 563. The interior is

large enough to affoi^ a useful space for

fitting with small drawers, or otherwise,

03 may be preferred. Of Uie illustrations,

Fig. 535 is, as regards the front, about } in.

to the foot; Figs. 566 to 568 are 2 in. to

the foot.

Large Jacobean Cabinet

The Jacobean cabinet in carved oak
shown by Fig. 569 contains, in addition to

drawers for small curios, two sets of shelves

for hrie-A-hrac, Theu laat are obtained by
providing the cabinet with canted sides, an
arraDgement not unfanuliar in Jacobean
work, and one which produces a satisfactory

effect. Though oak would he the more
Correct material to use for the cabinet,

walnut, chestnut, or even teak may very

well he employed. The cabinet is 5 ft. 2 in.

high, 4 ft* 4 in. wide, and 1 ft. 2 in. deep

;

the two last dlmenslona do not include

mouldings* It is framed together on four

upright pieces, which, owing to the sloping

of the sides, are somewhat unusual In shape.

They are shown in section at a a« n B
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Fig- 569,—Lurge Jacob«4ii

C&blnet

Fig, 971.—Horizontal Sectioa of Jaccboan Cabinet through
Iniida Sbelvoa

Fig 976. Fig, 976.

Fig 673.—Vartlcal

Soction of Largo

Fig 977.

FJga 679 to 977.—

$«Ctioil4 of Upper, MIddIo,

and Lower Mouldings of

Cahlnet.
Fig. 979,—Door of Largo

Jacobean Cabinet

Jacobean Cabinet Uprights of Cabinet
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(Figii. ii70 and 5T1)* aod arc 5 ft. 1| in. long
;

they should be cut from a 3-in, plank.

Pig» shows how the leg portions of the

two front ones are turned. The back legs arc

shown plain, but this is merely a mattcT

of taste. The uprigl^ts are framed together

with three tiers of rails mortised into them,

the latter being shown in section at c, n.

2^ in, above the ground line^ The tenons

by which all these raila arc mortiaed into

the uprights should be about in, long.

Before the skeleton is framed together the

pieces f (Pig, 572), forming the flat arches

beneath the middle rails, should be inserted.

The}" arc merely strips of i'in, panel, 6 in.

wide, slipped into rebates cut for them in

Fig. SCO.

c

Pig. m.

Figt. STS to S60.—Cupboard COrvod in Flat BsLiaf on Sonkefn Orontid.

and E (Fig, 572), For the sake of strength,

and es|>ecially as the liearing at the back

is a long one, they are cut from 1^-151* stuff*

The upper rails c arc oj in* ivide, and their

upper i^ges afe on a level with the tops

of the uprights, whilst their outer faces

come Hush with the faces of the uprights.

The middle rails i) are 5j in* wide, and their

upper edges are 24 J in. below the liottoms

of the upper rails. The lower rails e are

only 2 in* wide, and their bottom sides are

the uprights and in the lower edges of the

rails* They arts set ^ in* back from the

faces of these pieces* The back, bctw*een

the top and middle rails* is boarded up

with }dn* stuff, rebates 'teing cut in the

back uprights, as shown in Pig* 5TU and

also in the top rail, as at c (Pig- 572), to

receive the ends of the boards, wliich ate

4 ft. long, and, together, are 2 ft* 1 in. wide.

The foot shelf may now be cut
;
the upper

side of it is showm in Fig* D70. ft rests on
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the lower raila* la made of J-m. board, and
projectfl i in. at the front and at the aide*,

the projections being worked with a simple

moulding. The shelf is 4 ft. 1 in. long and
H in. wide, and is marked a in Fig. 57^^

Fi^. sai.— liOver Fif. 5S3.— Curved

Door Pantl of Monliltiig of

Cupboard' CapboanL

The floor of the cabinet (n. Fig. 57^) ia of

th« same thtekneRs aa the ahelE> but ia 1 in.

less in width, as it does not project beyond
the front roil [

it i& acrewed down on the

middle rails, and space has to be left at

the back of it for the backboard. Before

proceeding with the top of the cabinet it

will be well to fit the two aides and the

partition down the middle (k, Fig, 571),

These are all of |'in, woiod, and stand in.

high—that ia to say, \ in. higher than the

uprights and upper rails. The reason for

this is that V-shaped grooves, J in. deep*

have to be scored in the underaide of the

top to receive the upper ends of these pieces
;

the ^ in. at the top of each has therefon;

to be cut to fit the grooves. The grain in

the middle partition K should bo upright.

This partition is 12 in. wide^ and is fixed

by screws driven into it through the floor

and the backbtaird. The grain in the aidea

should run horizontally;, and from back to

front these pieces should measure 1I| in:

only, a rebate being cut in each front up-

right, as shown in Fig. 571, to receive their

front ends. The sides are sctcw'cd in these

rebates* and screwa are also driven into

them through the floor and the backboard.

The top L (Fig. 572) may now be put on*

having first cut the V-grooves in it. It

is of |4n. board, and rests on the uprights

and upper rails* with which Its edges come
flush. Inside the cabinet there is a set of

small drawers on each aide of the partition
*

they arc shown in Fig. 57 1. The triangi.ilar

ends are fitted with shelvea for bric-i-brac

placed at convenient heights, as shown in

Fig. 565. The shape of these shelves is seen

in Fig. 570; they are of |-in. board, and
are flxed by screws driveri into them
through the aides and the backboard. Fig.

570 shows one of the doors of the cabinet

on an enlarged scale. The doors are made
of two layers of ^-in. panel screwed together,

this being by far the easiest w^ay for the

Inexperienced workman to make them. The
carving on the larger panel, which forms

the inner side of the door, is executed in in-

cised lines only* but the smaller panels on
the outside are carved in relief with a sunk

ground. The ea.^ie«t way to cut out the

arch piece ia to use a fret-saw* The fluting

Flga SSJ and SS4.—Ceotn and End UpTffbts
of r»nt of Capboard

of the pilasters Is run out with a small

gouge, like thumb carving, hut with rela-

tively greater depth. The ornamental fronts

to the eomer shelves are similar to the front

layers on the doors, except that, instead of
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the cum piccea at the bottom^ the pilastem

are carried down to the door* The running

pattern on the bands of carving that sur-

round the doora and bookshelves is shown

middle rails, indicate the front edges of the

mortices by which the tenons of these rails

enter the uprights* A little study of Oie

illustrations will make this clear.

1
^

'I 7 [

\ ; I
I

! * 1 1

Plgi. eas and caa.—Front ud Side ClerttLcm

of Cabinet to be Supported bf Stand.

enlarged in Fig* n74, ami is u^ted alike on
all the three faces. It is on the six raik^

twice cm each of the front uprights, and oneo
on the back ones^ and must of course

executed Ijefore the upright and rails are

framed together. It only remains now to

ornament the front and sloping sides of

tlie cabinet with their mouldings ^ Three
Ruitabic sections of Jacat^oan char^teter arc

shown in Figs. 570j 57b, nnd 577, which are

intended for M, N* and o respectively in

Fig. 572, It may not be possible to procure

mouldings that exactly follow these sections,

but some sufficiently near to them may
always be obtained* Keferring to Fig. 572*

n^. 587.“inner Sid« of Cabinot Door.

Cupboard Carved in Flat Relief on
Sunken Oround

it should be observetl that the dotted line

at 1* indicates the back edge of the door,

vrhilst the dotted lines that appear to be

continuations of it through the upper and

For the carved cupboard illustrated in

Figs. 5TB and 570 the best material is oak,

1 in. thick* but pine is cheaper and more
easily worked* If pine is nsed* it will look
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boat stalDcd and fiiitahed to an dd oak
colour. The cupboard i» 3 ft. 0 in. hiflh,

and \a 2 ft. 10 in. wide (without tbo moulds

inRs), and 1 ft. 8 in. deep. In making, firat

cut out the side piccoa A {Fig. i>80), each of

which is formed of two iengtha of l-in*

t)oard 3 ft. 8 in. long, and together 18^ in.

wide. These are dawdled together, and
are further secured by two ledgers screwed

to their inner sides
;

the top of one ledger

is 5 III. and that of the other 25| in. above
the ground line. These ledgers may be of

j’in. lioard, and IJ in. wide; their chief

purpose will be to support thn floors of the

lower and upper cupboards. The lower of

in 18J'in. lengths
;

the lengths are fitted

into grooves formed by fi.ving Mbps of board

to the back and front. Narrow slips as at
y will sufTice at the back, but those at the

front o should be 3 in, wide, ao that the

doors may dose against their projections

lieyoiid the upright P, and to exclude dust.

For the lower cuplxwrds these slips should

lie UiJ ill. long, and for the upfH^r cupboards
18 in. The horizontal hands of moulding
which tie up on the front and ends of the

cupboard are all of 1-in. hoard. The upper

band, w'hich forms a cornice beneath the

top, is In. wide, and has its lower front

edge chamfered off. The middle band la

Fij. aw. Fig. oes.

ngB. css and cas.—Front and Sld« ElcTatlojia of Stand for Cabinet

these doors should be of Idn. Ixmrd. and

the upper floor of ^du. Ixiard. Their

dimensions are 3 ft. 8 in, by 1 ft. in.
;
the

b<iard6 are screwed down to the ledgers,

screws also being driven into them through

the end pieces. The hack cau then be

Iwarded up with ^-in. stuff, as at n (Fig.

380). In the front of the cupboard, at

each end, there is an upright piece of 1-in.

Iioard (O} Fig. 580) 4 in. wide, forming a

hingetree for the doors ; and in the centre

is an upright piece p, l> in. w'Ide, against

which the doors close. These three pieces

arc of the same length as the sides^ namely,

3 ft. 8 in. They are screwred to the floors,

and the narrower ones to the side pieces

also. Fig. 678 show's the uprights carved.

The partition £'{Fig. 580) is of |-in. board

3 in. wide, and liss its edges chamfered both
above and below. The Low'er l>and is in.

wide, with Its upper edge chamfered ; it

is shaped below' to form legs. The ends of

the bands mitre with the fnmt pieces, and
are screwed to the pieces t>cneafh. The
top is of 1-in. board. 3 ft. 1| in. long by
1 ft. in. wide, which allows it to over-

hang the cornice by | in. at the front and
the ends. A hollow moulding along its

lower edge to lighten its appearance is

screwed down to the upright pieces and to

the cornice. The doora of the cupboard are

10 in. wide ; the lower ones are 17 In. high,

and the upper ]5| in. high. For each door

a I’in. panel of the aiHj\*e dimensions is

required. One of these panels Is shown
enlarged by Fig. 581. Four slips of board

I
'

ii
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of the same thiekness are Bciewed oa each

panel, the tianaverac lips being 3 in* wide

and the upright slips 2 in. wide. These

should be shaped as shown in Fig. 578,

and chamfered off on their inner edgeit,

thus leaving a sunk puncL lor decoration.

The carving for the cupboard should be

kept in Hat relief upon a sunken ground.

Cabinet and Stand

The Cabinet.—A hard, close-grained wood
should be used for the cabinet shown in front

dovation by Fig. 5S5
;

for though the

carving is not deep^ it has much detail that

will require careful working out. Mounted
on its stand, it is 3 ft. 0} in. high i tbo

rig. S90 .—Oak Csblii«t Ceu^cd with Scrollvork*

The Various patterns are shown enlarged.

Fig. 5Sl ia a design for the carving for the

lower doors. The design for the upper
doors is aimilar^ except that the conventional

leaves arc compressed to bring them into

the shorter apace. Fig. 582 ahows the

simple ornament which runs round the bands
of moulding, whilst Figs. 5S3 and 584 give

the decoration of the ii^ntral and side up-
rights of the front.

width is 1 ft. 7 in., and the projection 1 ft,

The cabinet and stand are made separately^

the stand being I ft. 3 in. high and the

cabinet 1 ft. lO in., J in. of the height of

the latter being sunk into the rebate, which
holds it in place on the stand. The dotted
line A B (Figs. 585 and 580f shows how far

the cabinet enters into the rebate. Pig. 5Sti

is an elevation of one of the sides. The
board forming each side is 1 ft ia.
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hy 10| ill- bj I nod is lightly planed

down. A ledger, | in. square bj 10| ln« , is

screwed On its inuef aide flash with the

upper edge, to serve as a means of fixing

bottom of the door^ thus forming the neoes-

sary stop- At the sidea^ the bottom is

screwed down to the Ledger. Tho bottom
atrip t (Fig- 585) Is cut to 1 ft. 2 in. by £ in.

ns- flat. Ff^. CM.

Figs. 991 and aw,—Front uid End Elovatioouf of Top FTamowork of CabUvt,

the cabinet top. A aimiiar ledger, screwed

with its upper surface in. above the lower

end. will serve to support the cabinet bottom.

3'he back boanda^ which, arc screwed to the

sides and bottom, are of |dn. stuff, and laid

horizontally . From top to bottom they

measure 1 ft. in., and from side to side

1 ft. 7J in. They thus project ^ in, beyond
the sides at each end^ as shown at o (Fig.

58,5). where they are rounded off. The
curved side strips ia Fig. 585 are of |-in.

stuffy of the same length ^ the sidcs^ and
in. wide. The extra in. projects

beyond the aides, and ia rounded off. These

strips are secured to the sides and bottom
with round'headed brass screws. The

Figr aas.^Bottom IVamework 4f Cahluet.

cabinet bottom is of j-in. board, 1 ft. ,5| in.

by 10| in. It rests on the low^er ledgers

already mentioned, and is so placed that

its upper surface is ^ In. higher than the

Its ends are mortised or halved into the

carved side strips, with which its face comes
fiiisht The strip F above the door is of

the same thickness, but only 1 ft, 1 in. long

and 1 in. w^ide. At its l>ack is screwed a
strip of board I ft, in, by in. by J in.*

which, beiug also screwed from within to

the Carved strips, bolds the top piece r in

place. The cubinet top is 1 ft. in. by
1 ft. OJ in. by 4 in., and overhangs the front

nod Bidesi. by | in. It is aecurtd with Bcrews

driven upwards through the small ledgers

nt the sides, and similar ledgers Axed at the

front and back. The door is of J-iti* hoard,

slightly planed down, and measures 1 ft, fl in,

by 1 ft. I in, As wi^i tie seen, it is rather

eluljorately carvetl. Some strengthening is

net'ded at the back to prevent warping
or splitting, and this is provided by the

cross pieces c (Fig. 587). These are of |*in.

wocfdj and are lightly carved. The internal

fittings of the cabinet wull be arranged

according to requirement-s, this design being

most suitable for a cupboard. .As the

inside height is about t ft. T in., there would
be room for tw'o or three shelves if desired.

The Stand.—The stand is shown in front

and side elevations by Figs. 5S8 and 5811*

The legs are H m. square and I 2^ in.

long. The balMike enrichment is w'orked

by making n cut round the four sides with
the tenon'saw, trimming slightly with the

chisel, and smoothing with the file. The
ties at the bottom are similarly ornamented,
but are only I in. square ; those at the

r
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cabinet. They are necured to the legA with

round 'beaded acrewa. The back atrip differs

from these in being quite plain and only

ir. wide ;
it ja halved where it fits against

the hacks of the legs. The cabinet^ when

in place
p

reats on the back strips the

tops of the legSt and in the rebate. The
iLlustTations are reproduced to a scale of

U ill. = 1 ft.

Fig. see. - aid* Elermtion of Oak Cabinet with

Leadtd Qlata Door and Panola.

Fig, 597.—Detail of Moulding and Caning
of Cabinet at A (Fig, 644],

Oak Cabinet Carved with Scrollwork

An oak cahifiict carved with hc rolls is

iliustrateil by Fig. 5iK>. Front and end

elevations of the top framework are pre-

aented by Figs. 501 and 592, whilst tlic

liottom framework is shown in front eleva*

tion by Fig, 50.“i.

ends nre mortised into the legSt whilst the

cross-bar i.s mortised into the end ties.

The legs are cut aiivay J in. on their front,

endt and back sides, for a depth of 2J in,,

to receive the ornamental strips at the top.

These strips are of |-in. hoard, 3 in. wide

;

and in thek top edges, on the inner side, is

cut a J'in. by |dn. rebate, to receive the

Oak Cabinet with leaded Glass

Door and Panels

The front and side elevations of a carved

oak cabinet with leaded glasH door and

similar front and side panels are presented

by Figs. r/.4 and 596, and Fig. 595 is a

horizontal section on line v Y, Fig. 597

is ail enlarged detail of the moulding and
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ng. w.
Figi. £9$ and 1^99.—Detail of Cabintt Fane) (ue Dp Fig, &9>1}.

Fig. 600.—DflUil of Cabiuot Panel (hh P, Fig. 5M).
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carving at a \
Figs- 598 and 599 show the

carv'ing on panel D j and Fig. (XK> the carving

on panel t. Fig. (iOi is aji enlarged s4^tion

of the moulded column ,
on line

successfully. The bold, effective Hneg, of

but slight depth, can be cut with the sim-

pleat tools, but the work must not be left

in a rough state, but given ns high a finish

toa.—Bumu in EUab<thnn Btyla

Bureau in Elizabethan Style

A bureau carved in the Elizabethan style

is shown by Fig. 002. There is no under-

cutting, and all the work is bold and free,

and of a kind that the beginner can do

as possible^ whilst not destroying the vigour

and robustness which characterised the

mediseval craftstoeu^ It will be noticed that

two doors take the place of three long

drawers, but drawers can easily be fitted

behind the doors. Even if the doors are
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rif. AIt«nuiUT« De«ign for Pat«na in Bare&n Ud Fruno.

Flff, 6M,—AltorDAtiTo Doiign for Fatono in Bureau Lid Frame.

H ^
Fiff. 606.—Detail of Carved FaoeL of Elizabethan

Banan.
Fif. 606.—Comer of Lid Frtune of Elizibetlian

Btureau.
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dispensed with, the dtnwer fronts need not

be carved all alike, as such a course tends

to monotony
;

the details ol the rosettes

or pattern may l>c varied. Fip. 602 gives

only a general idea of the front ol the

Tig. 607.*»Detall of Carving on Drawers of

SUsabothu Bureau,

bureau. The lid may he made with the

panel flush or sunk. As the panel is rather

a large surface to carve, it may have a

hovelled edge with advantage to those w'ho

do not w'ish to bestow too much lalmur on
it. The framing around the panel may he

left plain, or be carved as shown. The
paterse in the lid frame may Ik as in Fig.

ii03 or Pig, (304 ; the comer pattern is

shown hy Pig, G05, The frame may be

left uDcarved, like the door frames, if pre-

ferred, and, it is almost needless to add, the

latter may \k carved in a similar manner.
It will be noticed that the long rails, those

at the top and liottom, are moulded on tlie

inner edges. To be in character with the

style of decoration the.‘?e mouldings should,

strictly speaking, lx; worked on the solid :

that 19 , instead of Joining them to the framing
they should be cut on tlie framing ; hut

with care a very serviceable job may be
made with mottkiiings stuck on. The carving

on the panel itself Is represented by Fig.

while that on the drawer fronts is shown
by Pig. (507. The door panels are carried

out much as the other carving, and no
minute description is therefore necessary.

Each door has three panels, the middle one
being the principal, with fluted carving

arranged in circular form, instead of being

straight ua on tlio lid. As the flutes con-

verge tow'ards a centre, tlicv, of necessity,

assume El tapering form. The top and
bottom panels are simply flutes similar to

those on the lid, but shown of a Kimplcr

form, with the addition of paterie on the

bnCtom panel. The dooi frtiming should

be fastened with the ordinary mortice and
tenon jointS;, the tvro intermediate rails

being tenoned Into the stiles. If the lower

part is bo have drawers behind the doors,

it ia better to hinge the latter on the ends,

instead of within them, as sHow'n in Fig. U02.

To do so, of course, the end pieces must be
cut away to the thickness of the door
framing, and the doors themselves be corre-

spondingly wider. By hmgeing the doors
on the ends, it will be seen that the drawers
can be the full length of the inside of the

cupboard part
;

but if they are liinged

within, the ends must be lined up, or thick-

ened, that the draw'ers may w'ork clear of

the doors.

Ti



FRAMES

Sixteenth-century Italian Prame

The architectural tendency in the plan-

ning and coDstructlDn of framca iit w^dl illufi-

tmted in Fig. 608, which shows an admirahie

exampLe of late sixteenth'ccntuiy Ttalian^

enriched with carved figurca, painting, and
gUding. It ia interesting to note the way
in which the mouldings are broken round

the oblong eight, being taken upwards at

the top to leave a clear apace ornamented
with colour and gold,- The broken |>edi-

ment at the top is a well -ounce ived orna-

ment j the edges remind one of the scrolled

strapwork, t}~picai of Elizabethan wood
carving in England, with which it was, of

course, contemporaneous. The carved scroll

on the frieze la reiy similar to the string

courac in St, Paul's Cathedral, executed by
Grinling Gibbons about one hundred years

later. But the principal source of interc&t

lies in the finely carved female figures bank-

ing the frame. These caryatides are carved

with great spirit; the hieasts arc, per-

haps, too strongly developed, although even

that may be Iwikcd upon as being an exomplo
of ** artist’s licence*’^

Another Sixteentfi-ceirtury Italian

Frame
Fig, GOO shows a type of frame which is

intereating hecausc it marks a decided

attempt to get away from the architectural

ehnracter that had previously dominated
the style ; further, there arc in the scrolls

the forerunners cl a style that culminated in

the elaborate carved work of Louis XIV\
and XV., and of which a developed example
is shown later in this chapter. There are

the caryatids at the side, as in the previous

frame. The pediment is arranged upon
the plan of the broken pediment in that

example, but the frieze is omitted ; and
the introduction of pierced carving consider-

ably lightens the frame, as docs also the

omission of the plain moulding. Practic-

ally the whole of the surface of this frame

is ornamented with carving. The caryatids

are not carved with the epirit and power of

the frame shown by Fig. G08- The breasts

are poor and small
;
the faces are nnexpres-

sivc and vague^ The decorative carving is

good, and attention ia directed to the carved

moulding immediately surrouDding the pic^

ture apace ; this was vejy prevalent during

the sixteenth century, and in England was
certainly characteristic of Elizabethan carved

DToament.

Walnut Frames T Italian Sixteenth

Century

la somewhat similar style arc the frames

shown by Figs. 610 and 611. They have
been carved to practically the same design,

although evidently not by the same artist.

The outlines of the frames differ somewhat,
but the carved ornament is to the same
design. The greater rednecneut in the ar»

rangementof the design in Fig. fill suggesib^

that this one w&s carved after the other. The
side panels ate enclosed In a cartouche, and
the moulding below the picture or mirror is

reproduced below the aide panda in the

second frame, Notice, too, the different ex-

pressions on the masks, carved on the frieze:

The arrangement of the hair of the female

heads on the side panels, too, is of a better

type* The cartouches, cupids, and masks arc

very similar to the type of ornament in use

in England about the same tirro, and show
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that the RenaissaDce spread its hifluenee scheme of ornament is worth}' of close atudyv
very rapidly over Europe. If the frame is intended for a mirror, then

Pig. «io.~W«Jnnt Hirror Pmaa : ItaUan, SUUentli Cwturj^.

Sixteenth*century Oak Frame
flanked by Statuettes of Adam and

Eve
In Fig* 612 is illustrated a real'y remark*

able piece of work, built up and conceived
from the architectural standpoint^ and its

nothing much might he urged against such
au elaborate scheme

; but the frame is not
suitable for a good picture— the two w^ould

clash and detract from the value of each
other. Apart from thist nothing but ad-
miration. can possibly be exprt'sscd for this

remarkable frame, both In its conception
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atid its execution. The figure carving is of

the highest excellence : the pose of the

hgures, the character expressed on their

faces, the spirit that characterises the cut-

ting of the bodica—all these are most note-

worthy. The aiiangement of the frame is

on an architectural basis, n fact that is made

insignificant by the quality of the figure

sculpture^ Note how the lower suite of

mouldings—those below the opening—are

HO arranged as to fall in with the scheme

of ornament. Every part appears, on close

examination, to have been so thoroughly

well thought out in relation to every other

Fi^. Sll.—^Walnnt Mirror FnzDf : ItaUan. &ixt««nlh Cfiotoiy.
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part ; and nothing appears to be superdu*

oufl to the design^ or to have been added
because the space it occupies simply wanted

fining up/^ This is a test of a good
design. Nothing can be taken away from a

ornament oi jnedi^vaL times. This is true

of all the European nations throughout the

Gothic and the Kcnalsanuce penods. The
mirrorand stand shown b} Fig. 613 is a typi-

cal example. The framework of walnut is

well^arningetl design without disturbing the

symmetry and balance of the whole
;
every

part of a good design is essential to it.

Venetian Mirror enriched with
Mother-of- Pearb etc.

It has been said that gold and colour

played a very large part in the schemes of

bevelled inwards and inlaid with plaques of

mothcr-of-pearl enriched with painted and
gilt flomi scrolls ; on each of the four aides

La a pediment-shaped ornament containing

two sunk shaped compiartments with a
mother-of-pearl plaque in each, and a
central oval compartment with gilt Horal

scrolls on a green ground. The rest of the
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surface is enriched vith gilt f^craL scn^ll-

ffork on & black ground- The staad^ also

of walnut, is carved with two voluted scrolls,

having an oval boss between, and a moulded
capital and base ; the sunk portions are

decorated partly with mother-of-pearl

plaques painted and gilt with scrollwork,

and partly with gilt scrolls upon a green

ground. The rcatof the autiace^ including the

turned bosses on the semlls, is enriched with

gilt scrolls on a black ground- The glass is

bevelled. The work is Venetian^ sijsteeath

century- The height of mirror and stand

together is in.; heightof mirror without
the peg in.j width 12| in.; height of

stand 7} in-^ width im This style

of ornament was known as “Pietrmluni.”
There is nothing in the carving of this

example that calls for special eomment-

Early Eig:hteenth -century Engtish
Frame

More than a hundred yearsseparates the six-

teenth^centuryltalinn frsmesfrom theexample

shown by Fig. GH, and the development that

has taken place in the interval is remarkablo-

The original architectural l>asls is no longer

apparent; the semJI has been so fardeveloped

that the result is a frame with heautifully

curved outlines, instead of the square^ un-

compromising lines of the picture openiug of

the earlier frames. This frame is English,

and is Bymmetricnl. In France, during
the Louie Quatorsc period, the tendency
to curved lines run riot, and produced the

Rococo” and the "Baroco” styles; and
a similar style or development knowu
as the ” Roeaillo.” These had no sym-
metry, but a prodigal profusion of curves,

built upon a pectihai plan.. In this exsQiple

(Fig, 614) some such curves arc found in the

scrolls, but they arc arranged with admir-

able restraint. Tho leaves, based on the

acanthus, arc carved with a much greater

refinement, and the scrolls aro very clever

examples of skilful w^ood carving. These

particular scroll tennimitions w'ere largely

and cleverly used during Elisabethan and
the later Stuart times, but the scrolls in this

frame show a developed genius in their in-

veativeness- The mask is well done, and
the face flows out into the acanthus leaf

termiDatiimB is an interesting way, The

balance existing between the plain portaons
and the carved work brings about economy
of effect.

Walnut Frame Attributed to the

Barilt

The frame shown in Fig. 615 is exactly
what a frame should be—that is, a border
dividing the mirror or picture from the sur-

rounding wall space. The carved border
is based upon the Roman scroll, a charac-

teristic feature of vrhlch is the flower in the

centre, terminating the scroll. The Cupids
are beautifully conceived and carved, being
full of joyous and bounding life. Designs
of this ty|ic are of tho kind that is now' most
generally known as Italian Renaissance,

and are chameteriaOEl by the thin stalks,

kept low on the ground, not more than
a liairis breadth from it, in many cases, by
the beautifully and delicately modelled
leaf work

;

and by the scroll as already
mentioned, term iiia ting an a flower* The kind
of wood employed influenced the style of

carving. Italian vralnut is a wood capable

of being carved in a moat delicate manner*
The Barili (uncle and nephew'), to w'hom this

fratne is attributed, worked in Siena or

Rome early in the sixteenth ccptu^'.

Mirror Frarrie in Limewood by
Grinling Gibbons

Figs. 616 and GIT show a magnificeDt

example of the work of Grinling Gibbous,

that great master of the late seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries {xeaha Fig* 343, p. 163),

Whatever can be said about the chaiac-
teriiitic arrangement of the elements of orna-

ment, typical of Grinling Gibbons" work, it

must be admitted that his executive powers
tt'ere on the very highest plane. As can be
seen by this example,, he drew his elements
very largely from natural sources, especially

flowers, foliage, and fruit } and the lightness,

grace, and naturalness of his work ate truly

wonderful. The lower part of the frame con-

sists of shells of all kinds, carved with a
really remarkable similitude to the natural

form. There is no groundwork to most
of Gibbous* examples, the whole block of

wood being made to do duty as a field for

ornament. This frame shows in the general

arrangement of its masses a knowledge and
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aa applicatloik of architectural effect. Kotice^

too, how the outline in formed bv the ar-

rangement of the leaves and flowers. Sunk
beautiful work as this ia always worth the

attention and close study of earnest wood
car%'crs.

Mirror Frame in Seventeenth -century

Italian Renaissance Style

The design presented by Fig. 613 La a free

adaptatiou of a good and well-preserved

specimen of a seventeenth-century mirror

Fig. —SsTeniHiUtli-eantuiy Italian Eanaimp« hSiitor Ttimv.
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Flff, &20.—Uirror Frauie with Kflctingiilar Op«iiin^
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frame^ Work of thi^ ckainctcr is difficult,

and ehould be attemptetJ only by those who
liave passed the initiatory stage. The
carving must be executed with precision

and crispness^ and, at the same timCj there

must be a freedom and springing quality

about it, in order to give tbo Honsation of

the fines flowing from a common centre

and being continuous throughout^ Broken^

backed curves and disconnected lines ruin

the entire effect. On looking at a good apeci*

men of seventeenth' century Italian carving,

one can imagine the emftsmau taking a soft,

duo to the different planes (or depths) In

the work, and the back scrolls tbat support
the front ones should be, eay^ 1^ in. thick

;

and allowing for the parts in bighest relief

the wood ought to be from 3 in^ to

thicks Two pieces m. thick vrlien planed
might be glu^ together, the lower piece for

the back scroLia sad the oval frame itself,

and the upper piece for the work in highest

relief. Atako a careful enlargement n£ the

design as fat as the main lines go, aud paste

this down on the wood
;

be careful to strike

the oval correctly. The wood should first

Fig. sae. Fig. 637* Tig, 62S. Tig. $29. Hg. 630.

Fig. 63CL Ftg. 636. F1& 637* Fig. 630. Fig. 639.

Figi. 623 to 639.—fiffctiona of Frame ehom, by Fig. 631.

yielding material, and by dexterouJy guid'

ing his tool:!, executing the long flowing

curves that make up the deaigu, in a few

sweeps of his gouge* Actually, this effect

is obtained by time and labour, and the

finished W'ork suggests that it was wrought
in the first frealmcss of the day, when the

nerves are vibrating and the energy is

elastic. There should be no feeling of

labour about wooil carving* If the work ia

for gilding, good pine can be used, but if the

wood is to show, American walnut, oak or

mahogany is better. The thickness of the

wood depends upon the amount of under-

cutting* This class of design does not look

well in too low relief. The effect is largely

of all bo pieicedj and the outside oi outline

of the design should also be cut round ; now
ground out to the depth of the back sorolla

;

ii two pieces were glued together, ground

out to the depth of the upper piece* This

gives a fair idea of the "mfiaseB” of the

design. The reab difficulties begin with the

carving itself. In 7jg* filS, the light and

shade indicate the general dispoaition of

the principal curves, and intelligence and
artistic perception must do the rest. Tlie

scrolls resting on the oval frame ahculd be,

say, I in. deeper than the frame itself,

that ia the full depth of the wood through

where two pieces are glued together* Aa

already said, the lower piece should be for
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the frtime and hack scrolls; but where the

wood. \b soUdt the ovai fmnie itseU tnijEht

be 2 in. deep, the back scrolls in., and
the forpmoflt ones the full depth, 3 in. This

gives three planes^ and subtler gradations

can be introduced as the work processes,

so that one plane loses itself or sinks into

ng. 640.“ Hand njF. «4L—SwtlTO
ISiTTor of Hand IfirroT.

the one below it, for it should not be appar-

ent how many planes there are.

Oval Mirror Frame
The fancy'Shaped mirror shown bv Fig.

GlO is cut with a bow^ saw out of a nice piece

of American oak, IX in, by IS in. The
oval for the mirror is about 7 in, by 9 in.

A rebate is worked from the back about J In.

in depth for glass and back, and about j in.

wide; The pattern is of purely conventional

style, very freely curved. Both inner and

outer edges are worked on a bevel ; while

the head and tail pieces are boldly and
deeply carved,

HanfciTij? Mirror Frame with
Rectang;utar Openinir

Fig. 020 represents an original design for

a hanging mirror to tie made out of a
single piece of oak, but would look equally
well in walnut or in darkened mahogany.
The wood is 24 in, by 12 in., and about j in,

thick. The outline can be band-sawn or
iMjW'sawn, If bow-sawn, it should be care'

fully dniabed with the fde. The cut-out
centre space for rcedving the bevelled mirror
is about 13 in* by 4 in. This Is cut away with
the hour saw and dnisbed with the file. It is

rebated at the back about ^ in. The margin
at the centre and the edgea is about | In-

al I over. Beyond being bevelled both in^

wards and outwards to disguise the thick-

ness of the w'ood, the margin is left plain

with the exception of the knobs, which arc

slightly worked out. The ornametital tage

or bosses at the top, bottom, and sides arc

more etaboratel v cafveti* The pattern looks
well if cut X deep.

Frame for Five Cabinet Photographs

The Construction*—The design for the

frame shown by Fjg. fi2i should be carried

out in osk, walnut, or mahogany, for prefer-

ence ;
but sycamore, kauri, or canary wood

may be used if desired. The piece for the

front carved portion of the frame should bo

2 ft. 9 in* by 1 ft. 6 in* by | in. The wood
should bo thoroughly seasoned, and have
a close* straight grain 4 which should run

from the right to the left of the board when
placetl In position for carving. If possible,

it w'ill be better to have the w'ood in one

piece, as a joint is liable to break whilst

being carved. The front surface should

first be planed true and then gauged up as

tliick as it will work in*). For cutting

out the openings, use a brace and bit to ntake

a hole for the insertion of the compoas or

keyhole saw% The accurate cutting of these

openings will be rather difficult, especially

in the ovals, for all the cuts run at an angle

as at A (Fig* 622) ; and the exact amount of

bevel U difficult to find. The best w-ay to

avoid mJiitakes is to cut square through | in*

within the line* and bevel the cut down to the
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Ibe afterwards by means of chisels^ gouges,

and Bpokeabaves. The outside curves should

be cut square through as near the Line as

possible, and trimmed up with the same
tools as for the inside, aud all the curves

finished ofi with ri filers and glasspaper^ To
make the frames at the back, five strips of

wood B (Fig, 622), each 2 ft. long by | in.

wide by thick, are required* Each

frames. It will be advisable not to screw

on these frames until after the carving it

finished, for the material must be perfectly

fiat and firmly fixed on the bench or tahlo

to avoid splitting it.

The Carving,—Should the work be done

on a table which is in everyday use, ordinOT}'

carving cramps must be used. Used on the

frame itself, they are apt to make a nasty

Fl^. 643,^FliDtvgTkph Framit ia Indud Carring:,

atrip is sufficient to make one frame (fi| in.

by 4^ in. inside measure), which should be

mitered, glued, and nailed together with fine

wire nails. When the glue has set, the

frames should be smoothed off and a hole

bored through the centre of each of the four

sides, through which passes a ^-In* screw

c, attached to a small brass button, to fasten

them to the back of the carved portions of

the frame. The backs, made out of ordinary"

picture backing, may now be fitted in, and
the glass cut | in* less than the size of the

mark on the finished edges
;

while the wood
may warp if not continually held in place

until the carving is finished. This can easily

be avoided by getting three pieces of deal

1 ft. H in. by 1 ft, by 1 In. and screwing them
temporarily on the back of the frame, taking

eaxe that the screws do not enter more than
in. into the wood of the frame. If the

work is carried out on a bench, all the better,

as it may then be left in position* Should

there be no objection to making screw-holes

in the top of the bench, little wood clamps
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{Ay Fig, 84, p. 36) rnsLy attached^ half a

d02Cd of theae effectually preventing the

frame moving- The frame neing properly

fixed, the groiuidiag out of the carving

should be proceeded with. The ground

when finished should be | in, deep, bub in the

first instance it must be made a shade less

than this, to allow for cleaning off when the

carving la finished. The longer curves had

to them lowered slightly, and, generally',

they should be eubordinate to the dolphins.

The central liusk aliove should he rather

prominent, as also should the flower rising

from it, A careful examination of the

sections (Figa. 623 to 639) will give an idea

of the different curves employed. The
narrow border round the frame could be

relieved by slightly lowering the shaded por-

riK, 643.—Anothar Pbotograpb Frame-

better be done with a V-tool, as it gives a

cleaner cut and makes a more graceful sweep
than is possible when the curve is

** set

in ” the full length wdth gouges. When the

ground has been cut fairly even, the details

ma}' be added to the wooden masses. The
modelling will require careful consideration.

As will be seen, the dolphins arc the prin-

cipal figures, and consequently ought to

Btand out boldly. All leaves In close proxi-

mity to them should have the side nearest

tions, The punching of the ground may
he left to the discretion of the carver. If a

good finish can he obtained without punch-
ing, it will be advisable to do without k.

Hand Mirror

Fig. f>40 illustrates a carved hand mirror

which should be cut with a fret saw
,
and

rebated to receive glassi To fix the frame

for carving, mount it on a piece of pine with

very thin glue, wdlh brown [ssper between,

Cc|)yr:g';ted -n^L
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and fasten the piae to the bench. To remove

the frame, insert a thin knife between it and

the paper. The baek^ which la about ^ ini

thick, is of shield shape, and does not run

Itehjnd the handle or the ribbon at the top ;

it 19 secured with small brass screws
»
with

paper between it and the glass, as shown in

Fig. t>4L The mirror frame should be about

to shape with an ordinary saw or a fret

saw* The inner edges of the central open-

ing should be moulded as shown, and a

rebate made for the glass and photograph.

A back board of thin wood should be screwed
at the back to keep the glass and photo

-

grapli in position. The caring is of a

simple character. The design should be

rig. 644.—Mors Advanced Pbotograpfa FnintL

L ft, by GJ in., of stuff, and would Look

well in brown oak, walnut, or mahogany.

Three Photojcraph Frames

First Example.—Fig. (>43 shows a frame

of simple construction, the size being accord-

ing to the photograph to bo framed. The
wood suitable is oak, walnut, mahogany,
or any hardwood, and may be finished dull

or polished. If required black or ebonised,

the Hofter wotxis should be used. The wood
should be ^ in. thick, and should be cut

drawn out and traced on the wood, and
worked with a half-round carving tool to

form the incised leaves. Care should be

taken to keep the points of the leaves sharp.

The lines of the stems and the rings should

be also worked with thb tool. The lines

round the edge of the frame are worked wit It

a small V-shaped tool, taking care that they

arc true and straight. This design may be
simplified by dist>ensing with the upper
ornaments, and substituting the side orna-

ment with circles at each comer.

Copyrighted malerral
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iyl"

Fig.

Fig*, «45 *nil —Frazn** with Op«n-vork FoUag*.
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Second Example,—Fig* fl43 shows a

of a frame which requirci greater skill in

workings the conatruction being much the
same as before* The work adopted gener*
ally is incised or sunk, the face of the orna-
ment being flat and of the same surface,

This ornament should be aunk about | in*

belOTv the lace surface. The corner orna-
ments and the circular roaca nt the feet may
be treated in the same way, or they may be
treated as shown in the design, by badng
the leaves slightly ahaj>cd and modelled.
The groundwork of the small panels should
be dotted or lined, so as to stow up the lines

of the ornament, and thus give a better effect*

of this kind is better left from the tool, only

rubbed smooth. It will be readily seen that

Various flow'ers may be adapted for a design

of this kind. The ordinary lily, the blue*

hell, the Canterbury bell, the wild rose, and
many others arc suitable for the purpose.

Frame with Open-work Fo'liage

The frame shown by Pig, G4S is the work
of Mr, James Marr. It is 22 in, long by
20 in. wide, and is made of satin-walnut and
stained American walnut, with a f-in* gilt

slip inside- The w*ood is 1 in. m tbickucss^

which is quite sufficient to give a wonderful
relief effect ; of course, it ia principally cut

Fi£T- €47.—fleetioo

of rrame oa Line A £

(Fig. «4SjL

Pig. S4A—Flerantlne Open-work Frame*

The circular beads at the side may be

omitted if desired, and the edges left square.

Third Example*— The frame ehowm by
Fig. fill is of a more ambitious pattern, the

working of ivhicb will require greater skill

in the manipulation of the tools. The frame
is constructed in a similar way as described

for Fig. G42, but thicker w’ood will l>c re*

quired, say j in*, or even thicker if the leaves

and flowers are to be in bold relief. This

design must be carefully drawn on the wood
BO 03 to keep the lines of the stems and leaves

graceful in outline. The groundwork ia

then cut down to the depth required. The
flowers, buds^ and leaves must then be care-

fully worked with suitable tools^ eo that the

moat natural eRect is given to thciUr Work

through, and shaped aw'ay tow^arda the out-

side and down to the back.

Another Open-work Frame
The mirror frame, illustrated by Fig. G4G,

may be cut from 1-tn. oak or walnut* The
outside measurement is 1 ft* 1I| in. by
1 ft. TJ in., the sight line 1 ft. 2 in* by I in*

by lOf-^ in*t and the width of moulding 4|
in* First work the two sides to 2 ft. by

4| in* by 1 im, and the top and the bottom
to 1 ft. 8 in. by 4^ in* by 1 in*, and rebate

them on the back and front and bevd the

edge on the face side, KeJtt cut and shoot
mitres to the required size and dow^el to-

gether as shown by Fig, GIT. Do not glue

up until the carving is finished* Now take
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the fmmc apart and carefully trace on the

design, fret or drill through the groundwork,

and begin caring by carefully toughing

out all four piecea, modelling the work well

In the round, and keeping a nice huUh- The
veiDfl should be raised by gouging on each

aide. Do not finish the corner leaves close

to the tnitreSp as they can bo made to cor-

respond better when glued together. Whtm
glued together, undercut the parts that

stand ID high relief
;
care must he taken not

to do this before the ornament is thoroughly

Fig. 649,—Simple Frama with Oval

OpiiiiiQ^.

worked up, as it cannot be lowered after-

wards.. Carefully huish all the ornamerit

with very sharp tools, and ftnally chamfer

the work from the buck to take oft any rough

edges that may be seen from the front.

Florentine Open-work Frame

A frame in Florentine open-work is illus-

irated by Fig. Such frames generally

are carved in soft yellow pinCj and gilded.

This frame illustrates those principles of

ornament known aa regularity, order, and
rhythm, besides in an inoidental way those

of repetition and alternation. The leaved

scroll is introduced here with good effect,

this effect being obtained by its reduction to

order and regularity. The eye can follow

many lines along these scrolls, and can make
the frame assume various shapes beciiusa

of this. There is not rnuch piercingH hut
It is quite aufficient, The breaking of the

straight outline is small, and does not hinder

the eye from tiavclliug round the frame

easily and taking in the oblong shape.

Simple PKotograph Frame
Walnut,, oak, or canary wood is suitable

for constructing the photograph frame illus-

trated by Fig. 1140. It should be about

1 in. or 1 in, thick, and In. long by 9 in.

wide. The outside margin is J in.
;

the

size of the Inner oval, from a to n. 4| in.
;

from o to n, 5>| in. and the outer ovnl is

§ in. larger all round. The oval could be

made larger or smaller, to suit the photo-

graph
;

the dotted Hues show the nujthod

of construction. The design is simple and

plain, and easy to mark on the wood. If

the lines a u and c d are continued to the

outer edges of the woodj they will divide

it into four equal parts^ and if one part of

the design is sketched and taken off on

tracing pa|]cr^ it can be applied to each

corner.

Oak OvermanteL

The overmantel illustrated in front and
side elevations by Figs. GoU and bol, and
in plan by Fig. hu2, should be made in oak,

and carved. The frame is 3 ft. 9 in. wide by

2 ft. in. deep, the two stiles and top

rail being 4 in. wide, and finishing | in.

thick
;

the bottom rail is 4| in. wide, and
shaped as shown in Fig. GoO. The rails are

stump -tenoned into the stijes. Fig. Gi>i

is a section through the |H!diment, shelf, and
frame. The rebate for the moulding Is

made by gluing and bradding strip : of pine

inside the frame, setting them back | in.

from the face side. The glass is sccuretl

ivith wooden wedges about 3 in. lung, also

glued and bradtled. The pilbrs (Fig. Go4)

are 2 in. square, and are placed cornerwise-

They may be reeded ou the two face sides,

as show n in Fig. or left plain. To reed

them, murk with three pencil lines, and care-

fully hollow these with a carver^s parting nr

V-tool
:

then* removing the sharp edges

with a long thin paring chUd, ffnish with
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fine gksspaper. A aimiU pEXtera ib carved

on each face side at the bottomp and at the

top three grooves are made with a Jdn.
gouge. A square pin is Left at the bottom
of each pillar, this fitting into a square hole

shape of the shelf is shown by Fig. C52 ; it

is i in. thick, and overhangs each end of

the frame in.
; a moulding is worked on

its under side at the front and ends. The
moulding on the pediment {see Fig. is

Fig. AS3.

6£0 to —Front tad &idt EkTttiOtii, tad Flta Of

Otk OTonnantol

Fig. 69S-—Stctioti of

Ovtnatatol Pillar.

Fig. 096.— FItn Of

Ovormantel Foot.

Fig. 693.—^Vortical

Boction through

Orermantol PodU
moat. BhoU, and

Fnun*.

Fig. 694.—

FUlar of

Ovtt*

mantei

in the shaped foot Fig. fioG). A round
pin ^ in. long Is left at the top, n correspond-

ing hole in the shelf Iwing made to receive

it ; it is then secured with a screw driven

in from the top. The $ha}>ed feet (Fig. G5G)

arc 4| In. by } in. A moulding is worked
on the top outside edge^ stopped on the

inside level with the face of the frame. The

a short length of ttie same section as that

used for the frame, with an additional piece

glued to its top. The top carving should be

made separate, the joint being level with the

top of the moulding. A thin pine back-

hoard should be screwed to the l^ck of the

ov'ermanteL in the usual way to protect

the glass.
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Frame Carved with Sirapwork
Pattern

The fTHme ahoivtj by Fig. 657 la cnived to

an ctTectivo strapwork pattern in oak,

walnut, or niahogADy moulding. The out-

side size of the frame is 15^ to. by 17^ in. ;

great aigni&canoe. The pattern imy he
repeated to any extent.

Gothic Boss Comer for Picture
Frames

The two dcsigng presented by Figa. C56
and 660 are very simple in character. The

Fi^. SST,'—Fnjn« Carved with StrapworJc Paittnu

the inside measurement is B in. by 10 in^

A section of the moulding (Fig. 653) shows

it to bo in, wide, made from 2-in. stuff,

but bevelled inwards to 1 iu. The two saw-

kerfs indicate the width of the carving

ground and the depth of the cuttings The
shaded portions of the relief work show
where it has been depressed by a straight

firmer. The corners should be finished off

after the frame is jointed and set. The
size of the material or of the frame is of no

first (Fig. 65D) is an adaptation of a tolcr-

ably familiar pattern used in the bosses or

Gothic wooden roofs, and consists of two

double leafieta interwoven, and forming

the termination of the twisted stem that

occupies the rest of the frame. It would

be easier when the frame is mitered and glued

up to glue an extra piece, say, J in. or | in.

deep, at each corner, so that the corners are

in higher relief than the stems running along

the four sides. The four bosses can then
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Fig- eeo.—HjmpuiQ-iUarfisque C*tner for l^ctiure Fruna,
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be carved out of the pieces glued on, tbe

grounding out being taken to the depth of

the pieces glued on^ and not to the depth

of the flat upon which the twisted stems Lie.

The Comer is illustrated full sire. Having
grounded out, carve away the leaves as they

approach the edges of the bosses, so that

the centre is the highest part of the comerst
and the edges of the leaves only slightly

higher tlmn the thickness of the pieces glued

on. Let the veining be simple and in the

direction of the way of the leaf. Get the
contour of the leaves sharp and angular (see

p; 178), and let the carving be crisp and
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executed ld a broad, free manner. The
stem running along the sides of the frame

should be about i in. in relief. The length

and height must be divided up so that tin?

twist or knob comes at regular intervals.

The stem should not be smooth, but have

a sort of bark-Like surface running the

lengthway of the stems. The background
wo^d look well if w'orked over with a punch
instead of being Left plain.

H ispano- Moresque Corner for Picture

Frames

Fig. rifiO ia adapted from a Hiepano-
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Murceque piece of carvings and is only in-

tended to be like a fret upon the flat. Con-
sequently the grounding out (hould not

be taken deeper than | in. Some portions

of the design should be lower than the

others* Be very careful to get the curves

correct, and not broken, as the bean tv of

these designs is their flowing, interwoven

cbamctcr. The rest of the frame can have

the double aral^squc running the whole

length of the frame^ and terminating at

each corner. Such designs as these Moorish

centre^ literature is represented
,
a monogram

of the owner being worked in the oTnamcat*
On the bottom rail is a pair of doves neat*

ling in clusters of Italian Leaf foUage and
bearing a ribljon with the words, A Thing
of Beauty is a Joy for Ever/’

Frame Carved by Miss Muriel

Moller

A modern frame showing a late tendency
of carved ornament ia shown in Fig*

This is the work of Miss Muriel Moller, well

Fi^. 6S1.—Frauia CixViid by MIh Xoriel UoLlosr*

arabesques would make good fretwork de-

signs, and, in fact, a frame might 1>e

decorated in this way by cutting the design

out as a fret and gluing it on the flat.

Frame Desigrned by W, Harry
Rojcers'

Figs. 601 and 062 show n frame designed by
the late W. Harry Rogers and carved in box-

wood by the designer's father, the late W* G*
Rogers. It was lent by the late Baroness
Burdett-Coutts for exhibition at the Royal
Albert Hail in IdSO* Tbis is an example of

a mixed style producing a successful result,

it combining Renaissance, natural flowers,

and foliage. It is 20 in. high, and the comer
roundels bear emblems of music, poetry,

iculpture, and the plastic arts. At the toj>

known during the lost few years os a success-

ful exponent of modem naturallHtic oma-
meut* The “ new art ” has had many
stages- Begun by William Morris in the

most earnest spirit as a protest against the

continually &tereotvT>od reproduction with-

out life and character of me work of past

centuries, it developed later a tendency to

quaint detachment of parts and a curi'

ous heterodoxy of shape and outline* But
more recently there has developed a saner

method of expression, and it is to be hoped
that we are now at the beginning of a new
style that will eventually vie with the great-

est periods of past historic ornament.

The modern phase of carved work, it may
be remarked, is baaed prindpally upon
natural forms*
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Photojrraph Frame

The frame shown by Figs» 664 and 66 h1

has been designed to hold a cabinet photo

4 in. by 5^ but the design could ho altered

to suit any size required. The width of the

frame at the bottom is 8 in., and the height

from the bottom to the top over all is 9 in.

the top and j in. wide at the bottom- It is

tlxed to the back with a Idn. butt hinge*

The leg is kept in position, when open, by
a piece of tape.

E^rly Framers

Prior to the Italian Renaissance, firamea

were not generally in use for pictures ; and

Fig. 6A4.

Flga CS4 and ess.—Front and Bide Elevatieiu of Fhotegrapt Frama

Fig. SSS.—Part Croia BecUon of Frajut

It enn he made of either oak or mahogany

I In, or I in, thick, and if it is enamelled, soft

wood could bp used. A cross section of the

frame is shown at Fig. 66^. Strips of wood

J in. thick are fisred to the sides and bottom ;

and the back, which is ^ in* thick, is fixed

to them and the frame with screws. The
glass and photo are dropped in from the

top. The leg 13 } in. thick by 1 in. wide ut

even for mirrcira they were not at all com-
mon, The first frames were mainly amhi-
tecturnl in character, and in this respect the

development of the frame is a reminder of

the evolution of the cabinet (see pp, 2?fi to

278, and especially Fig. 543, p. 278)^ As
already shown, colour was freely used j also

gold
;
and the ornamental details were in

**
gesso ” and in carved work*
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Chairs and atools have not aiwaya been

jn sunh common use as they now are. In

olden times, even amongst civilised nations

,

a reclining position was adopted when resting^

thus rendering somewhat superduoufl the

use of an individual seat, such as a chair.

This article was more largely used as a

thronOt or for very important peraonSj even

when iU use became more common ; whilst

Stools were reserved for persona of lower

rank. In the evolution of the chair first

came that most primitive of all manufactured

scats, the three-legged stool, made of wood.
Later, it was adorned with velvet and other

stuffs, or was painted or stained or enriched

with c&rvcd ornament. It is aatonishing»

cousidering the nally eimple essential nature

of a chair, into what curious shapes it has

developed, as will be evident from a com-

parison of the chairs shown in this section,

dating from the ninth to the twentieth

ceuturics.

Norwegifin Armchair: Ninth or

Tenth Century

The copy of an old Norwegian chair of

the ninth or tenth century is illustrated by

Fig. G67 (p. 31 1). These chaiis kept for

many years to the same type, a choir of the

thirteenth or fourteenth century in Dr.

Figdoris collection in Vienna being oon-

Btructed on exactly the same plan and general

orrangementL A most interesting type of

ornament has been adopted iu the example

shown by Fig. 661 as a basis for the carving.

Scandinavian ornament is based upon the

legend of the dragon Pafni. The peculiar

nature of the ornament is its extensive and

typical interlacement, largely correspond-

ing to that of the Celtic races, TUb much

can be observed in the front panel of the

chair (Fig. 667), and in the side stnetcheia

below the side panels. In the aide panels is

portrayed a battle scene, the combatants
being depicted in a vigornus and decorative

manner, The wood sculpture of the Scan-

dinavians was not remarkable for its refine-

ment
'f

but it was a!w'a)is full of life and
close to truth. The temiinab of the anus
of the chair remind one very strongly of the

prows of the Viking ships. Plant forms am
not found in Scandinavian ornament until

the twelfth ceutury, before which perinl

the ornament eonsista almost wholly of the

dragon \ and the value of the spiral arrange-

ment of the Bcroll is shown on the front

panel and on the terminals of the arms, the

latter corresponding closely to the lonio

Volute. The whole arrangement of tha

ornament shows a considerable advance-

ment in the knowledge of the art of orna-

mental planning, and exhibits h hue appre-

cia tion of decorative effec t. The actual chair

shown by Fig. GGT wna carved in pine by

J. Borgerson, of Christiauia, and ia a copy
of an old chair formerly in Blaker Farm.
Lom, in the district of Ondbrandsdakiij and
now in the Museum of the University of

Christiania.

Moderri No'rw^glflrt Armchair
An armchair iu carved pine, hy C. G. Chris-

tensen, is illustrated by Fig. 668 (p. 342).

This was shown at the Paris Exhibition of

1900, and (ormed part of the Donaldson gift

to the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
The chair is painted red, blue, green, and
yellow^ The value and importance of

tradition in the conception and planning of

ornament is evidenced in this example.

m
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Ft|^. I^STr*—Anscluiii'^ CotvmI lh Pin# by J, Bai;^r40 )i+

Copied ft«ai Klatb- oi- T«nth-c«Dtury Nonraglu Ch«4r.
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eS8^—Modem Horweglu Armchair, BUd« tj CL Q. CbriitenMiw

Gory righted mgterjgl
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There ifl the same kind of square pillar at

each comer as in the previous example, act'

ing as leg and arm sup^wrt; and although

the panels are omitted, yet the general out'

line and plan are the same. After the lap^e

of 1,000 years, the ornament, although dificr-

ing in details, is yet of the same general type,

being based upon the same dragon motifs

The application of colour to carving is not

Sit much in favour at the present time as in

mediieval ages, it being thought bettex to

king, archbishop, noble, and judge when
on their journeys, each chair being sacred

to the ^isc of its owner. These chairs folded

either from back to front, as in the case of a
Glastonbury chair

;
or from side to aide, ss

in the type of chair here illustrated. The
form of an animars foot has in all ages been
adopted as an oniamental feature of the

feet of eliairs, it being found in Egyptian,
Assyrian, Greciau, and Roman furniture,

and from time to time throughout the whola

Figi. 669 and 6T6.—Oak Folding Aimcboin. Italian, Date : about 16S0.

allow the carving tool to play the most im-

)>ortaiit part in giving e^ect to the work.

If colour is thought necessary, stain would

be the better medium, os it does not hll up
the cuts made by the carving tool.

Sixteenth -century Folding Armchairs

In Figs. 669 and 670 arc shown two similar

chairs of a type that became common during

the sixteenth century. The prototype of this

class of chair was, without doubt, the folding

stool. Backs were added as time went on.

'fhcBG folding chairs always accompanied

of the Christian era up to the present cen^

tury. Figs. 669 and 670 show examples.

Sixteenth-century French Chairs of

State

First Example,—In addition to the feet

of animals, their heads were used very ex-

tensively to form the arms of chairs, in aU
historic periods. This ia Che case with the

chairs shown in Fip. 671 to 674 fpp. 344,

345, 346, and 347)- These chairs are very

important pieces of work, being, in fact,

thrones or chairs of State, rather than cbairi

j
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Ti^r 6T1.—Wmlnni Clulr of Biat*. IVenck SIkImdUi Canttuy.

Copyrighted mstenj
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Fiff. 67A.—Anothtr Wklnat Chair of Stmta. Fraaolt Lata Blzta«nih Cantiary,
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QTC—FJtn«I uiil Stiltti from Bmck of Cluir of Btato (i«o Fig, 673).
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for ordinary uae* TU« first chair h of

walnut and waa at Lyona, Franco, in

the tecond half of the eixteenth century.

The panel of Fig» 671 ^
which is enlarged in.

Fig. 672, la of 1^0 greatest interest to the

wood carver. The careful evidenoe of the

original planning of furniture upon an arcbl-

tcctural basia is affortled by the dentil led

pediment nt the top of the panel. It rcets

upon moulded abaci aupport^ by a square

carved capital resting upon the heads of

two ving^ aatyiB^ Observe the conven-

tional way in which the wings are curled

up to form a scrolL The irefitnient of the

foliage throughout the whole of the panel

is admirable ; the wray in which the small

leave* arc made to twist, and the way in

which they are cut to break the rcfiection

of light, and so to cause a succcaaion of

high light and deep shadow, arc especially

worthy of notice. Foliage of the form-

ing the base of the design is often spoilt in

its treatment by being too much cut up by
gouges

; but in this case the treatment ia

restrained and dignified. In contrast to

the free, effective treatment of the main
design, the carving on the moulding* seems

somewhat poor and mecbanicai ; but in all

probability this is a studied attempt to

enhance the effect by means of contrast.

There is much carving on the chair, but
its judicious artangement prevents its claim-

ing too great a share of ottention. The
level cornice is now* Ijeeoming very familiar,

through much of the modem work,

Second Eitainple.—Very similar in type

is the chair illustrated in Fig. 67.1 (p. 146),

the panel and stile* of which are show^n on
larger scale by Fig. 674, This example is

of tbc same origin and date. Here the arm*
arc solid, thoee in Fig, 671 being open ; hut
the same arrangement has been carried out,

whereby the upper edge of the arm ia quite

clear of projeotiona, thus not interfering

with its proper use a* an arm reat. Note-
worthy are the convex fric*e, its admirably
planned moulding, the dentilled cornice,

and, in particular, the whole suite of carved

mouldings. These two ehaire are perfect

studies of carved mouldings. Notico in

Fig. 674 the arrangement of the two carved
mouldings round the panel. The plain

moulding* form a perfect foil to the carved

mouldings. In the caiyatid* at the *lde,

notice the terminal foot, the fluted column,

the Btrcngth and vigour of the carved heads,

and the carved moulding^. The ox’s licad

at the lower part of tbc panel is reminiscent

of the similar heads originally sculptured

on Roman tomlu
;

the cartouche surround-

ing it waa further developed during the

century following the date of construction j

and the com atid fruit and flowera, and
the head in the tsentre swathed in drapery,

were for one hundred and fifty or two hundred
year* common elements in the carved orna-

ment of Europe
r
a* witness the next example.

Both of the chairs aht>ve described are the

property of Mr. J. t^erpont Morgan.

Oak Armchair

The oak armchair shown by Fig. 675 (p.

149) ifl used by the Masters of the Worship-

ful Company of Brew? re. It dates from

about lT20p and has a high back and scrolled

top. Surmounted by a grotesque mask. It is

carved with the company's coat- of-arms,

drapery, ond festoons of fruit and ribbons.

It baa masaivc arms, square back legs, and
baluster shape front leg*. There ia a solid

seat with atuffnl cushion covered with

leather. The ornament la of the Grinling

Gibljons style. Fruit, flowers, laurel and
olive branches, ribbon and drapery were
the ataplc element* in use. together with the

scroll. The grotesques on the aims do not

interfere with the use of the arm*. It le

not BO much the choice of any particular

element that characterise* a period, as it is

the particular manner of its manifeetation.

Thus, drapery as an element of ornament
has l>efin In u&e in all ages ; hut the particu-

lar manner adopted by the Grinling Gibbon*
school, of tt'bich the dmjwry on this chair is

a good example, is peculiar to this period.

This chair is alst> referred to on p. 171,

Dutch Armchair with Cane Seat

Dutch furniture of the sixteenth and
Beveiitcenth centurie* wos of a heavy char-

acter, and this is evidenced in the chair

shown by Fig. 676 {p. 150), The carved
ornament^ however, is derived from the

Italian Kenaissance, although of a heavier

type. The scroll and conventional acanthus
leaf, together with the lily and the calyx,
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Fig- —Otk Amclulr uted by Mut«r» of iht Breveir*'

Dat« : fcboat 1710.

Copyrtghisci rTTaierial
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B 9mnriHT3TaBi W20F4KZ^Mi.
Fig. 674.—Dutoli Axmchiir with Ciuie Sflht. Date : 1646.

Copyfigliied material
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are tbe principal elementa uaed in tbis chair.

Round the ovals is a kind of “ ecaUug

often UBod during this ported
i

but, in this

case, it is of poor quality, and evidently used

to produce an effect at a fimall expenditure

of labour
;

it ia the result of a ver)' obvious

use nf the quick gouge.

Chairs of Turned and Carved Walnut

The chairs shown in Figa^ ii77 and 678

(pp. 352 and 353} sho^v Dutch influence in

the heavy pierced Hcmll-work on the back

eplats and lower atretcher. In the case of

Fig. 677, the ecroU-work front legs came
from Holland or Flandera, and this class of

leg eventually developed into the shape

made familiar by the chairs of Thomaa
Chipj>cndalo (jee Fig. 660, p. 355). In the

chairs here shown, the carved work forms

an essential part nf the constniciinn.

Venetian Armchair of Carved
Walnut

Often there is met with work that has

been obviously designed with the express

intention of “showing off” the carving.

The chair illustrated in Fig. G71K (p. 354) is

obviously an example of tlus' there is no

restraint, and although the result suggests

magnificence, the general impression is one
of dissatisfaction, owing to the fact that the

ornament has been allowed to occupy the

first place in the planning of the chair, iH’

&tead of planning the construction first and
leaving the arrangement of tiie ornament
until ftftcrw'flrds, Venice has produced some
of the fmest wood carving the world has

ever seen, and the chair under coiiHiderutian

is proof of this. It requires more than

averaji]^ al>i1ity to carve ornament of this

kind from the solid block, and the eunicst

and studious attention of the wood carver

is dirc'rtcd to tliis as being a. worthy exjmipla

of Auch a form of carving,

Chipperrdflle Armchair in Mahogany
Fig. G60 (p. 355) shows a familiar example

of the great eighteenth^ntury cabinet^

maker, Thomas Chippend.alc, who utilised

the various kinds of ornament fashion able

in his day to produce hts wdbknown slyle of

furniture. He combined chiefly three styles,

the Ijc>uia, the Chinese, and tbe Gothic.

In this example, which shows French infiu*

ence, the ornament consists of the acanthus,

on the knees of the legs and on the arms

;

the daw and ball -foot, developed through

Dutch indues ce [ the beautiful ribboa-work

in the back, commou during the Grin Ling

Gibbons period
;
the carved moulding round

the edge of the chair, immediately under the

upholstered wat ; a scroll development that

waa so characteristic of the Louis XIT. and
XV. styles across the Cbanne]. ^Yhatever

may be said about the strength of the back

splat, there can be no question as to the

grace and beauty of the ribbon -work. The
carving does not break into the outline of

tbe form which it decorates. Thus, the

legs do not have their outline broken into

by the carving
;

it simply breaks what would
otherwise have been a blank, heavy surface.

The same can be said respecting the carved

moulding ; the scroll-work on the open back
actually helps to form the outline j and this

application of ornament cannot have too

much attention called to it,

Empire Chairs

A few ji'cars after Chippendale achieved

such success, events in France moved for-

ward with the most alarming rapidity, eul-

miimting in the ereatiou of an Rmpire with
Napoleon at its bead. A minor result was
the creation of the “ Empire ” style of fur-

niture, of which two examples are shown by
Pigs. 651 and 632 (pp. 356 and 357). One
marked feature of this development is tbe

way in which certain groat historic styles were
drawn upon to form it, Thus, contribu-

tions are taken freely from the Egyplian,

iVseyrint), Grecian, and Homan perieds of

ornament. The tlirone chair shown by
Fig. 65i is of gilt wood, winged gHfEns form-

ing the arms and front supports. The back
is solid to the ground, elaborately carved iti

relief with foliage ornament and rosettes.

The back inside and the seat are atuffed

and covered with red velvet. The date is

about 1320, and at the time of taking the

photographs the examples here described

belonged to the late Queen Victoria. The
second example (Fig. 682) is of painted and
gilt wood, the semicircular bock and sides

being solid and continuous, and being sur-

meunted by n r.ul carved with wroaths and
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S77.--Cuifi-«HtiHl Walaiilt

Tmnsd And Curfd, £4g:liilL

DaU : lpKt« &avAat««atli or Earlj

Eightfuentb CuLtnij.

Copyrjgnied materias
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Ftg. —Roj:U'CAtt*d WiklzmC

ChiiT, Tonitd And Ckrrad
EagliAh. Date : LaM
S4TttiLt<eiitli or Earij

Copyrighied material
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Tig. 690.— BbJnoguj Cluir, I>mb« ; E^ccnd Half of

EJghtHsth CtiitliUT.
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gilded. In front arc two carved bands

carved with leaf ornament, and torminating

in lions* heads, and further enriched with

hlack and gold* At the back are two aimilar

bands* The whole rests upon four curved

(Fig. 681) has not only heads and feet, but

the entire bodies of giifHns in addition,

their wings being well arranged to form first

the arms, and th^n supports for the back*

Notice how the wings are worked into acroUs

legs, BimilflHy decorated, ending in Hons*

feet ; and in front is a carved and
rosette. The hack and sides are covered
inside and out with red velvet, as is sieo the

stuffed seat. The date ia supposed to he

about 18(X), The laurel leaf u^ as a band
and the leaf hands encircling the legs were
features of the period* The throne chair

at their upper terminations. The feathers

of the wings are full of life, and the bodies

are well thought out and executed. The tails

terminate in a rosette, Roman atjde. Griffms

are generally grotesque, having the body of a

lion and the head of an eagle
; but in this

case two beautifully carved female heads,

in Grecian style, complete the hgurc.
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Modern Hun^anan Chairs

Drsignt^d Ijy Edmund Famgo, and ex*

hibitod at tha Paris Exhibition^ ][K)Of by

the Commercial Royal Hongroia,

the chair illustrated by Fig. D83 {p, 31^) ia

decorated with three atripa of leather {tee

Fig, C83)* A noticeable feature ia the way
in which the carving is suboidinatt'd to the

geneml scheme of conetruction and to the

easential idea of a chair
;
compare Fig; GS3

with the Venetian chair ahown by Fig. 079

Fig. {^92.—AmcLalr In Empire StyleL Date: Early Nineteenth Century

an instructive example of modem Hun^
garlaii work. This chair is part of the

Donaldson gift of “ New Art " furniture to

the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

It is made of ash, ataiucd green
;

the seat

ia covered w'ith leather stained purple, and

hxed by braas'heoded nails, the back being

(p. 354). In the former there is no attempt
at magnificence, but rather a desire to pro-

duce a useful, as well as a pleasingly decor-

ated^ chair. The ornament is small and not
obtrusive ; the chair legs are strengthened
by means of the rail and yet lightened by
the introduction of pierced carvings

i>
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Fig. 993,—Hod«ni Hongurian CbAir Df Am3l D«ilgn»d bj Edm^d Fiuntga

DaU: 19».

Copyrig^t^ mtiterial
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Chairs in Old Oak Style

EUrabethan Chair.— In the earlier days
of Elizabeth there it is eaid^ in the

palaces of the great nobles? chairs of which

the Bcata and backs were of rich velvet.

Frobabij these chairs came from over-

seas, or else were made at home by foreign

workmen. The first chairs to be claimed as

English, and as belonging to old oak style,

bad wooden seats and backs, and owed any
gay colour or comfort to movable cushions.

Fig. SSI. —£lixab«lliuL C^r.

They were armchairs, for while the bench
or stool Was as yet sufheient for the ordinary
person, the chair was a seat of dignity. Fig,
(>84 (above) may be taken as the type of a
really English chair in EliEabcth^a reign,

though it is probable that most of the ex-

amples of that pattern still remaining were
actually made in early Stuart times. Of
these Elizabethan chairs—so to call them

—

the arms or lega were not usually carved,

but much work was lavished on the back,
which was ornamentally shaped and elaboi’

atcly carved. They were so strongly framed
together that it is easy to understand how
it is that Considerable numbers of them art-

Ftg. sao.—croiaw«liUii Oak Cbair.

still in existence. The material ie almost
invariably oak.

Cromwellian Chair.^—The next marked
type of English oak chair is known as the

Tig. sse —IHupUn Oak Chair.

Q
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Cromwellian {gee Fig. 6S&, p. 359), so called

from the period when it was most in favour.

It was, however, in use earlier than Crom-
well’s Protectorate, for in a woodcut of 1650

chairs of this kind are shown. There arc

armchairs which may fairly be connlderod as

Dauphin Chair*“-During the reign of
Charles II. the chairs became more elegant
but leas solid. The Dauphin chair (Fig.

p. 359) is of about 1G70-73
t as well as

its name, it doubtless derived much of its

character from France. It suggests the

Fig; <9T.—ATTnchiir In Cary«d Oak.

Cromwellian, but for the most part these

chairs are without arms, whilst hard wooden
eeats and backs arc now discarded. They
arc, however, still strongly framed, foot-raila

moning all round within an inch or two of

the floor, ii# well shown in Fig. 6S5. Some
of tho Cromwellian chairs are constructed

of oak, hut they are, perhapa. more often of

walnut or chestnut.

walnut chair shown by Fig, 677 {p, 352), and
is of the same date and general style. Several

points in connection with thia chair Mhoiild

he specially noted. Foul-rails, though not

yet abandoned, are no longer carried all round
the tiottom, which indicates n tendency to»

wards weaker construction. The uprights

of back, legs, etc., show the double twist,

which is sjiid not to have been introduced

Copyrighced nefcna*
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into En^Und till tEid reign, \7hil5t of the of the sewnteenth centnry that kigh-baoked

aingle twist tbei« are abundant earlier obairs are to b« asaigned
;
the legs and front

examples. Also, the seat and back are of bar are generally carved in scroll pattema

plaited cane, wbiob Ja aUo eaid to have been Fig. 577, p, 352), as are also the ends of

Fig. «as Fig. eea.

Figa 689 aad 689.—Half Front ElevaUon and Side Eleratloii of AnDcbair.

brat used in England under Charlea II. It

was, however, no modem application, for

ancient Eg^^tiani chaira thua seated are in

existence. Chairs of this type arc frequently

Id walnut. It k to the last twenty-bve years

the arnia, if arms are present
; their seats,

and a thin strip running up the middles of

their tall, narrow backs, arc of cane. Such
chairs arc more frequently made of soft

wood, stained black, than of oak;
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Armchair in Carved Oak

Thfl armchair illustrated by Fig. 687 is

citable for a laegb entiaujoe hall. A half

front view^ with the anas omitted^ is given

at Fig. ft68j and a side view a t Fig. The

main dimensions arc os follow : height of

seat from floor, I ft. 5 in. j w'ldth oufaide the

legs, acmes the front, 1 ft. H in. ; depth

outside hack and front legs, at the seat,

1 ft, G in. ; height of arms from seat^ measur-

ing over the front supports, 9 in. ;
width of

chair back, 1 ft. S in. ; height of back, in-

cluding shaped pediment, 2 ft, 7 in., the

latter being 7 in. high. The back is 3^ in.

out pf the perpendicular, measuring from

the back of the seat, and the back legs splay

outwards 1| in. The thicknesses of the vari-

ous parts are as follow : Beat, 1 in.
|

front

legs and arm supports, 2^ in. square
;
back

legs, 2 iu. square ; eeut lails^ in. ;
lowcl

rails* 1 J in. ; arms, 2 in .

;

chair back, Ij in.

;

panel, 1 in. ^
sha|^ pediment, in. The

underfraroing and seat should be put to-

gether first. The rails are connected to the

legs with mortice-and-tenon jointSj care

being taken that the tenops do not go right

through the legs. To obtain the cpirect

angles of the shoulders of the rails and tchoas,

a full-sine plan should be made, as in Fig.

690, the right half showing the lower rails

and the left half the scat rails* The back

rail A stands in f in. from the outer face of

the legs, and the front and side rails ^ in*

The lower eross rail b is set back 4} in.

from the face of the front legs. The scat

projects 1 in. at the front and ddeS;* hut is

kept level with the chair back behind (s«

Fig. 639) I
it should be cut away along

the hack edge to enable the back to rest

against the seat ruiL Aa an alternative to

cutting the seat away to receive the back,

short pieces c (Fig. 587) may be glued to the

scaL This continuation piece is shown in

section at Fig, 59 which is a sectional view

of the lower comer of the hack secured to the

raiL A thumb moulding, shown enlarged

at Fig. 592, is worked on the front and side

edges of the scat. To fiz the scat to the

underframing, drive screws in a slanting

direction through the rails. Bead mouldings

are worked on the upper side rails (see sec-

tion, Pig, 593). The chair hack is framed

together, the top and bottom tails d and E

(Pig. 58B) lieing tenoned into the side up-

rights r. The tenons must not go quite

through the uprights. The carved centre

panel o is bevelled, and fits into grooves

ploughed into the rails and uprights (fee

section, Pig. 694). lictwecn the shaped

pediment and the framing is a strip of 1-iii.

stuff rounded on the front and ends. This

is secured with screws and glue, while the

pediment is hxed with dowels passing through

thia 1-in. strip into the chair back. The
bottom of the chair back is secured to the

back lull of the scat with screws. A centre^

bit hole, i in. deep, is first bored at H (Fig.

691)( then the hole for the neck of the screw.

When thfi screw baa been inserted, the

centre -bit hole is filled up with a circular

plug of wood runuiog the same way of the

grain as the rail, this being aftervra.^

levelled witli the plane. Another way is to

fUl up the hole with a turned button similar

to that shown at Fig. 695. Fig. 501 shows
how the chair back U cut away at the bottom

comers to enable it to pasa between tho

back legs. The chair back will have to bo
bevelled at the bottom* so ob to give the

necessary, pitch backwards. The turned

columns over the front lege are butted be-

tween the scat and the under sides of the

arma and secured with wooden dowels* say

four dowels* | in. in diameter* in each, The
arms may be aitnilaTly dowel led to the back,

or secur^ with stopped screws in the same
way aa the back is secured to the seat. The
arms are slightly rounded on the top and
down the face of the scrolls. The outer

faces of the alms are level with the outsidf;

edges of the chair back and the turned sup-

ports. As the arms are t)iinner than the

supports, the projection left on the top of the

latter must w bevelled* aa shown in Fig.

587* The car^'ing* of course, should be done

before the vaiioujs parts arc glued together.

The design on the front mil of the scat con-

sists id a series of semicircles enclosed in a

rectangle, forming the surface of the rail,

the leaved being cut in low relief. The
leotangles and leaves la the centre panel of

the ch^T back are carv'ed in the same way.

An enlargement of the side of tiin chair hack

is given at Fig. 596. Iu carving the top

rail, shown enlarged at Fig. 597, the surWo
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is retained at j, but to give an outline to the

cooncctiDg circles, the euilacc ia elightly

bevelled down. The design on the bottom
rail is a variation ol that on the seat mil.

The dotted or roughened ground Is sunk
about iu. In carv'ing the pediment, the

surface is retained in the scrolls^ and the

rest carved in low relief.

Another Armchair in Carved Oak
Of very similar conatniction to the last

example is the chair shown by Figa. 6U8 to

needed* The conatruedon of the chair is

Bimple, only five pieces of wood being used.

The scat slab is Ifi^ in. long by 11 in,, and
into it arc mortised the back, 20 in. by 11 in.»

the front kg piece, 17 in. by 13 in.^ and the

back leg piece, 21 in* by 13 in*, the tift o last

pieces being braced together by a cross spat,

J/lJ in* long by 2 in. wide. Fig. 707 shows
the mortices by which the back and kg
pieces are let into the seat

;
they are 1 in.

wide only, and the tenon a (Fig, 70S) of the

back leg piece, after passing through its

ulmwing SNOrlng Cf Ann- Fl^. S94.—SectiOU Of BsTdllMt

cbslr Back to 3«at Pu«l la ArmchaiT Ba,ck*

Fiff. S9Q,^Ld« of

Anncliaii Back.

700. The carved pediment is illustrated by
Fig. 701 ;

the carving of the top rail by

Fig* 702 ; and the carving of the back kgs

by Figs. 703 and 704,

Hall Chair

The chair shown in Figs. 705 and 700

must be of stout materiaU For the seat, a
2 -in. slab, slightly planed down, is recom-

mended, and for the other parts a thick-

ness of imt less than in. after planing is

mortice, iB flplayed of! and screwed to the

back piece, to wbkh it thus gives consider*

able support. Below tha scat the back Leg

piece is like the front one in outline, but

plain. The cross spar b, which is mortised

into the front and back kg pieces, is carved

alike on both sides
;

but it is ou the Imck

that most carving appears, and here the

thick nesa of the material allows this to be

done boldly and efiectively. The rows of

dots, seen both on tbc back and on the front
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ISg. 701.—Carved Pediment.

Pig, 70?.—darring on Top
Bail of Annclialr. ns- 70S,

Fig. 704.

Flgi. 70^ and 704^—Carviog en Back Legi of

Armcbair.
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kg?, are intend^ to indicate braas atuds,

which will greatly add to the appearance oi

the chair. The acale of the jllustiationa is

I in. to the foot.

Quattro-cento Mall Chair

Figs, 706 and 709 show a design which, as
regard construction and general form, is

they take bnt little room, and they are fine

subjects for the display of wood carving*
The old Italian chairs, besides being elabor-
ately carved, were usually gilt. The chair
here illustrated is not meant for gilding, and
the style of carving shown upon it is differ-

ent, it being made to approach more nearly
to the English manner of the carved oak

Fig, T05,

Pig. TOT

Fi?«. 70S tn TOt,—SicEt «ad Front ElevaUaiu sad Seat Plan of Hsll Chair

modelled on sonic of the chairs of the Italian

quattro-cento peried* These chairs do not
appear to have been intended for ordinary

living-rooms, but rather for halls nr large

corridors* As regards comfort they are

not equal to modern requirements, but they

sufficed for occasional use, and seats on tlie

same plan may well serv'c for the halls of

modem houses. They have good points :

they are simple and strong in construction,

period. Oak, chestnut, walnut, or

other hard wood not liable to split, should

be the materia). The old Italian chairs

were made of thick plank, thus allowing for

much depth and relief in the carv^ing ; hut

probably sufficient strength and effect

would be gained by using l|-in. board for

the seat and kiu* board for the four other

pieces. The plank for the seat (are plan.

Fig. 710) is 12 in. wide and Iti in. long. Its

i - 1^
-il
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middle is slightly hollowed, and two pairs of

mortices arc ahown for the tenons of the

front and back legs
]

there is also a longer

mortice for the tenon of the back piece. The
leg mortices arc represented as being cut

quite through the slab^ this gives greater

edges, It is on the chair back that carving

will show to most advantage. The orna-

ment in Fig. 703 may by ita style recall to the

reader some of the English high chair backs

of the time of Charles and it is suggested

that the crown and acanthus scroll should be

Fig. 711.—Back Lag of

Ball Ckolr.

Figi. 708 to 710.—Front and Sldo Elcvaticmi and Seat Plan of Qnattro-oanto Hall Chair.

strength, but is not absolutely necessary,

and if the appeamnoe of the tenons above

is thought unsightly, the mortioe« might be

cut in. deep only. The mortice for the

back piece will be carried right through in

any case, and the tenon of that piece should

be made so long as to project beyond the

lower surface far enough to be secured with

a couple of pegs. The appearance of the

Beat is lightened by chamfering oS its under

treated much in the same way that they are

in those ** Kcatoiation ” chaits, The vacant

spaces, which are in the illustration left

unshaded^ should be pierced through, and,

to lighten the appearance of the edges of

these openings, they should be chamfered
off behind—more or less, according to cir-

cumstances. The chairs just mentioned ale

generally in walnut or chestnut, both good

woods for the purpose. The board needed

'::l
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fur thci hack will l>e 13 in. wide and ID in.

long
;

this length includea the tenon, which

is 3 in. Inng. A diaIr of thb kind should 1>e

somewhat high in the seat; this ih ID in.

above the floor line. The two boards whicli

form the front and hind legs are 12 in. wide

and 19 In. long^ the upper in. being cut

into tenons, as shown in Fig. 71 L The
cross rail, seen in Fig. 709^ which binds the

legs together In their lower parts* is 3 in.

wide and, including its tenons, 14 in. long.

Inch board will be none too thick for it, h>r

aa it runs under the middle of the cliair and
shows equally on both sides, both sides must
alike be car^'ed. It maj' he that some
readers who are aware that the above form

of chair WAS in fashion in the fifteenth cen-

tury may think that the term quattro^nto
has been used inadvertently

; but they are

asked to remember that with the Italians

w'hat in England is called the sixteenth

Fig. 71S:^Spiiuiliif CiiaiT. Fig. 715 -—JUtsmallTf* Dh%c fot

Back of Spinning Choir.
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century is caUcd cinquc-ceuto i our Qfteenth-

ceutuiy IB theii qui^ttio-cento ; and ao on.

Spinning Chair

A BpinuiDg choir is shown by Fig. 712»
The scat in 1} in. thick, and the back 1 in.

thick, American oak being a suitable materiaL
The back is 2G in, long, tapering from G in.

at the top to 4J in* at the bottom. The
legs are 12 in, long and are turned in oak,
A simple strapwork design for the chair

back ia ehewn by Fig. 713, and one for the

scat by Fig. 714.

714.—Alttfrnattve Design for S*mt of SpitmJng Cliair
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D«si^s for 5too1 Tops

TnnEB dcBigns foi Btooifi aro rcprcaeated

by Figs. 715 to 717. That given in Fig. 735

18 ftimpLy a fiat pattern brat grounded out^

and then the idea of the parts overlapping

imparted by cutting away the wood over

the depressed portions. The roeette in the

centre U a matter of choice, and may be

worked in varioua ways. The dcBigii in Fig.

TIG ia more exacting than Fig. 715, and it

possesses possibilities for advanced carving.

The ekUful workman will see that the Leaves

may be hollowed, rounded, or curled in many

Cojjyf qiit^ed
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Pip. Tia. Fig, 71S.

Fig«. 718 and 718.—CkinTontlosal Flora] DMlgos for Ctuir fiackt.

CooyrighJed n^fcna!
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ways, while the flowers and stalks arc open
to further artistic treatment. The execu-

tion may vari'' from a flat pattern to a

finished relief carving. The natuml design

of tulips and leaves in Fig. 717 affords more
advanced pupils scope for their skill.

Spindle Chairs

By the addition of n back Figs. 713

and 719), the stool becomes a small spindle

chair. Though Pig. 718 requires more work,

it is not the more effective of the pair, aa

the floater distance between the various

parts of the pattern in Fig. 719 is a means
of imparting additional lightness and grace

to the work.

Another Stool Top

Another design for a circular stool top is

presented by Fig. 720, This does not need

any words of description, design and treat-

ment being quite conventional.

. r
^1 A

\ mK

|m >r
!

;. -

Fig- T3S.—D4«ipi fn Round Stool Top.
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Fiy. 734-

leg of

SEool.

731,—Oak Btool iritb DeUfib*t»:o Eack.

Fig- 731—&B4t Plan of Stool

Fig> 711—Wfltlibd of Bocnrin^ Dotachab!* Baok

of BtotiL

rig. T3C.—Dfltacliable Back for StooL
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Oak Stool with Detachable Back Joint-stools

In the carved oak stool illustrated \>y

Fig. 721, the detachable back ss mortised

through the seat and fixed underneath with

a wedge* The seat (Fig, 722) is cK^tagonal

pjg T^ifL^Qintataol

in shape and 1| in. diiok, with a sash mould-
ing run round the top edge (see Fig* 72,3)*

The under edge is bevelled all round to give

the scat a light appearance. For the legs,

holes at a suitable angle should be Wred
with a If-iri, bit, and the legs rounded at the

top to fit tightly. The logii (Fig* T2I) are

oc trigonal in section, and one side only is

carved. They arc tapen'd from 1| in . at the

bottom to I | in* at the top* The hack (Fig*

72,^) is I in. thick, and is tenoned and re-

bated to enter a mortice in the seat A (Fig.

722), in* long and f In* wide, which is

lieVC Ihd to the angle of the hack* A mortice
is made in the tenon of the hack b (Fig, T20)

tor the wedge D (Fig. 723), which is 1| in.

by I in* A^Ticn the back is inserted in the

seat, the wedge is driven in firmly, making
the whole rigid* A sash moulding is run on
the edge of the back, which is also fretted

at c (Fig. 725), thus forming a convenient
means of lifting the stool* The carving of

the stool is comparatively fbt, with little

or no grounding, but looks very elective

when finished.

Jnint-stoolfl arc a characteristic feature in

the furniture of the time of James I,, as

w'ell as somewhat before and somewhat
after it. Their primaiy office was to ser^'c

as scats at the festive board, in whi^h duty

they succeeded rude benches* The joint-

stool is scarcely a luxurious seat ; it is in*

conveniently high, and uncomfortably hard,

yet it allowed each guest a scat to himself,

and when not in use, the joint-stools were

ranged in two rows beneath the great table,

dormant* Carved joint^stools are numerous,

but the carving is geuemlly poor, either a

flat strap or the thumb pattern* Ordinarily,

the legs of joint-stoolfl arc as show'n at a

{Fig. 729, p- 377), but sometimes they have

bosses. Perhaps the earliest mention of

these things is in a list of the bedroom furni-

ture of Henry VTIT, But whether the joint-

stool there spoken of was identical with those

of the Jacobean age Is open to question,

since any stool framed or joined together

might be called a “ joint^stool ” to ^stin-

giiish it from the rude three-legged stools of

earlier times. 8hakes|iearEi mentions the

joint-stool in King Lear, A curious error

is prevalent in some parts aa to the original

Pijp. lar—Junes IL Bcool

use of joint'stools, rmmely, that they were
intended as rests for the coffin in churches

during the funeral service. This doubtless

arose from the fact that in country churches
they are often devoted to that use

;
but

they were not so employed earlier than
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Fl^. Ta^—StMl in Carv«d JP«nrwo«t

ifadft by IX And Exlubitud At the Ftiis ExhibitJoii, 190&

Copv^tghsaci
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thfl eighteenth oentuir, the recognieed sup-

|Hirt for the coftin in the seventeenth century

being of quite another kind. A tjytjo&l joint-

stool is shown hy Fig* 726* Few of the

jioint^atoolfl still bo abundant in rur&l districts

sre later than the Commonwealth, for about

the middle of the eentury lower tables came
into vogue, and chairs more or less aseimilat-

tng to the Cromwellian type superseded

joint-atoola. Of eourse, stools for indepen^

dent use continued to be made, many fol-

lowing more or leas the lines of the true

joint-stool, but they are easily distinguished

from it. Pig* 727 shows a stool of the reign

of James TI. Though framed together like

the joint-stooh it differs from it in shape*

The turned legs are characteristic of the time

which produced thU stooL Kote the heavy
foot-rnils shown in Figs. 726 and 727;

Modern French Stool

Fig* 728 shows a stool of carved pear-

wood, with gilt bnisa mounts^ and a yellow

velvctHjovered seat* This forma part of

the Donaldson gift to the Victoria and Albert

Museum. It is the work of E. Bagufes, and
wag shown at the Paris Exhibition of 1900.

The construction of this stool is good^

and is not sacrideed to any ornamental

purpose* It should always be remembered
that wood carving is an attendant art only}

being subordinate to constructive require-

ments. In this stool—a noteworthy spcci-

meti of modem wort—those requiremeuta

are in evidence first* the ornameut being

added afterwards to complete the whole

scheme. Thug the stool is artistically} as

well as coustructionally} sound*
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Trestle-boards were apparcntlj introduced

about the time of Heniy III., planks fastened

to uprights fixed in the door having been

usual in early Gothic times. From illumina'^

tiona found in MSS., it seems that cheatfl

frequently served the put|KJse3 of small

tables^ The reign of Henry VIILj however*

saw the origin of an ordinary type of modern
table—one with two leaves supported by

sliding bars which puli out from under the

central part. The nominally movable but

ponderous form of dining table, known as
** Jacolwon,'* seems to have come into use

in great houses in the early part of Eliza-

bethan reign. Writers of that age eometimes

speak of it as the
**
table dormant,” thus

contrasting it with the caaily removed
treatle-boardB. In the times of James I*

and Charles I. these tables had become
general* even in tnlddle-class houses. They
rested on four, six, or even eight massive

supports, vi^hJch, in such hue examples as

were mtule near the year 1600, were turned

from huge logs of wood, and bulged out

into great boGses, carved with rude acauthus

foliage. Others, of less ambitious design,

bad tapering pillars with raised bands* id

form somewhat similar to a (Fig, 72D), aud

of great strength and weight* These sup-

ports were always connect^ at the bottom
by a massive framew'ork, and lieneatb the

top frequently ran n carved cornice. Fre-

quently* the table could be lengthened by
means of a double top, the under portion of

which drew out at the ends, and w'as sup-

ported by an ingenious arrangement of

rails. A remaikahiy dne example of a

carved Jacobean table* with bossed pillars,

is to be seen at Xaunton Court, Worcester-

87

shire, DOW a farmhouse, hut formerly a seat

of the Littletons. These tables are a great

feature in the old oak work of the end of

the sixteenth and of the early part of the

seventeenth centuries.

Charles l< Table

Small tables that can be dated eailiei

than 1600 are rarely met, hut many may be

Fl^. 739,—7>gi of B^ToatHuth-Doataiy Englitb

Oak Tablea. and of MUio Btoolt and Cbolxa

found tit the relgna of James I* and Oharles I.

Fig^ 730 shows & frequent type. Such tables

as this, though light, are strongly framed
together, and have foot-rails. Those which
are most pfii^d by collectors have twisted

legs, and the twist is always a single one, as

shown. This table is 2 ft. 6 in. by 1 ft. 4 in.*

and 2 ft. 6 in, high. Of almost the same
period were more heavily made round tables,

often with carving running round their

frames. They stand on four legs* on three of

7
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which ODC half of the top ia hxedT whilst

the other half, which folds down aa a Ic&f^

when raiaed^ on the fourth This

type of table may gcnemlly be assign^ to the

reign of Charles I.

Qate-leji^j^ed Table

WTiiUt the great Jacobean tabic waa by
tar the moat important feature of the brat

half of the Bcvcntcenth centui)% the gate-

legged table 15 the tabic of the second half.

The sizes vary from 2 ft, to 8 ft. in the longer

diameter^ for they arc gene rally oval, though
the Bizialler ones am eometimca round.

Fig.. 731 showa their construction, in which

b is aecn in the small early Stuart tables,

and in chairs and cabinets of Charles I.

Tables with legs of those types may there*

fore be concluded to be as early as 1650, or

very little later. The double twist c and the

vase pattern d belong usually to the rvigu

of Charles II, The hall pattern ^ is a late

form, and may ha found on tables some of

which are us recent as 1 T(Kh The pate-legged

tables am generally oak throughout, but
thn legs, when twisted, are sometimes in

w^alnut or chestnut, these woods being more
easily worked. The alieence of carving on

the frames of these tables does not imply

either that they are of very late dates, or

the strong framing of the foot-rails must
not be overlooked. The only ornaments

ore their twisted or turned legl^, for they are

never carved. Occasionally an example

may be seen that is plainly later tlian 1700,

whilst some few such tables are as distinctly

earlier than 1650'. It may not be possible

to lay down positive rules by which to date

them, yet the ornamentation of the legs will

afford some guide. In Fig. 729 several

varieties of these are showm, and these t}'poa

may also be found useful for reference

when similar forms occur in other articles,

such as chairs and joint-stools. The pillar

a occurs frequently on joint-stooU and early

chairs, and on a Large scale is found in the

plainer Jacobean tables. The single twist

that they were made for meanly furnished

rooms only* The: Iwst of these tiiblcs were
doubtless intendtHl to be drsqied.

Oak Table with Circular Top
The tabic illustnitcd by Fig. 732 is 2 ft.

in diameter by 2 ft. 5 in. high but these

dimensions may Iw altered aa desired. The
tabic top, for instance—shown enlarged at

Fig* could be made of gR^ater diameter.

The carved design Is a combination of chip

and stam])ed carving. The framing of the

tabic Is hexagon in plan, with tho outi^r faces

of the legs, which are Ij in. square in sec-

tion, standing in 2} in. under the top, and
the top and bottom rails in, from the

faces of tbo legs. The top rails are about
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7 im* d«?pp ove^ all By 1 in. thick, and thif

bottom mils IJ in* wide by IJ in, thick, and

about 7 in. ftom the ground. To get the

correct moaBurcjneuts and augli?0 for the

riiU, it is advisable to make a fulhaiH? draw-

ing of the plan (Fig* 7.H). Fig. 73o is an

elevation of one side of the table ;
while

Fig* 736 is an alternative design, in wUich tJie

legs* instead of being turned, are omamonted

with chip canning* The top should be taken

in hand first; this is made with 1-in. or

ijda* boards, jointed with a ti3'^ing plane,

and dowelled and glued together* In gluing

up the dowelled joints, cramfis will be re-

quired* If iron cramps are not available,

make wooden ones aa follows : Get some

pieces of deal about 1 ft, longer tlian, the

tiiblc top, and almut'3 in. wide, and screw

cross pieces on them at each cud, thus form-

ing a double-endi'd T-square. To crump

up, place cue outer edge of the top against
Fig. 73S.—Oak Tabla vitb CireaUr Top*

ng. 7SS*—Clrcnlar Tabla Top

I •.
I
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ODe of the T ends, and belwcon the opposite

cdjw and T end drive wooden wedges and
tighten up. The ordinary straight ruhbed
and glued joinU are suitable for soft woods.

with one shoulder on the lace side}. Tf the

le^ are to be as in Figs. 732 and 735, they

will have to be turned. This is best done
after the legs arc mortised. The framing and

Fig. 73t—Undertraialag of Circolar-iop Tablt. Fi^. 7SS.—tfonlding on Table Top.

Flf. TS7,—Method of Uoitielng Table Rniie

to Legi.

Fiff, T3C-—Eltvatloa of Oao 73».—D&iail of Altenur Fig. 736.“JUtomntiYe D««ign

Bide of Table. tlve Dtiign for Table Le|^. for Bide of Table-

such as pine or deal, but are nut strong
enough for oak and other hardwoods.
The legs should next be squared to thickness,

and mortised to receive the tenoua of tho

rails (tee Fig. 737, which shows the tenons

the legs should be put together dry, aud
each rail marked, so that w'hen knocked

apart for carving they may be put hack

in their right places.

The Carving,—The table top should now
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clearly accn* The outlines connecticd with

the spotted ground must be sunk about J in,

deep with chisels or gouges. The other out-

lines are formed by bevelling down from the

surface. The spotted parts are sunk about

i in.f the ground being roughened with a

blunt*po!!ited puneh. The fieniiciTtiiilnr pat^

terns in the top rails are treated in the same

w'ay as the top^ and the lines of the panels

in Pigs. 732 and 7,'l5 are made with a gouge

about I in« wide. The ornamentation on

Fig. 741.— S^iroll Leg for Table vltb

Du'xlflca^n Top.

Fig. T40.—Duod»ca£ozi Tabl« Top%

the legs and bottom r^ils of the alternative

design (Fig. 756} h shown enlarged in Fig,

73^ :
this is chip carved in the ueual way

by bevelling Irom the surface. (Full in-

structions on chip carving arc given later.}

The centre of the table top is done in the

same way. The inside facea of the le^

be cut to its circular shape, and the moulding

either turned or carved by band to the pat-

tern ebown in Fig. 736. Before drawing

the design on the top, rub the latter with

chalk so that the pencil lines may be more
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7M.—Oak Jaoobean Talle Coartrtible into Hall But.

C«jpy'ighled materral
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should also ho carved if ihf' time can Iw

spared, ^\^len the whole of the carving ia

done* the framing ahould be glued together.

The top may be fixed by driving slanting

screwa from the inalde of the rails into the

top
;

or by means of buttons^ in* by

1| in. If thifi method is adopted, J in*

grooves must be ploughed in the rails, | m,

from the top edges. The button is provided

with a tongue at one end, to fit in the groove.

The advantage of this method of accurlng

the top is obvious, as it allows for shrinkage

moreover, when not wanted as a table, thia

article is both serviceable and ornamental

as a scat for the hall {see Fig. 744)* The

design is an original one, but it is based on

an idea aa old as the reign of James L, and

in style and decoration the taste of that

period has been pretty closely adhered to.

The carving is not elaborate ;
that on the

frame is little heyond mere gouge-work.

As a table, the article stands 2 ft. 4: in. high

and has u top 2 ft. 6 in. square, ita frame

measuring 2 ft. by 1 ft* 6 in. As a chair,

Pig. TU.—Haiiiontal Section of

Jacobeia Table on Line A B
(Pl«w 713 and 7as).

Tig. 7^R,—Jacobean

Boeette.
Fl^. T47.—Under Side of Top of

Jacobean Table.

Pig. 749.—Fart Section of Top of Jmeobean Table.

in the top, which ia almost sure to take place,

unless the wootl U absolutely dry*

Table with Duodecagon Top

T^g. 740 show'9 the top of a t4ihle made in

red oak by W* Ciadmaii, and exhibited by

him at the Herts Arta and Crafta Exhibition,

St. Albans, in 1S114* The table top is only

2 ft* G in. in circumference. One of the four

scroll legs, 2 ft. 13 in. high, and carved in

shallow relief, is ahown by Fig. 741,

Oak Jacobean Table Convertible into

Hall Seat

As an occasional table, the piece of fumi*

turc shown by Figs. 742 and 743 has a

etrerigth and solidity not to be attained by

the ordinary pillar stands, and if ust-d as a

writing-table or a work-t<ible the chair-seat

beneath it forms a decided convenience

;

the seat is 1 ft. fi in. high, the arms I ft. 11

J

in* high, and the back about 4 ft. 9 in. The
legs a (Fig. 745) arc tumed from stuff 2 in.

square
]

tbeii length is 24^ in., exclusive of

the tenen for entering the mortice in the

arm^ which demands an additional Ij in.

There ia a little ornament on the legs—two
rosettes on the outer sides of each, which

arc carved in sunken medallions
;

these

are of a very ordinarj" Jacobean type* but at

Fig. T4G is one shown on a Larger scale.

These rosettes figure on all the legs alike*

since all are alike supposed to show when the

article is in use as a table. Each leg has

mortices ^ in. wide, | in. deep, and 3 in.

long, to receive the tenons of the cross-

pieces, as shown in Fig* 745. These cross-

pieces h (Fig. 745) are of Idn. stuff, 4^ iu*

wide * those for the back and front are

2D in ,

;

those for the ends 14 in. long, ex-
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dtiaive of the t^noofl, which are j in, long

at each end. There La a line of gouge -work

ornament running along them. The lower

edge of each cross-piece in the part hollowed

out has a hollow moulding worked with the

gouge. Oti the cross-pieces rests the seat

0 (Fig. 745)t which is of ^-in. woodn The
Jacobean way of fixing this down to the

ward objectionably. The arms, on which
the table top rests when turned down^ are

cut from Btul! of the same thickne&a as the

legs, nameljj 2 in.* but in depth they are

2} in. They are, as shown in Fig. 743,

hollowed on their upper face
; this adds to

the comfort of the chair^ and the table top

is rsadered more firm by resting on four

Fig T4S.—Occuiotial

Tabla

F!g. TMi Pig. T61.

Figm. TSO ud TSl.—Stda Fuils of C^cmional TaUs.

Fig 753.—Bide Fuel of

OcoLdoiud Table.

rig 753.—Under Side of Tfrp of

Occailonal Table.

cross-pieces would he with wofxlen pegs. Aa

illust^at4:^dJ the seat comes just flush w'ith

the frame (24 in, by 18 inOr Jind is slightly

rounded of! on its upper edge, but aome
might choose to gain a little relief b}'' making
it project in. on every side and finishing

ad with a moulding ; this would need a seat

25 in* by 19 in*, and it would Iw desirable

to cut away the projection in the centn^ of

the back where the turned-up table top

touches against it, or^ when in use as a chair,

the upper part of that meinber will tilt for-

points only. Btdow\ a correspondiug ctir^^e

is given, and the edges of both the upjwr
and lower curv'es arc chatnfcivd of!. These
arms are in. long, their front ends pro-

jecting IJ in. Iwyond the general line of the

frame. The rosettes carved on the outer

sides of the situs are similar to thofw on the

lege^ and are shown full s:xe l»y Fig. 74fi*

On its under side each am baa a mortice

]| in. long by j in. broad, and 1| In. deep
to receive the tenons of the legs. The shape
and ornamentation of the table top on its
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undnr Bide (ire shown in Fip. T47* The top

Is of 2'in. Ix>ard, nnd is 2 ft. iiu square.

The moulding round its edge is alike above

and heloWj as is shown in the section (Fig.

748), in which is also indicated something of

the depth to which the carved decoration

should Ik- cut. The eamnp here shown is

arm by omamental hinges, and these should

be let in so as to Come flush with the surface

of the wood-

Occasional Table

For the occasional table illustrated by

Fig. 749, the tliree side pieces forming its

Fig. 704.—Fr«acli or Italian Sixteenth-esntary Tablfn,

mere surfiice decoration, an adaptation of

the handiwork so often met with in seven-

teenth-century panels. The interlacing bands
lire marked out by a line on each side in-

cised with the V*chiaeh whilst down their

centres a slLallow hollow is run with the

gouge, which hollow is afterwards enriched

by using the grounding-punch at intervals,

or by dots or markings made with other

gougey^ as the fancy of the carver rnay

direct. The top is shown to be fijced to the

legs are of |-iiu oak, 10 in, wide and I ft.

Lli|- in. long, the height of the table when
fitted with its top being 2 ft. The lower

part of each side piece is shaped w'ith the

framC’Bavf, and thus far all three pieces ace

alike, The carved sunken panels above
are, however, all diflerent, and arc shown to

scale in Figs. 750 to 752. In all of them the

ground is roughened with the grounding-

punch. The table is adapted for home
making, all its parts being screwed together.
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The upper cimU of the aide jiii'eea are acrewed
to a falfifi top which fita withia them, as

may' be seen id Fig, 7^1 ^ which ahowa the

under aide of the top. The ialae top a la of

jdtt. dcal^ ^nd DpeniDgs arc cut in it to re-

ceive the aide piecca b, the comers of which

false top. At 1 in, Icaa than half-way duwMi

is a ahelf, shown in Fig, 71i^ which gives

such further connection to the side piec(^a

aa la required. It la of I'lit. oak, am\ acrews

are driven into its edgea throuj^h the side

pieces; The heads of theae screws are hidden

Fig. Tfill.—Frencli fiixUMiitii-caiitiuy Walnut Table.

are trimmed to fit. A circle of lUdn. radius

will touch the angles of the false top. Round
them and the ^Isc top, and coming flush

above, run strips of moulding c, | in, high

and ] in, wide. On these piecca rest* the

true top, which is of ^-in. oak, and its

angles would touch a circle of 12-in. radius
;

its edges d arc neatly rounded, and it is

fixed by screws driven into it through the

hy a ^-in. moulding, whieli ap|>eurH in the

same figure.

Sixteenth-century Curved Table

The table shown by Fig, 754 is a typical

example of the spirit of ornament that ran

riot during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. Notice how every part of the

table is utilised for the purposes of oma-
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Rg. Tfit,—End flf rrendL Strt«oth-«ntiu7 Tmbl#L
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ment, the supports in the centre bein^ moat
graccfull}- tumi-d, whilst ever}' other part

of the table is carved* The feet are curved
in the form of a creature with a lion’s hodv
and a wotnaii^a head and breasts. The
strtiined position of the heads Is rather un*

natural ; vet even- part of the foot is per-

fectly solid and secure and quite unlikely to

1 h* kicked ofi—a very admirable form of

twatment for a foot. The principal end
pillars are carved with a free, rnnnln^ orna-

on the wings and neck should bo noticed^

the wings being evidently kept narrow jii

width to prevent a lieavy, clumsy appear-

ance. There is an echo of Grecian tradition

in the Ionic volutes at the bead of the central

pillar* The body treatment is free and
forceful, being conventionalised only so far

as the limits of the material demand. The
table was made at Lyons, France, in the

second half of the sixteenth century* and
at the time the photograph here reproduced

FiK. 76ft.*—Mod«m Huagariu Tabls. Deiigned by Edmund Faraga.

ment that was commonly applied in England
during tlie seventeenth centun'. The table

either Italian or French work, dating from

about Its height is 2 ft. 11 in*, length

4 ft, 1 in., and w’idtli 2 ft, G in,

French Sixteenth^century Table
in Walnut

.\n aidmirahle use of grifhtis is demons
strated in the table shown by Figs. TGu and
TuG. A grilfin is a creature consisting of a
combination of caplets head and nock and
a lion’s body, fn this case the grifhn hns

wings, and the two legs are those of the lion.

The conventional treatment of the feathers

was taken* it w'as the propert}^ of Mr. J.

Picl^oDt Morgan,

Genoese Console Table

Fig. 7G7 illustrates an Italian (Genoese)

console table, dating from 1700, very richly

ornamented with car\ing and gilding. The
top is a marble sLib. The height is 3 ft. 5 in,,

length 4 ft, o in., and the width 1 ft. 8 in.

This is a most interesting example from
the tt'ood carver^B point of view% showing in

unmistakable fashion the lengths to which
furniture designers and makers eventually

went in their attempts to express themselves

in omumental terms. Ornament here gets
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out of bntinds and bceomoa too iDsii^teiiUy

obtrusive, A niftgnjficeDt^^ effect Is tuv

doubtedly obt^iined, but with it a complete

fiubservictice of construction to ornament.

The latter should bo subordinate to the

former. This extravagant use of the

scroll dominated funiiture making lor the

greater part of the eighteenth century, it

being rcacrvetl for Sheraton about to

introduce a saner ami sounder type of fumi'

ture^ in wJiirh carved ornament was placed

ill its jirofHyr position.

Oak Altar Tabic

A fine example of the restrained nao of

emrved oninmeiit, in dueneed largely by four-

teenth-century Crothic treatment^ is il lus-

tra te^l by Fig, T5S. The queation as to

which part of fmmed work should be carved

—the panels or the framing—is a much dis-

puted one. Some authoritjes say the fram-

ing I others the pnneb : and others^ again,

any Iwtb* Wliafever the right opinion is,

there can be little question that a very fme

effect is ubtainefl by the ppirit of restraint

that is shown in this work. Natural foliage;.

it will be noticed, forms the basis of the

ornament—a modem tendency of quite the
right kind. The table here shown was
cnri^ at the Pygbtle Works, Bedford, for

St. Saviour’s Church, Poplar, the photo-
graph reproduced on p. 38& being supplied
i>}- Mr, John P* White,

Modern Hungarian Table

Austrian artists in futnliuio defljguiag

have undoubtedly done much bo cticourago
an interest in modem furniture. There is

little w'ood carving in the example ibown by
Fig. 7b9, the general modem tendency being
to employ carved ornament as little oa

possible, which is a somewhat regrettable

feature of present-day furniture design.

Whatever is used in this table, however, is

admirably plaEmcd, and Is of a kind suitable

to its purpose. This eximple was designed

by Mr. Kclmund Farago, is believed to have
been on view at the Paris Exhibition of

lOOO, and it is included in Mr, George
Donaldaon^s gift (1901) of '^New Art” fur-

niture to the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London, 8.W,
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Oak Settle

Front and end elevations of a carved oat

settle for the hall are shown hy Fifts. TW

the front and end framinp
;

they ape also

grooved between the mortices for the ends

of the panels. The top and bo^ttom ruila

of the fmnt frame arc ijk deep hy
1 J in»

Fig. T60 .—Front Elevation of OjUc Settle.

and 761. The seat Js binged at the back^ thick. Two muntins of the same width

thus forming a chest suitable for storing odd divide the front into three pimels. The rails

articles {$ee Fig. 762). The two front posts and muntina arc grooved for the panels, the

are in. square^ turned at the top and bot- bottom rail being checked to a depth of J i“-

tom, and mortised to receive the rails of on the under edge for the bottom. The rails
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arc kept I in. from the front posta, The back

frame ia of IJ'in, stuff, mortised and tenoned

together, the rails and muntms being 2^ in.

deep, except the middle svhich ia in.

deep. Fig. 763 la a section of the hack

fmme^ giving the positions of the rails. There

are no muntina below the middle raih the

panel lieing in one length
\

it may be of pine

stained to match the oak. The bottom can

bored in the under side at the front, into

which the pin, turned on the top of the post,

is fitted tightly, and glued. Each arm ia

fixed at the back by two screws through the

back. A piece 3 in. wide by 1 in. thick, with
a thumb moulding run on the outside edge,

ia glued on the top edge of the enda, and
further secured by blocka glued on the in-

side (see A, Fig. 762}. This allows the lid to

Fig. T6S.

Fi^ 7S4 and TSS — Sec-

tions of Carved Fnnois-

Fi£. 7S1.—End Elevation of Oak Settle. Fig. TS3.—Croia Section of Oak Settle.

be miitch'ljoardcd or limng, also stained and
put in acnifla from back to front. The end
atih'^s of the buck arc left longer at the top

and hnished with the ornament shown in

Fig. The top and bottom rails of the

ends are tenotird to the posta at the front

and the stiles of the back frames the tenons

being wedged at the back. The stiles of the

l>uck fmme are carried down to the floor to

foroi feet. The carved pediment should he

1 in. thick, and dowelled to the top rail.

The arms, shaped as show n in Fig. 761, arc

2 in, thick. A hole, 1 in, in diameter, la

dear the posts. A 2-in. piece n {Fig. 762) is

Jixed to the hack rail by screws and blocks,

and the lid is hinged to it, a bead being

run. along tbe edge to break the pint. The
lid, 1 in. thiek, has a thumb moulding worked
on the front edge, and to keep it flat Is cross-

headed at the ends. The carving is simple

and bold, and should not be too finely

finished, the tool marks being left prominent.

The tw'o end panels in the back are orna-

mented with the linen pattern, a cross sec-

tion being shown in Fig. 764. A secdon of

the two end i^anels of tlie lower front h
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thow]] in Fig, 7G5. Kacli of the front and

back fnimca is cramped together, and tbe

two arc then cramped to the ends, and the

l)ottom is added, the arms being fixed on

after the job is put together. The designs

for the panels are roughly suggested in Fig,

7W>, but enough is shown to enable the

carver to draw them out full siEi^

Settle, carved by Miss Gertrude

White

Fig, 706 illustmtes a settle eshilntetl at

the Herts Arts and CrafU Exhibition* held

at St. Albans in the maker, tier-

trude White, being at the time an instructor

under the Herts County Council. It ia well

Pig. 76S,—Settle, Carred by Miii Oertnide White.
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canBtructcd and highly fiiuahed^ and i» of

aoiid English oak. The «ight panels aFQ

richly carved In somewhat low relief id a

convetitioDal manner^ the design being admir-

ably adapted to the purpoao to w hich it la

applied. The seat seta as hd to the low'cr

part, thus forming a cheat.; this is oma~
mented with five panels, three in front and
one at each end. the same design being iised

throughout, elightly altered to accomraodati!:

the different panels. The three front panda
in the lower part of the settle are of the same
design, tiie two end ones larger and the three

at the back of the scat higher and arched.

The lid forming the seat is oroamented with
A carved moulding. The leugth of the settle

is d ft. 3 in., and its height 3 ft. 8 in. The
details are carefully carried out, and the

effect is most striking.

Anotfiet fettle

The settle shown by Fig. 7^>7 is the work
of Joseph Hetheiingtoo, and was a prise

exhibit at the Arte and Crafts Exhibition

held at O^rliale in 1895. It will be noticed

that the principle of repetition has been

greatly relied upon, and that in carrying that

principle into execution a good balance

has been attained. Apparently, the lines

of cortstruction, as well as the designs for

some of the panels, were suggested by Misga

Whitens settle, Uluatrated on p, 394^
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Bedsteads

'fiLL tka dose pf tk(j Qotkic period it was
rather in rich hangings and coverings than
in the woodwork of bedsteads that luxury
was displayed in England. In the bouses
of rich nobles^ costly draperies were usually

t-rnbroidend with heraldic devices. But the

great monumental liedstead ” of carved

wood docs not appear till the Itcnaissanee
period. Some bedsteads of quite the early
part of the sixteenth centuF)" have azraoge-
ments for entirely closing in the bed with
panellings suffidcht openings only being left

for getting in and out. The typical form,
however, of the great Elizabethan and early
Stuart i^dstcad {sie Fig+ 768) was much the
same as that of the four-poster of recent

Fig. TSft.- Foot-

poet of

EUiabatbaa

Bedetend.
Ikate; leio.
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timcSji fl.tid furnished with curtains to

draw round tt in the aame manner the

head and tester were^ however^ entirely of

wood. The head was usually deeply

moulded, and had richly carved panel-

work—the pune1lui|T being often recessed

in arcades. Demi- figures most frequently

divided the panebwork into entnparttnenta.

The foot~^>osts, turned from huge logs of oak,

swelled out in places into enormous entved

bosses (jce Figs, TGH and 7G9), The tester^

which waa of lighter panelling and leas

elaborately carved, had commonly decora-

tions in appliqu£ work, which included

pendante at the intersections of the panel-

ling, and urould be bordered by a massive

carved cornice. The post shown by Fig^

7G9 is from a bedsh'ad (date 1610) formerly

at Cumnor Place* and now atSudeley Castle,

The Great Bed of Ware
Fig. —Cftntrft Fan»l of Garvfd Oak Bedstead.

This is a bedstead of the above class, but

of earlier date, and instead of having the

grent turned bosses^ the upper parts of the

foot-posts rife from a kind of square arcade.

Fig. 770,—Footboard of Cirrod Oak Bedstead.
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Thr date Hi30 ia pa'ntod on this

which is, of coiitBc, JMCorrect, for it is not

earlier tlian 15GO. Little is, however, known
of ita history* rt^al dimensions are

10 ft. 0 in. square by 7 ft. in. high. Such
l)odsteads ns the above were, of course.

7TS.—AppIlquA Chest of Drawer*.

Date : AI>out leSQ.

aUito ” bedsteads, but there were humbler
fomia, also decorated with carving* Among
these otic of the most noteworthy wns the
** Ktump,** the head of which was shaped into

a pediment. Two of theso arc in the Good-

rich colJcction, one of them being dated i628.

Stuart Bedsteads

Tlie carved bedsteads of the later Stuart

times are characterised by foot-posts of

slighter and more uniform girth ; by the

carved decorations of their heads being more
architectural in design, and being without
figures

I and by having their panels more
frequently inlaid than carved. Compara-
tively few great “ monumental ” bedsteads
arc, however, later than the Restoration;

for rich hangings now began to resume the
favour which they had formerly hold as the

chief vehicles for display about beds.

Old Oak Bedstead

Illustrations of parts of a carved oak
bedstead exhibited many years ago by

Mess rs. Hewetsou* !Milner, and The Eton,
l*td., aru presented by Figs. 770 and 771.

This is considered to Ijc a truly magniticcrit

specimen of w'ork, and was discovered in

an old house near Tonbridge, where it

had been for about 150 years. It is a solid

structure with canopy, and is ornamented
w iih most eln borate carving, covered at the

time it was discovered with sixteen coats of

paint.

Chests of Ornwers
^lention has already been made (jeep, 244)

that somewhat earlier than liOO large

panelled dicsts ceased to be made, being
superseded by the chests of drawers. The
change was, however, gradual. Drawota
were first introduced in the bottoms cjf the
old-fashioned chests of late make, and their

convenience being obvious, they presently
usurped the whole of the interior. Thia
change occurred at a period w'hen oak carv-
ing was already virtually a thing of the past.

Tims there is no authentic carved cheat of

drawers. .\t that day the rich and fashion-
able affected foreign furniture ornamented
with marquetry and veneers of handsome
exotic woods, and more homely housebolds
were content with coarse inlay' and applied
ornament.

Pfg. T7a.— tnja

Hinge. Dale

:

mlMat 1400.

Tiff. 770.

—

Driu Drop
Hondla

Date . about

lem

Appliqu^ Chests of Drawers

Thus Fig. T72 is not a bad example of the

style of appliqu6 work in which the orna-

ment consists of lectangulai patterns formed

of mouldings. The date is about IGOO. The
Carved feet on which it stands arc not tho
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urigiiial ones, which were of turned work
only. These earliest chests of drawera have

a pecullnrity which the collector should

note—the drawers do not, like modem oaee»

slide on their Irottoms, hut on mnnera, at-

ranged for that purpose, halfway up the

sides. Another distinctive feature is their

brass furniture. The furniture of panelled

chests, and of articles of the carved period

generally, is of iron ; and iu earlier exumplea

this ironwork is often highly artistic, as in

the bin pcs (Fig. 773), which shows o eliamC’

teristic form of about 1 (iOO* Early chests of

drawers have brass key'SCutcheons and drop
handles (Fig. 774)^ the latter often being seen

in pieees of furniture of this perlfHh It is

to be regarded as the characteristic handle

of the time, anci is to Iw found on these

articles of furniture as early ss 1118,5 and. as

late as, or possibly ijliglitly later than, 1715,

Pig. TT9.~DmBUi£ ChstL
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Only n few ol these applique chests of dniwcrs

art! to lie found latf^r than 1700.

Queen Anne Chest of Drawers

There \s, however, a form of chest which

may, perhaps, be considered typical of

Queen Anne’s lime* It stands nn six turned

legs mtlicr more than 1 fL high,, which arc

ornamentallv framed together. On these

rest a kind of plinth surrounded hy a lx>]d

ran to absurd extremes in shaping, carving,

and gilding, the inclination of the unfashion-

able classes leaned still more and more to-

wards simplicity and plainness, and appliqu6

work died out ns carving had died before it.

The graceful drop handle disappeared, and
gave place to handles of the form still in use.

These were at first mounted on large piercod-

work plates, to which there were correspond-

ing scutcheon plates* Those produced

ng, 77$.—Upper Part of Dniaing CbnL

Fig. 7T7.^Brawer Front ef BreulDg Ch«sL

moulding, and containing a single shallow

drawer. On this plinth, as on a platform, to

which it is not attached, stands the main
square chest of dhiwcrs, which is consider*

ably shorter than the plinth. Such chests

of dra\ver3
,
though often of quite plain oak,

Imve from their outline a distinctly pleasing

appearance.

Early Eighte«nth-century Chests

of Drawers

Althougli in the earlier part of the

eighteenth century the furniture of great

houses—fo Howling the fashion of France—

nriia mental effect without which the square,

inartistic oak furniture of the earlier Cieorges

would have been quite unworthy of notice.

Pressing^ Chest

A dreaaiug chest enriched with carving is

Jllustruted by Pig. 775. This is of original

design in general, although the elements, of

course, arc drawn from early examplea of

carved work. The top roll (see oieo Fig.

770) contains the date wdica the chest was
constructed, as well as tbo initials of the

maker’s name^—T. H* Roberts. A drawer
front is shown enlarged by Fig* 777,



SIDEBOARDS

Thr BIX teen th ccnturj" might rensoiinbly b*'

^Miic! to Ix! a goldon age of wood carving. Xot
onl.v was furniture very proiuselj' oma'
metitcd with it^ hut the choice

,
concrption,

and execution of subjects were of the very

highest iiossiblc degree of nurit. 51c st

clearly is tliis illuatrated by the examples

alwut to \>u presented.

French Sixteenth-century Walnut
Sideboard

In Fig+ 7^^ ono is amazed at the mimbcr of

varjTng elements of which the designs are

built up. and yet more at the harmony that

exists in spite of this. The moulded top is

supjmrtcd in front by an arcading^ decorated

with two male and two female terminal

figures, whicli arc enriched with mashs and

fiorul ornament, and have baskets of fruit

nu their ]ieadi<. The central arch is sur-

mounted br a mask and olive branches, and
aimVC the side arches arc panels with

sphinxes. Bi'hiiid the urcuding is a table

Bupix>rting a cupboanl and resting in front

nn four turned columus
;

it is fitted with

three drawers. The fronts of drawers and
cuplM>ard are decorated with nionstcrs,

grotesque masks, and acrollwork. The back

is divided into pane la derurattHl with bosaea,

AC rolled cartouches and guillochc orna-

ment ; tht‘ remaining spaces are similarly

enriched. This sideboard is in the style

of .lacqiiea AiKirraict dit Hu CSerccau (Uini,

probably laJO or 1520; died about 158U).

At the time the jjhotograph was taken the

side board was the property of 5Ir. T. Poster

Shattock. To English craftsmen this side-

board ia particularly interesting, because

it forestiBdow'cd that style knowm as Eliza-

bethan in England, The influence of the

Renaissance spread rapidly from Italy,

through France, Germany, Flaiiders and
Spain to England. Speaking generally,

English ornamental art was influenced

directly by that of France ; and this example
supplies a typical instance. The round-

headed arches, the pilasters with the ter-

minal figures, the maskri, monaU'rs, and
scrollwork

;
the cartouches, bosses, and the

guillochc pattern, are all indicative of that

new spirit of omainent which came to Eng-

land in the opening years of the sixteenth

tsnlurv , and had bv the end of the centnr v

entirely ousted the characteristically English

Gothic (iniament.

French Three -tier Sideboard

Another French sixtecnth-centtiry wa!*

nut sideboard is shown by Fig. 77f>, At th«

time of taking the photograph it was in the

possession of Mr. George Salting. The top

panel (sec also Fig. TWO) is carved with a
shield lit'aring the urma of the family of

Guytfld d^Anuecy, between two female

monsters terminating in floral scrollwork.

On each side of this panel is a satyr witli a
basket of fruit im bb head, surmouiited hy
a projecting cornice. Below am two eup-

Ijoards (sec aiso Fig, 781] the doors of which

are catved w'ith two rcpncsentallniiR of

Luocoon and Ins two Rons killed by seqients :

three terminal monsters occupy the centric

and the two sides. UndiT the cuplioarda

are two drawers, the fronts of which are

carved with musks and leaf ornament. The
whole is sujqiotted at the bark bi' a panel

carved with flat floral scrollwork, and in

front by tw'o female monsters with wungs
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Tif. tT8.—r«acli Middlft Blxb««ntli'C»atiii7 Walnut Sideboard.
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Fig. T74.—Frencb 8ixi««otli'C(nitiiT7 Thr«fr-tler Walnut Sidabcurd.

CopyrighSed msferial
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rig- 7«a P*a«l In Top of Fnmch BixtHntb-c»atu7 SWebownd {leo Pig, 77»>
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Tig. TB3,—DeUU Of Figure 4t Lomr Pmrt Of Fnnch Slxt««ntta‘Ceabiirf Sldebo4i4 {»«« lig.
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Fig. TAB.—ModefQ SidvUwrd of Con^wtloniJ Dwign.
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CopyrighEed material
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t^^rminating in floral tcrolla (jw also Fig,

782). The base is omameDted with carved

mouldings. In this eiamplc^ the cTuberant
variety and almost splendid extravagance
of the ornamental details is yet more typi-

cally caiphaaized. The grouping or arrange-

ment of the ornament is very fine» the value

of the mouldings as elements of ornament
1>cing very well brought out. Juat as in

the sideboard previously shown, the har-

monious effect produced by the use of such a

variety of clemcuts is most wonderfuU The

panel shown in. detail by Fig, 780 is worthy
of more than passing notice. It is a study in

design, the conception and arrange nuciit of

its parts being admirable ; and it is equally

valuable as a study in execution^ its general

treatment^ and its tool workt being extremely
good. But it should be said that the fine

paTallel gouge cuts on the foliage are not
altogether good to copy, a plainer surface,

formed by a fiat tool, being much to be pre-

ferred. The detail shown by Fig. 78l gives,

perhaps, the finest piece of work both in

Fig; TSS.—part I>«tiil ef CarriB^ under Centre ConUce of Stdeboarti.

Fig. 7M.—Fuifll under Side Miiron of Sideboard.

Fig. TSl.—Drawer Front of gideboord.
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conccptioD and in execution^ Tho Greek
charactor of tbe panels is qwifce evident in

tie poses and in the Irtatment of hair and
muscles of the human figures. The less

important ornamental details, too^ are of

the greatest interest; notice the grotesque

masks in the lower band of carving, and
bow the surfaces of the mouldings are cut

so as to get a perfect balance of light and
shade. In the detail at Fig. 7S2 the supports

cf the sideboard arc shown. This Is a won^
derful study in “ carving in the round ”

into which pierced carving is introduced^

The treatment of the hair on the breast is

extremely vigoroua. The feathers on the

wlngSi as well as the outline of the

wings, am executed with most admirable

tfioct. The tenmnal scrolls of the tail

end in the well-known Roman roBcttCj show*

iug well the source of inspiration.

Gothic Style Sideboard

The sideboard in the Gothic style carved

by Grace from a design by A. Welby Pugin

Fig^ 7S?) marks a period in the nine-

teenth century w^ben a very serious and
dotermined attempt wari made to revive

Gothic architecture and oniament. What-
ever its success may have been in directly

influondug contemporary architecture and

oni ament, the movement, to Bay the

Least, stimulated interest in the work of

the great period of Gothic art, and haa

helped in preserdng, and in many cases

rcBtering, many of the gems of the twelfth^

thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The sideboard shows sixteenth^jentury in-

duences iii the panels, while £ftecnth-cen«

tuiy carving dominates the rest of the work,

The open-work brattiehing at the top

Is characteristic of many a West<ountry'

fifteenth -century oak rood-screen, as also is

tho friere border of grapes and vine leaves.

The four-leaved flower, typical of fifteenth-

century ornament, is a prominent feature in

the scheme, too ; whilst the finials at the top

are reminiscent of the “ poppy*heada
”

found so largely in the Midlands and the

Elastem counties.

Panel for Sideboard

Some few years ago one of the most popu-
lar styles of panel for a dining-room sideboard

was that shown by Fig, 7S4, which is the out-

come of the Grinling Gibbons syGe, already

illufltmted by Figs. 616 and 617 (pp- 31B and
319) and Fig. G7& (p. 349). Such panels

generally show a profusion of fnitte, fish,

birds, hares, etc., and whilst they are often

open to the objection that their projecting

parte are easily knocked off, there cannot bo

any doubt as to the suitability of their motif.

Modern Sideboard of Conventional

Design

A sideboard of modern conventional style

is shown by Fig. 785, full details of the

whole of the carving designs being given b}'

Figs. T8G to 794. D^cipdon of these figures

is unnecessary', as in every case the Inscrip-

tion to the illustration cleacly shows tho

applicatjon of th» design.

o
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Thtihc ftrCf perhaps, not a hundred gocd

Ogure carvens in England. Most oarvcrs

i:an produce good decorative woodwork,

such ae foliage^ geoinetrioal traceTV} etc.,

bat it Bcema that a really good figure sculp-

tor must be bom. Although hard work and

industrious application are necesBary to the

very best and highest work, yet it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether a figure carver

may be produced by their means. There in

a wide ebasm between decorative carii'ing

aud figure work, Then, too» with respect to

figure carving itsclh there am men who are

good at drapery, others at carving the hands,

limbs, and the figure generally, and others

who are specially expert with faces. Com-
paratively few there ate who can combine

the whole, and execute a %ure in its entirety

with perfect skill and genius.

Idealisation

In carving a figure, the object should not

be so much to carve it exactly true to life

in every particular, but to use it in express-

ing some Idea
;

that is to say, it should be

idealised. JIuch of the figure carving of the

past has been BJtsociated with the religious

life of the nations, and has therefore lent

itself to idealisation^ The statue of St*

John the Baptist (Fig. 795) is a good example

of this ; so is that of St. John the Evangelist

(Fig. 796) and tho figure of the Archangel

Gftbriel (Fig* 797). The carving of each

figure admirably shows how the ideal can be

made manifest In the real
;

that is, the

nims, intentions, and lifework of each of

rhese cliaraoters can be traced in the pose

of the statues, tlic expression on the faces,

and even in the drapery. It is this percep-

CARVING

tiou of the ideal which is the only reality i

and the power and ability to crystallise it

in the materia] used constitute the great

nrtiflt in wood. It is largely this knowledge
and use of symbolism that distinguished the

wood carWagB of the Gothio period from the
work done by the artists of the Renaissance,
The latter is remarkable for Its beauty of
line and form—naturally enough, seeing

that the KenaisBance is a development, or

rather a oontinuation, of Grecian traditional

art. This conaideratloli of beauty of line

is illuBtrated in the gri:»up of figures shown in

Fig. 793*

Drapery

Drapery is a phase of the wood oarver'a

craft that should receive the greatest atten-

tion. Wooden figures arc rarely clothed In

anything other than drapery. The very

earliest carved wooden statue—^that known
as the “ Shcikhnel-Belcd,’’ which U 6,000

years old, and is carved in sycamore, as

were nearly all Egyptian statues and other

carv'ed woodwork—is clothed in this way ;

and alt through the Gothic period this was
tlic case. In the illustrations accompany-
ing this section, drapery is very much in

cvidcnc«i and some remarkably good ex-

amples of it are shown. That of Uic Arch-

angel Gabriel (Fig. 797) ia of a most refined

and delicate type, the folds being treated In

a most artistic manner and reminding one
very much of the Linen-fold " pattern so

commonly employed during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries* The drapery of St.

John the Baptist and Bt. John the Evan-
gelist in Figs* 795 and 799 is of a much mure
rugged character

;
it ia not so delicately
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Fl|^. T»S Jolm ifa* Aiptiit.

0QXHUUI Statue. Date: atout IDOO.

folded DA that of the Archangel Gabiieli

but it ia characteristic of a suitable treat-

meat for wood* Any piece of carved work
should show evidence that it has been freely

and boacetlj done by means of wood-cutting
toole, and ia not the result of a series of

gymnastic excrciaea on the part of the carv*

ing tooUt risers, glasspapcr^ etc* All good
work comes clean from the tool and shows
nothing but the tool cuts. Oak csiwdally

should be allowed to remain as it cornea from
the tool. The value of drapery as a decora-

tive feature of statuary will be understood
by comparing the draped figures already

mentioned with that of St. George and the

Dragon (Fig. 800). After the graceful

folds of Crabrlcl, aud the rugged drapery of

the St. Johns, this group appears to be very

angular, and, however lifelike it may be, it

cannot be said to be the embodiment of

grace and Iwauty. Even modem clothing

is preferable to tliU angular armour of

mediaeval times. Drapery is moat certainly

the beat medium for the expression of beauty^

because of the continuity of treatment ncccs-

sitsted. In the Archangel Giibticl (Fig*

7U7) some of the lines of tlie drapery follow

the course of the whole length of the figure*

and give it an unbrokenness of effect the

value of which cannot well be over-esti-

mated.

Difficulty with Drapery

One difficulty experienced in the carving

of a draped figure is the necessity that exists

for prescr^'Ing the contour and proportions of

the figure iKmeath, Especially is this so

when the drapery is thin, and is not so full

in nature as those shown in the illustrations

here presented. Sometimes nearly a whole
limb has to be shown covered tightly witli

drapery
; and in such a case much thought

bus to be given and care taken in getting the

true proportions of the limb. SometimeB
drapery is treated m a way that is almost
entirely dccoratix'e* Thia is so in the case

of some of the figures in Fig. 801, the skim
or tunica being treated so that ek-vatiou

and depression, hollow and round, follow

one another with the order and regularity

that are alw'ays associated with purely

decorative work* This group, it will w
noticed, ia in oak, painted and gilded

;
and
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attention b called to this, because colour
Uaa played $uch a great part in tlie scheinca
of carved ornament in the pastj from jSgyp*

Fig. 798.—Gronp; '' HHrenl«« off D^laneLn
from Acbeloua.'* Italiu. Date;

SlxteenUi Ceslu^,

tian and Abyssinian ornament to the day«
of the later Renaiasance,

Less Importjant Kinds of Fig-tire

Carving

79T.—Arehasgil OabrleL Italian Tigvt.
Date : Flfteemth Century#

To make a figure IJve^ one has to be able
to catch and fix the appropriate expression

;
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Fig. 7W^—Ot. Joba th* Ewigsliit Otnnjui

fitatnft. Dmta ; aboiit 1C4W.

Tiff. BOO.—CiToap : Bt. Oeor^ ud ibe Drs^tm"

Fiflodi. Dat«: FlftaanUi Ceotair.

Copyrighted maSertal
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and this necda the nrtist who h hon\^ not

made. But for repreaentatioiis of the

human figure euch aa saWrs, grifhnB, cupIds^

oaiyatidaj maaks^ and bo forth, such a

highl)^ developed ability h not so necesaary^

Caryatids, as shown in many illustrationa in

this book (particularly, Fig, 804^ p, 423,

period in England, so much ao aa to make
them a typical feature of it>

The Proportions of the Hiiman
Figure

It IB important for the figure carver to

know the proportiona that the different

ng, SOS.—Btut of '*Tlrg«a d« lot Dolorei." Attributed to UoaUsSa Epulib.

Dat«! B«v«ntHiith Doutury.

of this chapter), have been a common repre-

aentatloD of the human figure in history.

The most famouB example is the portico of

the Erectheum at Athena, ».c* 420. Carya-
tids were extensively used in the Elixabethan

parts of the human figure licar to one

another. The adoption of some standard of

proportion Is necesaary as a basis to tha

correct lepTcsentation of the human figure.

At the same time, this should not be taken

Q
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AS b«ing an absolutely unaltefable Atandard.

It gives what might be termed a basic know-

ledge
;

but as there are inatiy types of

beauty, and as the art of symbolic expression

requires alteratiotis of proportion, many
variations will be found DecesBar>\ Mcaauie-^

ments taken from the antique show that the

is exactly the same height aa when seen in

front, but ia only half the length. The ear

is equal In width to the lengUi of one eye,

and in length to that of two eyes nearly.

The hand ia the same length aa the face, and
its width is equal to one half. The foot in

profile is nine eyes in length and three in

Fiff. aOS.^Daoilih eaxTinf :
“ St. Chitetopher baarloe th« lalaat Christ an hLs iboaldsr.”

mouth is equal in width to the length of

one eye and a half, and its height to one

half» In profile it is the same height, but
only half the width, the upper Up projecting

more than the lower, Tn width the noBe

is equal to the length of one eye, and in

height to the length of two eyee, measuring

parallel to the eyebrows j and the eyebrow

19 situated above the eyeUd about one- third

the length of the eye- In profile the eye

width. Taking the general proportioDA of

the human figure, the height of a mau Is

about nine times the length of the face,

measuring from the root of the hair on the

forehead to the tip of the chin ; hut taking

the whole head iu height, the proportion

is AS 7 18 to 1, Ab is generally known, the

height of a mau is about equal to the mea-
aurement from finger tip to finger tip of the

arms atretehed hoTiaontally. The width of
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the neck aecii [ti front is equal to the lenj^th

of two noses< Twice the Icngtli of the

head \& equal to the width of the shoulders^

front view* Further* it should be stated

that the length of the fotenrni is equal to

seven and a hall fioae lengths, measuring

from the tip of the fingera to the point of the

elbow. The width of the wrist* front view,

18 equal to one and a sixth tiose lengths;

and the width of the knee, front view, is

equal to one and two-third nose lengths ; in

profile* two nose lengths. From the knee

to the heel is three face lengths. These prin-

cipal proportions will be sufficient to serve

as a guide. Because of the grouping of the

parts of the human figure and the poses of

the trunk, head, and limbs* the real propor-

tions can be obtained only by actual sketches

from the life* or by a very keenly observant

and accurately discriminate eye.

Position of Work in Carving*

The actual carving of a figure should not

be done oli the bench. The work should

be done as it will eventually stand when

in Its final poaition. A plank of suitable

sise stood in an upright position, and fixed

to the floor and the beams above, should

serve as a support, to wh^^h the block to bo

carved can be screwed-

Jointing Wood Together

A difficulty that is met in large statuary,

or in any with extended arms or legs, is the

sisc of the material. Big blocks of oak

can be obtained, of course; but to get a

block big enough to take in an extended arm

only is to cause waste of material and con-

sequent expense. This difficulty was got

over by the Egyptian artists, who carved the

statue of the village sheikh,” already

spoken of. by mortising one arm into the

main block, which was sufficient to carve

the body, head, and the other limbs out of

;

and this Is one way of arranging for any

extra width required. Another ivay is to

glue* with a dowelled joint, two or more

blocks together. With high’dasa craftsman-

ship this is excellent* but the joinery has to

be good or the joints will open and ugly

gaps appear. A figure in a prominent

church in London has a gap of this sort

which runs for part of Its length down the

face of the figure, and, of course, preaents a

very unsightly appearance*

** Roughing-oul

It might easily ba assumed that the most
valuable wood carver is the one who can

finish off well. “ To put the finishing touches

ri^. so*.—

T

tom In Italian Walnut* for

ChiuuHTpifca
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an ” la a phrass lagg^ting that the greatest

Ability lie» with the person who oan (ucoesa-

fully put them oti
;
but this is by no means

so. The one who can "rough -out” the

block is the person who determines the true

proportions of the hgure, who really

^ides the positiou and the pose of tlic

limbs, trunk, and head, aud who is respond

aible for the occurrence of the various thick'

nesses^ the inoreiis:^s and the diminutions

of the wood where they are the moat re^

quiied. Then when all this, the really im-

portant and easential part of the w'otk, is

arranged for, the "finishing touches^’

may be put on
;
but this part of the work is

child's play to the " roughing-out,” ss any*

one who has tried it will readily reab^e.

The Illustrations to this Section

St, John the Baptist,—

F

ig. 795 shows

Cerman work of the late fifteenth or carlv
*

sixteenth cectur}%

St, Jqhn" the EvA?roEL[eT,

—

Fig, 796, iU

lustrating French siiteenth^jentury work,

should be compared with Fig, 799, illustrat-

ing German work of the late fifteenth or early

els^enth century. The French half-length

figure ia painted and gilt.

Aechangxl Gabriel,—

F

ig, 797 show a a

figure from a group of the Annunciation,

said to have formerly stood in the catbedial

at Pisi. It is Italian work of the fifteenth

fjcntury,

GnoLTpi ** Hercules Caruvimci off

Dcjasrir.a from Achelou^."—a gtotip

depicting this is siiown by Fig, 79S (p. -113}.

The original is painted, and is an example

of tlie Giovanni da Bologna Si:hool, it being

Italian work dating back to the second half

of the sixteenth century.

Grouf : St. Groroe asu the Draook.”
“This group (Fig. 800, p. 419) is French
fifteenth-century work, enriched with paint

and gilding, ft will bo noticed that 3t.

George wears a wreath and no helmet, and
tliftt his sword and shield are misidiig.

GkoUps :
“ The Legend of St. Hubert.”

“French late fifteenth *centnty carving is

illustrated by Fig. BOl (p. 420), the originals

being paint^ and gilt, St. Ilulwrt, Biahop

of Li^ge, bom in (156, is the hero of the

legend. He is
** startled into repentaneo

when hunting on Good Friday by the sudden
appearance of a stag bearing between his

horns a radiant crucifix.” The crucifix is

missing from the head of the stag.

BL-ST :
” VlROEN UE L09 DoLORES.”

—

This bust (Fig, 8Q2, p, 421} is probably the

work of the Spaniard, !iContau£s, during tho

seventeenth century.
** St. Christopher sea ring the Infant

Christ on ntii Shoolber”—Fig, 6Q3 (p.

422} shows a fine example of Flemish work^

Note the expression of wonder in the SAinCs

face at the w'eight of his burthen. The up-

tumoil face is most artislioally treated. The
original carving is about 3 ft. C iu. high.

The truss, shown in front view

by Fig. S04, was carved in Italian walnut
lor a large chimneypieCc at Sudborns Hall,

Suffolk. The carving was executed at the

Pyghtle Works, Bedford, and the photo-

jgraph here repro<liiccd was kindly aiipplicd

by Mr. John P. White.
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Miserere Seats

Miserere, or more properly Misericord,^*

seats are found in most cathedrals and
churches. Thuir nti^ln was the result of

neceasityj and their subsecjuciit otna menta-

tion a fine niuetradou of the irtofusiible

way in which the spirit of ornament seizes

any and every opportunity of e^ressia^;

itself. Originally, the dcr;^ had to stand
during the long church services ’ but during
the eleventh century sitting had partially

Figi. 80S and 806.—Mis€reTe Seata at Exeter CathedroL

itiMor: FriiA £ Co., Etisalt.'i

42a
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aOT to A09.—Mlaererfl S«au At Ex«L«r CAt1i«<irAl.

(PMdi; Frl» * Jfttfatr.y
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Fig. gll

Flgi. eiC %/> MiHzv» BeitU a% £x«t«i CutbodimL
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had no settled churchy they were allowed

privileges which wete considered to be the

prerogative of the monks who posajeesed

monasteries and churches of their own^ The
purely grotesque character of the seats is

in all probability due to the grotesque

bookSt called the
**
Bestiaries ” which were

circulated at that time, and which coti*

tained illustrations of the strangest and
most fabulous animals and creatures the

human mind could possibly imagine. The
miserere seats illustrated in thie section

are from Ej^eter and Bipon Cathedrals

and Ludlow Church.

Pi*, aai.

Flgt. an vul 833-—Mlsenn Beats at LiuUoir ClmirtlL

i Co,, JttlgoU.'i
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Miserere Seats at Exeter Cathedral

Tho&e from Exeter (*ee Figs. 805 to 820)

arc amongfit the most misericord

flcata in the world. As they are, they are

practically the entire original set^ fifty in

number, made, carred and fixed in the early

part of the thirteenth century by Bishop

Bruere (1224-1244), and arc aa sound now
as when placed in position nearly 700 years

ago. The dlatinguiBhing features of the

Early English period of Gothic ornament are

the three -lobed foliage and the dog-tooth

ornament. In the scats at Exeter the

former Is very much in evidence, the orna-

ment of some of the seats being based entirely

Fig. B33.

Figs. BS3 uul 134- Hlaqinra SeaU at Ludlow CburotL

iPjbfw ; I CdL, Kiisati.)
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upon tins convcntiotial element (refer ta

Figa. 806 and 811}, whilst nearly all the

terminal omamenta arc of this kind. The
influence of the Cmaadca Is shown, too, in

this series of seats. Notice in Figs. 613 and

815 the figures of the mythical creature

known as a centaur, being a horse’s lx>dy

with a man’s head* The elephant was then

only just becoming known* as will be quite

evident when referring to Fig. 820
;

for the

hocks of the elephant are shown at the back

as in the horse, whilst in reality they should

be at the front. The scat in Fig, 817 re-

minds one very strongly of the legend of

yig. BSe.—Mliarem 8«at at Ln!)lQir CliqrclL

Photo; jrrUJi <t Cii,

I'lS- S36.—Ulurgn Semt at Bipon Cathedral.
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rif. End ud M^ntren Bent of Hnyor't Stall at Blpen CatlitidTaV

ttaowlixs Keys Df fit. WiUred.
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Flfi. 9i\ to aaSw— HLi«r«n B«iLta at Blpon Catbedral.
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Lohengrin ;
the sea, by the way, is intio-

dttced with e:xttemeiy decorative effect, and

is admirably suited to eiipressidn in wood.

Much of this carving is crude, in the senae

that it is not mechanically and mathematic-

ally perfect. But the scats are much better

than this, inasmuch as they successfully

depict what the artist intended
; the im*

pression conveyed is that of life, and strong,

vigorous, and virile life at that. Refer to

any of the seats that have life £gures as a

subject, and this wili he found to be true.

It is useless to get a perfect form of expres-^

sion if there ia nothing to erpness
;

but, on
the other hand, given sometlung to egress,

and a determination to e3[preaB it, then the

result is vigorous work such as has been

shown in these seats. The original and
s;mewhat humorous tieatmcnt of the lion^^s

mane in the seat shown by Fig, 007 as worth
attention. Usually, the mane Is treated in

long curves to suggest strength and power
;

Fig. SSI.

Ff^ 834 and 830.—ICJittnin Ssati at Eipon CathwlraL
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here itia done in ahert curla^ that remiad one

to Home extent of a negro^a woolij pate.

Miserere Seats at Ludlow

JLserere aeata at Ludlow Church are iUub'

trated hy Figa, 821 to 825. The groteaque

nature of these aeata la further evidenced

by the amusing example shown In Fig. 82L
Again* It mnet be raid, how keen an eye

and how true an aptitude for expression had

the« old wood carvers, whatever their short-

comings might be^ when viewed from the

point o£ view of clean workmanship and
perfectly moulded form.

Miserere Seats at Ripon

These are shown by Figs* 826 to 838, The
decorative chacactei of the wings of the

pelican in Fig. 834 is well worthy of atten*

tion, as is the treatment of the well-known

Figa 8SS and SST,—Mi»ir«r« Seats at Rlpoa CatkadraJ.
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jitory of Jonah ia Fig, 829, Notice how the

fiea ia treated to reproaent the etorm. The
treatment of the vine leaves and grapes in

is taken and lines cut lu across the bunch

at right angles to each other* The suc-

ceeding aquarci are then rounded off» and

Fif , SSS.—MlHrere Seat at Elpan CatliedraL

Fig, 832 is subject for comment* The way
in which the grapes are formed is very in*

atructive. The bunch of grapes is blocked

out and roughly rounded [ then the V tool

the grapes are made. This is quite a simple^

rough-and-ready way, but yet, withal, ex-

tremely effective and well suited to the

material.
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ItAlian Renaissance Mantelpiece

Such a mantel as la shown by Fig. 33D

would be best suited for execution in Ameri-

can walnut, or mahogany with very little

figure In It, The plniucr the figure of the

wood for the cur\'ing]e and mouldings^ the

better j altbougb in the plain Aurfacea of the

bane^ etc., some little figure would not come
amias. The wood ahould he of a very close

grain, in order that the delicate lines of the

carvings may not be interfered with. It is

well to get the pilaatem carved before the

making of the mantel is begun. Each pil-

aster measures f ft. 2 in. long by in. wide,

and is 1 in. thick. At the top end, a apace

of 4 in. is covered with the bod moulding
under the mantelshelf, and at the lower

end 7 in. will be covered with the base, so

that the nest of the surface is what will

be seen after the mantel is finished. The
pilaster is not set in a# a panel, observe, but

is placed against the framing of the roautel-

jamb. There is, therefore, 3 ft. 3 in. dear

space left for carving ^ and In Figs. &I0 and

1^1 is given the design for one pilaster, the

other Iwing of a slightly different pattern.

This U an agreeable feature—this balancing

of pattern without neceasarily having one

feature a duplicate of Its conesponding one.

These two figures overlap each other by
about I in. The cutting is, in this stjde,

very flat, or in “ low relief " ;
the ground

will not he more than ^ in. down from the

face of the wood. As much modelling as

possible may be put into the work, but it

always (s very fiat, and the ground should

not be punched, but left quite smooth.

The correaponding pilaster should be of a

different design, hut the leading forms or

440

lines should be kept similar in them both.-

In Fig. 842 is given three portions which
may be used iu place of some parts of Figs.

810 and 84]. For InstaiLce, the top part

of Fig. 842 takes the place of the top part of

Fig. 841. Tbo connecting sendJs being

c.\actly alike, there need be mi fear of an
awkward joining. The ccntriil portion of

Fig. 842 takes the place of a portion of Fig.

841 near its lower end, where the outfino

Is the same but the detail In the centre of

f

nUstcr Is quite different^ and the enclosing

I'ttf is much lighter in mass. The lower

portion of Fig. 342 is set in immediately

above the scrolls which rest on the vase in

Fig- S40. With these three portions in-

corporated with the first pilaster design,

the two will then be sufiicicntly like, and
yet unlike, one another. With these

pilasters carved, the mantel projier may
now be started. An end elevation is given

to the scale of Hn* =? 1 ft., in Fig. 843.

An enlarged plon of the jamb ia shown iu

Fig. 844, while a section through the friers

in centre is given in Fig. 845. If possibh,

get the size of the actual grate that will bo

put in ; but if, as la not uncommon, that

cannot be determined, the next best plan ia

to make the opening of the mantel of a

sJxe such as will moat likely suit the grata

when it is placed in position. A usual open*

ing to work to in such a case is tliat taken

in this instance, namely, 3 ft. 4 in. wide,

and 3 ft. 2 In. high. The moulding round

the opening ia fastened separately, so that

it may be fixed to suit the grate, ^ in. further

in or out. The mantelshelf should stand

about 4 ft. 3 in. from the floor. The jambs
are formed with a frame as In Fig. 84b,

which wdll measure 4 ft. 2 in, long, reaching
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from the floor to under aide of shelf. Each

stile or upright is 2| in^ broad bj 1 in. thiek,

and the breadth of the frame finished is

10 in. These stiles are of walnut, but the

three rails will be quite covered up, so they

may he of deal, 4 in. broad and 1 in; thick;

Against this frame is placed the carved

pilaster;, which overlaps the edges of the

stiles by J in., leaving IJ in« of their surface

see n . The pilaster is screwed fast from
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ng. a«.

Fi£L SiO ud Ml.—MftntfllplecM

Tig. &4L

PUajter, hown In Hnjva^
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behind, through the three pine raWs, and

18 blocked up the sides df the stiles os well

(sw Fig* 844)* On the outer side of each

jamb is now placed a pie^ of wood the

whole length, bj 5 in. wide and 1 in* thick-

This is glued and blocked fast^ and the jamb
now looks as shown in Fig, 847—ready for

the base and other roouldings and camnga
to be planted in their poaitions, and ready

also for the deal rail behind the carved fiie£e,

which connects the two jambs together*'

MouMings, etc*—The mould^ base is

7 in. high to top edge of moulding, and Is

^ in. thick ; it is mitered round pilaster and

Jamb, butting against the wall at the one

side, and the monlding (to be afterwards

fixed) round the giatc. The piece on the

front of the carved pilaster is carved ; before

Fig. M9-—Alt«ruUira Dflalgiu for Fartc cf

Bttiit«lpL«cs PUuter-

Ftg. 84S.—End ElFratifm of Italiaa Eanifutnos
Kutelpiece.
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Pig. 8«ctlaai throngh Jaaib

Ol Muite1p{«c%

Fig. 84T*—

MuLUIpl«c« Jimb
with Piluter.

Fig. Wfl.—VartioU Section of KuiUlpiiice

Frifliii and BbeLf<

Sttiiig nlid gluing it round the hasc^ tho

carving should In'!: ^vraught. The detail of

thii carving will aftemardh be gi^nen. The
next moulding h the Aiirhaac A (Fig. 8-13).

It ia mitered round the jamb, butting against

the vrall. at one aide and the gmte mould-
ing at t)ie other aide, ejcactly as the base

did
;

but it also butts against the side of

pilaster^ instead of mitering round itlikc the

base (si?^ Fig. 839J. The pilaster is 1 ia.

thick, and as tliia moulding has less than that

of projection, it will stop nicely agaiuat its

edge. The neck moulding n (Fig. 843) is

fitted in the same way ns a. The ne.\t

moulding, c, is also iitU-'d in the same
way. After m.arkiug the poaitiou of mould-
ings B and the little flutes (shown in Fig.

839) should be workcfl, after which the

mouldings may be mode fa Ft—excepting the

inner parts of c, which muat !« mitered to the

moulding carried along the frieze, and as the

other mouldings above this are also uiitemd

along the frieze, the deal rail before men*
tioned should now be fastened in j>ositio[u

ri:-Y‘.' il.il
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TIiIb rail is entirely covered with earning

and mouldings planted on its face
;

hence

it need not be of walnut. U measures Oj

in. by 1 in. thick, and is long enough to

extend behind the framing of jamb^ 8o that

;t may be aerewed to both stiles of framing

[see dotted lines in Fig. ^4}. 11 any block-

ing connecting the outer gable with this

frame is in the way of this rail, it should

be removed where the rail intt'rferea; it

mayj of course, be put in again on the top

of the rail. A rough spar, about S In. hy
1 in.} should be secured temporarily at the

bottom of the jambs in the same way as this

top rail is, to keep everything square until

the job is hnlsh^. The bed-moulding £

(Fig. 845), in. wide, is next mitered rc>und

all the breaks of the pilaster and along the

frieie. The portion of moulding on the

front of the carved pilaster Is carved also.

After being fitted, and before being fastened,

this carving should bo done, as it will be more
easily handled than when fastened in iU
placiN The moulding c (Fig. 843) was left

unfastened to allow of its being mitert'd

along the friezi-. This is only partly carried

along the frieze ; the lower part stops against

the grate-moulding yet to be put on. In

Fig. 84 G this is clearly indicated, where also

is shown the moulding projecting below the

bottom edge of the deal frieze -tall, ^^^len

this moulding is properly fitted and fixed,

the convex frieze d (Pig. 845) is prepared.

It Is of w'ood 1 in. thick, and of su^icient

breadth to fit accurately between mouldings

c and K. It is convex, as shown in Fig.

843, the greatest thickness being 1 in,, and
the least § in. In fitting this frieze, the

centre piece should butt right between the

framing of jamU. This part of the frieze

must then be carved—or, at least, hove the

ground set down at each end Ijefore the

adjoliiing piitla of the frieze con be fitted
]

for they are scribed against it. This frieze

ia mitered round the jambs, and, when
fitted, the diflerent parts ore curveil and
then fastened in their positions. The mould-

ing remnd the grate, shown in Figs. 844 and

845, extends Ijcbind the framing sufficiently

to be screwed iinnly to it, and it is pocket*

holed, to be acreWed to the frieze -fail Fig.

840). In order to get this moutding put
on, the temporary rail at the foot must bn

tWpa

JO
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remov«dp and afterwards fostened on behind

this grate-nioulding, until the mantel is

fitted up in ita place. This prevents anr

unnccessan* strain being put upon the

front and ends. It ia secured by driving

in baVE a do74!u screws from the underneath

side.

Some Details of the Carvings.—Ill ua^

Fiff. MB. rjp, aso. Fig. asL

Fi^. 9«a.—FoUage for Maatelpioce Frl»^«. Fig. 8fiO.—Top of Carred PiLaatn*

ng. B9I.—Carviiig round Break of MantolpLoca Jamb.

j

I

I

Fig. 8Dl—<;arv«d Moulding above Uautelpleco FiUiatera

fastenings of the frieJte*rail while the mantel

la being handled—in polishing, etc.

Mantelshelf.—The mantelshelf is the only

thing required to complete the cabinet'

making part of the job* The shelf itself

is 11 In. broad and 1 in. thick, and has a

olamped moulding m. by IJin. along its

trations showing the carvings for the different

portions of mouldings
p etc-t already men-

tioned;^ will now be referred to. The cen-

tral portion of the friew Is given in Fig. &48.

The left-hand vase and fruit may be used at

both ends. The other patteni may be used

for the two centre vascS| but reversing the
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spiral, or twisted, fiutmp in vase, and re-

arrangieg the apples, plums, etc., on top.

The upright leafage in Fig. 848 In the centre

of the frieze, and the arrangement in Fig.

849* may be used at the two other inter'

vals between the vases. The dotted curves

d

line at the Left-hand end of Fig. 348 repre-

sen Is the position of the adjoining piece of

frieze which butts against this, and which
consequently must be left clear of carving for

that purpose, of course retaining the satuc

inner semicircles, and that on the other

for the other inner one. The base of the

jiilasters ia carved as in Fig. 3G3. If much
cutting were put on this base, Ijing as it

does, it would constoiitlj be catching dust.

Fig. S54 U a full-size detail of the dentils in

the clamp on the ahclf. They are cut In

the plain band* which is carried uainterrupt-

edly all the way along. Three patterns are

given
;
these should he cut in groups of three

—^throe of the first design, Uu^ of the

Fig. Ss).—I>tt&U of Ornament at Bue of Mantolpieoe Filarter.

Fig. SM.—OenUIi in Clamp on Mantalpiece Shelt.

curve as the rest of the ground has. This

ground should be taken dowm to a bale

I in. at each Bide, This allows | in, of wood
for carding, which is enough for the pur,

pose. The little piece of frieze at each aide

of the carved pilaster is showm in Fig. 350,

and the piece round the break of the |amb
in Fig. 351, The outside gable (Fig. 84^}

is carved similar to Fig, 850, hut the scrolls,

etc,} am cittcnded to fiil up the larger space.

The moulding & (Fig, 84iJ)i carved above

the pilasters, is shown full size by Fig. 85l^

There being four semicircles of cars'ing above

each pilaster, the two end ones iiia}' be as the

left-hand pattern in Fig. while the right-

hand pattern ia shown with tw^o arrange-

ments— that on one side being for one of the

second, three of the thirds three of the

second, three of the first, and so on.

Chimitey-piec& with Overmantel

Well-seasoned oak should be used for the

chimney-piece shown in elevation by Fig.

855. A horizontal section through the

mirrors of the chimney-piece, and a plan of

the lower obcif, are represented In Fig* 35G,

while Fig. 857 gives a vortical section through
the middle* The chittincy-pJcco is 9 ft*

llAin. high by 7 ft. 4| in. wide, and its gieatcBt

projection is 1 ft. IJ in. The top framing

is prepared from li-in, stuff* The top shelf

IS worked in the solid from 4 in* stuff, and ia

Di in. wide in the widest parts, over the

pilasters, and 4^ in. wide where set bank*
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IpiwwmmwiuiR!

rig. S6Q.—Front El«TatioB of Ctiinm«j-pi(tc« vitt) OrormantoL
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Fig. ao4t.—Horbontftl Section tbrongt Hirron of OTarmtiiteL

Pig. fieui] of

Mirror Fmno.

Fig. >*3L—Step for

Jamb Moulding of

Cbimnoy-piooe.

Fig. aAT.~Tcr(loll

fiootloa of Ot«t-

Fig. SBO.^Carring on Orennantol Top SJbolt

B60.—PUutor

of OrormanteL

Fig. aas.—Large

PUaatar of

Chimnoy-pleoo.

Fig. aoL—Bmat Konldtog of diimnej-plooei nuxitoL
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The upper part of the overmantel ib mortised

to receive the tenons of the two outside

pieces, which ure partly covered by, and
screwed on to,i the pilaster bachs. The
arches^ or mirror Frames, made up of span-

drel, Icey-block, ete^, are set nut clearlv in

Fig. 858. These are grooved and tenguod
together as the dotted lines indicate. The
joints are covered (when the framing i§

screwed into position) by the pilaster backs,

and the small cap moulding, which is housed
in and glued. The key*block, after Iwing

carved, is also cut into the top rail and glued*

The rails and stiles ate rebated to receive

the back of the mirror and the Wads neoes-

sarj' for fixing the gJasa. The carved mould*
ing, of which a section is included in Fig.

is simple, yet gives a richness to these

frames, and Is quite in harmony. A portion

of the upper shelf is shown to an enlarged

scale in Fig. 859. The carving is sunk in

this os in the pilasters. Fig. SGO shows an

enlarged detail of the cspltala and pllasteia

of the overmanteli which are fix^ with

screws driven through the 1^-in. backs. The
capitals are somewhat but will be

effective if freely cut. The design for the

carving on the pilasters is of rather un-

usual character, and will be found effective.

The strapwork in these would look well if

undercut a little. The construction of the

lower shelf, with Che bold breast moulding

supporting it, is shown in Fig. 85T. The

breast moulding Is tengued into the shelf,

and the l^-in. moulding below it is blocked

with dry pine blocks, and screwed. Fig.

8G1 shows, to an enlarged scale, the carving,

which stands out from the moulding about

^ In. The strapwork panels on the part of

the moulding that is set back, with two

ovals in each, represent an unusual arrange'

ment, which, however* is of excellent effect.

There is a bold and free design on the rail

that is tenoned into the jambs. The mould-

ing on the jambs is stopped as ehow^n in the

enlarged detail (Fig. 862), while Fig. 86d is

an enlarged illustration of the pilasters and

capitals that support the lower shelf. These

may be prepared in three pieces, and are

mounted on Ij-in. backs and screwed from

behind. The capitals are much richer than

those of the overmantel, and this desif^

is carefully drawn and reproduced, so that it

! 1
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Fig, seo.—EnglU^ Cbtninvj'plaoe. D&ta: abon^ ITfiiX

Copyrighied material
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Fig. 8&C.—Gbipp«tiilaJa Style Cbinuiey-plece. Dftt* : Second Hulf of EigbUentb Centuiyi

It .
!-«
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m&y render eOkient aid to the carver. An
end elevation of these capitals is shown
clearly in Fig, S5T. The greatest projection

of the piUator is in. The plainness of the

base moulding is relieved by semi-elliptical

sinkings, set in square^ and grounded out

to a suitable depth* The opening of the

chimney-piece is 4 ft. by 3 ft. It ahoiild lie

fumigated or stained a rich brown and wax
polished.

Swag for Chimney-piece Frieze

A swag carved in limetroe wood for the

frieze over a cbimney-pieoc at Bedale Hall^

Yorks, t
is shown by Fig. 864. The work w'aa

executed at the Pyghtle Works^ Bedfoid> and

the photograph was kindly supplied by Mr.

J* P. White* In this example, the influence

of drinlirig Gibbons can be plainlTT seen.

Fig. 861 should lie compared with Fiits. GIG

and G17 (pp. 318 and 310).

E igfhteen th -century Ch imney - piece

A chimucyapiece w'ith a characteristic

broken pediment is shown by Fig. 8G5.

Tlus was carved In pine, and was discovered

in a house in Chiey Street, Lineoln^a Inn

Fields^ fjondon. It Is English work, and
dates from about 1750.

Chippendale Style Mantelpiece

The Chippendale style has already had

its salient features described p. 351),

NDw^ a mantdpieoe in this style is illas*

trated Fig* 866), It consists of a mirror

in an elaborate openwork frame of ean'ed

pine, beneath which arc similarly decorated

lintel and jambs, with plain marble slips

surrounding the fireplace. It was formerly

in Winchester House^ Putney, and dates

from lTQO-1800,
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Carved and Panelled Staircase

in Hardwood

The short flight of stairs^ with suitable

panclliog for the hall, jllustiatcd by Figs.

SG7 to 8ti9, is in the style known as Jacobean,

its characteristics being distinctive of the

architectural period. that coincided with the

rt'ign of James I. of England (lfi03-25).

Elevations of handmi it balusters, newels,

and string are given in Fig, 3^>7, The hand'
rail ia monldcd, and the outside bead may be

enriched as zcprvsentcd in Figs, 870 and 871*

This arrangement will leaver OH the inner

side of the rail, a convenient moulding on
which the hand may slide) Fig. 8(>8 shows

B

Figs. 8S7 and SS&'.-Sidfl Eleration, Front Elavatjon, and Fart Section (thrangb A)
of Btaircaae.

454
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iig. aia. riEf^

rig*. 873 EUld 874—AJtemtUvo
Desi^ fDr flm&ll FanulB.

Figr. 8T5 Md 876.—AltematlTO

DeiigiLB for Loi^« Paji«lj. Fle,«77.~K«wfll

of Staircuh

FI£t. 873.—Part of String of SUircua.

Pig. 87S.

fig. 07f*

rig, 870 —Part of Handrail

(bIiowii on end).

Fig, 869.—Part BflCtion of BtaircM* (throngb B, FSg, 8iB) and EIatiUod of FanalUng.
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a front elevation of the staircase
,
and a

part section taken at A {Fig. 367) through

the handrail, halufitcr^ Btringt soffit

The balustet^ are carved on both sides. Tht

panelling of the soffit conreeponds to that

ehown on the landing (Fig. 867)^ and ia

screwed on to the strings the joint being

covered by the moulding ns indicated in

section. The treatment of the risers is some-

what richer than in the usual designs, in

whicli the plainness is relieved simply by a
small moulding under the nosing. The
intToduction of strapwork design is n great

improvement to the staircase. Fig, 8G9

Fi^. STB.—Foppy DMign for Baluitar. rig, 8t».—C^clunsn Design for Balnstar.

'ir
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feprrsontfi a section through a {Fig.

showing, besidea the method of con-

struction, the panelling above and below

the ataira, aiid the dado carved with the

simplest and most characteriatic ornaments

found in Jacobean work. The stairs are

strengthened with bracketed carriage pieces,^

the trends and risers being screwed and
blocked together^ and housed into the

strings in the usual wa\% Au enlarged detail

of the carving on the wall string is given in

Fig. The carving for the hall panelling

will have a good effect if arranged aa illus-

trated. The panels are prepared from

stuffy and the atilcs and rails from Idn.

a tuff t mortised and tenoned together^ and
rebated to receive the panels,^ which are

ffxed with strips of wood bradded at the

back. Figa. 873 and 874 represent alter-

native designs for tbe small panels, while

Figs, 675 and 876 show other designs for the

large paneU.^ The design shown by Fig.

878 is somew'bat less severe than the otbera.

Fig. 877 represents an enlarged elevation of

a newel, showing the carving in detail.

Carved B&luster

A few snggestione as to the decorative

filling of an upright panel in a aquare-tumed

baluster are given below. Fig* 878 is taken

from the poppjj Fig. 879 from the cyda-
men, and Fig. 880 from the naicisaus. Fig.

881 (a rosette) and Fig. 882 (a lion*s head)

are merely hints as to a very simple means
of ornamenting a gi^ien space by a single

spot in the middle. This Idea ia some-
what elaborated at Fig. 879, though this

design might be easily adapted to fill the

wdiolc panel.

Staircase at Aston Hall, Birming^hBrn

When the feudal system passed away
and the country, as a whole, bccaine more
united in its alms—social, political, and
religious—there came a marked develop-

mont of family life. The great fortified

castles gav'e place to the unfortified man-
sions, so characteristic of the sijctecnth and
Beventernrh centuries. One ivsult was the

setting apart, lor the exclusive use of the

family, of various apartments, which were

often on the fij^t floor and so necessitated

the construction of a grand staircase. Thus,

in the great Klizabethan mansions, the oak
staircase was an important otnamental
feature* This is well illustrated in the

Aston Hall staircase shown in Fig* 883. The
handsomely carved newels with their finJals,

the carved pierced balustrading, and the

handsome suites of mouldings all combine
to make of the staircase a very striking

feature. The ornament of this period was,

of course, baaed upon the Italian Renaia-

sance ; but iuaamuch as England w^aa longer

Pi^. SSO.—tTardiffu Pig* BS3-—Lion'i Head
DfHtgn for Baliwter. for BiJnstW*

than other countries in fully accepting the

nevr style, it follows that the Ehaabetban
style is cmiously compoaite. Later, in the

Stuart phase of Renaissance development,

ataircaaoa were sometimes simply fitted with
turned haluBteis. Ill the Aston Hall stair-

case, note the distinct traces of Classic

ornament lathe Ionic volutes on the finiaU,

and the scrolls on the newels and in the

pierced balustrading. The strap ornamenta-

tion of the Lost named is typical of Eliza-

bethan carved omameiit. It is about the

width of a leather strap and about the same
thickness, on fiat carved work, but assumea

larger proportions in pierced carving, especi-

ally when in important positions. It ia
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iatorlac^, pR«d Id grotcaqiie patterns, and
on its surface are earned repiefientationa of

nail heads and rivets, as if the strapwnrk vras

fastened with thorn. This is cfuarlv dis^

cemible in Fig. ft&3. Sonictimes, aa at

Aldermaaton, in Berksliire^ carved figures

stood on the carved newels.

Staircase at Dunster Castle

As time went on^ the newer induonce be-

came stronger and the ornament became
more purely Renaissance, losing the simple

atrapwqrk^ the fiat scrolls, and stifi foliage

that characterised the Elinabethan* and
becoming more flowing In form, and much
more florid in character. An example ia

to be found in the staircase at Dunstet

Castle (see Fig. 884). The details of the

mouldings and the smaller carved bands
are more refined in eharacter. The orna-

ment of the pierced balustmding Is baaed

upon the Roman scroll, terminating in a

rosette* In the eighteenth ocntur>', festoons

of fruit and floweps were largely tied

with ribbons, as in the face of the terminal

newel shown in Fig. 884. Notice* too* the

egg and tongue and the bay leaf carved

moulding* showing on the upper part of the

staircase ; both exemplify the tremendous
influence exerted by the Grecian and Roman
styles through a period of 3*000 }^arB—an
infiuence, too, which is atiJl active*

Flemish Elgfhteenth-century Newels

The eleven illustrations of Flemish

eiphtecuth-centuiy newels shown by Figa.

885 to 696 possess many interesting features.

They clearly shnw the infiiiciico of that

ehararteristically French development of

the Reimlssancc know'n as Rococo " on
the sturdy* somewhat heavy, but always
sound ornament of the sixteenth- and
saventei‘nth -century Flemish style*

Newel surmounted by Ram^s Head,

—

In Fig. 885, the leaf ornamentand its manneir

of application* the hanging drapt^iy, and
the repeating band ornament above the

Bcndicd leaf, are all reminiscent of French

ornament of the eighteenth century
;

but
the head terminating the newel is typically

Flemish*

Kewei Carved with Large Floral Scrolls,

—Tradition stands for much in tlie con-

tinuity of architecture and ornament, and
the older mode of expression takes a long

time to die out* under the infiuenee of the

incoming spirit of the newer ornament.

Such is the case in this series of newels, and
it is well illustrated in the one repreaented

by Fig. 8Sf>. There are the details of the

newer French influence, but they are ar-

ranged on a much more solid and heavy

basis tban the French would have employed.
The oval arrangement of the scroll on the

base is typical of the Louis XIV. st3de.

The newel is carved with a rosette, pendant
of laurel leaves, and large fiotui scrolls.

Turned Newel with Acorn Finial*—The
newel in Pig, 887 is a fmo example of carv-

ing applied to turned work. The guilloclie

pattern is a heritage of the ages before his-

tory began, coming down through Assyrian,

Grecian, and Roman times, and, later*

through the whole of the Renaisaanee* In

this particular case it is a reminder of the

Flemish sixteenth -century work. Notice

how the turned member on which the

guilloche is worked is Iwllicd out to get

the centre of the flower to project.

Newel surmounted by Bust*—The newel
shown by Fig, 883 ia square iti section and
tapered in ele^’ation. The bust, although
admirably done* la not very cleverly made
to grow' out of the new'el. It is too suddenly

applied, and a turned or shaped neck Ik-

tween the bust and the fiat abacus would
have lightened the effect. The newel is

carved with a roaette, a pendant of leaves

and berries, and a gadrooned oval boss.

Newels Carved with Money” Orna-

ment*—The newel shown by Fig* 88tl illus

trates the “Rococo’’ influence in the

curved eccoll* which Is raised at ite termina-

tion. The “money” oraamnrit is interest-

ing as showing what an effect can be ob-

tained by the repetition of a single element
wliich in itself possesses but little decorative

interest or value. However, some difficulty

is attached to the cutting pf thin ornament*
extreme accuracy bedng necessary to give

this pattern its full value. Fig. 890 iUustratea

a newel carved with “money” ornament,
leaves and scrolb, afiove being the voluted

end of the handrail*

Newel Carved with Rococo Ornament.

—

Fig. 891 shows the applicatiou of previous
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Tiff, aw.—Newel with

K&m's UuA
Fig. aae —Newel with Large

Floral BeroUa
Fig. SST.—Tamed Nowel

vitb Acom FlnSaL

Copyrighiec' msterial
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rig.

Fl^. b.38^—Nov«l with B;wt

Fig, 88«, Fig. fi#0.

Plgi, a&3 mdaM.—Newelt carved with " Money" Onmsnfut

>
rr.'’-



Fig, 891,—H*w*l iriUi

BoeMO Oinuiittnti,

STAIRCASES

FLg, 699,—N«w«l Wltb

Liui'6 H«ftiL

46a

Fig. 693.—New#] witk

Yaiuta.

CopyrighiecJ msL



Tif. —N*w«I with

AcoruB AAd Tolatflu

Fig, ABSr-'Htwftl with L&ur«l

Lauf F«iidajit

Fig. fi»6.—French Newel wl;h

Vue Finiel.

>
rr.^'
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rcmarlin conccrnln); tUc; influence of

French Rococo phase of Renaissance oroa-

inent on such a solid style as the Flemish.

Het>R attj French elements treated with the

traditional heaviness of the Flemish craftS'

marij yet with his perfect master}' nf the

tool. In somewhat the same way did his

English contemporaries work when the

Henaissanoe was firat introduced, the Gothic

training of the wood carvers causing them
to give a heav}\ oolid feeling to tho lighter

motifs of the Italian Renaissance.

Newel Carved with Lion’s Head.—In

Fig. 802 the scroll is given eitri'me pro-

minence, and its parts are greatly increased^

From the w'ood carver's point of view it is of

interest, as it raises the question of w^hether

those scrolls and other figures of a geometrical

nature have been properly drawn out, or

whether they art the product of the carver's

or natural sense of avmmetrv of

curve and judgment of proportiou and
balance. The latter is most generally the

case, because, a4 a rule, the carver relies

very little indeed upon rules and compasses.

If he did, the work would partake too much
of the mechanical

;
a freer treatment gives

it life and strength^ and, therefore, char-

acter.

Newel with Volute.—A point of interest

in Fig. 803 is that the emphasis of eleva'

tion given to each ring of the scroll shows
the use of the gouge in cutting them. It

might be, and often is, assumed that they
ate carved hy verticol and honioutul cuU,
meeting at a sharp angle* But the use of

the gouge gives a softer finish, more in

keeping with the work of a carving tooL

Newel Carved with Acoros and Volute*

“Fig. 094 shows an oak newd carved with

leaves, a bead moulding, pendant of oak
leavt'ft and acorns, and a volute.

Newel Carved with Pendant of Laurel

Leaver.—The side of an oak newel shown bv
Fig. 896 is carved with a pendant of laurel

leaves, a bead moulding, and kaf oma-
ment, above being tho voluted end of the

handraiL

French Newel

An intorceting feature of the ncwol shown
by Fig. is the added vase acting as the

terminal ornament. This vase is of the daa-

sical type, dates from late in the eighteenth

century, and ie, most probably, the result

of the opening up of the ruins of Herculaneum
and Pompeii, an event which very largely

infilueuced European ornament, both In

architecture and furniture. The remainder

of the newel shown dates from early in tho

eighteenth i^ntury, the finial dating from

late in the same century.
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Chip caevinc ia a hobby^ and

by its means maov useful articles can be

deconi ted thnt attn not suitable for any form

of ndief decoration. It has been said to

belong to the childhood of the world, lie*

cause it forma auch a large part of the ama-
mental art of savage, or semi -savage, jwoples.

F\g. BS9.

Fig*. 597 to 900.—Chip Cu~r«ri' Salves.

columns, Chip carving, as an educational

agent^ emphiisises the value of, and gives

very great opportunities for. the develop-

ment of accuracy and precision, whiist in-

troducing the student gradually to the dlffi*

culticB to be met with in cutting w(kk1. A
thoTtjrgh and si'stcmatic course of the art

Ffg; 901.'—'Veiner. Fig. 009. Setting- in V-tooL

Weapons, oara, paddles, domestic utensils.

spe:T handles, and similar articles may be

seen in museume, belonging to these peoples,

occurring in all nges. and spreading over a
largo area. It was introduced to the British

Isles by the Scandinavians, and traces of it

can bo found in carvings in Norman churrbes,

principally on the abucil and the capitals of

Assists In laying a foundation for future work
in ihe lugher branches of relief carving.

Chip Carvers’ Tools

Chip carving consists in forming designs
by means of the chips that are taken out,

leaving edges on the surface, which form the

drsigu. Tbeati chljis are token out in various
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waj'Sn Some workers uae a knife only ;

others use a nettiug-in tool, commonly known
aa a “skew chiseL” and a veininp tool only :

others add to those a V-tool, or gouges. The
shapes of the V- tools used van% some workem

Knives

Figs. to Don show four kinds of knives,

the first one being perhaps the most used,

and gi\uDg aurprising resulta in the hands of

o

Pfp, 90a.~V-looL Fig. 804.—Vainsr.

Tig BOB.—Skew TooL Fig. BOS.—V^tooL

Fig. SOT,—Btraiglit 3pada TooL

pmferring wldo and others narrow tools*

Mirny chip carvers use an ordinary skew
tool for settingdn, whilst others employ a
V-tool with a long point. Figs. 897 to 903
show chip carving tools arranged in sets.

„\V — L; V —
Fig. SOS.—Bactioiii of Bat of SeraD Tools.

an CIp^^t craftsman. Pig, 9()9 shows it in

use. Chip carving by this method consists

of two operations nnly^ Actting-ln and cutting

out. The knife is shown In the act of cutting

out after the setting-m operation. It is

I

Fig. SOS.—Ordinary Chip Carving Knila in
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worked down to the settiog-in cuta with a

alicmg motion. In chip carvings cat with

the graijit and this is alwaya possihlc when
using the knife^ Dcnigiis with large constitu-

ent pnrta may be executed wuth the knife

;

Fig. 910.—Dtagrun Hhowlng ShoomkIvo

Stages in Cutting Out Chips.

by taking the cuta down in stagea, any depth

may be obtained. In these wide pieces,

the greatest difficulty is to get the surfaces

Bufficiently smooth and leveL

Exercise with the Knife

In cutting the piece showa in Fig* 909,

a cut Is drat made down the centre of the

space. Then, holding the knife at an angle

of about fi>® to the surface of the wood, a

small chip (No* 5 in Fig. 910} ia taken off,

the diieetiDn of the stroke being towards the

drat central cut Then take off a similar

chip on the other side of the central cut, thus

enabling the last named to be taken to a

greater depth—j« No. 3 (Fig. 910). Then,

holding the knife at a less angle than 45'^,

take off another chip on each side
;

then

another, and us many more os nre necessary

to get a surface that extends from the low*

est part of the central cut to the outermost

limit of the clement* Fig. $10 gives a sec-

tion of this cut, showing the successive opera-

tions in executing it e;scb cut being marked
1 to 7 feapectively.

Veining and' Setting- in Tools

Figs. UOI to 903 show a set of three tools

which are in use in some parts of the coun-
tr3’'. They consist of a vemer and two wide

V's (No. io in the xShefficId list). One of

these V"s is used as a V-tool; the other is

ground to a long point, and Is used for set-

ling-in purposes* It is, in fact, a double

“skew cbiseL" Vdning cannot be done
with the knife ; It consists in going over

the lines of the design with the velnlng tool

very lightly, in finct, just skimming the

surface, with the result that all the upstsnd*
ing ridges .ire traversed with a slight cut
showing a double line, and dj%udjng the sunk
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parts of the draign from one anotUpr^ as well

as emphasising the aetual outline of the

design, which is, of course, formed by these

upstanding parts. In carving with the knife,

these ridges arc taken to a sharp and welL-

defiaed edge. Fig. Oil shows the veioiEig

tool in use. The V-tool used for settlng-in

is now brought into use. It is held quite

perpendicularly, and simply pressed in far

in use, and clearly shows the method of

holding the tool.

Advantages of the V*tool

The V-tool {shown in use Fig. 913) ia

a great economiser of labour, as it represents

at least three of the knife cuts at one stroke,

and probably more. With the knife, three

cuts have to be made—uamely^ the central

Fiff. 91!2.—Uu of Settia^-Lo Tool in Chip Carving,

enough to make it extend to the limits of

the element. This limits the depth to the

actual ability of the tool, which is restricted

to ita size. It can bn made with a longer or

a shorter point, us may be desired
,
but, once

having got it ground to a shape, this shape
aotj the gauge for the depth of the whole

pi*:ce of work. It is also limited in cutting

the width of tlin dement
;

that is, each

element of the design will be made of no
greater width than thU tool will cut at one
stroke. Fig. 912 shows the satting-iu tool

cut and at least two side cuts ^ these arc all

done at one stroke with the V-tooh One
objection to its use is that, when cutting

obliquely across the grain, one edge of tho

V-tool 3B always cutting against the grain,

and great care must be exercised not to

split the comers. A rough surfice here and
there can scarcely be avoided, unless a flat

tool is us[xl to got over these again from Ihu

other end of the cut. Neverthdess, because

of the great economy of-lalx)UT, and, with

the smaller cuts the greater esse with w'hieh
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dean cutting can nbtamcd, the V^tool

should be included in a repiesentetive chip

carving sot,

Useful Set of Four Tools

Figa, f>0l to tH)7 ahow a si^t of tools wliicb

aiT? lai^Jy used, it consisting of a veiner,

alcow tool, V'tooli and a straight spade tool

about J in. or J in. wide. Each tool rcpte-

sidcred either as a oomplete net or as a basis

for the addition of supplementary tofils.

The diffeience between this set and the

last-mentioned set is that the sctting-tn

tool is a single skew tool, instead of a double

skew, otherwise a V’tooli also there is added
a straight tool to cut, oi to smootii, any
surface that the V-tooI cannot successfully

manage. The advantage of a single skew

Fig. 91S,—Uso of V-tool la Chij- Carviag.

sente one particular and distinctu'e opera-

tion^ and the set as a whole represents the

four essential processes in chip carving.

Tiiese processes are: (!) Yeining, done by
the veiner

; (2) setting-in, done by the

‘*skcw*^ tool; (h"3) V-tool work, done by
the V*tool ; and (4} cleaning off. done by
the straif^ht tooL The whole craft of chip

carving pr.iciically consists of these pro-

ccssi's, and, to an experienced worker, the

tools mmtioned appear to be the best, con-

16 that any depth, width, or angle of cut can
be made.' But this is not so w*hen using a

double skew tool. Tlie veining. setting-in.

and V-tool work are illiiatmted in Figs. 91

1

to i)13. The cleaning-off prooesa does not

need illustration. This set may be added
to, and the scope of chip carving very much
extended, by the uae of gouges, Ijoth flat and
narrow, and by the addition of straight tools

of greater width, to deal with particularly

large surfaces.
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S14,—"Bciiliiig" in Clilp Cnr»ing.

Fifi. SIB.~

Clilp C&rviiig Deaign

for Exftcutlon with

Knife.

n*. 916.—

Chip Cuvis^ Deflgn

for Eiecratloa wttt

V^intr ond V-tooli.

Pij. 917.—

Chip taring Deatgxi

for Execution with

Yelner, Skew Tool

V-tool, etc.

Fi|f. 91S.—

Clslp Carving Detign

for Execution iritb

(^ougea end Other

Toolm
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A Seven -tool Set

Fip* 908 showTs the outline of h set of seven
tools, consisting of the four just meationetl

(Figs. 904 to 907), with the addition of three

gouges, one of which is of the quirk, deep
kind known $h a "fluter.’^ With these,

circular cutting can be introduced with

much effect, and the scaling (Fig. 91 J),

peculiar to some kinds of S<;an<^navian
carvel ng, can be done. Circular studs, or

beads, can be left in the centre, between
two abutting cuts instead of the square-

or diamond-shaped piece usually left in i

Punches

In addition to the above toob, ^'iinous

forms of punches are often u.<sed to ohtnti

a matted surface, which can be made to form
a vety pleasing contrast to the rt^nuiinder of
the work. The oidinniy single or four- or
eight-pointed punches are the most euitoblc.

Fancy-shaped punches shonM be avoided.

Shallow Relief in Designs

The introduction of a slight amount of

shallow' relief, in the shape of a mouof^TiMn,

or some such piece of work» is often of dts-

Flff. 313.— Floral Cblp Carving Dtui^

or row.s of these beada may be formed a.a

borders. In addition, a form of carving,

illustrated later In Fig. 918, and rcBcmbling

incUed relief carving, can be executed*

Practice Oesig^ns

Designs suitable for execution by the

various seta of tools described above ate

given in Figs. 91D to Ul8. Fig. turi Is suit-

able for the knife, and Fig. 91fi for execution

by the three tools shown in Figs, 901 to

J105. Fig. 917 can be more easily carved

by the set of four tools shown in Figs. 9fJl

to 907. vvhilit Fig. 91 B la especially suitable

for curling by means of the set which con*

tains the gouges (see Pig. 908).

tinot advantage to the general e fleet. But,
as a rule, the combining of tlic twro stylea

should be strictly avoided. ^lost of the

designs used for chip carving are of a geo*

metrical type, as in Figs. 915 to 917. But
they need not be necessarily confined to this

type, although tmich can be said ag.iinat tite

use of the flora! kind of design (see Fig. 919).

Q«ometrical Drawing:

A fair knowledge of geomcttn^al rtniwing

ia essential to the setting out of a design

for chip carv'ing ; but such knowledge must
l>e gained outside tho pugiis of this book,

there being no space available here in which
to deal adequately with such a subject.
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Ornamenting Edge of Bookshelf

Chip carving decoration suitable to the

edge of a bookceac aheii 19 shown by Fig.

926. This is essentially a horizontal trmt-
tnent. Fig, 920 is very simple, and does

not require muob expIanatioD; aa to its setting

out
]
the line round the semieirdes is marked

in with the veiner, I’hc student^ of couise,

must fit in the pattern to the length of the

shelf. This is easily done by finding the

centre of the shelf. Supposing the shelf to

Fig. 9S0.—CMp CatvAd £dga of fiookihslf.

HHBHB
Fig. SSL Fig, BSa.

Figs. 411 and 911.—Hetbods of Betting Out Fig. 930.

Fig. 933.—Another Design for Edge of Bookshell

Fig. 92A.—Method of Setting Out Fig. 93A
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bn 2 ft. in Jengtb, the centre line would be

1 ft. from either end. On this Une will fall

the centre of the nemidrcle then describe

the others on both sides until about | in.

Fig. SSA.

Fig«. 9SS and 926 .—Chip Carved Vertical

£dg« of BookabelTet.

from the end
[ and if there Is no room to

finish with a semicircle, as at b in Pig, 921^

or with the {Quarter as at a, the space must
l>r filled tip vrhh what are known by chip

carvers as " fhna,^’ which can I'c made to fill

any sised space, aa at c (Fig, 92*i). The
smell triangular apaeea are left in the sur^

face of the wood, ivith little nicka eut out
on each side. Fig» 023 is set out aa In Fig.

924, the triangles x x being left stjlid. All

that has been said about abirting from the

Fig. 93T.—Chip CArvbig Design f<n Box

End.

centre of the shelf and finishing at its ends
applies equally to this pattern. Both these

patterns would look just m well reversed.

Fig. 925 shows a decoration suitable to a

vertical treatmeut. though it may also be

used horizontalh\ For the skeleton or w^;-Tk-

ing lines, see Fig. 92<i. It vrill be better to

start the setting out from the end instead

of the centre, and to make the last tin either

slightly longer or short4T than the othei^. if

the space needs it. With c aa centre, de-

acrilK the quartcr-drdes and insert [lointa

Fi|^ la—Half Datigti for Box Front.
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I and 2. Th« liDea must tlicn be diuwn in

freehand or with French curve from these

poiDta to thoiT meeting 'point a . Id thU

and lower trianglea are solid, and the centre

one is eloped towards them, leaving two
ridges. No. 2 has only one ridge in the

Fig: Sas.—Another Half D««Jgn for Bon Front

pattern the small triangles may be left solid

with the little nicks” taken out of the

side, or else cut into pockets as shown in

the pattern.

Boxes 1 Chip'Carved

Fig. 927 shows the end of a box. The
pattern should l>c started from the centre

lines of the box—namely, \ B and c and
the circles should be divided into six parts.

Fig. 923 shows the long side of a box. Pat^

terna 1, 2, 3 on the Iwrdcr of the lid show

three different patterns which are all set

out on the same lines. In No. I, the upper
Fig. DotSgn far Box End, In Chip

Curing,

Fig. tSl.—Half Daaign for Fox Top.
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centre. In Xn. 3 tbe aquAies in tbe centre

arc aud the upper and lower eeta of

triangles sloped down to them. In setting

out the pattom an the start from the

centre of the bor. Fig, 1129 shows u treat'

meiit for the front of a boi where no p|j»4ft

bands are left. The setting out does not

need explanation^ being simply a aeries of

aemiciiclea interUcing with li^le solid tri-

aogiea and squares. Fig. 930 is another

design for the end of a long box, or for all

the sides of a small box. One half is left

without detailn shows the way to set out

the pattern. In Figs. 931 and 932^ which

top of the box. Pig, 933 sKowa the setting

out of the quatrefoil, the half of which is

shown to the extreme left in Fig. 931^ and
Fig. 03G the setting out of the deca^n or

double pentagon shown in the complete
circle to the right of Fig. 931, Both the

quatrefoil and the pentagon or decagon
have plain bands

;
but the bauda of the

quatiefoil are left without any marking
whatever^ and those of the pentagonal

design have a vdn or line runuing along the

centre of the hauds^ and taken ont with the

veining tool.

Setting Out the Patterns.— Tn these elab-

Fig. 9S3.—AnoUier Half X>«si^ for Box Tofs

show decorative work in chip carving for the

tope of boxes, two methods of treatment arc

illustrated; that in Fig. 931 has plain

bands, whilst that in Pig, 932 is without any

hands at all. They are both somewhat
elaborate^ and so in Figs. 933 to 930 are

ahoivn the beat methods of acttiDg out the

principal parts ol the design. Fig. 933 is

founded on an octagon or eight-sid^ figure,

and exhibits the ornamentation of the circle

to the left in Fig. 932. Fig. 934 is based on

a hexagon (six-stcledh or on a dodecagon

(twelve -sided) figure, and shows the prin-

ciple of setting out the ornamentation of the

semicirclo to the extreme right in Fig. 933^

which, indeed, w'hcn repeated, would form

the central part of the whole design for the

orate pattema, after niliiig the centre lines

on the boxes thcmaelves, it will Ito wdl to

set out the patterns on paper* na in the case

of the pentagon here slmwn ; the centrea id

some of the arts come far from the figure

itself, aud cannot bo found on the Vtox.

Now measure off the points requited from iho

parict on to the wood, and tfane the curves,

as A B, from centre c in lower riglit hand
comer of Fig. 93<^], on to a little piece of

tracing paper with a black pencil, and then*

reversing the paper so as ^ get the [icncii

side on the wo^, go very carefully over the

curves with a pointer or tracer
;

but, when’
ever possible^ get the centres on the wixxl so

AS to do the airs with compusBea. Tho latur

in the centre of the^ntngon is n decagon or
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Tig, 934^—S«iting Out Doable Htu^on
(iH Fif. 939).

B larger BCftle* Tho first is quite ^impJe^ and
ncetb ao explanniion ; and the second, also,

though it looks mon elaborate^ h easily

set out,

riff^ 934.—Setting Out Doable Fentafoa

(m Fig. 9$l1.

cross 'Section through the centre of Fig* 939,

is shown a method of putting these frames

together which preveutfi warping or splitting,

and which also gives « rebate m which to

ten*pointed one, obtaLned hy dividing the

pentagonal divisions into two*

Paper-knife Handies

Figs. 937 and 938 are paper-knife handles,

which would look very well If worked to

Photograph Frames

Three de^gn? of frames are presented bv
Figs. 939 to 942. In Fig. 9i0, wych is i

Fig. 933.—Setting Out Octagon (tee

Fig: 933).

Fig. 933.—Batting Out Qaatrcfoil (oee

Fig. 931)*

Q
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Fig. 9Us

Fi^ A3T iud 933.^?Lpor Snife Handlci.

rig, »40,

figi. 9S1 and t40.—£]«TaUoa and B^ctioa of Fbotograpb rram« having Eoctangular Opening;

l( '
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pkce the photograph, gluM, with little

trouble. Each frame ib made of two lavera

of panel glued together, and ciosaing each

other in grain^ the opening in the back one

being cut larger than that in the front one*

Bellows

It haa already lieen pointed out p.

20GJ that a bellows aide, made of cheap white

wood^ Lb an eicellent thing for the lieginner

nut. The carving iB ehown enlarged in

Figs. 945 to 948. The following U the

method of the conatnictioa. The sides and

ends should hrnt be prepared and gauged

down to 4 in. wide. They are dovetailed

together. The top overhangs the aides and

ends i in.i and Is made up in three pieces.

The centre piece is 1^ in. wide, and is fixed

to the top edge of the sides with a screw

from the top as shown at Fig. 949 ; the end

n^. or Uiamfliid Fbotcgnpli Frunoi

to carve. A design is now presented

Fig. 94rJ) for a bellows side in chip carving.

Cigar Box

The chip'Carvod cigar txix illuHtrated by

Fig. 944 is 8 in. long over the ends, 6 in.

wide over the sides, and 9 in. deep over the

top and bottom. It stands on four amall

turned feet, and has a handle at the top.

The top is made up in three pieces, the end

pieces open, being hinged to the centre piece,

which is fixed to the sides, and to w^hich the

handle is fixed. Smooth, straight graiiied

wood 4 in. thick, which will not need stain-

ing, should be used, preferably oak or wai'

pieces of the top nre hinged to the centre

piece with 1-in. brass butt hinges. The
handle extends the whole width of the box,

the ends covering the beads of the screwe

which fix the centre piece of the top. The
handle is fixed with screws from underneath,

as shown at Fig. 949. A partition may be

fitted to the inside of the box, dividing it

into two equal poitions i it should be of

wood J in. thick V grooved into the sides.

The bottom overhangs the sides and ends

the same distance as the top, and is fixed

with screws from underneath. The small

turned feet on which the box stands are

^ in, deep by j in, in diameter, fixed to the
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li^. MS.—Bound Fbotognph Fnina,

further mctuasrti j id. by the feet nn which

it Atnrids. It upena alonj; the ridge, the lida

lalliug in two Rapa. Prepared panel af

some hard, smooth-grained w^ood w'hich

w'iU not need staining Is rccomuiendcd for

its ran struct! on. It is fixi^d together with

screws, and those that show should be

round-headed brass ones. From the general

view (Fig, 951) it will be seen that the chief

ornamentatjon of the sides and ends is

diaper-work, and these panels are shown en-

larged by Piga- 952 and 953. In the ends

the diaper is precisely the same as in the

central panels of the sides (Fig. 952), only

that here the panels arc of double width.

Fig. 954 shows a portion of the running

Fig; MS. - Ballowi,

the carvino of the tympanum above it is

shown in Fig. 957.

Coiutructing the Casket.^—Fig, 955 ahowa

a part of one Rip of the Uds, the centre

being marked by the line Y Y. These Rips

fold and lock together at the ridge, and are

hinged tn the sides. As they are of J-in.

panel only, they should be strengthened

near their ends with ledgers. These may be

of the same thickness as the tbps, and from

i in. to 1;^ in. wide. In the section (Fig.

95S) w here they arc marked k they arc show n

bottom as shown in Fig. 950. The box

should first be fixed together temporarily,

and then taken apart for carving. The
edges of the top and bottom are moulded as

shown in Fig. 941.

Casket

The shrine shape, a form in which tuimber-

less chests and caskets were made in the

^fiddle Ages, is one In which chip carving

can bo shown to advantage. The casket

illnstmtcd by F^g. 951 is U in. long by 7 in.

wide, and C in. high in the sides, above which

the gabled lid rises 2} in. The height is

border above the panels of the sides, the

line 3t X l>eing the centre of this border. The
smaller ^ig-mg border which runs l>clow

and betw-cen the panels and at their ends is

similar to that which appears at the ends of

the flap in Fig. 955, This same slg-jEsg is

also used below and at the sides of the end
panels, TJie krger border ivhich ruiia be-

tween the panel of the end and the tym-
panum is shown at full length in Fig. 95U

;
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insiidc the flups, from the end$ of whicih tki^v

shoiTldi Iw S it>- di«Unt, Like the od^ nf

the flap, their endn muAt Us splayed off fo

the ancle tVf|uircd to fit the ed>^a of the side

piecea Hud of the opposite d'*p. They are

fixed in position uith screws. It may Iw

thought that a letter effect will result from
keeping theae ledgei^ oiitsidfl the flaps, in

wiiich case the earv'ing of the ziq*j!ag border

the grain running vertically. Theae pieces

should be fixed to the bottom with bms9
round-headod screwsj and the side pieces

should he ^stened in like manner to the

l>ottom and to the ends. The side pieces^

which an! of ^-in. panels measure 11 in, by
C in. The feet are cut from 2-in, equarea

of 3'in. stuff S3 U seen in Fig?. 950 and 960.

Each foot is fixed to the bottom with two

Fig. of Cigar

Box Top or Covgr,

rig. 945.—Half of Cigar Box
8ida

Fig, 94$. Half Of Cigar

Box £nd.

Fig, 949.—

Flxiag Cigar

Box Hudla.

Fig 950,--

Fixing Cigar

Box FmL

Fig, 944.—Cigar Box.

Fig, 94S.—

Half of Cigar Box

Handle.

will be ati the ledger and not or. the flap. If

phiml outaide^ the leflgrrs ehould not reach

the cd^s of the flup at each end by in.,

and they should Iw fixed on with round'

headed brass screws; ^-in. stuff should

ho used for the bottom of the casket. This

is IDJ in. long by 6^ In, wide. The two ends

arc of |-iii. |)A«oh 6A in. w^ide
;

at their

sides they arc G in. high, whilst to form the

gables they are 2^ in, iiigher. If the w^ood

from which they are cut should be so loose

ill its grain as to suggest any danger of

splitting, it wdll lie ttest to cut them writh

screA's, and projects | in, beyond the sides

and ends. The inside of the casket can Ije

fitted to meet requirements, hut a good

ordinary arrangement might lie as shown in

the cross section (Fig. 9-58). There is a w'ell

at the bottom 2^ in. deep^ and above this

and resting on the slips u, wrhich are fi.tcd to

the side pieces, are tw'o short trays iwca.sur-

ing externally in. deep, 5| in. long, luul

in. w‘ide* On these rests a single tmy
ItjJ in. long and 6j in. wide, the sides Iwing

] in, high, whilst the ends and a middle par'

tition rise to within 2^ in. of the gable^ as
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.shown at a The tr»ya should Ite of pre-

pared panel of the same wood as the easket,

the ends and middle partition being | in.

thick, and the aides and bottoms in*

thick. The best way of fastening them
together is with small screws.

Fig. 9SL—CMkat

7 in., excluding the ornamental projections.

Fig, 0H2 shows the top, Fig. 9(5.3 being a

Fig*.

Fig. »D3. Fig. 9»3.

9(3 and 9l^3—Hiddlo and Out«T Faselt

of Sid« or Casket.

Fig. 9^4.—Bord«r abov« aide Puivla of

Caskst

Tig. BoTdor above End Panel of

Caaket

Trinket Casket

Fig. W1 is the front elevation of a casket

which will form an elaborate subject for the

chip'carvcFs nrt. It stands 6 in. high, ami
has an outside m^surement of 11 in. by

longitudinal section through the centre*

The material should bo solid panel of any
smooth-grained hardwcKxi. The more im-

portant pieces— the top and bottom, the

front, l>ack. and ends- arc of ^-in. stuff ; the

carved ledger strips, which form a marked
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feature iu the decoration, are of ^-in. stuff

;

while both ^dn, $;tufl and panel arc

used in the interior httin^s. The construc-

tion ia arranped for simply screw' ing together,

so that only ordinary akill and care are re-

<[uii>‘d to make the casket, the material

being of such thicknesses as may be bought
ready planed. The bottom a (Pig. O(k'i) is a

plain piece of the thicker panel, 11| in. by
in. i its upper are rounded otf as

shown. The; front imd liack pieces are of

the same materml* 1 i in. by 1-^ in. The back

is left quite plain. The design for the front

is shown on a w'orking scale in Fig. ;

in this figure a n marks the centre, the design

of the casket; the dotted linea nt * r (Fig.

indicate; the projection O'f the end
strips, ff it is desJJCtd to hide the mode
of attachment, they may lie fixed by screws

driven from within
;

but if small round*

headed brass screws am used outside, they

will be ornamental rather than otherwise.

A screw might be driven tlirough each of

the four quiitrefoilB down the central line

of the strip. The lid (Fig. 9l}2) is 11 J In.

long by 7| in. wide ; it overlajia the ends

and fmnt by J in,, but behind it comes flush

with the Wk piece. Its upper edges are

rounded off equally all round. The lid has

two ledger-strips, 7 iu. by 14 in*, which arc

Ftg. 9BT,—Tympanum of CJablo

of Cuk«t.

Fig. 940.—Diagonal &Ktion of

Foot of Caakot.

Fig. 0S9.—

Flan of Foot of

Casket

Fig. 9SS.—Croaa Svetdon of

Cukot

on each side of the line Wing the same.
The end pieces, which are of panel of the

same height and thickness, are bj in. long.

The pattern carved upon them is tJie same
as the eentml portion of the front, between
c D and h: r (Fig, 9fil). All four pieces are

fixed to the Wttom b}' screws driven from
underneath, while the corners are fastened
together by acrewa driven through the front

and back into the ends. The heads of the

actew's in the front w'ill not show, as they
will be hidden by the ledger-strips. These
strips, of which there are two on the front

and two at each end, are of J-in. panel, IJ
in. wide by

1:J:
in. long. Their outer edges

are lightly rounded off. When fixed, their

outside edges will come flush with the corners

lx>th useful and ornamental, as they prevent

warping. They differ from those below in

being carved to another pattern, and in

l«;ing wider by \ in. They are fixed 2 in.

frem the ends of the lid, as shown in section

at c {Fig* %3}. The feet n are cut from
}-in. l>oard, a square of 1| in. being needed

for each* They are screwed to the bottom.

The arrangement of the inside fitting is a

matter of individual taste. In Pig. 963
is shown a single tray liaving a cross division

in its middle, with a finger-hole F for lifting

out. The bottom and sides of the tmy are

of Aiid the ends and partition

of I'in. stuff, which is also used for the middle

partition P of the well, and for the lining o
on which the trey rests at each end. Figs.
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Fi^. 061.—Front Eleration of Trinket Cuket.

Fl;^. 060.—Top of Trinket Cnekot

Pig, 966.—Longitudinal Baction of Trinket Cnoket.
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A

rig. 964.— Part Flan of Top of Card Box, showing Cribbage Board.

FLg. D66.—Part Side Elovation of

Card Box.

Fig. 966.—Section of Card Box on

Line A B <Figi. 964 and 969).

Fig. 967.—Horixontal Section of Card Box.
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961 and 9G2 are reproduced to a scale of
one^third full siae, and Fig. 963 one -quarter
full sixe.

Playing*card Box with Cribhage

Board

The material to be used for the playing-

card box Bhou'Q in part by Figs. 964 and 965
will be solid panel of some smooth and r^mi'

griuncd wood suitable for chip cari'ing*

section through the central line a b (Figs.

964 and 965), and Fig. 967 a horiaonhil sec'^

tion through the middle of the box. The
bottom and lid, A and u (Fig. 966), 10} in.

long by 4^ in. wide, are each formed of a
piece of the thicker panel. The lid, as will

be seen from Fig. 961, forma the cribliage

board. The sidea G {Figs. 966 and 967) are

also of the thicker panel, 10^ in. long by
1 in. wide. The ends u (Fig. 967} are of the

Fig:. eflS-—Front Elevation of

Comer Cupboard.

Fig. 9 TO.—Section of Comer Cupboard at Baitom

of Lower CapbunL

Tw'o thicknexstes wdll be needett
:

^-in. panel

fnr the top, bottom^ sides, and ends^ and

i\dn. for the lining and partitions, both

slightly planed down. Miany Indian

tea chests are made of a kind of redar admir-

ably adaptive] in lioth grain and eolmir for

this class of work ; the thin boards can l>e

easily planed down to the required thick

-

nos.**. The box i« made of a length to hold

two packs of canlsr with a smaller compart-

ment between them. Fig. 966 U a vertical

same thickneas and width, and, if it k in*

tended to dovetail the coraern, 1 in, long.

Dovetailing, however, is not necessary \

and, kdng rather dilftciilt, a simpler method
may h'* adopted. The ends are cut 3-J in*

long. an<l merely screw'tjd together at the

comers w'ith a couple of hnua screws. This

must lie done neatly, and the holes for the

Rtrews countcreunk to bring the heads just

flush w'Uh the surface. The lx>ttom k fixed

to the sidea and ends w'ith ordinaty seteWA
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driven from tielow the hnlc« for these will

need to be rather more deeply coimteisunk,

to prevent the ho?c ^erutehing any polished

surface on whlell Jt may be placed. The
lining e fFigs. Wifi and nO') is of the thinner

panel, and is li jn^ wide. The comers are

miterwl, and the whole glued inside the lioy.

The partitions v {Fig. UOT) ore of the Fame
thick ne!^ and width, and arc glued, as shown,

into V^slmped grooves in the lining, thus

forming a handy com[)artment for crihhagi:

wide. These strips should be strongly

screwed to the top, Although th^ cribbage

board can l^e used whilst on the box. It may
be taken off and used on the lower level if

desired. The hollow moulding round the

under edges of the top maybe easily struck

out wdth, a gougf^-

Corner Cupboard

The corner cupWrd show'n by Fig. Wlfl

is so arranged that its constructional parts

Fi^. &T1.—Section tbreugh Camice of COrnor

Cupboudu

rtg, 9T2.—Comiw of Carper Cwpboani

Fi^. 974,—Lower Door of Coiatr

C'jpbaard.

F(£^. 973. Side Strip of Comer Cupboard.

jH'gA. whist miirkojs, counters, etc. The

chip carving on the aides of the ho.x is ilius-

trated by Fig. fKrj ; the pattern on the p.vaIh

will l>e the same, but there will ht- rot in

for only one whole rosette and two hah’cs.

The f>attem of the top, hs regards the chip

fiirving, is one easily act out. "Jhc dark

lines which surround the different grt^ups

of cribbage holes are merely incised, ln‘ing

struck out W'ith the dividing-tooL “i’he smalt

strips iw {Fig. 96fi)> wdiich nm beneath the lop,

and which dose over the lining when the

box is shut, are of the thicker panel, J in.

can lie put together inde[ienderLtly of those

w^hieh am ornamental, so that the carving

can lie executed at kisum, and s'^rewed on
alterw^ards. The pieces to be carved am
also of small and handy sii^ea, except the tw o

aide Strips, wldch, if dt^ired, can he sawn in

two, an<l the halves wnrki^i separately. The
material recommendcfl h pine, to lie stained

to a dark hrown, or nbonised. The cuplioard

stands on three legs a, n, and c (Figs. 9fi9

to 97J)

;

these ftte 5 ft, ,“4 in* long and I in*

w ide. The front ones, A and ii, are of j-in*

hoard, but the back one, c, is of Lin. stuff.
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The Apace between the two front ones ia

in^p which Rives a w'ldth to the cupboard
front of 2 ft- The legs are held together bv
being Hcrewed to the halM 0 ^1:011 triangular

pieces which come between them- Tlic low-

est of thesOj the foot sheJf^ is shown in plan

by Fig. 9G9. It is of J'in. boardp placed w'jth

boards but they moasiirc onlv &i in. from

hack to front—tee Fig. ivhtch is a bcc-

tion through the Iwltom of the low'cr cop-

iKiard. The floor of the cuplxiard above is

just the aiittic+ The luick'boarding is lettered

n; R is the lower front cross strip, which i«

r1 fn+ w'idcp and fuis its ends, whieh ate hulve^h

rig. 9T0.—Lockw-stwL

Fig. 971—S«ciion mbore Eottom of

Lock«r-tto«].

Fig. 97».— Fig. 979.—

Border round Top of Top Centro Ornament for

Lodcor-itooL Locker-stOoL

Front of Locker-stooL

its upper surface 3 in. from the ground.. As
there is no back-boarding to this low'er part,

the shelf goes back to the vrall between a c

and Hc, and projects farther in front than

the others by J in. Its depth from liack to

front is U In . ;
its front edge is shaped orna-

mentally
,
whilst the fronts of the others are

plairu The floors of the upper and lower

cupboards and the shelves are also of J-in,

let and screwed into the backs of the legs

A and R. In fronts it comes flush with them.

The upper ixlge of this strip is in. above

the ground line, the upper surface of the cup-

loxinl floor lueing 4 im higher; a sufP.cient

i«lge i$ thus given against which the liottom

of the door closes^ To give a similar l>earing

for the front edge of the door, a strip is

screwed against the inner side of the leg Tt

;
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the place of this atrip is indieited by trto

duttAi lino3 at F (Fig^ 97i>)* The ahclf of

this lower cuplx^ard is 12 in. abom its floor.

The cross strip botwceri the lower and upper

doors is only id. wide, otJierwise it is the

same as tliat lielow. The shell ia this upper
cupl>oard is 10 in* alwve its floor. The door-

way is sumnounted by a cross strip H (Fig.

t)7J)+ in. wide, the top of which comes ie\'cl

with the tops of the legs ; it is fixed in place

like the others. The A-in. 1>aek -boarding tJ

(Fig. ilTO) is 15 in. and *J ft. lOj in.

long on each side. The pieces reach from

the level of the tops of the legs to that of

tho iiottom of the lower cujjboani floor-

piece. They arc screwed to the various tri-

angular pieces and t<i the legs, the back leg

boiug cut away on either aide to receive them.

Fig. 07 1 ia a plan of the under side of the

top. For thia, ^-in* board serves j it should

measure 1^^ in. from liack to front. Along
the top of each back botirtl is screwed a 1-in.

square strip of w'ood (; (Fig. ^^71), to which

the top is screwed, as well us to the legs and
cross strip if. From Fig. OdS it ivili Ire seen

that the lower part has a front casing which

lornis a plinth 18 in. high
;

parts of it are

shown In section at j (Fig. %0). It is of

^'in. i>o£ird and in three pieces. The large

horiEOTital one, in wfiidi the orna mental arch

is cut, ia 25 in. by II in., and is screw'cd to the

legs and lower cross strip. The two smaller

pieces ore t) in. by 4J in.
;
they are screwed

upon the legs. This, except the doors, com-
jiletes the carcaae, and thus far no carved

part has Iwen intro<luced. Of the orna-

mental work, the corn ice (Fig, 972) and k

(Fig, 971) is of ^-in. board, 25^ in* long by
G in. wide, its lower etlgc Ireing chamfen'd

off for 4 in. When fixed, its top comes flusfi

with the top of tlie cuplnjanf. The side

strij) (Fig- DT3) and i* (Fig, 970) are of l-iiK

board, 2^ in. wide and ^ ft. G in. long. They
are^ when cafA’ed, Axed down the middles

of tho frtmt legs
;

round-headed acrew's

should be used for the fixing, black if tiie

work is cbonised, and bra.sa if it is browui.

The upper door ia 1ft in. high by IG in. w ide
;

it has a gihsif panel, the upper cupboard being

intended for bric-A-brac. Its frame is mode
of two layers of strips, 2 in. wude. The inner

layer is of ;|-in* boarnl, its cross mils are IG in.

long, and its upright stiles M in. l^und their

inner front edges is w^orked a i-In. rebate to

hold the glass, which is put in with a little

putty, and held in place by the outer layer.

Tho glass is 144 in* by 124 in. The outer and
carved strips are of 4-in. wood, the rails being

12 in. long and the stiles 18 in. ; the tw^o

layers, which thus cross at corners, are

screwed together. The low'er door, ?hown
on a larger scale in Fig. 971, is 21 in. by IG in.

In this ia an inner layer of |-in. board of the

aimVC dimensions, the grain lying horizoD-

tally. The outer lav^er is of 2-in, strips, ^ in.

thick, the stiles running the whole height

(2L in.). Thia door is further sirengtheneii

by the diamond-shaped centre piece, in w'hich

also the grain is perpendicular.

Locker -stcM>l

The locker-stool illustrated by Figs, 975
and 97G has leg^ W'hich rvr 18 in. long and
2 in. square at the top, their inner sides l>eiiig

tapered down to IJ in., the taper beginning

7 in. from the top. The four side-pieces (sec

Fig. 977) are screwed to the kgs as shown
in Fig. 97G

;
they are of 4-in. liaril, 9J in.

wide, the front and back ones being 14 in,

long, the end ones in., ow'ing to over-

lapping
; 0$ the corners are rounded this will

bo found better than mitre ^ointa. Four
screws arc used at each end, tlic intervening

dots {sec Figs. 975 and 977) being simply

holes slightly sunk with a small gouge to

complete the pattern. The caF\ing will, of

course, be done on these pieces before they

are finally fixed, but it will be better to

put them temporarily in position vrlth ecrew^s

to see that they fit before beginning to

cjirvo. For the permanent fixing, use round-

headed screws, either brass or black, aa they

will be an ornamental feature. The locker

is C in. deep. The section (Fig. 97G) is taken

immediately above the piece forming the

bottom ; J-in. board, 13 in. by I'l in,, ia

used for this, 2-in. opemngs being cut at tlie

corners for the kgs. It is Gxed in plate by

three screws driven into it through each side-

piece (sor Fig, 975). f^astly, the top or lid

is of j in. ixMvrd, IG in* by 15 in. The detaila

of its ornament are shown in Pigs. 978 and

979, the former being the border ornament
and the latter the centre ornament. If pine

or other easily-splitting wood is used, it will

be well to screw upon its under side two
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small ledgen, ^ m. thick, | in. wide» aad
14 ID. lon^„ placinp them so as to fall just

outside the side-pieces \ these will not only

be a precaution against aplittint^ or waqiing,

but will als^ help to e?cclude dust from the

locker. The top is hinged to the back side'

1 in. thicks 10 in. wide, and I ft. G in. Ion?,

This can he covered with cloth or velvet,

with a deep fringe to hide the stonework

l>eiieath. The height and width of the

overmantel are both 4 ft. In the centre is

a looking-glass 1 ft. 8 m. by 1 ft, ^ in. It

Ft;. 9S0.

Figi, 3SO to —Front Elevation,

End EloTation^ Vortical Section,

Upper Sholi Flan, and Horizontal

Section of Overmantel vritli Cup-

hoarda

piece and fitted to the front one with a lock^

the pattern being arranged to give a place

for the keyhole.

Overmantel with Cupboards

For the chip-carved overmantelJHustrated

by Figs. ySWJ to 1)84, the mantellKMtd can

consist of a plain piece of deal board about

ban two shelves respectively 7 in. and 5 in,

wide for bric-i-brac, and beneath the lower

and wider shelf are two aballow cupljoaids.

The material may lie pine or any smooth-

working wood suited for chip carving. The

parts to 1>e carved, including the upper half

of the backboard, should be selected free

from knots. The overmantel is supported
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and held together by the uprighti) a and n

(Fip. 9&)), which stand on the mantelboa nl

fr+ to which, however, they are dowelled,

80 that the overmantel can be taken down
without dbturbing the mantelboaid which

must be firmly fixed in poaitioii before the

overmantel ia set on it. These uprights are

of ,^-in. wood, fi4 ’^'^de ; the two outer

shelve* sre f in. thick when pinned down

;

the upper one v la ornamentally shaped in

its middle part, as shown in Fig. 9'8*1. Figs.

Pfil and PttJ show how the «he)f is cut so that
the front half of it rests on the uprights, to

which it Ls screwed dow'n
; lichind it is fixed

with acrewft driven into it thniugh the back-
l>oard. The lower and w-ider shelf y. Is fixed

Fig. 9SS.—Mirror

and Frame Btripi

of OvenuanteL

Fi^. 987.—Central Top Chip Carring of OvarmanteL

Ftp. 986.—Bracket of

OvermAntal (see L,

Fi^. 980),

ones \ am ft* fi m. high, and the inner

ones n 3 ft. 7^ in, high* To these is screwed

the backboartl Uj which is of 4*in* stuffi, I ft.

high
;

its length is 4 ft* Oj in** us its end^ pro-

ject J in. beyond the upright, where they

have their front edges rounded off. The
lengths which form the baekboaixl ate placed

horizontally, and must l>e neatly jointed*

since alx>ve the shelf K the greater part of

their surface will be carved. The two

in the same manner. The central division

of the overmantel ia 1 ft. G in. from upright

to upright^ and the lower panels containing

the mirror Oj is 2 ft. 2 in. high* The glass is

1 It. S in, by 1 ft. 3 in., and at sight Ls, when
fixed, 1 ft. 74 in. by 1 ft. 24 in. ft is held in

position by strip-s of Jdn* board, on the Inner

eclges of which Jdti* rebates are worked to

receive the glass
;
they are secured with small

screws driven into them through the back-

r
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board. The vertical and horizontal aectiona

(Figs. 962 and 9iN) show the arrangement.

The bottom strip h is 2^ In. wide, ami is left

plain ; an enlarged detail of this panel Is

shown by Pig. 935. The side strips J are

Ij in. wide, and have each a narrow tine of

carving. The top strip x. is 4 in. wide^ and
fixed on it are two brackets L to support the

shelf alHivc^ One of these is shown sepa'

nitcly in Fig. 9S^h The bmcketa are fixed

with dowels to the shelf, and with screws

driven into them through the backboani and
atrip. This top strip has, as shown in Fig.

965, a little carving in three medallions.

The piind si (Fig* 960) of the oentml division

between the two shelves, la-ing a part on
which the eye will chiefly rest, Is carved
throughout. Its ornamentation is shown in

Fig. 0H6. The carved medallion, which dc-
corates the space y ,'ibove the tlpjjer shelf, is

shown enlarged in Fig. 987 : and the spaces

0 at the top of the side divisions have their

Figr SS&—Central Pmoel of DveTTnanteL

Fig. 9SB.—Chip Carvtaff ov«r Side Divlaiona

(O, F%. 9 SO) of OvetmanUil-

Fi^. »90.—Arcade Panel of OrennuteU ng. 99^—Cupboard Door of OvermantoL
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ornament given in Fig. 9S9. Soma variety

Jfl introduced in the side paneJs p by the

arches shown at and indicated by dotted

lines in Fig. 990. niBch pair of arches is cut

from a strip of j'in. board, and is tidied to

the uprights ami upper shelf with Biimll

romid*heflded brass screws. The panels

iH^neath the arcades are carved as shown in

Fig. t>90. The angle formed by tho uprights

A where they meet the mantelboard is re-

lieved by the small pieces of Lin, boatd,^

shnwm in Pig. 99L
Cupboards.—Fig. t>92 shows the design for

the cupboaitd doors. As seen in the section

(Rig. 981b tbesB cupboards are fesclusive of

the space taken up by the door) 1 ft. H in.

wide and 0 in. deep. They are I ft. 9 in.

high, leaving a space between them for the

nooks R, which arc 4J in. high. The cup-

board bottoms are § in, thick, and may eitlicr

be mortised into the uprights, or merely

fixed with screws driven into their ends

through the uprights. Round-headed brass

screws should be used. The (ioors shown In

Fig. 09^ are of Lin. stuff* and are strength*

ened with J-in. ledgers screwed to their

biiehs at the top and the bottom. A false

top and bottom of i*in. Wrd should bo

fixed within each cuplx>ard, far the door to

dose against. One of the cupboards might
be fitted as a smokcr*s cabinet^ with pipe

racks at the sides, a deep drawer at the bot-

tom for cigars, and a small shelf near the

top for mafah-boxea, etc* The other cup-

1>nard tionld fjo fitted with two or three small

shelves far minor artide.s, and with one, oi

perhaps two shallow drawers at the liottom.

Figs. 980 to 984 are diaun to a scale of j iu*

to the foot, and Figs, 965 to 992 are 2 in:

to flic foot;
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Carved Foundry Patterns

Wood cartiko occupies a very deftiiite

place amongst the industrial arts, and one of

its important applications [a in the produc-

tions of patterna for ornamental castinga^

columna, capitals, archea. friezes, pattressea,

terminals, fmtuls, brackets, pi1ustera» panels^

balustrades, palisading, doors, staircases^

mantels and o%*ermantels, tables, scats,

cresting, rainwater pipes and heads ; all

these surest themselves very readily as

being more or less common building and
furnishing materials, which are prt^uced

With regard to the choice of materia], if,

for instance, the casting will be in a pro-

luinent position, forming part of an architec-

tural scheme embracing elaborate ornament,
it must be cast in a fine metah This means
that the mctftl should be free from impuri-

ties that would prevent it fbw'ing easily and
freely into the mould formed in the sand by
the carved |mttem, it 1icing then jjosBibIc

to intrwiuce a more delicate type of design,

such as that of the Italian or Krench He-

nnissance, with the certainty that the design

carved in the pattern will l>e faithfully re-

produced in the Casting, An essential to

Fig. 993.—Diagram

ftboirliig Tap«Jf of

Foondiy Fattam. Fig, 90*.—Carved Pattern.

by casting metal in moulds made from w'ooden

patterns. Brass, copper, and bronze orna-

ments also are sometimes cast from w'ooden

patterns.

Limitations

In wood carving applied to induslrial pur-

poses, limitations are imposed which bind

the worker to a certain definite treatment of

the designs, and which also limit the choice

of thesQ designs. These limitations are :

(1) The material of which the casting con-

sists, and (2) the particular methods neoes-

sarily employed in making the casting.

success in metal casting is that l>nth the

pattern and the casting shall leave the sand

easily and cleanly. To do this, a slight

amount of taper is necessary j nil those sur-

faces Vk'hich lie parallel to the plane of the

direction in which the pattern is to be drawn
out are cut at a slight angle to It, the inclina-

tion of these surfaces always Iwjng in the

direction of a point lying beyond the face

of the carving. Thus, in the wooden pattern,

the ** walla '’ of the design will incline from

the groundwork to the surface. Across the

line A, in Fig. the measuremetit will be

slightly less than along the line b, w'hich, of
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course, Lncan& tliat each wall inclined slightly*

The process of moulding the sand consists

in preparing a box, into which the carved

when complete, W'ill also probably destroy

the mould in the same way. Thus, the

pattern lor the casting is made to taper from

Fig.

Fig.

Figs. 99S ud 996.—Bection of Wood Pattani and Sand Hould,

pattern is pressed until it haa made a cavity the gmund up to the surface. This applies

that exactly comsponds to the pattern, the to every part of the carving. Figs. 094 and

last named being carefully withdrawn. But 995 sboiv a panel for castings together with

if it is undercut, or has wails at right angles the section and tlie taper allowed to dear the

to the surface, it hinds on the walls of the sand mould, and Pig. 996 shows a section of

sand mould throughout the w hole of its the sand mould after it hss been prepared

Fig. 997. Fig. 99S.

Figi* 997 and 99S*—Frtiat and Side Etervstioiis

of Uadarcut Pattenu

Fig. 999.- Section of Uadotcat Pattern

ia Mould

Pig, IQCH),—Pattmi for PlLUt, Turned imd
CarT»d,

depth* The result invariably U that some for the coating* Clean, accurate cutting is

part of the mould ia scraped off, and this is essentia) in carving foundry patterns. There

difficult to work up again* Tlie casting, must be no ragged edges, or chips not quite
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dearly cut, or cuts not me«tingp or outa

taken against tlio grain and tho surface left

rough, or the many other small defeote that

may often be overlooked inordinary carvings.

Flu^. IQQl.—S«tioD of Pillar, thoviiinff

Exc«niv« Projoctiom

Undercuttinf: in Foundry Patterns

It is evident that undercut work is, as a

rule, not suited for foundr}" patterns, uh

though it 19 possible so to arrange the under-

cutting that it is either all on one side or on

opposite skips, and to Lave all the lines of

clearance parallel to one another. In this

case the result would be an undercut casting.

This possibility is shown in Figs. 997 t* 999,

which give a front view, side view^ and sec-

tion of a pilaster design, which could be cast

standing on its edge. Id this case a double

boi is required for casting it in, and this is

shown, one part at each side, together with

the dotted clearance lines, in Fig, 999. The

design (Fig. 997) is an example of slight

Fi^. 1003 .—Bectlon of Pillar, ihowinj

Prtpor ProjoctlML

undercutting. But a complete undercut

casting is not so easy, although it is merely an

extension of the methods employed in cast-

ing Fig. 997,

Foundry Pattern for Ornamental Pillar

To cast the circular column {Fig. 1000)

in a double box is not an easy matter, special

consideration ha^^ng to be given to the

clearance lines. Figs. 1001 and 100:^ give

sections OD X X, and show' a series of rounded

falling ornament. By following the course

of the lines of clearance it will be found that

the amount of projection that can be given

these elements to make them all uniform in

projection is determined by the two outside

Fig. loss.—Carvsd Pmttflra madB in SnetiDOj.

lines but one. These are the lines which
proceed to the inner jmiction between the

projections
;
and in order to get a dear road

for this line the amount of projection must
be small. Fig. 1001 shows exceasivc pro-

jection ; Fig. 1002 indicates the right

amount. This applies to all the ornament
placed on the pillar. This fact is emphasised

in all carving done on foundry patterns

;

all clearanco lines must be free from any
projections that will prove obstacles to the

successful preparation of the mould. AU
clearance lines should always fall outside the

limits of the carving.
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Pattern made in Sections

It is |jc]ssiblc, however, to i|?norc the I i mi

-

tutioh» imposed by the linc^ of clearance

reapectiDf; the amount of relief that is pos-

sible, by means of a division of the pattern.

Thus, in casting a head similar to that in

Fig. which is square in plan os shown
in Fig. 1004, hut carved on all the four sides,

it is obviously impossible to cast it if the

pattern is a solid piece, because the sides

cannot clear the mould. It is, tfaerefore,

arranged in sections as in Fig. KKMt which

Fig. tOChi.—S«ctii?a qf Putttni of OmunHttal

Block, in UoUliL

gives a section of the head, and also the box in

which it is cast. Tii this case the pattern is

taken out of the mould in sections. The
top piece is liftwi carefully off and the centre

removed. Then the side pieces are pulled

aidewiae, leaviug the sides of the mould in-

tact and pecfeci and then the lower piece

is carefully withdmwn, A mould like this

can be used only for one casting, and has to

bo remade for each subsequent piece re-

quired, as the cast itself cannot lie in sec-

tions, but must bo in one solid piece. The

rule rc5pt»cting the tapering of the pattern

is also followed in this piece.

Allowance for Shrinkag:e

Another important point to remember is

that mctil shrinks in cooling. Therefore,

the pattern should be made lui^r than the

required casting, in the proportion of | in.

to i ft. for brass, and in, to 1 ft. for iron.

Disregard this for castings less than 1 ft,

long, the nipping of the jiattem by the

moulder usually sufficing.

Other Forms of Carvirijf for Industrial

Purposes

There arc other forms of carving for indus-

trial purposes. Boxwooii moulds for butter

making, and wheeJa for similar purposes,

come under this heading. They differ from

relief carding, inasmuch as the design is out

into the wood, and i« not raised in lelicf.

Then when the mould is placed on the butter,

the raised impression of the carving la left

in n:lief. 3Iou1ds for casting composition

sprays and scrolls are also often carved in

similar manner in solid blocks. Moulds, too,

L>r bakers, to form omamcntal surfaces to

gingerbread, pics, cakes, etc.^ come under
the same heading, Tn all these eases, make
the edges quite sharp, even to the extent of

emphasising their sharpness, becauso the

nature of the dough alwa}^ tends to soften

them eventually! and proper allowance for

this must be made.
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The f^ncouragoment giveEi to woodwork
generally by educational authurJtiefl has

caused a widespread interest in the crafts.

In this section will be given some hints as

to the formation, equipment, and manage-
ment of wood carving da^isen.^ Students

in these classes require a diHcrent course of

study from that of the ordinary carving

apprentice. The latter serves an apprentice-

ship of five to seven years^ and acquires his

knowledge of the craft entirely on "prat:-

tical “ liacfl, Hia principal businiesa for the

first two years is to keep his eyes open, ah
though, also, he may be given a little. un-

important work to do. After thiB he is

given work suited to Ms expanding ability ;

but, in any ca^e, hi^ tmining Is a matter of

many years. Thus, his knowledge of the

practical aide of the work is sure, beeaiise of

ita slow development. On the other hand,

the claas atudent has to pick up liia knowledge
in the evening, and has not the opportunity

of becoming so sure and so sound a craftsman,

BO far as the technique is concerned. Then,

another aspect of the ease is the tonsideia-

tion of the educational possibilities that lie

in the teaching of all the crafts
;
and it is

this that dominates the measures taken to

construct any cmft class, and determines

the kind of tuition that is to be given.

This^ of course, practically decides the choice

of teacher, general construction ' of class

BcheincB. and choice of apparatus and equip-

ment. There are thus two sideS“the rccPea-

tive and the educational—to the considetU'

tion of W'ood candng as a class subject.

The evening classes cater more largely for

those who look on woed carving as a hobby
;

to these, the rectea tive side of the craft will

appeal. On the other ha ink its introiluction

info secondary scliools depends cntirelr on
the educational ad^'antages that will result

from its piBctice. It will l>c apparent that,

although it undoul>tedly will l)e of advan-

tage as a means of recreation, this value is

only incidental, the dominating factor being

that of its value as a means of drawing out^

unfolding, and gradually <lcve!opin,g the

constructive and artistic qualities of the

student, ft follows, natural Iv, that the

schemes applicable to these fw'o different

sets of classes will vnr%% and this diffctenco

will receive due attention in the course of

tb'fl section.

Evening Classes

Thtst: clause H arc for students aliovc the

age of fourteen, who are not earning a grant

in a day school
;
and the classes have to le

held after four o’clock in the afternoon, e.\-

cept by special permission fri>m the Board
of Education, .^a the classes are public,

it follow.^ that it is possible for them to have
a me St varifxl constitution, especially in a

comparatively small provincial town. Mem-
bers of all prokeainiis, trades, and oc<Mi])atirmH

form the pcraonnel of these classes, and

bccjiiise of their widely varving character

they make the task of laying down and plan-

ning a w'orking scheme a matter of the

greatest difficulty. Borne students w'ish to

do their own designs ; othi^rs consider them-

selves of sufficient ataiidinp to bt: quite

outside any course that may Iw planned

;

and othei?, again, do not wish to study the

theoretical side of the subject. Tiicse are, of

course, quest inns of discipline j hut the chief

difficulty is caused by the va ly ing degrees
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of piogresA ftttaizic-d hy the more advanced
Btudent^. Some are really too far advanced
to come within the working limita of an
ordinary scheme. With a secondary school

the students can be split up into forms of n

more or less equal stage in development and
in age. But an evening class presents no
possibility of such grading. The students

must be taken together. The hours during

which a class like this may be held will

natumlly vanv From 7 to U* or 7.30 to 9.30,

will be found most generally suitable. The
duration of the class will depend somewhat
on the numbers, and it may be assumed that

one teacher cannot possibly take more than

Fif. 1006 .—Section of Cerrer'a Beach to go

agotoet Wall,

six students to each hour. Thus, twelve

students with one teacher would mean a

two'hours^ class. As a matter of fact, a

wood 'Carving class should not be of less dura'

tion than tivo hours. A shorter time means
that as soon as a student has got into the

swing of the work, and has come into tou^h
with its spirit and its pur]wsct the time to

lav down the tools has arrived. This con-
¥

atant starting and finishings without any
adequate length of time liefwpen, is detd'

mental to good work. Tliis applies to pmc'
tice, too ns much time as |M>ssibIe should

be devoted to practice Iwtwcen the lessons.

Tf eighteen students form the class, it should

cither be divided into two portions of two
hours cadi for nine Htudonts, or an assist-

ant should be obtained for at least one hour

for the one class—a matter to be judged in

each rase according to circumstances.

Equipment

The matter of cquipment-^bcDchcSp tools,

and other apparatus—for an evening cUss
is largely governed by the room and money
available. A permanent class in a room
reserv'ed specially for jt should hove the

following equipment. The room chosen

should be w'ell provided with artificiaL light,

electric preferred. For an evening class, the

matter of daylight is not of importance
[
but

for day classes, consideration should bo giv-en

to the amount and dispositiou of the window
S[)ace. The electric light should be counter'

poised, so that it may be lowered or raised

Tig. 1006,—Section of &qiuu^ Centre

as required. The benches should 1>e high

enough to stand to, should be ranged round
the w'alls under the windows, and should

have the electric lights immediately over

them. They should be 3 ft. 3 in. high and
of a section similar to thot shown in Fig*

1005. If there is sufRcLcnt space In the

centre of the room, a few benches of the

shape show^n in Fig. 1000, to accommodate
four students each, may Iw fi.xcd. These
lienchds allow the student to get round the

work instead of being always on one side of

it. Also, a light can be hung over the centre,

thus avoiding all shadows. Reserve space

for a black iKMvrd, diagrams, sketches, and
illustrations, photograph boards, models,

and other practical, illustrative apparatus.

The blackboard should be placed on a plat-

form raised about G in. from the ground, so

that it and the teacher can be easily seen
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from alJ parts of the mom. Fig. 1007 is

n plan of the suggested arrangemeat of

A wood-carviag ctassrooni, prin-

cipal objects and their jiositiona^ but leaving

out details^ such as dmwets, shelves, etc.

Under the benches there should be one

drawer and one shelf to each student. Pro-

vide A chest of diawers., to contain drawing,

tracing, and carbon {>aper, extra tools, sharp-

ening slips, strops, oib designs, drawing-pins,

pencils, rubbers, punches, and other carving

requisites, Cup^ard room, too, is never

superfluous.

3 (on Sheflield Tool List), 1 in, wide
;

3 No. 3, y'j JTi-
j 3 i in-

;
^ 3,

in.
;

2 No. 6, ^ in.
;

2 No. 3, io. 2

No. 8, J in.
;
3 No. 10, ^ in.

;
2 No, 7^ 14 in,

;

1 No. 11, j in.
:

2 No. 21, in.
;
2 No. 27,

^ in.
;
2 No. 25, j in.

;
2 No. 40, in,

^ and
2 No* 23, 4 in. Of course, other tools may bo

added as required. The handle of each tool

should be stamped with the nunil>or of its

set, and each drawer should be numbered,
the tools and appamtm Ijeing numlternd
to correspund* Other appamttis required

for a class of twelve studentji is as follows

;

Tools

.\ set of tools suitable for general use is

given on p. 39. For class use this list may
be modified to effect economy. Some of the

tools are used continually by the students,

whilst others are required only occasionally.

For a class of twelve students the following

tools for each are necessary : No. 1 (on

HhefTield Tool List), | in. wide ;
No* 3, { in*

No. 3, J in. I
No, 3, | in.

;
No. 5, in. ;

No. 5, ^ in.
;

No. 7, j in. ; No. 8, ^ in.
;

No. 39, in. and No. 21, |in. Other tools,

for occasional use only^ may be included in

a special class set, which, to begin with,

may consist of the following : 2 tools No*

12 nudletg, 12 jwiira cramps, G carvers’

screws, 12 eases or bo.\es for the tools, 1

or more cases for the class tools, 12

punches or ground stamps, 2 oilstones in

cases, 3 Waslnta slips, 3 .\rkansas slips, 1 oil-

can, 3 strops, 6 2-ft. rules, I grindstone, and

6 bench bnisbea. In addition, such things

as drawing-pins, carlwn, tracing, and draw-

ing paper should be provided
;

pencils and
rubber are generally found by the students,

If, say, two instantaneous grip vices arc fixed

to the benches at one end of the room, they

would be of advantage for carving in the

round. Tlie foregoing refers to a room used

exclusively for instruction in carving, and

forms a basis to w'ork on.
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Mak«shilt Classrooms

tliifortunatelyj such rooms as above de*

scribed are in a minority^ and wood -carding
instructors generally liave to put up with a

makeshift arrangement. In public schools

the desks very often have to do dutj' as

benches. A class can sometimes have the

use of a manual training room^ with

joiners^ benches. AVhether beticliesordesks^

however, they are only makeshifts; they arc

not high enough, and the deake^ generally^

arc not fsim enough.

The Lishtinj^ of the Claasroom

For a day class the room lequiines light*

ing at one end aud one side at least. Omsa
lights obviate the necessity of continually

moving the work to sec the eficct ui^dcr a

different lighting arrangement, because one

light can always be cutoff by means of blinds,

if necessary. A lung rwmip ha^'ing nne lieuch

along one side, with w inflows coming down
to the bench level, lends itaelf well to carving.

No top light is required, this destro^nug all

shadows. A north asfwct is the Wst, this

avoiding direct glare from the sun, which

is bad fur both the workers and the work.

Blinds should Iw fitted to the windows in

any case. For evening work, reference aU
ready has been made to the choice and
position of the artificial light necessaTy, The
same general rule of no top light is to be

observed. If gas is used, joinUhi brackets,

with three or four arms fixeil low dow^n, are

to be preferred. Oil lamps must be used

in many country districta ;
the kind with

refiectors to fix fiat on the is the best,

except in the case of centre tables, when
hanging lamps may Ije used, with a icSector

at the top to throw the Jight downwards.

5cheme$ and ArrAngement of Work
The training of woud-carving students

diflers very much from that of the profes-

sional wood carver. The Utter is trained

to execute, with perfect technique any piece

of w'ork specified. But in the case of the

student, w^ood carving Ima to be considered

as a definite factor in a scheme w^hose object

is to widen his geneiul know'ledge and ability
;

it is not to be tegatded so much as a means
of i acres sing a certain special ability

in one defined channel . Thus it is that

the teaching of wood carving in a day or

evening class greatJy differs from the method
by which an apprentice to the craft gains

his knowledge. The study of wood carving

in all its aspects is so correlated to the study

of other subjects as tn make it impossible

bo continue it without having some acquaint-

ance with them. Thus, successfully to study

w'ood carving, the student must give atten*

tion to history* in considering its growth

and gradual development; architecture, to

wliich wood carving should ever be sub-

ordinate
;
maimers aud customs of different

peoples and their development, in tracing

the evolution of the craft in different coun*

tries; geographical, clLmatic, and geological

i:haracteristica of these countuhs, all crafts

depending on the products of tho country

for their extent and nature of their develop-

ment, A case in point is that of Chaldea*

which, having no timber of native growth*

has no wood carving to speak of; the whola
character, too* of its architecture* as well

as of its industrial arts. Is iufiucnccd by this

lack of timber. These remarks are intended

to show, to some extent, the points that

have to be considered in arranging a aeheme
suitable for the liighest development of the

individual ability of a wood-carving student.

Course of Study for Bveninj; Clasf

A courae suitable for an evening claas of

both stixea and all ages is hero outlined,

the lessons, from twelve to twctity*foor in

number, to Iw of two hours each. The
acbome is divided thus

;
(«f) The practical

and technical* (t) theomtical and Utcraty*

(o) rraedcal and technical. This includes

a knowledge of various woods in common
use for wood - carving purposes* namely*
oak, bhick American walnut, satin walnut,

mahogany* kauri, pear-tree, limewood, and

yellow pine. The botanical points and
distinotions are not fsscAtisI

;
but a study

of botany, with special reference to timber,

makes a more generally capable student.

The ^Uffc rentes in the grain of the various

woods, their individual characteristics, and
their suitability for different kinds of work
should be taughL Pronaiuenoe will be given

to the tools, their various shapes aod makr^s*

how to sharf)ca them and keep them in
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itidor; various kinds of oilstont::^ and slips,

and thpir use
;

thc^ vises of strop and jf^nd-

stone^ and the right bevel to adopt in grind-

ng the tools ; various kinds of nialleta and
the wood of which they uliould be made

;

cramps punches \ casea and boxes to store

the tools. Finally, how to use the tools^

(fc) Theoretacal and literary, Everj'^ scheme

of wood carving should devote much time

to thia side of the subject. The platmJng

inav take various forms, but it should in-

elude ; Some reference to the history of

wood carving, and especially to the Cjothic

and the Renaissance. A^'isits should be ar-

ranged to churches, mansions, museums^

and other places, where actual examples of

the various styles are to be seen* Students

should be encouraged to bring photographs

and sketches of work bearing on the subject

matter of the lesions and of the visita to

the places of interest and abo to bring

actual examples of wood carving, both old

and new, on which useful conunents may be

made by the teacher. Experience has shown
it to be a good plan to have boards covered

with paper, and labelled, " Early Eagliuh

Gothic/* ^‘Norman,” Early Renaissaace,*^
“ Tudor/’ etc., and to pin the photographs

and sketches to them, so that they may be

easily studied. These photographs and

sketches need not be conhned to wood carv-

ing' they dmuld have reference, also, to the

history of architecture^ the teacher emphasis-

ing the subordinate place to bo occupied by
wood carving in relation to architectun:-

The reasons that exist for the vurlous pro-

cesses necessary to the production of a piece

of wood carving are coveted, to some extent,

by what has l>een said in the sub section,

" Practical and technical/* but, in addition,

it should be said that the grain of the wood
should receive special attention. Thus there

are at least four methods of determining the

direction to be taken by the tool, so that it

may always be cutting " with the grain,*’

The reasons for grinding the tools to a cer-

tain shape should be carefully set forth. The
division of the whole process of wood carving

into various distinct stages should bo taught

—namely, outlining, setting-in, grounding,

modelling, etc.—and the reasons why only

certain tools should be used in the varioufl

stages. The following is suggested ns a

suitable oourse for the elementary part of an
evening class. For the first twelve lessons,

all the Eitudcnte should w^nrk together at
four exercises, which should bo a» follow*

:

(No. 1) Thia should consist of lines, both

straight and curved, jirovidiiig exercise in

the use of the V-tool only. The sire of the

board for both thia and the eubseejuent exer-

cises should be about 12 in. by 9 in, (No, 2)

A similar eiereise, of simple design (incised

carving), showing the value of the V-tool

as a moilelling tooL (No, 3) A deaign intro-

ducing groundwork, and allowing of a little

simple modriliiig. Not more than six tools

Khculd be used for tliis excreis^:. (No, 4) A
more intricate aesign, introducing all the

stages in the whole process of wooci carving,

the full set of ten tools being used. After

these exercise:^ arc completed, the students

should work separately and be allowed to

make progress at their own rate, so giviug

them greater interest in their work. The
eXctciscs should suit the developing ability

of each student. During the whole of the

period devoted to the exercises, continual

reference should be made to the blackboard,

which should aid in correcting mistakes and
giving advice. It is of some service occa-

nionally—^not every lesson—to give quest ions

to he answered during the week. This

quickens the students* perception and tends

to develop their reason ing powers.

Design and Drawing,—A class course

cannot be considered complete without

including tuition in design. It being im-

possible to teach design fully and thoroughly

in the little time at a teacher’s disposal;

the beat that Can be done Is to give useful

hints, to prepare graduated exercises, to

stimulate interest in it, to emphasise its im-

portance, and to advise and direct students

in their efforts to l>ecomc masters of it,

A suitable way of dealing with the subject is

to give a few notes each week, either dic-

tated or on the blackboard, on the elcmezita

and principles of ornament ; the way to build

Up designs for both high and low relief
;
how’

to plan regular and irregular spaces ; and
so on, simiUrly. Each set of notea should

be supplemented by a few minutes* talk

about deaign, illuatmted by an actual ex-

ample bearing on the notes. During the

week ^e students should prepare a design
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on Biaiilar iines. Romctnborj most of nil,

that oom?ct drawing cannot bo expected

from a cla&$ the members of which have

probably done little or no drawing of any
kind t but latent in every one is the pow'er

to plan, to arrange^ and to group elcmentfl

to form a complete design
;
and to cultivate

this ability should be the object of attention^

The work of teaching design will be very

materially assisted by the simultaneous talks

on the hiatoi}’' of w'ood carving and architect

ture.

Spacing of the Lesson Hours^—To get

all that has been already outlined as being

nccessai}’' in a w'ood -carving class scheme in

a two hours’ lesson is a work of some con-

siderable difficulty. One of the pcesibie

arraugementa, and one which ho^ been

adopted with good resulta in n large evening

class In the north of England, Is to give twenty

minutes to the teaching of design and
theoryt ten minutes to a talk on the history

and literature of the craft, and one and a half

hours' practical work* The time devoted
to design and history may be varied as each

evening’s w^ork demands
;

hut one and a

half hours is the mioimum for practical

work. Advanced students require individual

treatment respecting their practical work,

and the teacher will be expected to regulate

their wQrk so that it is proportioned to their

ability ~ leasonablv to curb their ambition t
w " f

and to give advice on their choice of work.

Course of Study for Day Class

A course suitable for pupils at day schools

will di0cr from the evening school oouiWj
but it certainly may be lnicd on it. The
great difference is in the number of the exer-

cises. Here it is possible to have a giudu*

ated course spread over a period of ta^o yearsi

consisting of from thirty to fifty exercises;

The whole class will work together^ and the

whole course of study, both for the practical

and the theoretical work, will be framed
with the definite intention of developing

latent talent, both artistic and construc-

tive
;

of widening the students’ knowledge

by touching on the many subjects inter-

woven with the study of wood carving
;
and

of developing character. The study of the

historical side must be emphasised, although

it must be presented in a simpler and easier

form than for an adult class. The study of

design will, too, bo modified ; but it can be

carried on In conjunction with the pupils’

own special design and drawling classes.

In^lccd, It is advisable to consult the dianung-

master, with a \uew to fmming jointly a

scheme by w^hich the instruction given in

the carving class may be supplemented in

the class for drawling. It should he said

that wood camng in schools aa a means of

training mind and character is of much more
value than ia generally supposed* and most
certainly deserves greater attention and en-

couragement from educational authorities

than it at present leceivea, It trains the

eye and the hand
;

it developa the gifts of

form, proportion, and balance; it quickens

the artJsdc senaibilities
;

it enlarges the

student’s atock of direct know'ledge by its

kinship with nichitoctuie, history, ethnology,

geography, botany* and art
;
and it trains

character Ijecause of the necessity for the

practice of perseverance, patience, deter-

mination, and energy to attain anytliing like

success;
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The apeciaJ period for appliqii4 ornam«nit each end being mnde up^ fot the aake of ap-
in old Eagiiah furniture waa the eioae of the peHtance^ with an upright strip, AH the
Bevcnteeutli centuiy and the beginning of rn^ils are of ^-in. vvood„ 4 ft. If in. long for
the eighteenth. It had h^m uaed earlier in the front and 1&| in. long for the ends. The
connection with carving* but* at the time top, third, and lowest ranges of rails (a* c*

named, carving had virtually pnased out and D, Fig. 1(K>8, respt-ctively) are 3 in.

of fashion, and this method of decoration wide
;

the socond [b. Fig. 10U6) is 2 in.

—the sticking of pieces of wood on the aur- only. Thesij rails arc mitered together at the
face so os to form designs—for a short time front comers. The rails A* B, and c are
prevailed in its stead. Sometimes the oma- rounded off on their lower front edges, whilst
ment consisted chiefly of scetiona of turned o and D are rouuded off on their upper front
work, but oftener of pieces of plane^struclc etlges. Their lx>ttoms are from the floor line as
moulding arranged in geometrical patterns, follows : rail D 4 in., o 3 ft,, n 4 ft. 1 in., and

- . . ^ . ,, j ,
A G ft. 0 in.

;
|'iu. stuff will serve for board'

Cabinet in Applique Work jug lower tlivisions of the ends.
The design shown by Figs. 1008 to 1010 They are, as shown in Fig, 1008, quite plain,

is arranged to be carried out without the These boards are together 14| in. wide* and
help of lathe or moulding-plane, a neat effect their length is 3 ft, 0 in* ; their upper ends
being produced by merely chamfering off are plac^ J in, lower than the top of rail u
the edges of the applied pieces. Those who (^oe o* Fig, 1012)

;
they are screwed to the

possean moulding planes will* however* rails. The narrow end board of the Upper
readily acc how they may use them to good division, which is of thicker stuff, will be

piurposci. As regards construction, this dealt with presently.

C4ibinet will bo found sufficiently simple. Cabinet Top.—The top of the cAblnet is

Firut make four upright pieces 2 in. square of J-in. board, 4 ft. long and 19 in. wide,

and 5 ft, llj^in. long. Tl^ back pair will be Its hinder edge comes flush with the back
left quite plain; but, as seen in Figs. 1008 boarding. It is screwed down to the upright#

and 1009„ parts of the front pair are worked and upper iMckboanl
;

screws through rail

into twists. The method of doing this will a are also driven into its edges,

be explained later. In the section (Fig. iOll) Lower Section.’—The lower section of the

are shown the four uprights arranged in cabinet is occupied hy two Urge cuplioards.

position
;

they form an oblong, 4 ft. by The floor of these* u (Fig. 1013), is of f-In.

18^ iu. These may be fastened togeihef wood* its upper surface coming flush with the

by screwing upon lliem four tSm of laib at top of rail i>. It rests on four ledges, i, of

the front and ends, and by boarding up the wl^ch the two cud ones are screwid to the

back. The luick boarding is of ^dn. wood, uprights, and the middle ones (the four being

and it extends from the tops of the uprights placed at equal distances apart) are mor-
to wdthin 4 in. of their bottoms. The pieces tised into the front rail and backboard^

—

are 3 ft, 11 in. long* the remaining ^ in. at the mortice in the front rail being so pbced
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p&rtitioDfl are also of |-io, boards by
in.

;
they are lixed by screws driven into

them through the floors above and below,

through the backboard^ and through the

rail B. The Hoot on which the uppermost of

J

e 1

p

Fif. 1411.—Horlaofitikl Section of AppUqwi
CaUwt (on Ltae Y Y, T?ig. iqov)l.

the two shallow drawers slides, Q (Fig, 101,2),

is of ('in. board, and has its ends let into

V'sliaped grooves in the upright partitions.

Upper Section.—The upper section of the

cabinet is chiefly an open ahelf, but at ita

back it has two shallow cupboards, and be^

tween them a recess with small ehnlvea.

The cupboards, which have an internal

depth of 6( in., have folding doors—an ar^

langement rendered necessary by the twisted

pillars, which, if they were single doors,

would interfere with their proper opening,

Each pair of doors measures 16 in. aeroaa

;

the recess betwetm them has also a width of

16 in. The sides of the cupboards are of

J-in. board, and 20} in. long. The outer

ones, T (Pig. 1013), are 4} in, wide only ; the

inner ones, s s, are 6} in. wide. Each cup'

board has two shelves, as shown in the sec-

tion (Fig. 1013), of }*in. board, and flush

vrith the sides at front. They fit info V*
shaped grooves in the sides. Fig. 1014 shows
the interior of side s, ivith the grooves. Fig*

1015 shows it* exterior, with grooves for

the shelvca of the recess, which are onlv

3} in. wide, and also a groove for the oma^
mental piece at the top of the recess. The
cupboard sides are screwed to the floor

and top, and to ihe rails A. The sides ss
are also screwed to the backboard. The
doors of these cupboards are 18 in. high

;

there is, therefore, a apace 2} [n, wide by
lA in. long above each pair of doors, which
will be ^ed with a strip of inch wood,
screwed to the aides.

Twisted Pillars.—The twisted pillars at
the front comers of this division will now

be considered. The twist has, of course,

to be worked before the uprights are fixed

in position. To cut a twist, the square

piece is first reduced to an octagon by
takuig off the oomera neatly. It Is pro-

posed to have a double twist
;

that ia to

aay, there will be two fillets with their inter-

veiling hollowanumiJlg up the spiral. This kind

of twist Is said to have been Introduced into

English furniture in the reign of Charles II.,

the earlier twists being single. The double

twist is quite as artistic in effect as the single,

weakens the wood less, and ia more easily

worked. To set it out, take two strips of

paper, each of which will represent the

width of one of the filkts from the bottom
of the hollow on one side to the bottom of the

hollow on the other
\ these are twisted

apirslly side by side round the wood. They
will seem to fall into their places naturally.

A slack twist—one, that is, that takes com-
paratively few turns round the pillar

—

always looks more artistio than one more
tightly twisted. The slips of paper can be

temporarily fbred with drawing pins, and
wkvn they are satisfactorily aiTHnge<], one

of them must be taken ofl, split through

the middle, and one half of it replaced on

N

Fl£. 1013.^Laagitad.tiial Vvrtlcal Sectioa of

ApfpUqu4li cabtaet (o& Lino Z Z, Fig. lOOS),

the wood and pasted there. The other atrip

will then 1^ treated in the same manner.
The paper will now represent the fillets,

the bare spaces betwi^n them the hollows ^

these latter will have to be cut out. It will
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help the work if a cut is first made with the

saw down the middle of each ho1low% which

can thcD be deared out with gouges and
mallet. This having been done regularly, the

peipendictilsr edge left along the margin of

i

t

7 -

T

:

....

t

i-T 5

\
**

1013^—VerticaJ &«etion of Up<per Fart of

Catiiiiet [OU Line Z Z, Tip 100B>

the paper can be taken off w'ith a chisel, and

the hllet can be shaped. The use of a half-

round file and gLasapnjwr will finish the w'ork^

To make a twist in this way is a much easier

matter than anyone who has not tried it

would suppose*

Appliqu^ Mouldings.—The cabinet must

now be htted with the mouldings w'hich lie

upon the raile* Regarding comice A, )>'ing

on these mils are strips of }-in. woed^ long

enough to mitre at the comets, and having

hollow mouldings worked in their low^er

front edges. These are best seen in the

section (Fig. 1013)* If no plane is at hand,

this moulding can, w'ithout much difHculty,

be run out with a gouge* Again, lying on

this strip is another strip 1 in* square^, of

which the lower front edge is simply rounded

off* These are the longest stripe used, that

for the front being 4 ft* 5 in,, and these for

the ends ^ in* Round the rails b rung &

strip 1 in. square, the lower edge of which

IS rounded off, but not the upper. This lies,

as will be seen, close upon the upper edge oi

the rail. The 1-in. moulding round the tails

c differs from that above in having both its

front edges rounded off, and in being screwed

on the middle of the rail The moulding

round the bottom rails u is 1 in. thick, but

1 1 in* wide
;

its upper front edge ia cham-
fered off, and it lies on the bottom of the

rail. The bottom ends of the uprights which

serve as feet are cased in j-in. board
;
and

this completes the carcase of the cabinet.

Doors.—The doors may now be considered*

These are all made in the same w^ay—that

ia, by scif'wing two layers of thin board

together so as to make them cross each other

in grain, as far as is practicable. For the

two large doors, take j^-in. board, tbe pieces

l)eing 20 in* long and, together, 21 in. wide.

These mn vertically, and form the inner

layer
;
and on them is fixed an outer layer

of strips of the same thickness, the arrange*

ment of which is dearly shown in Fig. 1006*

It will be observ'ed that the upright strip on
the lock side of each door overlaps the inner

layer by J in*, to shut into tbe rebate in the

central slip. For the sake of neatnefis, the

edges of these ornamental pieces should be

chamfered off ; the outside strips are shown
as stop-chamfered. To give variety In the

relief, the diamond pieces in the centre of

the doors might be of |-m. board.

Drawer Fronts*—The fronts of the drawers
in the middle section will be made in much
the same way as the doom, but |-iu. board
for the omamcntal pieces would perhaps look

as well here* In making the small doors

in the upper section, however, both layers

should be of ^in. wood* The small diamond
in the centre of each pair is of |-in. stuff

laid upon the larger diamond of |-iu, board.

Fixing Appliqu4 Pieces.—Purely orna-

mental pieces^ in old appliqud, have been
almost always glued on* But one mrely
meets with an old example of this w'ork from
which more or less of the applied ornament
has not come off, and, bearing in mind the

uu trustworthiness of most amateur gluing,

the use of screws is advised. If the screw-

hemls arc thought unsightly, they can, in

most instances, be driven from behincL

Fig- lOli. Fig. lOLS.

Figi. and IOISl—

I

nterior and Exterior of

Bide of Cabtnat^a Upper Cupboard.

Yet it is preferable to see the mode of at^

tachment frankly acknowledged* round-

headed screws, either brass or black, may
thus be driven in from the front.
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ExAinples Desij^ned by
Mr, W* S* WnUafUsan

Fiftsr piBco in thia, the concludinp, chapter

ia given to some deeigna by Mr. VV. B.

carved from original designs by him—iJlus*

tmted in tliis section. Fig. lOlfi (below)

shows an oak settle designed in the Henry XL
(France) style and excellently carved by Mrs.

A. Chafyey. The dimenaions are 3 ft. G in.

Ftg. lOlS.-'-Oak Settla Designed by W. S. WilUsmsoB. Carved by Mn, A. Cbaffsy.

WiUiamson, Society of Arts medallist, of by 3 ft, by I It* 6 in. Fig. 1017 illustrates

Taunton, Somerset. This artist is a clever a delicate and beautifully executed piece of

and versatile designer, as will be made relief carving, having openings of graceful

apparent by the eighteen examples—all outlines. There is evidence of mastery over

50»
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Fif. lOlT.

PaiiqI Carrvd in

D«tign«d ty W. 8* WillUuneoiL

tlic tool m the execution of the exaoiplcs

shown by Figs. 1018 and 1019; thift i&

bold^ striLdng woik, well adapted to be

used aa ornament. An oak casket (the carv-

ing being the work of Miss Coleman) is shown
by' Fig. 1020. The dimenaiona are 12 in,

by 8 in, by 6 in., and the design ia in the

French Gothic style. A solid oak chest,

most appropriately and pleasingly car^^ed,

Fig. 1018. Fig. 1018.

Fig*. 1018 aad iQia.—Figorn. H««lgn«d

by W. E WLLUftpuDD.
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is niustraUrd by Fig, 102L It \& 3 ft, (5 in;

long, 1 ft. 8 Ln, wide, nnd 2 ft 2 in, high.

Otlivr dojsjgna from the same source arc

shown Liter in this eection.

Candlesticks

Three designs of turned and carved

candlesticks arc given by Figa. 1022 to

Fis, 1030.—Oa)c Cfisket Dttlgiisd by W* QL WtUiaioioiL CkttwI Vj b(!Eu A. ColnnuL

Pis', 1031.—Dak Chnt. Deii^td by W, S. WUlianuon.
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Figi. 1033 to 1034.

—

TiLni»d and CutkhI CandleatickL

Fi^H loaev.—Supporbixte Tunutd CiuuilMtLok for Curving.

CcO;.'; ,ni' iii-i' ,r>dl
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[024. For these, o^k, walnut, mabogati>%

or anj other hardwood may be used; The
sine* of the pieces are : Fig. 1022— in.

long by 4 in. square ;
Fig. 1023— in.

long by 3 in. square
;

Fig. 1024—9^ in. long

ance is not nccesa:iT3\ as it ia impossible to

disguise the fact that Lt has been turned in

the lathe. To fix the candlesticks in a suit-

able position for carving, make a stand out

of three pieces of wood* as shown in section

Tig. 1037*

rigs. 1034 and 1037.—Cnuab Trar and Bmsb Onuuusnted In Sesalwmcs Btyta

by 4 in. square. The material should first

be roughly cut to shape, and then fixed in

the lathe and turned to exact proportions.

The section for turning should be slightly

larger than the sine after carving in the case

of Figs. 1022 and 1023. This is to allow for

plenty of cutting, to take away the machine-

made appearance. For Fig. 1024 tUs allow-

at Fig. 1025; the dis^c% between the two
uprights should be such as to enable the

candlestick to be held tightly between them.

A screw through each end will hold the vrork

secure, and will enable it to be turned round

as required. The design may present some
difficulty in drawing on the round wood

;

but by dividing the circumference into four
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made of bardwood aucti aa oak, mahogany,
ii^alnut, beech, canary wood, or teak^ The
flat portion lb about | in. thick. The inould*

ing can be cut out of wood, say in.

tliick, worked to shape, and then to

the flat portion with fine brass screws.

The leaf work at the comers can be carved

in relief, if the moulding is left a little thicker

at the corners and ends for this purpose [

new back of the same wood as the crumb tray

can be glued on and carved. The liack

should be elliptical in shape tn give the beet

effect to the carving. A crumb tray in the

Elizabethan stvie of ornament is shown hy
Fig. 1029, a section of the moulding and
fUt portion being given by Fig. 10.^1. This

tray Is constructed in the same manner as

the one described above* The handle in

Fig. loss.—Oval Fiomii, l^aiigned ty W. &. WflliamioiL Carved ty Hilt A. ArdaglL

or it can b^^ incised. The ornament in the

upper side of the flat portion is sunk about

J in., the ornament lieing left flat on the

surface. The ground of the ornament can be

left plain or matted as shown. The top

handle is screwed at the back of the mould-
ing, and should he brass with a wood spindle.

A design for a brush suitable for this tray

is shown by Fig. 1027. Crumb bnishea of

this kind can be purrhaaed from any brush-

maker I then if the back is removed, a

this caae can be entirely of metuL Dark oak
or walnut would be the more suitable wood
for this style of ornament. Fig. 1030 gives

& design for the brush.

Frames Destgrned by
Mr, W. S, Willlamaon

Four beautiful frames, suitable for mirrors

or pictures* are illustrated by Figs. 103:2

to 1035, The designs are due to Hr. William-

son, and the names of the carvers, where
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known, arc ^vca in the inaenptiona to the

hguiea.

Frames for Photographs and Picture

Postcards

First Example.—The carved fiamea about
to be referred to ma^ bo made in oak, wal-

formed by tbo addition of a |dn. alJp, | In.

wide, mitered, glued, and bradded on tbo

back of the carving. A cross acetion taken

through the comer at r y (Fig. 1036) Is given

in Pig. 1039 ; while Kg. lOiO shows a fretted

support fomung the hinged strut for the

hack of the hume. The support is cut fiom

Fig. loss,—Fiamft with Ot*1 Opsnhig. Detigued by W. B. WillUmiQiL

nut, or mahogany, A frame for an oval

mount is shown in front and end elevations

by Figs. 1036 and 1037. It measures KH
in, by 8| in. The front carv’ed jurtion is

cut from i^in. stuff, and is sunk as shown in

the horizontal section (Fig. 1038). Thia

also shows the rebate to receive the glass,

the photograph, and the back, which Ls

^iu. etuff, and hung with a useful but

simple hinge (Fig. 1041).

Second Example ,—

A

frame of somewhat
different character is shown In elevation in

Fig, 1042. It is 9 in. by 7| in,, and is made
from j-in. stuff, which allows sufficient

thickness for the rebate to be cut in the

solid, as shown in the enlsTged section
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(Fig. I043}p in which b given & »e£tifm

of the camng. A view of the back, show-

ing the method ot fbdng with amaU clips

or buttons secured with small brass tacks, is

given in Fig. 1014*

in wood carving good practice in Iwny cut-

ting. A section taken at \ x: (Fig, 104'5)

is given in Fig. 1047.

Fifth Examplt.—A stiff fret saw will ^
necessary to open up the flowing lines in

Fig. 1S34.—^£‘riLma with Eactu^giilar Openiog. Deeigsed by W, S. WilitamfrDiL

Carved by Hist I*. UnderwooiL

Third Example-—^The long Irumc (Fig*

1045) is made from }-in. stuffy 2 ft. 8 in.

long and II in. wide, and may bo used as an

overdoor, in which position it will form an
efiective decoration. The back may be

tecurud the same as shown in Fig. 1044.

Fourth Example.—The double frame (Fig.

IDiCp) ia 1 ft. im b^ inr by j in., and is

simple ii) detail; This will afioid beginners

the frame shown by Fig* 1048, aa it should

be made of }-in. stuff, and a fine saw is apt

to run out of square in that thickness. A
vt^rtical section through the middle of Fig.

1048 is given at Fig* 1049* Th« outside

measurements are I ft. 2 in. by in. Figs,

lOlti and 1048 are rebated in the solid, as

showm by dotted lines in F^g. 1048, and the

bicks arc secured ae shown in Fig. 1044.
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Chippendale Overmantel

The overmantel shown by Fig^ lOiSO jnny

be cut from I'in^ solid mahogany^ which

through the J-in. mahogany forming the

panel, the latter being sunk in horn the

face and fixed by qiiadiant-ahapcd beade
Figs. 1052 and 1056),

FIf. less.—Onato Fnmu with Oval Opftnin^. Deaf^ Adapted by S- WUtiamaOIL

Carved by T. Darch,

forma the foundation of the carved work
and scrolls {see Fig. 1051). The mirror is

fixed in the rebate formed by the ogee mould-
ing, and has also a deal backboard ^ in,

thick. Tho details given by Figs. 1051 to

1056, to a scale of 2 in. to the foot, are self-

explanatory. The lozeuge'ahaped sinkings

in the two upper side panels are pierced

Overmantel Designed by

Mr* W* S, Williamson

An overmantel, designed by W, S.

Williainson and ornamented with carving of

the modem style* is shown by Fig. 1057* The

actual carving was executed by the Bev. Mr*

Kerthompaon*
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Figs. 1034 to 1033.—Fta&t ud End Elflvntioiu, Horizontai

&KUon C™ ^^ Comor Bnctlan (on Ltno ¥ 7)

of Fbotograpb lYnmoL

rig- jOM."Hinsfld

Btrat to Fboto-

gTsph Fmna.

Fig. 1041-—^

Hinge for Fmme
Btmt

Fig. 1043.—HorLionUi Bection of Photograph Fnuite ahawn bj Fig. 1049.

Fig. 1049;.—Front EloTation of Another
Fhotognpb FruniiL

Fig- 1044.—Bach Elermtion of Photograph

Frame.
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CopyrtQhte rnalena

Fig.

1045.

Fig.

1C4T.

Fig.

1049.

Fi^.

1018.

Figti.

1040

to

1040

.—

EUtaUou

«in4

Beotloii4

Of

Pliotegrapib
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loco.—Ckipp«iiilAl6 Ov«mAntcL

Fig. 1003.—Comica and Otlier

QroamAutfttioiL of Chipp«xulaJ«

OvfttmantaL

Fig. I00l.^-a«otioii ot

Bam of ClUppeQdaJiO

OTamuuiteL
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Thermometer Panels

Fig«. 1058 to loco represent thermometers

mounted on an ordinaty panel, and then

framed with a deep moulding. The designs

can be worked on f^in, oak or walnut, die

panels being atx>ut 14 in. by 10 in. A plain

seat is left in the middle of the panel fur

mounting the thermometer, which may be

furtoly affbted by tneans of two small screws

driven m from the back^ as shown by the

holes in Figs. 105$ and 1059. The frame

aliould be deeply moulded, so as to form a

protection for the slightly projecting gUsa

tube. The originals are bevelled at the joints

in order that this protection may 1;^ m*
creased. The design shown in Pig. 1063 is

of a more advano^ nature, The panel is

about 11 in. by 22 in., and ] in. thick.

The margiu around the copy is about 1 tn.

wide, and the carving itself is fully J in. in

depth. The seat for the thermometer U
routcicd out level with the other ground-

work, as this accentuates the idea of the bird

at the top being perched on the thermometer,

itself. For those who prefer a carved frame

Fl^. loss.—PfttaU of Orsatnmt bvlow tEimr of OT«rAlUit*l
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the details of a suiEckntly h^nvy moulding

(Fig. I0i>l) and an effective repeating

patu^m (Fig* 1062) arc given* StiO another

design is presented by Fig. 1064.

Grandfather-dock 5moker"a Cabinet

In this cabinet Fig. 1005) ia used a

clock movement having a springs but no

pendulum. The dimensions depend upon

the size of the dock'facc. The all-over ske
of the article here illustmted is 37 in. in

height, 10 in. in the widest part, and @ in.

at the gneuteat depth, the clock measuring

fully cut the coineia clean, ns they form

part of the seats for the moulding eventually

to be added* This back is again outlined in

Fig. 1069, and is there indicated by the inner

dotted lines. Regarding the sides them-

selves, start with the pieces second from

the top, marked a in Fig. 1070. 'fhese will

be 6| in. by 15 in*, and^ besides e]cactly

fitting the cut-out portion of the back, should

be fitted exactly flush with it, as should all

the other side pieces. There is nothing

more to do to these side pieces lieyond mak*
ing the grooves to take the tw^o shelves

Fig. lOST*—Hadern Styls OvenusntoL Dtsiga«d by W* S. WlllUmaoiL

Carved by Bev. Hr. Eerihompioii*

4^ in. by 6 in. In Fig. I0G6 the plain carcase

is shown, with a pipe-rack and shelf in the

upper space, while the lower com^u^rtment is

occupied witlt tw'o dravvers, convenient for

a Btnoker'a l>elongiiigs. Construct the dial-

plate at the commencement to fit the clock

face {ste Fig. 1067), and then proportion-

ately alter all the other parts of the con-

struction ; 4-in, stuff is used throughout,

though the doors may be slightly thicker.

Beginning with the back, a piece of |-iti*

limber, 8 in. by S" in.^, will be required. This

should be sawn to the shape shown in Fig.

1068. The sides, which consist of four

pieces each, are secured to tliis, and this

jingle-piece back givqa great stability* Care-

shown in Fig* 106C ; but these could be

made to rest on thin slips, either screwed

or glued on the inside, if the operation of

grooving is omitted. The side pieces com-
ing next below b (Fig. 1070) are each 7 in*

by 9^ in., and when in place should over-

lap the side pieces above by i in. Conce-

quently^ each can not only be secured to the

bach piece, but to the aide pieces above them.

The lowest aide pieces c (Fig. 1070) ovTrlap

^ in,, and can each Iw fastened Kimilarly to

the foregoing. Before finally fastening, the

cut-out portions at the base, show^n in Fig.

1065, shotild be worke<1. The top side pieces

1> (Pig. 1070) arc each in. by 11 in*, and
overlap | in. at the base

;
from each base.
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Fi^. 1O09l—

B

op-riiie DmI^ for Th»TTDDin»t<rr

FM4L

for 3 in. upwards, ^ in. of stuff is cut away at

the front to allow the diahboard and front

fitting]} presently to be placed in poaition^

A careful study of Figs. 1069 and 1070 will

speedily make this apparent, ft will be wise

to proceed next with the shelf'like divisions

;

the monldingB will hide all nails or screws

used for fastening these sheh'ea in place.

Tw'o pieces, each 6 in, square, will be required

for the top and bottom of the di\ision a

(Fig. 1069)* Let the upfwr one come fluah

with the bottom of the moulding, which
will eventually cover it ; also let the lower

me come flush with the top of the mould-
ing presently to overlay it* Another piece,

alwut 7 in. square, will be necessary to floor

the di\nsion B (Fig. 1069), and this should be

kept flush with the top of the moulding

~l destined to hide its front edge. The board
I or seat for the clock-face should be 8 in.

square, and its construction is illustrated

in Fig. 1067. Cut out a circular space for

the insertion of the clockworks about in.

in diameter, and let the lowest part of the
I circle be 1 in, from the bottom. Fit the

I

clock into this, and make four screw -holes,
I one near each comer, to secure the dial-

plate to the wood* Mark round the dial-face

with a pencil, and remove the clock for sofety

until the whole article fa finislied off. Turn
a pillar IJ in. by in., and saw it in halves

lengthwise. If not possible to do this, plant

flff. loss.—GonveatlODA] Citiga tot

Tberni'Oinaiflr Pud
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on recdwl, moulded* or plain pieces in place

of the baJi'pilUr^ Next take a, piece of

wood 5^ in^ by 8 in«* hollow an aie parallel

to the circular top of the dial-plate* and
carefully chamfer the circular edge. The
^-in. moulding eventually covera the baae

of this, and further up two pieces of I’in,

moulding will also rest upon it. Pit it to

the allotted part, but before finally fixing

be sure to inaert a top piece to the clocks

some 6 in. by 7 in., in order to keep all dust

from the interior. The door a (Fig. 1009) ia

7 in. by 13 in., and it can tw beaded or

moulded around the aides if desired. The

Fi^. 1003.—Eapeatlng’ Fattem for

Tb«ns,gm«b«r rnone.

lower door b is 8 iu. square, and the edges

should be finished similarly to A. Aa these

doora will not be framed, epcclal care should

be exercised in selecting the muteriai for

them. Get it as well seasoned as possible,

for any sul^quent w*arping will not only

spoil the fitting, but the whole appearance

of the front. The bottom front piece is

3 In. by 9 in., and after being fitted should

have the lower part band-sawn, and finished

to some such shape as that shown in Fig.

1005.

CompLefing the Cabinet.—Only the mould-

ing remains to bo fitted. About 12 ft. of 1-in.

moulding, run in an ogee or similar pattern,

as well as 3 ft. of ^in. material, wiQ be re-

quired. This should not yet be cut or fitted,

as the varioua pieces of wood should be

carved and fastened in their places before

the moulding Is applied. In Fig. ICh^ vari-

ous carving designs of an antique style are

given for selection, or others may be adopted

to suit individual fancy. ^Vhen this 19

finished, the whole may be finally fixed, and

it would be well to follow the sequence

already suggested. AMien each piece is care-

fully fitted and firmly fixed, the mouldings

Fig. 10SL--SKtion af

Moulding for

Themiometer Fnma

Fif. lOSO.-—Qotblo Peoign for Thermometer

Irama
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aay 1 in. or 30 ^ of the overlapping portiona

of the eideboardg marked a in i^g, 1070 will

have to be cut away. Tlu$ is an important

dctaU, and will demonstiate the wiifdom

of not finall}^ hxing the oaivaseT cte., until

everj" portion haa hrst been fitted. The
cabinet might stand on a aide table^ and be

feiatencd to the wall by meana of two

picture fasteners and nails
;

the top would
then form a secure shelf for a vase or a

piece of bric-i-brac.

the front. The two side columns or pillars

are turned from oak* vralnut, or any haid-

wood* leaving the square pieces at the top

and bottom as shown. These pillars are

shown enlarged at Figs. 1074 and 1075. The
feetj as shown, enlarged by Fig. 1076, may
be cut out from wood in. thick, canned on

the front with the half circle and the leaf^

and the roll foot with incised ornament on
each side. These feet are dovetailed into

the bottom square of the pillar or column.

Fiff. 1011.

Fige. lOTl and lOlS.—Gong Stand.

ilg. loiS.

Gong: Stand

Figs, lOTl and 1072 show a suitable design

for a carved oak gong stand. The dimen-
aioDs are : thickness of columiiSj It in.

square, pediment 1 in. thick by 1 ft. long,

daws 1 1 in. thick.

Fire Screen with Repouss^ Met&l
Centre

Fig. 1U7‘J shows a (ire acreeh constmeted
of wood and ornamented with carving,

and having a rt^pousae metal pUte either of

bmas, copper, or nickebailver screwed to

The upper and lower rails should be cut
out of wood 1 in. thick, carved on the front,

aa shown in Fig. 1076, and dovetailed
into the upper and lower squares of the

pillars or columns. The position of the

loiver mil fitting into the square of the column
Is show n at A (Fig. 1076), A carved knob,
aa shown enlarged at Fig. 1074, is fixed to

the upper square of the oolutnns. The
turned pillars or columns may be ornament^
ally carved as shown, or left qidte plain.

The repoussi^ centre should be a plate of

copper or other suitable metal of, say, 17

n.w.o., cut to the shape shown, and with
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FigL WTi—Pun 5«tion throu^U

Top Knob of n« SCTOWt

Fig. 10T6 .—Part SecUou

through Upper Pari of

Fire Screon FUlar.

Fig. 1073.—Fire Bcrecoi vith Bepaasa4 Hotel Ceatroi

Fig. lOTT.—Fitting Mote] Plate to

Ball of Fire SoreeiL

Fig. 1076.—

Fire Soreen

Foot
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the edges tunied over. The rcpouss6 pat-

tern (wrhlqbt of couw, miiy Ik* any oma-
tnent to tafitc) in the deaign shown is a mono-
gram surrounded hy a laurel wreath

^
and

centre may lx* suljfltitiitcd for the metal

centre if desired j and Hiited silk stretched

Wtween the nppu'r and lower tails would also

give a veiy pleasing effect, The woodwork

lif. 10T8.

—

rire Screen, OmuneDt bued on the AcmitimL Desi^etl by W, S, WUUuiuoil
Carred by Hies L Snelgrove.

should be liammercd on the plate in the

usual method on a piteh-bloek and hxed to

the front of the screen with round-headed

screws (aee n, Fig. 1077). This copper plate

may be either polished or bronzed brown or

greenish or light fawn iu colour^and will then

match very well with cither oak or walnut.

A wo<jd jdate with u carved panel in the

may !« left smooth with a dead fininh, or it

can be poliahed.

Fire Screens Designed by
Mr, W. S, Williamson

Three fire st-reenSj cnrv'tnl from the designs

of Mr. \\\ WilliamSf>n, are [lluistrated by
Figs, 1078 to 1080. That shown by Fig,
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1078 ia om&mtinW with a design based on Quatorzsc style, tbe dlmeiiBiods being 2 ft.

the nconitum, and the carving was executed T m. by 1 ft. 10 in. Fig, 1030 shows a acreen

ng. 1ST9 .—Tin Bcr««n In Looli Quatoru Styla Dwign Adapted by W, 9. WilUam«oa,

Carved by Hiu L. Undenroodi

walnut ; the size is 31^ in. by 23 in. The
same material lb used for the screen shown

by Fig. 10T9, and wainscot oak is also suit-

able ; the carved ornament is in the Louis

Key-boArd

The key-board illustiated by Fig. 1081 ifl

designed to savo the inconvenience of Losing

or mislaying keys belonging to doorSi cup”
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rig. 10$0.—Fire Screen tn WninKOt Onk. Desi^ Adnpb«4 by W. & WUlianuffiL

Ckrred by Hiit L. Wood.

boardsp etc., in a housc^ Its size is about

IS m. bj 11 in., BO afiording room for six

ornamental brass* headed screw -hooks, as

bool, the pattern Left p!am, and the

^undwork lightly stamped. A natural-

istic style is given m Fig. 1083, resembling

shown in the sketch. Fig. 1082 shows a con-

ventional pattern for fluted work^ the seat

for the screws being of a ribbon-like charac-

ter. The work should be done with a verj'

in chametoT that shown in Fig* 1031, It

should not be cut more than \ in. deep, and
the modelling requires a light and careful

touch. These patterns can be worked on
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m whitf-wnod, oak, or wsl-

nut^ ^\Tinn j5itifthpd, in ordpr to prf'Vt'nt a

possible warping of the woiklt thrve strip

should be screwed to the liack, as shown
in Figf 10i34, The atrip c should eome im-

mediately behind the soot for the oma*
mental screw’-hooks. For dwper carving the

material should be in fdn, stuff, and if the

carving weakens the wood the strip can

be affixed as aln^ady suggested.

to the \y&r\i and front as indicated in Fig.

1087, the front is lightly tacked on, and
finally glued and clamped together, using

Arnall triangular blocka C fFig. U>8Th e

[Fig; 10B5) is a hole for supporting the spill

Ihix oil a riaiL

Hangingr Cupboard and Bookshelf

The hanging cupboard and lK>okhhelf illus-

trated by Figs. 10S8 and 1083 could be made

Fig. lOSL—

D

hI^ for Ejfly-board,

Spill Box

The spill box illuslmted by Figs. lt>85

and I0&(i can be made out of any wocmI

suitable for chip carving, ^ In. thick* Fig.

1(>S5 is a front view' of the box* and Fig.

an end %iew. The dimensions are

:

from

l4jp to Ix^ttom, 1 It. ; width, 5 in.
;

length

fd Ik>s pattj f) in. i nolius of circular part

at the bottom, 1^ in. The bottom of the box
is in. fnimi fhe bottom of the back. The
curves may Iw fretted out. a and s fFig.

show the velniug, which is cut lightly

with u veining tool. The section of the

top is square, and when the sides are sc reared

uf oak (and wax-polished), walnut, or

mahogany. The following arc the principal

dimensions x Height from the luittcmi

to the top shelf over all, 2 ft. i length ovi-r

the ends, 2 ft. : wddth from the back to the

front, 1 ft. *J in.
;

height of the cupboard

between the shelves* 1 ft. The ends should

be I in. tfiick and cut to shajic as sboivn in

Fig, 1083 ; they project I 4 in* beyond the

bottom shelf and 5 in, above the top shell*

The shelves should be I in* thiek, being

dovetail-grooved into the ends. The groovvs

are stopped ^ in* from the front, and the

shtdves are iiotelied to coii».op0!id. The
bark is ^ in. thick, and is n^bated into the
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«nds »ih\ tup aod bottom flhcL^>4 ,
tkt^ back

nt the middle abelif being kept | m.
fiom the back edge of the ends when making
up. Thf* top of the back above the top ah^lf

is j in. thick, cut to shape as abowu in Fig^

iO^t and iiTnamtTited witli a little carving

;

it Is H in. high iti the middle. The moulding

acroBS the top oC the back Is made up aejya-

rate Ly and fixed on. The back is rebated

into the ends, and fixed to the top shelf with

ftcTcwg from underneath. The fiamework
of the doom is in* wide by 1)^ in. tbick^

mortisi^ and tenoned together in the usual

way. The doors are hung with l|'in, braaa

butt hingeSr and arc fitted with a lock and
key. The carved panels should be of wood
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§ in. thick, the framework of the dooia being

boxed out to receive the panels, which are

fixed in position by small fUlet pieces. A
Aliitable carving design for the panels is shown
at Fig. 1090; the const ructian lines ruled

across the outlined half of the design should

be 1 in. apart in the full-size design^ which

it is desirable to prepare before carving.

Coin Casket

A carved casket for coins is shown by Fig.

1091. Inside the casket is a nuni^r of

trays with circular sinkings to hold coins.

The front of the casket is shown separately
by Fig. H0D2. The carved feet are secured as
shown in Fig. 1093. Fig. IGOI shows the

base strip, and Fig. 1095 the edge i>£ the lid.
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Table- iKiard

The table-board (Fig. 1096, p. 540) is made
from a paaelj with an ovolo run round edges,

or U'sbaped in aection, and arc cut with a

V'tool ox eraall gouge^ Figs. 1103 and 1104

are ball side elevationa of Figa. 1101 and 1102

and aie reproduced to the scale o£ I In. to

Fig. 10A4.—Back of K«y-1XMir(L

and tlic whole mounted on four email braaa

cLawdegs. This figure gives a general idea

of the article. Tt is 19 in. long by 7 in. wide,

and is made of |dn. stulf. Regard for the

use of the article must rule in carving, conse-

quently it should not be worked very deeply.

An incised pattern, like that in Fig. 1099^

looks very wrell, and it could be worked in

yellow pine or in whitewood, and then atained

and varnished. For liardwood—oak or

walnut—the strapwork pattern given in

Fig. IlUO is especially efiective. It should

not be cut more than ^ in, deep, and then de-

pressed in places wdth a firmer chisel. If

sufficient space is allowed for an ovolo to be

run round the panel, the effect may be pleas-

antly heightened by cars'!ng a scries of

scollops round the ^ges, as illustrated in

Figs. 1097 and 1098. Another eaay method
of finishing the panel is by mounting it in

a beaded oak frame [ and besides the lep,

handles to match may be affixed to each
end.

Pedestal Rower-stands

The pedestal flower-stands shown by Figs.

1101 and 1102 (p. 543) are mode of walnut
or mahogany. The ornamental hues are V-

Fig. LOSS. Fig. LOSS. Fig. LOST,

Flga LOSS aud LOSS.—Front ud Sid# ]^«TaUciu
of BpiU Box.

fig. 1087,—Put EozIudUI Section SpiU BoXr
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the foot. The chief dimensions are i height,

4 ft. 9 in. ;
topa, 1 ft. 2 in. square ; width

across top of legs in.^ and at the bottom
t ft. G m. The lower part of Fig. llOl is

ehown by Fig. 1103 is similar in construe-

tion. If a shaped top is preferred to a square

one, Bcp the alternative designa given in

Figs. 1105 and 1100.

Fig. 10B8.— Capbosid and

Bookibslt

1

4f
ifi\

\N\\

\

'A

Fig. 1090.^

Fkjisl of Cupboard.

Fly. LOSS.—Btd«

ElevsUen 4f Capboud

ri^. I09i.-Ckrt3i CMicet

«aclosed» and forms a cupboard
,
one side

beirg hinged and secured with a spring bullet

catch and handle, or by a lock and the

handle. The croia rail* are connected to

the legs by tenons and mortices. The stand

Larnp*$tand

An omamentol lamp-stand that may be

made from an old mahogany bedpost is illus-

trated by Fig. 1 107. The twisted stem has s
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leaf husk at the centre* The portion of the

foot, which 19 3J in. pquarej may easily be

adapted aa shown* The lamp may i>c of

poliahed bmsa or capper. As the mahogany
is red in colour, a brass lamp may be better j

to this may be screwed a wire frame on
which the lace lamp shade may be placed*

The pedestal should be hollowed to take the

lampholder socket, which should be of cir-

cular tubing soldered to the bottom of the

holder. And about 6 in. long* Fig. 1108

shows, enlarged, the mahogany brftchete that

arc fixed underneath the lamp and holder

to give effect to the upper portion of the

pillar. The stand is formed of four carved

legs, with mortice piecca at the upper

ends to fit into the mortice holes in the

lower part of the pillar (see A, Fig, 1109).

The Icga may be of f .ihogany, 2| in. square,

with a carv4^ leaf a the upper side of each

Fig. 10»2.—Front of Cola Culcfit.

Fig. loss.—Hothod of Boonrlag Foot of Coin CaikotL

Fig, ICH-L—E**o Strip of Cota CMkct.

Fig. lOaa.—Edff* of Ooia Caiket Lid
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and with both sides earved with low relief

scrollwork. The termination should be a

square block, say 3 in. by 3 in., carved, as

shown, on three sidea with roBcttea, ita top

having a carved knob, and the under portion

ha\*ing a reeded bail on which the leg reata.

This must be flat at the bottom, ao as to

make a Arm stand. Fig. 1110 shows, en-

larged, the brackets that, resting on the

upper parts of the legs, make an artistic con*

nectlon to the pillar. The new work should

be stained to match the old pillar, and then

polished.

Art Met«l and Carved Oak Fonts

First Example.—.\n uncommon font is

shown in elevation by Fig. 1111 and in sec'

tion and part plan by Fig. 1U2 (p. 545),

From platform to top of basin it is 3 ft. 1) in

high, and the greatrat spread of the feet is

2 ft. 3^ in., while the outside width of the

basin is 2 ft. 0^ in. The font is supported

by a triangular stand ; the legs are prepared

from 6-in. oak, and are dovetailed into the

tapered hexagonal piece, which is sur-

FigL liQ^T ud lOBa—Edgf anil Corner of

Tabl«-boud Fuel

mounted by a turned and carved Anial.

An elevation of the legs is shown In Fig.

1111. The basin and cover are circular, and

would look exceedingly well with copper for

the main purls and armour-bright steel

mounts riveted on. The way in which the

cjovcr clasps the Iwsin, while effectually

securing it in position, presents a graceful

appearance. The upper part of the cover

is split, and the pieces are turned into scrolls,

BIX of which clasp a ring, as is ckariy shown
in Fig. ni3. A section through b (Fig. 1111)

and a part plan of the hexagonal platform

are illustrated by Fig. 1112. The platform

should be of oak ; 4i-in. by 1-in. boards arc

Buggested, to be cut on to the 5^-in. by 2-in.

rebated joists. The moulding is formed of

a piece of Ida. oak worked and cut round

underneath the boards as shown at Fig. 1 1 H.
The joists are tenoned into the middle post.
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Flff. 1100.—Stnpvork Puttani for T^blo-boant FUsl.
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which stands above the floor and fa orna-

mented as indicated in Fig. 1115*

SecDiitl Eacample.—Figs, lllfl and HIT
represent another font of modern design.

through the middle. The sides of the basin

turn out into scrolls at the bottom^ and are

screwed to a piece of metal that is fitted to

the required size* Two tablets are fixed on

Bhaped Top of

Stand.

PlSi. 110> oml —HaU Front Eloratlona

of Two Pedestal Flower-atajuU.

Alternate Shaped Top
of Stand.

The basin is octagonal and the upper edge

is turned over into scrolls^ eight of which
fall inside and the rest out, so as to receive

the circular cover* Par a plan of the scrolls

and circle, showing the e<^ge of the cover

resting between, see Fig. 1110. 'fhe true

shape of the cover and basin is given by
Fig. 1119, which represents a section

the cover, on which suitable inscriptions

may be worked in repousse, Four carved
columus, each fi in. by G in., and arches

prepared from j-in. stuff, support the basin.

A section through these at c (Fig* 1110) is re-

produced at Fig. 1117, together with a plan

of the platfqpms and the middle post, which
is both decorative and symbolical, and runs
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tbrougli both floon, rec«iviiig the joUtfi of

each. The platformB are omamcntal as weLl

aa uaefuL The octagonal platform ia n ft.

from side to aide^ and ^ in. high, the

other being 3| in. hi^. The height

from the top of the octagonal floor to the

Flff, Ud7^—LEznp-atuLd.

top of the baain is 3 ft. 9 in. Fig, 1120 ahows
the detail of the can’ed columna and capitals.

Tablea, etc.t Designed by
Mr* S. Wjlliamson and others^

A writing table^ ornamented in the Italian

Henaisaance atyle, lb llliiatrated by Fig. 1121.

This was carv^ by its deaignerj and it has

turned legs and raile, a drawer, and three
top cupboardfl. The carving is bold, and ia

cleanly cut* The modern style of ornament
ia typifled in Fig. 1122, which showa a table

Fig. IIOBL—Upper
Biacket of Limp-

stand.

Fig. 1110.—Lqwot
Brack«t of lAmp-

stand.

with aide, top^'cupboaids, and tw'o drawers.

This example waft carved by Mias M. Adling'

ton. The table shown by Fig* 1123 ia a

pteaaing piece of work. A reredos, the work
of M* S. Knight, ia shown by Fig* 1 124.

OOpyriytilecj
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Fig* 1113.—

Film of Top of Font

COT«,

Fig. lllB.—

Flui of Middle Port

Fig. mt.^
Flintli Mouldltig of

Font FlktfoniL

Fig. 1111.—HtreixOntll

Sootion of Font (ri B,

Fig. ud FUn
of Fl&tform.

Fig. IIIL—EJwrmtloa of Font of Font
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Hg, of

foot Baiin.
ffg m».—VerUol &«ctictB

of Foat Bum *ad Corer,

Fig. 1130.—Cured
Cipltal utd Colimui

of font.

FigL mo And 1117.—
fleviUon ind Horiisiitjd

aeciion (it C) uid PUt-
foim PluL of Altemite

De«i^ of Font
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The IiAuging cttbiuut illtiatraW hy Fig, 1125
was carved in oak by Miss A* Collins ; the

dimensions are 2 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 9 in.

Standing: Cabinet

A standing cabinet^ constructed in solid

oak, is shown by Fig. 1126 i its height is

(sa? Fig. 1128). The long pieces must lio

Tnortised right through at 1 in* from the

endsj the mortice holes being e^ctly central

and square. These are for the tenons a (Fig*

1128) to dt into. The outside meusurement
of the doors, when put together;, must be

32 in. by in. A rebate, ^ in. wide and

Fig. Ills.—Square Tetle «1tb Carved Bidet. Detlgued bj W* S. WUUemton.

about 0 ft. 6 in. Both designing and carving

are the work of Miss O'Niell*

Chiffonnier

The carved oak chiffonnier (Fig. 1127) is

made of ^dn. oak throughout, with the ex-

ception of the frames of the doors, consisting

of Din, oak, and the back and shelves, which
are of white pine. For the door frames,

four pieces of oak, each 32 in. by 2^ in*

by 1 in., and four pieces l(>i in, by 2| in. by
1 in,, will be required* These must all be

planed true and square* The four IGj-in.

pieces must have tenons cut at each end

I in, deep;, is taken o£E the inside of each

door for the panel to drop into* The sides

will be more easily carved before gluing tO'

gether. The carved panels must have J in*

more of plain oak on the two edges, which will

meet when the doors are closed* This is to

leave room for a piece of oak beading,, which

makes a neater finish and which may be

fitted ou in the following way : cut a strip

of oak 32 in. long to the section shown iu

Fig. 1129, Take off at the outside left-hand

edge of the right-hand door a rebate | in.

wide by
ji
m. deep^ and glue the strip hmly

in ita place, so that when the doors are ou
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FlS' 11^4. -Itinidom in Solid Oik. Dttignod ud Cimd by Mrm. M. B. Kaifht*

Fig. IIAB.— CibLntit. Deil^od by W. A WIUUjiuoil

Carvfd by Hih A. CoUlni.
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the chillojmier the part p (Fig. U2*j)

will overlap the edge of the left^Kaad door.

The paaela measure 57 1 in. by 12 iu. Theae

must be cun’ed, the hack edges bevelled

Fig. use.—standing Cabintt in Oak,

l>««ign0d and Carrad by Miu D'HialL

of!, and then dropped into the rebate at the

hack and faatcDod securely in with patirl

pins. For the body of the chiffonnier, uiie

two pieces of oak 37 in, long by 12^ In. wide

and i in. thick when planed up. Aa this

thicknefla would not be sufficient to carry

the doorfi, Jet the Irume be further fltreng^

thetied by gluing and sc^rewing from t!ie

inBidc, with j-in. screw's^ a atrip of oak 32 in.

by 1 in. at each inside edge whert' the dmjrn

will be hinge<l on. The top sUoiild be made
of ^in* oak, to strengthen wdiich^ put on a
false top of white pine first. The side eleva-

tion (Fig. 1130] shows how‘ this is done ; h is

the jjiiie top njid n the oak ; the pine top

cornea right fo the front and buck, but th**

oak top must lie 4 in. off the hack (iree ii,

Fig. li.'Xl) to allow the overback to djro]i into

position. The oak tup projects 1^ in, in

front. F ia a piece of pine 33 in. long, phiin>il

up tnie to sisc and shape show n in Fig. 1131.

IVfore putting this on, a strip of pine, 3 in.

by 1| in., should he serew'ed on the back as

at i, to make a stop for the do<irs to swing to,

A piei^e of oak G, .'Jd in. by 1^ in., Khouiil

glued over F, to which must be added thr-

strip c, r;i> in. by I in. by 4 in, ; this will give

ii heavier aiijM'apince to the chEfToimier.

Pieces simibr to o and c am curried uerr»us

the to|w of the emls, hut F is left out. Tjo'

piece c should lie trued up, joined with hot

glue, and Bitioothni dowii when Set. Fasten
the oak top to the pine woth J-in. senews from
the inside. The aiisc of the ouk top bek+rc

C is put oil IS 34 in. by 14 in. Tbo doors

close Hush on the bottom, or wluit is in rcalitv'

a bottom shelf. To do this it must project

1 in, iH'Vond the sides. A piece of oak 3| in^

wide^ carviHil with a aimjilc dojiign, is carried

right across the front and ends at thi' bottom
;

thus the liottom of the doors will lie 3| in.

from the floor. The end pieces am fustened

by screws from the inside, and the front pierc;

by gluing blocks of wood inside the bottom,

and a strip of wood must 1m* glued on tIu?

liottom sheU for the doors to close up to wdaii

shut. The back is made of pine, mdlrtl on*

The twm pine sbelvi^ are made to reat on
ledgi*s. The doors can now' be hingi'd on,

a lock put on the right*hand dooTj and a

smuill bolt at the top and bottom uf the left-

hand door. The ovcrback should be the

shape and size shown in Fig* 1132* TIih

should not be cai^'i.'jd W'lthin 1 in. of the

Lettomi und as oak can rarely W ubtainefi

25 in. wide, it is best to carve as much as

possible bdore joining up* It Is attuchiNl To

the chiffonnier l*ack by a couple of ebiys,

shown at M. The three bracketa k .no
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Ti$. 113B,—Plan of End-piece for Door
Frucework.

FiCr 1132.—Ovcrback to Cbiffoimicrji

Fi^. H37.-^alt CblffoimlerH



Fig. 11S4.—SKtloa of Coal Box.

Copyrighiod materiai
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attached by amall aciewa from the back,

The bracket supporta are carved to match
the back» hut the little shelves are left plain.

Coal Box

Fig. 1 131 shows a coal box which may be

conatructed in either oak or walnut, of atufl

into a ^-in. groove on the LDsideg of the side

pieces. The bottom piece » ia about 12 in,

by 18 in., and should be rebated in a groove

similarly to the top^ as great strength ia here

required. When fitted and glued^ naila or

acrewa should he added at will. The heads

of the nails should be punched in. and then

Fig. 11 SS.^A1t4naJLtiV« Dnlgn tor CAaJ RoX irt LliL

planed to not less than 1 in. in thickness^

The sides (see Fig. 1131) should Iw liand-

aawn or othci>^i»c shaped to the de^siri'd

outline from a piece of stuff 20 in. by U in,,

tapering to 12 in. at the top. The hulJovr at

the base is 1^ in. deep, and allows for sup^

porta of the same length- The top piece ia

1 1 in. by 12 in. The wider aide allows for tliis
I

top piece B (Fig, 11.14) to Iw rcl>atcd and let

fUling appbed to hide them. The acrew'a

should lie counteraunk and filled, or orna-

mental screws could be uaed with the heads

exposed. This is a matter of tcatc. If the

rebating and grooving (which is practically

a haunched tenon} is too exacting a task,

both top and bottom pieces could be finiahed

in 11 in., jointed in the ahooting-lioard, and
aimpiy fastened by acrews or nails but
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thi:) plan would involve a certain amount ol

in strength and flnish- Again, the back

ends of both top and bottom pieces should be

rebated endwaya to allow the bach piece c

(Fig, n:U) to be aecureiy fastened in it«

place. Both back and bottom pieces could

be of commoner wood, if desired, but this

if desired, instead of moulded, The strip

E is added to give a hnish to the front view,

and could be b^ded or left plain* The sides

are left plain, and handles can be fixed of any
size or shape that funcy may dictate, The
ssme may be said about the hinges and the

knob for lifting the Hd. Before licgmamg

Fig. llse.^AJUmattve D^ign for Coal Box Top.

would necessitate staining to match the

other parts as far as possible* The front end

of the top piece is planed to an angle cor-

responding with the slope of the sides, but it

is kept back about i in, from the extreme

front {see Fig, UM). The lid F is about

11 in, by 12 in*, the extra inch being for the

ovolo or other monlding run along its brdtom

edge. It could be simply rounded or nosed,

to carve any portion, it would be well to put

the article lightly together add make any

nccdcil altcrationa, This would prove an

awkward and possibly ruinous a£aii after

the carving is finished. In Fig, 1133 is shown

an antique pattern, which would look w ell on

both lid and top. It is a surface pattern,

with little grounding out, and is caay to

execute, More modem and flowing in
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denign is Fig* 1135^ which shows a pattern
which would look well od the lid, vi-hile Fig,

1136 providoa another of similar character
which would suitably adom the top* They
could be cut J in. deep, and they afford scopi*

for some artistic moulding of detail \Vhen
ffxed together, a strong metal lining to the
vase ehouhl be obtained.

Coal Cabinet with Cupboard
The coal cabinet and w^ork cupboard illua-

trated by Fig. 1137 has been sc designed

Pig. LIST,—Coal CabiBst wltb Capboard.

that, whilst only taking up the space of an
ordinary coal box, it shall be tnore in keep-
ing with the other furniture of the room than
is the usual coni receptacle. Fig* U3T ia a
view of the complete article, which may be
constructed of oak, vralnut, or mahogany,
as may be mrst in harmony with the rest
of the furniture. The height to the top
of the upper shelf is 3 ft,, and the w idth from
22 in, to 24 in, Thrse sizes may be varied to
suit requi n*ments , The upper fli t top should
have a moulded edge, oq which vases of

Pig. 1139.—

Put Section through

Cktol Chhluet Door,

Fig. 113S.—VeiticEJ Section

through Coal Cabinet

rig. nsOr—Hingo for

tovor Doom of CoM
Cabinet

Pig. 11«.—
Handle for Coal

Cabinet Doodra

l.vl ; tr
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flowers or other ornaments may be placed.

The back may be can'ed as Bbovm, and the

small panel decorated with a monogram or

Hometlung similar. The cabinet is divided

into two parts [tee Fig* 113B)( the upper part

forming a small cupboard, and the lower a

receptacle for coals* The doom should have

larged views of alternate designs for panels

are given by Figs. 1142 and 1143* The
gToundwork of these panels may be left

either smooth or matted. A good effect is

obtained by having the panels of a lighter or

darker ivootl than that employed in the

construction of the rest of the cabinet*

riff. 1143, Fiff. 114J.

riffL 1143 and 1143.—Alternative Deiigne for Coal Cabinet Fantla

mouldings fitted round as shown in Fig. 1139,

which is a sectional view i in this figure

is also shown the method of fitting mould-

ings, doors, and panel* The upper doors

may be fitted with paneU of stained glass

having circular buirs-eyes, as illustrated

in Fig. 1137, and may be attached with

ordinary bnisa butt hinges* The lower doors

open to the coal cupboard, and are fitted

with moulding similar to those described

above, and with carved wood panels. En-

The low^or doors may be hung with polished

brass hingeSp as shown in Fig, 1137, These

hinges, together with the handles, are teprc'

seated hy Figs. 1140 and 1141. They may
be of polished brass or copper, as may be

preferred. The coal receptacle may be made
of galvanised wrought sheet iron ; its shape

is shown JO section by Fig. 1138* This vaae

should have Handloa riveted on the front and

aides to allow of its being lifted. A pin is

riveted on each side at the front end, which
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114C

Fi^. 114D.

Fig«. 1144 ud 1145.—Door Pan«la for Ctbi&et WhmtnoL (S«« Fij. 1144, p&ge 5BeJ
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should drop into a wood block bxed to the

Iwttom of the cloflet^ on which the coal recep-

tacle should work. This is shown in Fig. 11^
by the dotted lines. A wood block is placed

at the back of the closet to lessen the jar

of the fireplace. The carved paneb in the

doors (see dbo Fig, 1144) arc effective with*

out being very difficult of execution. The
half of an alternative design for these panels

is shown in Fig. 1U5. The plinth forming

fi^. 114S.—Cabinflt Wbatnet,

on the back ol the cabinet when the coal

reoeptade falls back. The shovel may Ik

fixed on the one side as shown, and the coal

tongs on the other side,

Cabinet Whatnot
The cabinet whatnot shown in Fig. 114(>

is specially suitable for a receas at the side

the base of the whatnot will prevent the

articles in the lower portion from being too

near the floor^ where they would he liable to

get dusty. Mahogany stained dark, walnut^

and American ash stained grcertT finished

with french polish, are suitable w*oods to

use, The curtains may be made of any soft

material
j figured or plain.
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*J*7— Wall. *J&h2b&

Bramant? Referred to, 161

Bramble Iieavcit and Corn Fat^
lorn for Bread Platter, *2H
1 Panel bancd nn. *176

Brattiahlng " on Sideboard, *414

Broad Knife Mandlow. *214

Flattera. *21t-Zl4
1 Bramble Loaroa and

Com Paturn, *214
Hopd Vattern. Sit

Iris Patierni *S14
: Hops
Wild

140
, History of* 142

. in Irory, 142
: Panel, *1&4* les

Cabinet, (’order. *29i. 294
. Cracldx, *254

— BeTelopment of the. 275
, French BcveDleenth-century,
*2Sfi, 2BT
, Oerman Gothic, *77, 7fl

, Hanging^ by Mkaa A. Colllna,
*M0
. Henry 11., in Walnut. "Z79,
2B3
Henry 111., in Chestnut,

283, 2bi
, Italian RonaiaHanoe. *291
. Jacobean. '294-29?

a'ith J.eatlrd GIn>= Daors.
J04-sSUfi

. Modern, *291
, 1 In Aah. *Z9l.29i

. Oak. with Scrollwork, *^4
by Misa O’Nkll, *640

, Jtubena, In Ebony, *2S7-250

, rtcrollwork on. '304

, SeTentcenth-cantnry French.
*206 207
, H-Ktrenlh-century. *276-279

and Stand, *361,302, 364
Whatnot- !JI6S

Brewers' Company Arcachair. 171
*348

Briaiol : Panelling at Hcd Lodge,
164

Britain, DoTelnpment of Carving
In. 145. 146

Britiflb Carving, Early* 145, 14&
Bmere, Binbon, Miaerere scata

Carved by. J46. *432

Brush and Comb Boi, ‘324

. Crumh, *513. HA ,

, Leyelling, fi>T Hodelhng,
•190

BuHet Door, Old EnglEah Otwn-
woek Careing mi* ^159, 161

BuiK'On Carring in the Bound,
94* 95 ^ ,

Bureau In Eliiahcthan style,
'3O6408

Burton Agnes, Danee of Heath
at, 104

, PaneLllng
Bust. Modullillg. *1^129

on Newel, *466

Bysantine Carvings, 14D-14J
——^

. Characteriatiea otn Hi
—— ; l>wrs of St, Sahlna,

Caddy, Tea. *210

Calllcers. ModeUlug. 19&
Canaehus' Creek Carsiogp, 136
Canary'Wood, 23
Candleatleka, Turned and Carted.

*510. 612, 513
Canoe-wood. 23
Cantelupe, Oeorgr *1’^- EIhry *7-

156
Capital, Norman, *140

Card Basket, *233-235
Cortouehe, Modelling, *J22

, Scroll, 251
Carting for Industrial Purpoita.

*494-497
Carting iu the Round, *93 (^ve

alto Figure CarvingJ
I Built-up

Work, 94, 95

'94

9?

~n

Kendall, *99

Chair, Hall. Qiuattro-crnto. *363
, Huogariau, by Ldttlqqd
Paraao, *357
. Old Italian, 365
in Old Dab Style. *359, 3M

. Beitoratlon,^ 366

. Spindle, -372

. Spinning, *368
ol State, French Blxteenlh-

century, "343-340
, Throne. *W1, 356

- Turned and Carted Walnut.
*315

Chaldrau Carting#. 134
Chattibers, sir WllliatUj Mcntlou

Of, 173
Charles 1, Table. *377, 378
Chest of Cypselui of Corinth, 134
chestnut, *21

, Americana, 21—— . Hoary III, CabineL in. *282,

£83
ChesU, *242-251

. Applique Decoration, on, 244
and Coder#, *242-251— cypress, "242

. Dn-ssfng. *461—, Early. "Z42
Flemish Virginal or llarpsL-

ehord, *24?* S5l
Gmhic Carting ou, *24a

^—— [ Gothic Cnfer, Flamboyant
Style iu. ‘251
: Gothic Coller In Walnut,
'251
Carted in Holhein'i fiiylc,

*248. 249
: Iialian Cassoneor Marriaga
Coffer. *246. ‘251

^ ,
: Italian Coffer in lA^alnut,
*249
, Linen Faltern on, ‘242

, Oak, *342. £41. £45, 'S69, 510
. : . Seventeenth- tentury.

, Definition of.

: Eagle, *95-

, Example# of.

: Owl hy T. H.

" Stoning of

Cabinet iM CupboaHsl
in AppllquA Omarumt, 504-

507
, Assigning Dal* to, 275
, Bracket for, *294

Bureau in LUsabethan
Style, *305-368 ^ ^

, Coal, wilh Cupboard, *555

'^3, *£44, 246
-p Panelled. 242

: flevcntctnlh-centiiry Carted
Hoif*. 244 2-J6

p Thumb Carring nu. *244

Chests of Drawers, '399-401

p AppLiQiU*,
* Brass Drop Handle

St. Stephen," 93. 94
Cartings, Old. Gleeinlng. 102. I03

Caryatids, '202. "36?, *462, *42l
Case, Jewel, *226, m

Toolp ‘46-42

Carved by Hiss A. Cole-
man. "509
* Chlp-earved. *406-482

, Coin. "536
Cassone or Marriage Coffer. Iia-

llan, *246, "251

Cedar, *25
West Indian. 25

Catling, Arable, *173
Celtic Curving. 143

Cerewsu, Du Androuetl
Chaffry* Mrs, A., Oak Hetlle Curved

by, *568

Chair (iT0* #1*0 Anaclisir]
Bucks. Panels for. *348

in Brewer#' Company IIbII,

i^.oronation. 150
, Crouiwellian. *359, 366

, Dauphin, *360, 36L

, Elisahetnan, *359

. Empire, *351, 356

.French Bliciecnth - eetUury
State. *543-348

in Gpthlo Carving, 15£,— , Greek Carving of, 15*. 136

, Hall. *m. 365

on. *460

lury, 401

'"ioo”

t]ighiecftth - can-

Irmi Hinge# on,

, Queen Anne, 4Ql
Chevron, Norman Moulding. *148

Ghlffannier, Oak, *S48-5Sl

China neypiece, ''440-453 f*"
Manlelpiereli

_——,
Elahicenth-ceniury, *4 d3

-— Frlese. Swag for, *453

with Overmaniei, *47, 456,

, Truss for, *424

Chip Carving. *466-472

. Ancient, 131

: Bellows, *479

i Bookshelf Edge. *473-

475
- . Hoics, ‘475-477

cs.keit,
Cigar Box. *4t9T 486

,
, Circular Cutting Ip, 472

: Klud BorderSi4f0
-— —— ; Cleaning On, 470

Corner Cupboard, 407-

m. LI— t Decagon or Doublo
Peutntfon, Setting Out. "476

Drsign#. Floral, 472
—— , Fraetice, *472

, Repetitlun iu, 55
,,— .—-

. Shallow Relief id,

*472



INDEX

Cbip tjiirviiiir: Dodi-cigon FiiruTc,
rituini Out,

KiamiilLi. '^171*493——
, Floral Decicn foT< *4?2
* “ fluirp ' UQurc otted

ill, 4l£
Geomolrknl UrawiDp

lur, azi
--— , Ooiiffui for, ^

1 Hpidffon PngTirt, fai-
ling Out, ’^7^
^ Jllitory of, Hit

-— -—- : KniJd FicrciK. '46B
, Knivci u»€<I IP./4 &7 .

: Uwiter^tooJ. 4w
: Oclatcoil Flgur«»

llniE Out,—“ — ; OvormaiUDl with €u|i-
bourdH. *490-493

; PnpLT-kiilfo linnoli'4 ,

*4T?
PatlprtLi, tktlllie Out,

tm. 423
, ^

-— : Fcntairoii,KcttltgOut*
M76

^ 1 Photograph Frampi,
:i2I, 423

^ ™ j Flayiiig-curil Bos,
aaz

3 Prat-t fee Dwiff rift,

1 ' rMCtmiLw ol, 4/0— l'unphL-« for, *472

: Qilat rrfolL Pc4igb« *47&
" «cBllng.““ I41Z
Spiiltig Out Fatiortii,

<76 . m
-—

r !4tuiiig-ln* *47Q—— , MriikUK-in Took for*m
.. ——T^tpreu-t ool Bel for, 4l3

3 "iihew Chi-*'!."' aifl

—

* Blmight Bpadc Tool
for, *Jia

, 'INJoli for, * 4&6-47a
i Trtiikia caaket,

; V^lwl Work, yia
, V-toolH for, ^

4?0
VciiiLeg,— * Tool* for,

*4tS. 4£a
ChipppiidnU’' Refernid to, IL f73 .

“461
AroiL-hnlr in Mahogany, Tm

— SianlPlpii*i'.
Orurmutltel, *517

Cbiioli, fimt Bpad*', !23
-— , B-pv/d-p(lgi‘, M
.— , l>og-lPe,

, HandlPd,^ !iD
, I'afltlg. fa— Bkfw. m ;ia, !3q
, , far Chip Carving, *46S— , spaiLo, ’gfr. *a. ^

— . Btralghi, tM
" Chrlit Hparlng CroH ’

: Oermuii
I'aln-K "Ihl

Chriitnriipu, Amichatr hy, tMiL
iil

Chryianthriiiuni, Paii 4.-1 liAW'd on.

Cigar Boi, '£^2^ ZM
^_— Chlp-rarTod, *47?. 440

Clnqiir^rntn Hi-llowi, *9 ifl

flpfllgtt, hy BchRuorbiBlill,
*lfil— Style, U£1

, ,, ,

Clmllar Culling In Chip Cartinc,

ClajiBtn, Carving: Dtitign Tuition,
S02
, : Equipment, *499. iOil— ,

, tkerriotit lor, iut£. Mi
^— ,

, tJ.ghl for, itDl

, , MakpabUt CloMroolu
uti'd for, 6111

-— *
—-i Practical and Techal-

rul Schrinc, Mil, 602
,
—=-: Scheme* of Work, kill

, : Sparing of liPMon
Honr*. ^
. : Thi'orrlieal and Idler-
nry Bchcme, 602
, Tool Bet for, iOfl

Clay Bin, 3JU3

Uodrlr Keeping Damp, 111
, Wooden Cover for, UJ

*— . Wrapping Up. Ill
for Modellina. 110—- Modelling, !ill4

: Apollo Brlvedcre
d1atii«, 112

-j Bird, M22
Building Up In. 112

i
" JdutlprUy, ' *iah

-i Unm, !ia2-l29:
, Calliper* for, iOfi

. Carlourhe, ^122— : " Colovoal Flgnrs'i, U1

—

, CompaMna for, tiflk— -——, l>i'*irbbEIUy of, IM
: Drapery, 12l

, Rruill Udrd for.

llpfl
.—_ . — Klomentary Ornament,

—— : Eyra, 12X
: Pleih. Ill 113. 123
: Frame Buit, 1123

. Hair Tools for, *106
; Treatment, ISE,

123
-—: " Heroic “ Plgum., m

, Hog Tool for u»e in. IDS
: Human Figuru iroin

the xluiique, *1£2-124

leaves, ^UL llfl

.— —- from Lite, 126—- : l.lfe-#lie(T' Portrait
Dust, *ia5-l79
-— r Medallions from life,

124. 125
[Model*. Position* of,

--— : Moulding*, lUL 1116—^ : Ornament, 11^:122
--— t Reialiou to Wood Care-

R,H„. iUidlS
,f Kmjoco Ornameni, tLi2

. [ Hough Ing'ln, 127
H^jiighing^iUt Tool* for,

I6fa
in. the Hound, Ua

, Bernping Tools for. UJlfl

; Hcmlkd Shield, H2Z—^ Erierolls, 'A22
--—- , Starling^ 111, U2

, Stool for, *104-106

, Straightedge for,— -t Support for Bust, 21— Btatuetio,
2124

Surfacing, *109, IID
Thumb used in, 1D6
Thumb-tool* for,

-[Tool*, *164-110
; Truss or Braekci, 2l2fl

pued Table, Oak, 2372^
Claaie*, Carfing, 498-603
,—

-,
——3 Arrangi'nipnt of Work.

6jU— , Benches for. *499
.

, , Course of liTudy for,
61H-M3

Coal Soi. Carved, 2563^
Cabinet with Cupboard., *5AS

Cofler, Qothlc, iu Walmit,
, Italian, 2245
, , In Walnut. *,249

, Marriage, '246. *261

Coffer*, *24ft

Ooiu Casket. *SJ6
Coleman. Miss A., Oak Caaket by,

*509
Collins, Miss A., Haiigina Cabinet

by. riiS
CollioBun and l4>ck, Memiou of,

all
'*Colo«4l" Flgurea, U2
Colouring on Frame*. 31JV320
Compassiw, Modeller'*, ilu
Coii*ole Table, Italian. *3W. 321

Veuirtlad, *26i 26ff

CunstaiitliiL-'a Influence on Art,
JM

Corner Cabinet, *293. 294— for Pleture- Frame, Uispauo-
Morewiue, *^7. 33S

Coronation Chair. 152
Croc-F, SLdrboard Curved by, *414

Cradle, Book, *239. 24Q
Cramps., *33.36

for Bos, 34. ^
*33

Creience," Vrencli Panel* from*
*203

Craning from litlleham Church,
^iSS
from Mr. G. A. Roger's Col-

lection. ^15a
Cromwf^llinn Chair, *359. 36Q
Cruciffi Cabinet

from Peyre
t. M
re CollMt:action.

-— Turntable for., l2fi

’Wire Tools for* riaa
Models far Carving. HomaiuiN
Walker on Use of. 4

Cleats for Holding Work vrhilit
tTaTTine. "33. ^

Cl^rl#fleau, C&arlea LauEis. Ueu-
llon 01, 2il

Crumb Trays and Brushes,
an

Cupboard and Hnokohelf, Hang-
ing, *534.336

.—- Carved in Flat Belief on
Sunken Ground. '299-3D1

, and Inlaid Walnut,
Z2Sa
, Corner Chin-carvod, *4fl7-4d3

, tb^Trnteenlh-ceutury Court,

——, tsiiieenth-ocmury, *262

Cubboojrds, ^215 !*« a/i* Cabineta}
Curved or Baort Tool*, ^26— Gouge, t26l, *Jfl

Curvilinear Gothic fityle, 166

Cuutn|t Edges of Tool*, -3&
Bhort-atrnke, ^

CytlameD litslgn for Balustor,
*S67

Cypress Wood for Chesti 2iZ
Cypsrlus of Corinth, Cheat of, IM

D

liaBoatt HoiH. ^ 62
Dampening ClayHodel, ill
' Danre of Iteath " at Burton

Agnes, l64 ^
Darrb, T., Pramo Carved by, _iil

Dauphin £hair in Oak, ".SfilL 3§1
iJeaT, Red, 2i

, Yellow, 23
Decagon. Setting Out.
DecoratH Gothic Style, 154. 1^

Period of Archltecturt', fifi

—
, Ball Flower of,

.
, Eiamples of,
, Maple Leaf of, 155

Deidgn, Bailding, 67-69
Hasses of, !5iS

^

-— Planned by Geometric Blvj-

•hm. 69— r,lne, !5L 5a



INDEX

D«si^Q PlRDned by Mass, '5Q,

, Trocliiff, 61, tz
D«sirnljiC ; AUcrumtldn,

: tiaiKdce,
for UaTvlda, *53-69

Con trait, '&4

Codvein Iona likutian, *66i 67
Dafloilil Motif, '66, 57
KLcmeutcof Oraanient, 53
Kvsq Lilitrfbutlon, *SJ
IMtTieu, 54
CeotoetricaJ Atdi, *59
Iljtmionjr and UuJty« 56, 56
Order, 53
ProjwrUon, 55
Eomation« 56
Aepeiiiion, 55
Syinmctry, *54

Tulip u Mollf, *54, 7i
tlaity, 55, 56

Deak. T4tjLny. by J. Pbillipi, 1139:

Devonshlirv PlcK Clay, 110
Dlamond^hapiKl Panel, *203
Diarier Pattern Wall PaW, *192

DLitaBC* oRectlnf Appearance (
Carrirtff, 2, 4

Dodfcaffon. Bellina Out, *476

Dor- lev Cliliei, *2:9

DoV'tootii MouLdlnr, Early Ear-
]lth, *155

XioDnldion Gift of New An

"

Furniture, 191, m *357. *391
Donatello, Mention of, 16

D^r In Icelandic Carrlnir, *156
from Peyro Collrction, *16

, Dutch, *169
^— , licadcd Olau, of Oak Cab-

inet, *304^
Doorway, Norwegian. “H8

Fortali, Brand inarlan, *144
' Drovon *' Carving, BcandinaTiao,

144, 146
Drapery. Carving, *4J5, 416

, Modelling, 1158

Drawers, dirata of Chest i of
Drawers)

Drawings for Archltceliiral Carr-
ingi, 4

Drerot, of Brussels. Mention of,

IZI
"Dn^ser'^: Derivation Of Wordh

2Ii
DreMlng Chest, *401

Drilling MaebiDe for Wasting
Away. *65. 66

Drop, In Clihbons^ Htyle, *173
Dunster Castle. Stalrcaie ai. *4m
Duodecagon Tonped Table, by W,

flladman. *363
Dutch Arroehalr with Cane Scat,

*340, 35T— Carved Doors, *169

Eagle. Carved in the Hound. *95-99
East Indian Carrlnan, "14, 15

Panel, *j;ila

Ebony, 25
, Rnbcni Cablnin;. in, *267

E01irl‘*a, Carved. 150
Egyptian Carving, Ancient, 131,

1 33
, Principal Klementi In,

153
Eighteenth -cpotury Clilitioey-

piece, *453
English Frame, Mahogany,

*S20
Eliubethan Bedstead. *397* 39®

Elisabethan Carved OrDamciit,
164, 17Q, ‘457
CbuJr, ‘559

-—' Style, Bureau lo, *306'306
Btrupwork, 59. J64, "J70

Empire ^aJra, *351, 356, 357
Enlarging Dealcna, 102
Escler, Bishop's Throne at, l5l

Cathedral. Miserere Beats in,
148. 149, *432, 4ji, 437

Fftlricbilt^ E., Panel by, *174
Paeago. E.. Cabinet by, *291-293

, Chair by. *367
1 Table by, *59!

nfth-century Carving, 139, 140
Flfte<-iith - Dentary Bosses qrul

Mouldings, *1S8, 159
Carving, 152-164—— Group, '415

Figdor, Dr.. Referred to, 549
Figure Carving, '415-431—" — Archangel Qahrltl,"

•415* 424

Drapery Carving. '415.

-— Flemish Work, *424—— : French Flflecnlh-cen-
tury Work, *424—

:
—- Birt«ijlh’Cenl ury

Work, *415, 4S4
: Gorman Work, ‘J!$. 424
iproup. Plfteputh-cen-

tury, *416, 484
J
——, ftiiteenlh - cen-

tury, *415. 421— I Uepcnles Carrying ofl
Doianeira from AchHous,"
•434

p Idealisation in, 415
'— Italian Flfteonth-eon'

tury Work, *415, 424
” , Jointing Wood to-
gpther in, *425

Legend of at. Hu-
bert," *424

Position of Work in.

: ProimrtlonB of Human
423— : ifropo
Figure, ”4£l

: Roughlng-otit, 435, 424
" Bt. Christopher nhd

thp Infant Christ,'* 424
'—— — j

*“ St, George nnd the
Dragon," *416, 424—— '

: "fit. John the Bap-
tist," *415, 424

: " Ht. John the Evan-
gellsl," *415, 434

“r'-sheikh-cl-Btlcd," 151,
133. 415—— : Blsteenth - teotpry
Frame. "312. 313—— — Spanish Beventecnlh-
centnryWork, *424

: TTUsa lor Chimney-
piece, *424

:"Virgen do Ins
Dntores*" *424

. Design In Circular Pnnel.
*185

Files, 38—— and HI 01 era used in pji-rced
Carving, ‘82

Finishing AmoriogQ Walnut Carv-
ings, Ibl

White pak hy Fuming,
102

Finishing AustriRn Wainscot Oak
by Fuming, 1Q3—- Carvings, *100-103

— Fumlnja. lOJ, 108
-—— t Btainlng. 102

by Was Polishing, 101
Oak Camnge. 101

'— — Carvings by Finning,

—— Various Woods, 101, 102
Walnut Carvings, J02—— White Wood Carvings. 102

Fir* '22, 33
Fire Screen. Carved by Miss L.

Bnelgrove, t558—" —- Miiw L. Uuder-
wpod. !H3— ’—- Miss L. Wood, tiiZ

r in Louis Qtlatorac Hlyle, *652.

with UepoussO Melal Centre.
*529, ai

Fire Boreens, ‘S29-532
'—

- by Hr. Wx rt, WilUamson,
*i31 532

Elamhoyant Btyle. *251
Flat Belief Carrlng on Bunhen

Ground lor Cnii hoard. '29^
301
Tools, flettln*. ‘50. 61

Flemish Eighteenth - century
Newels, *4^, 465
Figure Carving, *424
Panelv, '205

with Arabesque Orna-
mept, *ao5
^nalsutice, *167

’

*249!^^*' Marpsiehord,

Flesh, Modelling, 112, 113
Florantlbq Onen-work Frame, *311

Taua. *13, 14
Flower Blands. Pi>destal, with In-

ciflod Carving *^7x 5^
Fluted Work un Keyj^n rd ,

*555
"Fluter*' Gouge for Chip Csyv-

ing, 478
Fnlding Armrhairp, Bi x teen th-cen-

tury. *343
Foliage. Open-work, on Frame,

•331

Fonts, Carved Oak and Metal,
140. 543. 544

Foundry Patterns. Carved, *494
—— for Ornamental Block,

*497

Pillar, *4%— ^ Panel.
made in S«tlans. *497

, Bhrinkage of, 497
, Taper IfeccAsary on,

•494. iS5
, Undercutting In, *496

Four-leaved Flower of Ferpendl-
cular Period, *166

Fragile Carvings, lO
Frame, Caf-vra hy Mina A.

Ardagh, "Sl4—- attributed to the Hnrili.
‘320——» Colouring on. 317. 320
Corner* Uinpano-Morerque,

*537. 33a
hy T. Darch, "517
Dfeeo rated with Jfother^if-

pearl, '317, 330
Deigns by W, William-

son, *614, GiS——, EBPly, 339
Eighteenth-century Mahog-

a^, *320
^ English, in Mahogany, "320

for Five Cabinet Photo-
graphs. ‘325-328——9 Florentine Open-work, *333

-—, Gliding on, 3IT, 320



INDEX m
Frame, Oelhie Boas Corner for,

J^4. il6
“Bj Qrinlinf Gibbons, id
Limewood. jfo. 221
, Itnlinn Bcaaiuddre, ’’320,

*3.^1, 3K. S2i
, Hi* Icerthcentury. *30^

by Marr with Open-work
Foliage, »J31
, ULrror, Italian Renaissance,m m
, . wiih Boetarn£ular
Dpeaina, ‘ASft

,

-— by Fanciefw Beiamli
Hi
, , ikrrentecntb * ccniury
ItLliaa Itenmissaoce, *321, 32a.

. . Tenctiaa. ‘llL ^
hy Hies Muriel H^«r, ^

r Oak Orermantel. *33£, iST
Opeii-wark, *331, 2J2

FlorenfTn*, *332
-. Oral. *51*. 5tS

Tarred by Miss A.

'K>J

Ardagb. ‘314

. Mirror. *_m. *J\L 415—- with Oval OpeniagTZMii ^

. Photos ra oh. *320-3^- 331-
352. -33?; *^5- &l£

-— by Roaers. '*33&
with iWctaiigular Opening,

•326, taiA
rT^enicenth-ceptury Mirror,
'ip. 325. 325
, sixteen th-centary, Figure
Corrins on, lii

'— t ItalianTTMig
'— Oak, willi Htatuettes of

Adam and Ere, *312. 2L2
. Htrapworh Pattern for, \
Thermometer. *317, S£l, i—— by Miss Underwood, *31^

, Venetian Mirror, *3 17, 3^
Francois Premier Peribdv IM
French Carved Band, Fifteenth'

eeninry, *151?
*—- CarvlngT^ampScH of, Tlfi

Fifteentn-century Figure
Curving, 1^4
Oot-iile Casket. *509
or Italian Biiteenth-ceuturr

Table, *3Efi. iSQ
NeweTr*^5
PadelB fre

*203
row a Credence,

with Gothic Tracery,

Kenainsance, *167. 170
Berenteenih-ecnttiTy Cab'

tnet. *256 2B7
i^iateentliHi^cntary Figure

Carvinr, *413. 424
Sidewards, *'^02. 4 12
Walnut TabliTaail

Three-tier Bldeboard! *402,^ "

French -polishing Carvings. *10D,

Fretwork Bracket Lightly 3fod-
cllnd, *266

——
•. Moorish Arabesque DeHlgEi
for, *337, iia

Frieie lor Chimneypiece. Swag

0

Gate-legged TabLe+ *376
O-craznps. *33, 3d
Genoese Console Table. *3W, 311
Qeotuelrieal Aids to Flanning, ^—— Brawing for Chlp'CaFvora,

472
Oolhie Style, lii
Panel, 12M

German Figure Carving, *4lS, 42d
Oothie BrackeL

Cabinet, *7f7lB
Panel, SiiteenTn - century,

*161—— Henaissapoe, T16I
Qlbbona. Grinlingr^ 10. &3, 23,

fli
Olhbnna Style, Drop IdP^Tj
OLMiog Carvings, 11, 13

on FrafflFs, ^177320
enordT^I

tribnted to, *203
Gllle- Marie OppenerdT^PaaeL at-

Giulio Homano Referred to, Lfil

Gladiuan : PuDdecagou Topped
Table,

Glaespa^r, li
Olceaon-white, J* W„ Panels de-

Blgnwi by. m
Glove Boj, FloflTr*a5n

f Hop Design, *5M
Panel, :22a—

. Vine Fatten],
G^^S, Greek Carripgs of. 136
Gong Stand. *S29
Gothle Architcc 1 ure, Periedi of,

Boaiteri 'SS-K. 133. *I56. *16fl.

•J34. 33A—TJarving, *Sa-^2. *HS-1S2
on CE«^,

, Practical, Lfla^—
t Spoon-bit Gouge used

in. ^— -— Tools for. *69. 2fl

Coder, Flamboyant Style in,
*251

Coder in Walnut, !££i
, French. IIM——, Oerman. '^77 *274
Style. i34.~IK

: Ball-dower Ornament,
l5fi

, Curvilinear, 1S6—“ —— , D^oraled, 153
, EaTlr-EngHsET lM. l£i
: Early Engliah MapldEarly

Inga. *135
ngliah MauJd'

Three - tobed

by Kchaucr-

for- *453
Frith, W7^ Qaoted, 1. 2, 4

Foliage, !14£
Frame,

mann, yit
, Gcouetrlcal, IM
Panel, by Sebauer-

mann. *166
: P«T]>endlcu.laT Period,

154.

-Sideboard by A. Welby
Pugin, *4li4

: Tudor Period, Ifid
, Tracery Panel, *159.

Gouges, Bent Soade. '29
--— for Chip Carving, iJJ

. Curved. *38. *30
,. . =u , OrindingTTiB

Fruit and Poliage Panel by John . Setting, *51. 52
Spoon^it. *2L *29Law, "189

Frullini, Luigi, Work of. 1^
iM. 13S

^
,
——'V" Dance of tb* Hours,"

IS. Ifi— . : Panels, *192-194. 129
, j

-' The Aidw." *15. M
Fuming American White OaV 1H2.
- - - Aurtriati WaidKcot Oak, 102

Oak CarvlngB.

'30, *92

Greek Carvings of Gods, 136
, PauaaiLiafl' Writings

oa, 134, 135^—' Fheidlas, 135
Tbeoclcs, Uh

Orimwood. W, If.. Eeferred tOt 15
Grinding GottgeT^

Tools, h
Grlndstune,
Grip Vice,^
Grounding, ^ fii *

Tool, Bout, *79,

. tfslna,"^
, V-tool used lDr_.

Groundwork, PinlBhihg^ 22
Goyrod d'Annecy, Carved Arms

of. m

*69.71

Hair Tunis for Clay HodelUng^

Hall Chair. m
. Quattrcrtcmo, tMgdife]!

Hand Mirror, *m 32a
llandkerebtef Boies, *224, 226. 22Z
Handled Tools, *3Q, ^
Uandlea, BraaB Drop, <m Ctwit of

Drawers. "4(Ha

, B»ad Koife, *214

^ T^l. Fixing, *31 32
Hanging Cabinet, by Miss Coll Las,

•54S
-—“ Cupboard and Bookshelf,

•334-^
Mirror Frame with Beet-

angular Opening, !325
Spill Box. 'JM

Harpsichord or Virginal, Flsm*
isb *249,

Fleois, Harry, Quoted , 10, 33. bSfl

Henry II. Cabinet in W^nut, *276.

! fltra i ght. '*287"*

-—
-,
—- Spade,

. Use of, fA
Grain of Wood, Direction of, £22
Grandfather - clock Smoker's

Cabinet, !m. 523
Greek Carvings, 13L 13&

, Canaebua', 136

of Chairs, IM

Henry 111. Cabinet in Chestnuts
'fflz. m

H^plowbite. Uentian ^ LZX
" Itc reales CsrryiDg off MTabeUra

from Achalon*." *J2A
'^ Hercules, Labours of,"
fEeVzoca. Staton of, 136
• Heroic " Figixrci. U2
Hetberington. Joseph, SettJo

Carved by, ‘396

HeweiJ»n. Milner and Thexton,
Bedstead Exhibited by, 399

Heingon Figure in Chip Carving,
Betting Out. *476

Hindoo Carving, *14, li
Hinges, Iron, on Chest of

Drawers, *4Qfl

Hlipano-lloresoue Picture Frame
Comer,jm m

History of Wood Carving, *131.174

Hog Tool for Modelling. U®
Holding Pillar for Carving, *35

Tools. 'Mi
Work, :SrMk for,

-—— .— CTleate for, *35. "36—'
, Methods orr^-36

Holly.
Honduras Mahogany, 21
Hop Desijra for Bread Flatter,

*714 — Glove Boi, !ai
Thermomur

Panel, ;£1L m
Human Figure, Modelling, from

Autlque, *322-124

ProDortiona of,
Hqugarfan Chair by Edmund

Farago.
Table byrarago, *391



INDEX

I

ICQlAndic Carrin^p
Chtii-ch Door, *156

Ihm, Mention of» 171
IticlR«fl ('arTlnfc, *7J-7a

< Dfittlgna for. *75“77““ ^ ’ on a«rm«n Oothk
Cabinet. *77. Tt— "— Mirriajp Cofler*

Hodcllln^p *74. 75
on Podmlml Flower

Stands, *517, 52S
Bettinjr in Small Linti,

•75
. Sunflower Panel Pat+

t*rn In, *76—— For Table-board, *517
—— : V-toHcal, Adat^tabMUy of*

*77

Position foF, '73,

for Wall Panel, -lai
Indian ttlast) earrings. *14, 15
-—- Lattices, *15
Industrial Piifposen, CarfinR- foe,

* 4^.4T7
IriiL_Panel baaed on* by Gleoaon*

White, *155-187
Pattern for Bread Platter,
£14

Italian Pellown^ Sixteen th-cen^
tury, *2b5-£88
Cossone or 34arriaxe Coffer,

*246. *251~ Chaim. Old, MS
C>5ffer In Walnut, *249

.—— Conaole Table, *iW, J9J—— Pifieenih-reotury Ficnre
Careinff, *4l5, 42^
blanks for Braeheta, *£66
Renalnsanre, “167. 1^0, !2fll-—^ Cabinet, Modern. ‘391

Frame. "Jib— Mantel pi eoi', *440 447
Mirror Frame, *321* 325.

326
Writing Table, '5l4

——* flixteenth-eentUTy Frame,
‘JOT

Table, *JS6, J90
Walnut, IS

l¥ory Carred Boiea, H3
Carrinas Id ByxantlDD

Style, 142

J

Jaeobean Cahlneta, Larve, *294-

299
Caminir. 154
Dcalftn for Bellows, *210
Diamond Pattern Wall

Panel, *1M
Indeed Wall Panel, *191
Panels. *295

on iStaircaae, *457
Room in South Kcnaln^on

Muaeutn, 9
Scrolled Lrartouebo. *199, 190
StalFcBMe, *4M— Style. 1^ m* 172
Table, 377
Table ConTcrtible into Scat,

*383-365
at Nmuntnn Court

WoTcesterihire* 377
Wall Panels, *189491

Jamea JJ, Jolm Stool. “375
Jarrah, £4, 25

3cwel CoK, '220. 221
JqlQt Stooli. *374, 376

^,1 ^torr of. 374
—

, James II., *376

K

y. *M
M.A.,

Kendall, T. H.. Owl Carved b
Keaworthy. Rev. J. W.

Mention of, 156
Kprlbompaon. Rev. 31 r.. Over-

mantel Carved by, *5lT
Keyboard Dmirna, '530. 531. '532.

533
Kinw' College Chapel, t'ambridge,

Kcrecn of. 154
Knife Eicreifle In Cblu CarvEny,

*468

Knight, Mm. 31. S., Rcredof) De-
aigned and Carved by, *549

Knive*. Chip ti^arvlna. *457, 4ig
Knox, J. K., Referred to. t

L

" babount of Hercules,'* *16
bamfaarde. Mention of. 16]
Lamp Stand Carved, '53t-54b
battires, Indlait. *15
Laanewna of Hechliri, PupEl of

Qlbbona, 111
Laurel Leaf Pendant on Kewel,

*465

Law's Deslirns for Panels “169
Layard. Sir Austen, on Chaldvali

and Assyria It Carviny, 1J4
Leaded 01as«* Doom of Cabinet,

Leaves. Modelling. *U7. 118
Letter Hark, '252. £53
Life. Clay Moddliny frvjm, 124,

125
LEahtiny of Workshop. 4?
Lifles and Ollvea Motif fur Panel,

!2ft3

Lime or Linden, *28
LimewDod, Aoierican. 2D

Mirror Frame by Crlnllny
Oibbona, *328. m
. Owl in. *99

Linen or Linen.fald Potteriu 1S2,
*242 *393 *415

Lion's liead for Baluster, “457
on ?lewel. *465

Litany Desk, by J. Phillips, 'm
Littleham Cptireh. Crest Lnir from.

*158
Loeker-Stnol. Chlp-earved. “469^

490
Lombard ic Style. 2DiZ

Louie HTV. BrarketH. *£69, “274— Fire Screen. CarvUI^y^iss
L. HuderiTfKHl,
Panel, *173

Loula XV, Knel, ^283
Ludlow, Miserere Seals at, “438

Luinh Bernardino, Mention of.
161

Lyon, A-, Panel Carved by, *283

31

Macaroni T«>ol, *29

Mac nine. Hnlllnywnrth.
oelonyinr to. 795

Maboffnny. 21-23

Bellows

Mahnwany, Bastard, £4
, Unywood, 21, 22

-—
, Chippendale Armchair in.
*351

Eightoenth-century Enfliah
Frame, *3?&
, lEonduroa, 2l—— , ^nanau, 2J
, St. Dumingo, 23

— ^— , dpanijb £t, 23
Maine, Jonathan, Referred to. 111
Malleui. -3£. 33
Mantelpiece («# nTm Chlmney-

piecc)
in Chippendale Style, *453

. Italian Renainsance, *440.

447
3fante1«helf, *446
Maple Leaf. Decorated Period. 156
3Iargiti Treatmeui, *72

with Bevelled Back Edge, *72
i Ground Gouged in* *7£
Hollowed with flatige. *72.

, Ordinary, *72
, sunk, *72

Mpfr, Jame*. Frame by, “331
Jlarriace CotTer, Inciai>d Carving

on. *77
" Mdwses " of Design, *325
flasks, Early Italian, for Carved

Rrackets* *266
31 ayhew Furniture. Ill
iledalliona Ifodelled from Life,

124, 125
31Jche!ntiige]o, JlcOtlon of. I6l
3liddlv Temple Hall, Screen in. 164
Jliller'H Panel Designs, *175-182,

“184
llirror Frame, by Grinling Cib-

Ifuiis, *325, 32l
. Italian Renaissanee,

“3£l. 3£S, 326
. Oval. *326

-— by Paneiera Besarel,
*14

with Rectangular
Opening. *326

+ Seventeenth « eeniury
Italian Renaissanee, *321, 325,
326

, Venetian, with Mother-
of-pcBrl. *317. 320— , lUnd, “32E. 329

51 i Kcell alieoua Examples of Carv-
iu*s, “59P-55S

3[ipvreru Sente, *425-419

at Beverley Minster,
152, 42S

in Rieter Cathedral,
148. 149, *432, 433, 437

at Ludlow. *438
, Origin of, 4S^ 4£0
at Rlpon, *m, 439

Salipbury Cathe-
dral, 149. 158

Misericord Seats ii« Hiserere>
31odelling, “71. 72

. Clay Clay Modcllingl
in Ineiiied Carving, “74, 7S

Modeln, Use of. 4
Jloller. Jfisfl Muriel, Frame by,

“338
"Money" Ornament on KcWrl,

'460

Mnntafl6p. Mention of. *424

Moore. Charlotte. Panel by, *174
Moorish ArabeSnUc DcElgtl. *337,

338
31orgRit, J. Picriwmt. Table be-

kinging to. “398

3[orris'a Introduction of " Kew
An " Style, *338

31other-of-nearl. Pratnc decorated
with, 317, m

Mouldings, Anuliutl^, *507
, Read, *362
. Carved, Pierced and Coders
cm, ‘87
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y<iu1dinffi, Chevron Nomiiin* *Ha
for l^uptM>iir(t. ^jlQl

, Dng-tChOih, Early Enrheh.
*t ji 5

, FiftMiitb-rentary, LSS
, OoLhic, !li5
ModflllflS* Ui -116

^ Nortnan : fieali lli'Ad^

_i Hdlet* *148
, : Chevron, *1^8

,
™—: Bunk Biar*

, Thumb. _
, DndereultinjE on.

Uu»Lc or Ni^irapapiT KBekt.
257. £59, 2^

a

Nareluui Driijftl Tor BulUi-ter.

haw'd on, by til^'icn-

Whin*, LBfi

Nawau Kaliopany. 21
XroCniek Brackei. *175

.

" Norvou*'^ Ansflrt inDeilifni. ^
New Arl "Chair by ^avnifo,

Frame, by Mia* 31. 3lol+

ler. lilfl ,

Intrcidueed by Morria.
i3B

Tabic by Farairo, *57^1

NeiMel wUh Acoriif and VoUilo,
*J65— Buat,
Flcmlah Elehtccnth'Centnry,

"i^ornf Mcfolli on, !±a
„ French* *465

.—— with lAurrl lA'^af Pcndnul,
*ft5
-— Headn

"" Money*' Ornammi,
'4fefl

Bani's Head,—- Boeooo Ornament,
465

.
, Tbirnedt with Acorn Fliilnl,

•4M
with Volnle* ^MS.

Xrwanaprr or MMaic Rack, *25^6.

gpiV

Xliictecmh’century Carrlhit, tili—- Blyl*. Panel in, *174

XInth-cemury Xorwcirlan Atiu-
chaira. *A4a

Norman Capital. *14B

Carrinff, l^S
Doorways, Ha
Monldinit^ Beak Head. l4S

milft, *HS
, ; Chevron. *148

. ; Blink Star. *148

Norinanuly* Efflity ot Duke of. LSQ
Nnrwi^an Arinclial™. *340, 3ii

Doorway, *^14 b

Oiliitonc Blipii. ^
'nirltcy* 14S— , Waihlia* !iS

Old Carvinn, CleamnE* lOj, Lua

O'Nicll, JliM. Siatidini“abhaet
by,

Open I'lflthic Trncery Panel,
Openwork CarvlnEou HulTet Door,

*15S. 161—— Frame, *^t, 3J3— by Jainea Marr, '331

Oppenord, tillle-Martc, Panel atlri-

buU'd to,
Ornament* Eleinema ot. In Design-

Inir, 63— . ^lodellink. lliJ2Z
. pietra'durn,"

cimuning,
Oval Mirror Frame* *J2q
Overmantel. Chimneypiece with,

'447,^ 4Ai— ,
Cnlppcndale, *617

— with Cupboard* in Chip
CarvJnip, *1^90^493

- La«iEued by Mr. n . B,

wmiainann. *517— * Oflk. 113
Owl, Carved by T. IL KetldBlI, ^SS

Paoela, Jacobean Wall,— Line# and Olivei, !mi
, l«uli XI V'.* "173. mi
. by F- Milkr, !H5
, Charlotte Moore, ;uJi
* NarelHui, by Oleeaon-Whlie.
*iaS-IB7

-, XineEeimtb * eeutury Style*
74

-^pen Ooihic Tracery, *139
, by J, Phinipi, *199. ~in2

“* PlL-ret-d,

, Plum, byT'. Miller, tllS
, Poppy, by F. Miller, ‘Ifll

‘, by ScliBileMdauu, "B83
--— from School of Art W'Dod^'

carving* '174

, Sideboard. *4H
. Strapwork, *4i5d

. Bunhower, In Inciacd Carr-
inff. m
, rhermomeler, *517, 522
* Vine* by A, t^yon. "gbJ
—

, Leaves auit FaHage,
*184, lfi5

f"all,with Band and Roiette,

Oak, -J1
. American White, Fumingf*
LQ2

>. Auitriau Wainscot, Fumine.
IM
Bog. II, la

< Carving*, Finishing, UU
— Fuming* HU* UQ2
Panelling, Rotnovlng Pnlnt

from. HU
Oetagon PIrure. Betting Out.
Oilstone, Arkanoai.

Painted dak Panelling, Cleaning,
liu

Panelled and Carred Staircase,
454. 4S6
Chms, *243

Panelling. ^—- at Burton Agues, IM
, l.inni, ti2* *342. *jaL^
at Red I-ndge Bristol* IM

— Removing Old Paint from,
HU
, Seventeen 111 -eentury,
, Wall. £fli. 2M

Jbinels. Balnsirnde. *193

; Bramble Deaign by Miller,
*175

niiread, *3flk

, Ryfabtlne Style, nsjj
, Cabinet, ^AQ±
, Caslingr in Hrlal, !133

-— , Chair Bnck,
, ChrysBUthemunqi* by Miller,

* Circular* wilh Figure Design*
*lft5

* Designing, ITS
^ Diamond'shaped, '20J
East Indian, i2fl3

. EilxabHhan Btrapwork. *170

hv E. Fairrtilld, !H1
. Flemlnh,^
. Fnench. from a Credenet,
*203
, Oothlo Tracery,
*161
. Frull and Foliage by Jotn
IAW*—- bv Luigi FruHini, *l92-t?4.

159
. Ocomet rieal, ^2fl3

. Olovp Bot, *J3fi

. Oothie. by Elchauermann.
"15&

_^* Incised Wall,
-—. Iris, by Oleeson-White, *185-

1£Z
, Jacobean, *295.

. , ,
Diamond Pattern. *19fl— ,. Incised. :i9l

. Scrolled Cartouche.
!m lan— *

. for Btaircate, *457

*T91
, + Diaper Patierni, *192

. ., , Incised, * i9i

,
, Modern, *l9l,

. M*ild Kose. by Miller* ^75
Paper-knife Handles, Chlp-carvi!d

for, '‘All
Paring Chisel* Use of,
Parting Tool, Curved V* *21 *30

-^* Hpadft V, m
-, Spoon-bit vT^

7 r- fiiraJffht V. !3L 'iO
Pausnnla* B'ritlng* on Dreek

Carving, L36
Po*rwoodj
Pecchi, Shrnor* Mention of. JJ
Pedestal nowcr Stand** "SATr S36
Pediment, Reiiai«*anco. *tft7
' Pembroke "

'Table, Hi
PeatBimn, Double, Setting Out*

*476

Perey Blirinein Beverley Minster,m
Perpendicular Period and Btyle,

* Four-leaved Plower of,
*156

, Tudor Flower of, !156
* Uom of, 2156

Peyre'i lEmiley Collection , Ex-
amples from, *16. *161

Phridiai' Carving*. 1A6
Phillips, J„ Work of* *159.

gfl2

Phoinarapb Frame, ’3B6-3aa *332,

Aft. aii^ Chip-carved, *477* 473
Picture Frame Framel
Pierced Carving, *79-42

r Oenuan Qothle Brac-
ket, !374

TFanel. *79. 80. ^—- -—
-* fUrcnginana Grace in,

ea—— , Tools for. 75
* Tulip Motif in, !ia
.* tTnlhg Ftlea and Elt-

flnr* In.
and TTudercni Moulding* tfiZ

Work, H6
" Pietrs-dura '* Ornament, 3^
Pillar. Holding, for Carring, til

, Ornamental Carved. Foun-
dry Pallerrt for* *496
Twlited,

Pin and Trfekpi Bos. HZB
Pine. =32 ^
Plnturieehio Referred to, IM
Pipe Racks. ^ ^£5^ 2M
Planning, CcDmetiical Ald» to.
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PLnJlcr, raciLiir Clay Uodel in*
129.

Plktterh, BrcAd.
PlK3rln|T'Card Box* Chli>>«artC(lH
W. AbT

Pliftir'* Iknicrintlaiia of RomRn
<JarTlDff«. Iii9

Flum^ E‘anfl Hiwd on, *1?5
FolUhtnr Carvlnn, LI
-— F«'nch, UBfl- ia2

. WaK. im.
Pollen, J, IL^ Ri^rrdoi Dr-«lirn br,

•16

C. 1^.^, of, iH
Poplar, 21—— ,

AizieHcan. £3
-—* Virfrlnlan, 21

. Yellow . 23
Poppy Df*l*n for Baltialer, *<&7

far Pfttiel. UM
Pu^n^ AiifftietuB Welby. Mention

of, I2i m^—
, Sldebonrd DL>ai|medi by, "4H

PuDcbn,
for Chip CflTTin^* '472

PuDchlnff, rit. 22

tomrcfoll. Setting Out. *476

[uattro-cento llall Ctaair, *j65-367

luc«n Aane Cheat of Drawere,

Racki.— Irftter, *232. 2i3
<

. Muelo, •25&.2641

. Kewipaper. 2£7
^

, Pin#. *2^ 2Sfr*MS. 2Sfi

Ram'* Heart, NewtrJ wUh. *4ft0

Raphael Referred to, i£l
Raip^ 3B
Red Deal, 23
Relief, Modelllotf, in Clae. *113 115

Renai»Hauee Bracket. *167—— Carvinn, *167

., Flemlih.
French. llfl

German, *167

« Ttallan {iiM Italian Renalii-
uncei
Pediment, by Rchautrznann,

"167
. Period. *161

after the Restoration. Ill
, Bpanlih, HD

-— fltylc, Derelopmoot of* "169^m
Beredoa in Oak. by lire. U. 8.

Kni^t^ *544

at Wimbledon Church, ^
"Restoration " Chairs, 366
Riaie™. lae. ^
RIpon Cathedra], Mayor's Stall

In, ti3B
— Klsprere Seats in. '43R

Roberta, T. Dreasinir Chest by,
•401

Rocalllo Ornament, 320
Rococo Ornaitiont, 173, 3211— , Modelling. ^i?g
"— on Newpl, *4Hji, 4fi£
Roser'a fO, A.) CollecHon. IM
Bo*er*. W+ 0„ Frame Oarred by,

*33&

Boffcrti, \Y. Harry, Frame Do-
aicned by, !Hfi

Uomaioe-VlaJkcT Quoted, L. 4, 8.
HL 11, li

Roman XTarrinca. IJS^ US
'—^

, AntnomloD (Jruaynent
in, 139—

, Chnractcriatiea of.
Mcutloucd by Hiny,

13d

r—t Wooda usL-d in, i3fi. L3B
Deeoraiivis Art. Ed6

^mano, Qluiio, Hcntlon of, Jil
Rood, t^arved, from Ptyru Col-

Jection,
Row Heflifn Stool I'op, *37i
—— , Wild, Panel based on, *176
Rosette for Baluster, *43?

p Ryuntlnc, "iai. i66
Rouithlair-ln Modelled Bust, \21'‘J“^

Figure CarrlUff,Roughln^-nut In
42jL 424

for MModelling, "106
Round, Cnrslnff in tho i.nt Carv

Inir in the Jtoundj^—- ModelUng, U3
RottU'rs, *3ft

. Ose of. Hfl
llubpcr, Frcoch^pollsher'a, "loa
Rubens Cahiiiel in Rbony, '2S7
Ruric tha Jut« Bclcrrcd to, JAi
Kuaaiau Carviiif, L44
Rusti. Ayoatino, and the Cin quo-

cento Style, 161

wrwn m King a College, Cam*
hrldjfo, 164

• . ***

Bcirew, Ben eh,
, Oarvtr's, UJ

Scroll Cartouche, 2S1
-— Terminations. *tgn
iicroll*. Floral, on Newel,
--—* Model 11 nr, in Clay. *iaa
Bcrollworlt on Oak Cabinet, "3114
^ulptunv, Ofeeli Woodi-n. lifi
Heats, Misi-rerc (w Miserere)
Iwlden Referred to. 171

william of. Mention of. 146
hcrraied *jg5
Buttinff Flat an'Okc

31
-—' flouKoa, ^

V-ToolB^UJi
Veiners,

th'ttlng-lii, 63, *67.t.t>— Acrosa^e Groin, 63
In Chip Csrriiiir,

IncisiNl CarrfnB. ^

Itew Tools, "50,

6a

Baddiwtrei.% 23
“ jtatophor and the Infant

St. ^min^Q Mahogany, 23
at. George and the Dragon,"

416j 424
' StTHubert, liCfend of,” 424
"Ht- John tbe Baptlst,"^ "415. 4h4

8t. John the Evanfellst," fUu
415. §24

• . ^

on Outline, 69
. OTerlapnlng Cats in,
, PnN.-siitlmis in, ^
BtalksantI Thin Mom hers, 6S

CarTing,
-iniL. S69

I>l*th In, ^Hclting Out Chip Carrmg Pat-
terns, ^

Settle^ Cjar^ by J, Hcthering-

^ Oftk, "39^144—“*
.. IJnen Pattern on, !Jai
Ih-signed by W. B. Wit-

uaniaon.

Gertrude
^ hite. *3S4. iSt

Hetties, "MS
nteem h - cent u ry Carved
BoTies, *244. 246
Court Cupboard, *276. 236

Canriiig*Tiinnith.FJture
•424

French Cabinet, *226. 2£7

Rt, — ^-da. Carved Doors of. l§fl
'8t. Stepben. Stoning of," 93, M
Salisbury Cniliedrar ifiwrcm

Seats In, 149. jjifl

Balling, Qf!orge, Door Panel and
t^e-Dosfd belonging to, 167,

Sand. Moulding, 495
Sandalwood, Zi
Bnowrlno* Andrea, Mention nf,

In 1

smiiiwood. 2f
H**s, *32, 3b
"Bca^ihg. *3S1. "472
SeandluaTian tStrring* *144. 145

Doorway from Hal*
liogdai, *144

SebauD^nnn {F, L,), Bracket
Designs by. ^114, ^261—^ Cinguf-oeiito Design by. Uhl
* nothin Frame by, *156

Braeket Design

“—il^Ninet^nt h-oent ury Panel

Style
by, *2fl3

, Panels by* *263^—
, Renatssanec Designs by, *lft7

Hchool of Art Woodcarrlng, Es*
^ amplea from, Uiu tlM
Bermpera, 38
-—, Clay Ifodcllers', *lfiS
Serwn, Fite Fire Serwen)

at Iwerne MlUstrr, Carred
by J. Phtmpi. UIA

^
R^nnlssanee Frame.

J'js 1 J Jjj, 32^—- Oak Ch«t, tZ43, *244, 246^— Panelling. *i67AfiU
—

Tables, "377
HharrM>nlDg Tool*, *4^*52

Hhatl^k, T. Foster, Cabinet and
belonging to, pR.

Shea i^r. Mention of, m
Hbolkb-el Beled,8tatuo of. iJl. m.
Shelf, Book tr*f Rook Shelf)
Hheratoii: Referred to. 11. m
Shield, ifodelUng, in Clay, *ias.
Hhar^troKe Cutting.
Bhonidered Toola, *iMi

" Brattishing " on.
'iLa

— Sixteenth * century
Walnut, *402— lJ«lFned by A,
Welbv Pugin, *414
Modern. *4l4— Panel, "fllr

^Jl^iteenl h -at n.1ury Preneh.

, Three-tier French* *402. 412
Sideboards, • 409.A1

4

SIxteenthHi^entQrT Cahlnet. *276.C!7n— Cunboard. ^282
Folding Artnchairi, 7343

* Frame, Flgurw Carving on.
*312. 313—— Freneh Sideboards, *4flg, §12;
German Panel, *161

'

*—"4?^°^4
^ ** Figure Carving,

Italian Frame* *3Q9



INDEX 5H7

Hiilepnth-fpntury Oak Franii;
with StatUL-tics

.

-— iftatt Uhairi, Frcach, *JiW4£
T&ble. *m 3W _— Walnut Tabk'p Ffpnqjii "390

, Work. *1*1

^^Ixih^i-nLiiry P-n*Prt+ 14Z
Hkpw Chiipl. *£0, -Z%

lor €hii> Carvim;, *^w
ToolSp *51

i<!tplih (I}.! on ChaidE-au and A»j
rhaii CarTlnsr. 13'^

Smtikpr'n (.'pbliiU'U GrondfunPi’*
clock, *iZ2, 523

Haul ff-ropp. JIi«N Fire ekrctfii

CarTpd by, *532

ftpadc Chiatls, *25. *39. ‘30

OoUKca.
TooIb, *26. 27

, ^Iraiirht, fof Chip
Carvinir, "<70

—^— V Fart i nit Tool. *29

^paikifth .Hahoicatiy. 21. 2i
^ ^ Rcnaiwiaiipc. 170

.-,— Door I’akkPl, *157

—— Spvpnlpcnih-ctntury
CorTinir, *424

t^pill Bon* '225, *S14

Kulndlp Chnlro. *572

Splhulise Chair. *55S
Rpnkpahait'CB^ ‘3$

Kpaoa-bU riiiJsH* *20, "50 __ Goubc, *20. *29, ‘30, *92—- TooU, *36. *F5
V PartlnE Tnol, *29

fipDon-i^hnpod Clay alodtllinc
Tools, *106

Btaiiiinff Carvlnscs, 102
Hiairca^ at Aslon Hnll, Blrmlnff-

ham. *«7. 160—- Bal listen, *4$7

at Dinimcr Castle. "iM
Newell. *460-465

^ Faaelled nnd Carved, *4Sii,

. Strapwork DvslEn on. *466,

157
StalrtRSc*. *154.465

Kialks, mttiiKT In. 60^ _
Btand. rabinet, *302. ilol— , ^owpr, Inclsrd Carvliijc on.

•537, 530
.—- IjiTtip, '53&'510

State Chairs. Fr<nrh Slsteorlti^

century. 313-340

Htatar, HijdelllnF, In Clay,
llS

Stoke Gabriel Church . Pierced
Bund from. *1&0, 159

Stone, Nieholfls. 171

SlonliiE ot St, ftlephrn. 93. 94

Stool for Clay ^tcdcUinE, *104-I0t

wiili Bciachnble Back. *37i

. ., French, by E.
: Joint. ‘374, m
, . itlatory of. 371

Top lieilErns, "369. *372

Slooli *W9-376 „ . „ .

St ral ith todire, Clsy ModcllcTB * 106
Strop Oriicimenl. "IST
Strapwork DesiKH on Staircase.

M56. 457
. for Stool Top. *369
—— ,

Kllia In-lb an. S9, 164, *170

Paneli, *450

— Kliraliothan. 170
Fat ter II for Frame. "334
-— for Table-board, *W7

SimppinE Tool". S2
Si Part lletisIcadB. .V99

"Slump" Bedstead. 599
Sunflower Pnnel I’attern. *70

Sunken Ground. Flat Belief Carv-
inp cn. *299-301

Swav for Cliimncrpiccc Frieie.
'453

Syeamore, ‘24

Table. AUar. in Oak. *39l
- Board for Tea or Codec,
'537
Bookstand, *240. 24l

. Charii-a 1.. -577, 57k
with Circular Top, *37S'3iJ—- BuoderaCoii Top, by W.

Gladman, *5^3
-— Di-jlffned Edmund Faraffu.

•391

„ French or Italian SjixtcL'niL'
rent dry. 'JFfi, 390
, riisu-eutb-century Wal-
nut, *590
. Gate-li-EErd, *370
, GenociM! Console, '390, 391
, niinRuriaii Modern. *391

, jRcobean, 377
-

. ConvfirUbSc into tieat,
'303,505
,

, at Nauntoii Court,
WoPt-estcTHlnre, 37T
, in. "New .Art" Stylt% liun-
Enrian, '‘391

— . Oeeasional, *305, 306— ,
" Pembroke." "16

• . Si.- 1-i.-nteeiilh-eeutury. 377
, IwEB <if, *577

. l^iitfenth-century, *306, 39(1

* Frencbr *39£l

, Square, by W. S. Wllliam-

Italian Benaio'
kOII, *544

. Writing,
Buuec, *541— . . Modern. *541

TahlCH. *577-391, *537, *544

, liiBt'iiry of, 377
Taper jiect>rt]tary on Foundry Pal-

terna, *494

Tniia. Florentine, "15. 14

Tea Caddy, "2ia
Tempering Clay for Mtuk-UinK,

110
Thi-oclcs, flreeh Carrlnss by. 136
Thermonicter Frames, *521, 622
Thiwtio Deal Ell for Fipe Hacks.

253
Tlin-t-lobed Foliage of Gothic

Period, *155
Tlimiie Chair, F.mpire, *56L, 366
Thumb Carving on Chest n. "244

31ouldinE. "3&2

used in ModetlinK;. 106
Thutab-shaperd Tools, Clay 5Iodcl-

lepji'. *10«
Toni 51arkH. 4
Tonlfl. a kid Ap nlian ces, '26-47

r Bltfl, *36
£ Boxcik, *41. 42

- -£ Bracre and Bits, *56, 37
Care of. 16
Carver's Screw, *54

i Cases. '40-42

for Chip Carving ‘466-472

1 Chincls Chisel}
• •. Choice of. "31E-40

Clay Alodellera', *104.116
; Cramp", "35-56 («# af*" maia
6NidiN(«' t;raiiipsl
, t’urvod or Bent, *26

, Curved v. Parting, *29, *30
. -, Curven of. '29
-— Cutting Edges of, ‘40

. Diflerenoe between Carvers'
and Joiners'. 60
; Dog-leg rhisel, "29

Edgi-H of. *52
: Files, 38

— Fixing Handle" on, *3l, 32
for Gothic Carving. *89. 9G

; DoilgP {**1 GoUgCll
-, Grinding, *40, 49

; Grindstone, *48

; Grip Vl«, *43

, Grounding. Use of, *70, 7l

— tiandted, *29. *50

Tihnb, Uoiding. In Prop«r
Manner. 64

'— Macaroni, '29
Mallets, *32. 35
nilstoiim:, ‘'49

for PioTced Canrlng. 70
-=< 1 Puiiehi^. "36— Ra^s, 54

: kiltiera, *38
: Bouterii, '30

: Saws, *57, 30—’3 Scrapers, 38
'—“! Screw. Carver's, *34— . Seta of, •56-39, -470. 472— netting, "M, 51

. Sharpening, '40-52

. Shouldered, *27. *29

Shew, Setting, *51— . Spade, '36, 37
£ Spokeshnvcfl, *30
Spoon hit. *26, ‘00

, Spoon-bit V Parting. *29
, Ktraighl, *26— V Parting. *29. 59
Btropping, 62

, UllaDOUldered. *27
, V uKed in Chin Carving,
*46^-479

Veiuers, '20, *460. 469
Traeerj, Gothic, 156, *159, •161
Tracing Drj^ignii. 61, 63
Tra|H^a»id Brushea, Crumb, *5lJ,

Treneh Work with V-Tool. *62
Trinket Caflket. Chip-earved, *403,

405
TruBfl. Chimneypiece, *431
- ltii>delllng, in Clay. *I20
Tudor Flower, *156

Period. 156
Rose. *156

Tulip Motif, *64. 73
^ in Pierced Carving, *79

Deitiifn for llaodkercblef
Boi. 227

.—. Pin and Trinket
Bo*. *220

Stool, *572
TtiMp-iriN?' B^ood. 23
'Turkey Oilstone, 49
Turticvl and Carved CandlesticiicB.

*510. 513
' Walnut Chairs,

361
Newel with Aoorn FiniaU

'460

Turntable for Clay Modelling, 126
Twirling Tool, Soring Holea with,

*09
Twist. Cutting, 5D6

-. Double, M6
. Sl&eh, 600

Twiiitt-d PmaTH, W6

r
UndereuUing, *B$4(7

* IViMigiki for. *84
. Elnborntc. Bi, "86

in Foundry Fattemn, "496
, Grade" of, S3
and Pierced Work, *86
on Mnuldlngn, *B7

. Simple. Si, b4
, Use of, 03

Underwood flfiM 1*), Fire Screen
Cnrvi-d by, *552

, Frame Carved by, *514

V

Vaughan'" (Henryl Bequeat, 2Q3-

Veiner, *20

Veineni, Setting, "62
Vetnlug In Chip Carving, *470
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YelDinc TooU, 4&9
V«netimn Armchftir ia Walnut,

3fil
Bracket or Conaclc, *2fiT, 26S
Itirror Frame, *JJ7, 320

Vice, Career’*, "45
and Bench. Portable, *43-J7

Victorian Period, 175, JT4
Vino LcaVea and Poliase. Panel

baaed on, *194,
Uolir for Panel, br Lrop,

*203

Pattern for Glove Boi "220
*' VirvacL de Ion Dnlorca/' *424

**Yirrin and St. John," le
Ylrtinal. Flemish, *249, 25l
Vir^Cinian Foelar, 25
Volnte. Nearef^^, "4iS
V Partins Pool, Corred, "29, "50—- ^

, B^ade, "M
—— , Rpoon-bit, "29

-—^ , Btraisht, *30
V-tooL Adaptability of, *77

, Chin^arrem', *4*6.470
~—- tiMd Id Oroundinf, *71

PoiltloDa for IucThih] Carr*
ins, *73. 74
, ^ttlns, *S2

-— . Trench Work with, *62—- Work in Chip Carrlnst *470

W

Wainneot Oak, Auatrian, Fumins,
10*

Wall Brackirts, "261.260
-— Fanelllna. 203, JIM

Panels, Modern, *191, 192
Wallin, Thomnn W„ Mention of.

17^
Wainm. *11

, AmAidcaQi. 19, 19
, .—s FiBiwiDS- 101

.
. BlaHi, IS

-— (7b airs. Turned and Carred,
*351
Cupboard, Carved and In-

laid. *282

, FinJahins, 102— Frame attributed to the
Barlli, *320—— : Italian f|i*teebtb-cen-
lury, *309

.— , Henr’ H. Cabinet In, *276,

S62
Italian, 16

.
, Venetian. Armchair In, "351

Ware. Creat Bed of, 398, 399
Waahlta OUataK *4f
Wartins Awar, ImUliv Machine

for, *^p 64—, ,,,„ vrftb Machine, £4, 6$
. or Outllnins, *62^

Wataon of Peopic'rt Palace, Panel
Dealsaed by, *265

Watsun. Haznuel, Mentlnn of, 171
Wax, Bebduf, Preparins, lOl

Polish I ns, 101
Whalebone, Caaket Carrcd in, 146
Whatnot Cabinet, *5S8
White, Ml» O., Settle Carred by,

396
White, j, J*r, Jhwisns HnppUcd by.

"173, *192, *391, *424 *453
YiTiite, j. W. Ole«K)n', Panel* lie-

iSfted by, *165

Whitewood, 23
, AtneTicftU, 43

— Caryiiisi, E^nlshins, 102
"William nnd Hary PurnJiun.%

171
WmiamHUi, W, S., Deslsni by,

606-610, *S14, 51S. *431. 432, *S44
Window Tncery, Ootblo, 146

Wins of Bird, Modcllins, In Clay,
*122

Wire Clav' Modelllnr Toola. "108

W<^. Uian L,, Fire Screen,
Carved by, *432

Wood. Philip, Mention of. 171
Wo^ n* Sikulptor'a UalH^rlal. 2
Wooden Efflsie*. 164
Woodrun. C. H.* Court Cupboard

belonrins to, 474
Wooda. *17-44— AmnieaA lime, 20— : Poplar. 23— ; Walnut. IS, 19

Whltewood or Ba*s-
wDod, 13
: BMWoad, 40, £3
Baarard Mahonny, 24
Haywood, 21, S
Black Walnut. 16
B^cpak, 17, 18

; fioiw'ood, "25
Canary-wood. 43
Canoe-wood, 35

-1 Cedar, *25

-i Writ Indian, 24
Chestnut, *21

-: Atnerieana, 41

-i Heal, fted. £3
-: -— Yellow. 23

Ebony. 45

V Finish Ins Yarious, lOO-lOI
-: Fir. ‘23
-; Holly, '20

Woodsy Honduras Mahosany, 2t
Italian Walnut, l6
Jarrah, 24, £6
Utne, Atnerieani 2D
Lltnu or Jdndm, *30

Mahojpny, 21.23
, Baywood, 21, 44
, Honduras. 2l

-——, BaaaaU, 23
Bl. Humlngo, 43

, Hpanish, 21, 23
Oak, *17

Pearwood, *41

Pine. *22

Poplar. 35—— , AmpHcub, 43
, VIrsInian, 25
, Yellow, 45—— He'd Deal,

1 fladdle-irer. 23
: Bt, Dominso Mahosany, S3
: Sandalwood, 24
: Elatinwood, 44
!: Spanish Uahociuy, 21, 23
1 Sypamore, '24

; Tulip-trro Wood, 23
1 Vlrainian Poplar, 25
Walnat. *i9

—— r , American, 18, 19
i . Black, 18

i TtuUan. IS— i West Indian Cedar, 25
: Whitewood. 23
: Amqricab, S3
: Yellow Deal, S3

Poplar. 43
Yellow-wood. 23

Workshop, Lishtins, ^7
Worm-eaten Oarviusi, 104
Wreb Style, IS
Wrltlns Table In Italian Re na la-

sauea Style. *444

, Modern. Carved by
Mlsa Adllnstob, *644

Yellow Deal. S3
Poplar, 23

Yellow. wciod, 43

Zi-ui l,ar{a»»us, Btatue of, 136

-.il
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MANUAL Of
TRADITIONALWOOD CARVING
Whh 1446 Working Drawings and Ptiotographlc llkistratkins

Edited by Ruil N. Hasluck

Do you want to make an eKaet replka of a aixleeiith-ceiUury tarved

tabJe? Perhaps, an armchair in carv^ oak? Maybe, a misericord seat or

a severiieemh<entury chest? What about an [lalian ca&sone or coffer,

or an ornate nineteenth-century pipe rack? The Atanuai of Traditionat

\iVood Carving will show you how to make these and many other

projects. The book combines practical instruction with numerous

photo^phic illustrations and working diagrams. The summation of

years of research and practical work, this volume is the definitive work
in English on the craft of traditional wood carving.

For the seritiuvmmded beginner,, the instructional conienl is well-

organized, easy-to-follow and very precise. The authors Iwgln with

the basics: what tools and appliances are necessary, what woods to use,

instruction m the actual cutting of wood. There are chapters on bow'

to translate your ideas into wuod^ how to design, trace or outline your

project. The various methods of practical carving are described:

incised, pierced, and chip carving; carving in the round; Gothic

carving: styles of carved ornament: etc. Many specific projects are

offered; from the simplesi'-small boices, bread platters, chesu, chairs

and stools—to the more complex—tables, cupboards and cabinets, beds,

sideboards, even staircases, or for that matter, almost any item you

can imagine in wocxl.

Authoritative, complete, and profusely illustrated (1,146 working

drawings and photographic examplesj, it coiitairis 9 wealth of en-

cyclopedic information. There is much here you could End nowhere

clsc^

Republication of 1911 edition originally entitled Cassrit'j Wood
Carving* LH6 working drawings and photographic illustrations.

Index, viil + &68pp. 6^ x Paperbound.

See every Dover book Ln print at wwwjdovejpubllc«tkHia,com

Fmr Dover Crafts, Nccdleviurk and Hubbies Calalo(; (j9l 3 1-^) available upon request.
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